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Preface
During the implementation of PhaseI of Transport and Communications Decade for Asiaand
the Pacific (1985-1990), ESCAP, in cooperation with the Ports and Waterways Institute ofLouisiana
State University and George Washington University, United States of America,prepared
a training package for inland water transport (IWT) trainers, which consisted of sixmodules
covering IWT infrastructure, IWT operation and management,planning and operationof
inland ports, navigation and operation safety, economic and financial analysis, and IWTtraining
management. Those modules were presented at three regional training of trainerscourses
held in 1990 and 1991. Following those regional training activities, somecountry-leveltraining
courses were to be organized by the member countries themselves in order to achievethe
maximum benefit from those modules and training activities. In view of the difficulty faced
by the member countries in organizing such activities, a training course, namely the Regional
IWT Training of Trainers Course, was organized from 9 to 22 June 1996 at Hohai University,Nanjing,
China, with financial assistancefrom the United Nations Development Programme andthe
Government of China, which aimed to demonstratethe combination of the ESCAP training
modules with local experience. Sevenpapers focusing on Chinese experiences in the field of
IWT were prepared by' Chinese experts for this training course as a supplement to the IWTtraining
of trainers modules. The paperscontained in this publication are those presented in the
training course, and they can be used for the country-level training of trainers courses, together
with the early IWT training of trainers modules.
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Before
1

REFORM IN INLAND WATER TRANSPORT:
CHINA'S EXPERIENCE.
1. General Description of Inland Water Transport
Developmentin China
China is a large country with a territory of 9.6 million squarekilometers. In this- country there
are 5,800 rivers whose catchment area is above 100 square kilometers each. Of these rivers
more than 1,500 have a catchment area of 1,000 squarekilometers each. The water volume of
outflowing rivers occupies 95% or more of the total, and the catchmentarea occupies 1/3 of the
total. In the coastal area of East China and the area to the south of the Changjiang River there
are many river networks and water is abundant. Water transportation is well developed on the
Changjiang River, the Zhujiang River, the Heilongjiang River, the Grand Canal and the Huaihe
River. The superior natural conditions provide good opportunities for the development of water
transportation in China.
the founding of the People's Republic of China, inland water transport (IWT) facilitieswere
very backward. Through more than 4 decades' efforts, the cause of IWT has progressedgreatly.
After the third Plenary Sessionof the Eleventh Central Committee of the CommunistParty
of China, the causeof IWT has entered a new stage.

On May 5, 1946,the People'sGovernmentof SongjiangProvince(calledHeilongji~$ Province
now) took over the SongjiangNavigation Bureau,and on May 17, the short-distahcewater
tran~portationfrom Harbinto Tonghebegan. Thatwasthe first navigationinstitution underthe
leadershipof the CommunistPartyof China.
With the liberation of various port cities, the People's Government abrogatedall the imperialists'
privileges in China, took over the customs, controlled foreign trade, confiscated bureaucrat
navigation business, took over Kuomintang Government's navigation administration, and
requisitioned or bought over the enterprisesrun by foreigners. Local governmentsprovided loansto
support privately owned water transportation enterprises so that they could restore
transportation as soon as possible. Thus a water transport systemwas formed in which the stateowned part played the main role while there were various kinds of economic elements.
In 1952,the national water transportation was restored; the volume of goods transported reached
51.41 million tons, and the volume of freight handled by the coastal ports and the main ports on
the Changjiang River reached23.11 million tons, increased by 1,022% and 154% respectively
compared with the figure in 1949. Inland navigation mileage reached 95,000 kIn, increased by
29%.

.Prepared by Professor Zhang Changkuan, Dean, College of Harbour, Waterway and
Coastal Engineering, Hohai University, Nanjing, China

The period from 1953to 1957 was the First Five-year Plan period. During this period, the focus
of water transportation-related work was, through the socialist transformation of the ownership
of the meansof production, to raise the managementlevel, tapthe potentials of transportation and
carry out a few major projects. The main task of the construction of water transportation was to
develop IWT with the Changjiang ~iver as the focus, increase material exchanges between
SoutheastChina, Central China and coastalareasand develop marine transport on a proper scale.
The managementsystem praticed at that time, practiced was centralized control, decentralized
management, government administration integrated with enterprise management. Under the
unified guidance of the state policies, the Ministry of Communications was in charge of
administration, the business of navigation on the main streams of the Changjiang River, the
Zhujiang River, and the Heilongjiang River, marine navigation, and production managementof
main enterprisesand institutions, while local governments exercised supervision and guidance.
Local governments were in charge of administration, the business of water transportation and
production managementof enterprises and institutions in their areas. Inter-provincial water
transportation development planning and capital construction were coordinated by the Ministry
of Communications. In cities or at ports, port managementbureausor offices were setup, taking
charge of port administration, managementand business; they were economic accounting units
and were under local governments' supervision and guidance.
From 1958to 1965, China's IWT went through a process ofreadjustment and development. The
Ministry of Communications, as the leading body of IWT, established and amplified'various
regulations, at the sametime, readjustedthe internal structure of water transportation, took back
large enterprises once put under lower administration levels and strengthened Q,ceangoing
transportation, IWT and water transport-related industries.
".
In 1962, the mileage of IWT in China reachedmore than 160,000 kIn, increased by 20,000 kIn
compared with the figure for 1957. Good economic benefits were achieved in the construction
of the navigation channels of the Changjiang River, the Zhujiang River, the Songhuajiang River,
the Grand Canal, the Huaihe River, and the Xiangjiang River. The volume of goods transported
on the North Jiangsu Section of the Grand Canal reached 20 million tons.
During the period of so-called Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, China's water
transportation suffered great losses. Management was paralyzed, basic facilities were not
maintained, efficiency was very low, and many accidents occured.
After October 1976, China entereda new period of socialist construction. Like other aspectsof
the national economy, China's water transportation began to recover. After the Third Plenary
Sessionof the Eleventh Central Committee of the Party, China's water transportation entered a
new period of development.

2. Reform in IWT ManagementSystem
2.1 Reform in China's Economic System
Since the 1980's, developed countries have beenreadjusting industrial structures and reforming
the regulating systemand developing countries have beenreadjusting developmentstrategiesand

2

reforming
The

the managementsystem, while socialist countries have beendeepening and wideningthe
reform in the economic system. This historical trend of reform results from the new worldwide scientific and technical revolution and the development of productive forces, which began
after World War II. The progress in science and technology is a powerful motive force of
economic development. Every breakthrough in science and technology results in a big leapforward of the productive force, causing the readjustment of the industrial structure and the
reform in the managementsystem. The economic reform in China started againstthe background
of world-wide reform.
In the original economic system,the responsibilities of administration and managementwere not
identified, and the government over-controlled enterprise. Thus, enterprises lacked vitality;
commodity production, the law of value and the market regulation function were neglected;
equalitarianism was practiced in economic distribution; the economic form and the business
mode were unitary, seriously constraining the broad masses' initiative and hindering the
development of the productive forces. Therefore, the basic tasks of the economic reform
included the reform of the original economic system, and the establishment of a new socialist
economic system with Chinesecharacteristicsand full of vitality. The purpose of the reform was
to promote the development of the productive forces. This reform is by nature a process of selfperfection of the socialist system. A process of development from the countryside to the cities,
from production to circulation and distribution, and from the vitalization of enterprises to the
reform of the managementmode. Reform has been carried out in the form of ownership, the
business mode, the identification of the functions of governmental managementinstitution and
the establishment of related institutions. The reform can be roughly divided into two stages.
The first stage began from December, 1978, when the Tbird Plenary Sessionof the Eleventh
Central Committee of the Party was held. At that stage, reform was mainly carrie'd;out in the
countryside, while in cities experimental reform only was conducted. The second stage of
reform started in October 1984, when the Third Plenary Session of the Twelfth Central
Gommittee of the Party issued" The Resolution on the Reform in Economic System" and this
is the stage of overall reform with emphasis placed on cities.

2.2 Stepsof Reform in IWT Management System

reform of water transportation was carried out under the overall frame of the reform inChina's
economic system. To begin with, the Central Government required that the departmentof
communications should break with the original management system in which theresponsibilit
of administration and management were not well clarified, and that theresponsible
departmentsatvarious levels should perform macro-managementand administrationinstead
of direct management of enterprises and production affairs. The reform of the
management system was therefore the first step of reform in water transportation.

On September 1, 1982, the Ministry of Communications establishedthe Management Bureau
ofIWT. Transportation on the Changjiang River was taken asthe focus of reform in institution.
Reform in this aspect was performed in two steps. The first step was to separate theresponsibilit
for navigation and port authorities. On January 1, 1984, the former
Administration of Changjiang Shipping was dismissed, and the Administration of ChangjiangNavigationa
Affairs and the Changjiang Shipping Corporation were setup, the former being an
agency of the Ministry of Communications in charge of 14 ports on the Changjiang River, and

latter being the first-class enterprise, under which there are 5 branches, in charge of the state
planned passengerand freight transport. The second stepwas to separatethe administration and
management responsibilities of the Administration of Changjiang Navigational Affairs: The
management of ports was transferred to local governments while the Administration of
Changjiang Navigational Affairs was in charge of administration. See Figure 1.
On July 1, 1983, with the approval of the State Council, the Heilongjiang River Administration
of Navigational Affairs was transferred from the Province to the Ministry of Communications.
Investmentwas increased,planning and construction were strengthened,and shipswere renewed.
On July 1, 1986, the Zhujiang River System Administration of Navigational Affairs was
established,taking charge of the administration on navigation on the Zhujiang River (the Pearl
River), which had been done by Guangdong and Guangxi local governments.
In November 1987, the Grand Canal Administration of North Jiangsuwas setup, taking charge
of the managementof the Xuzhou- Yangzhou section of the Grand Canal.
Thus, a central-to~local managementsystem of inland water navigation and transportation was
formed, and the construction and managementof inland water navigation and transportation were
strengthened,as shown in Figure 2.
After the establishmentof the managementsystem,various IWT managementdepartmentsbegan
to shift the focus of work to trade managementand macro control. The Administration of
Changjiang Navigational Affairs exercisedadministrative authority and beganto take a seriesof
measuresto deepenthe reform with focus on the institutional reform of the ports on t4e river and
the clear-cut identification of the responsibilities for port and navigation authorities: On the
basis of separation of port managementand navigation managementand identification of the
responsibilities for port and navigation authorities, the State Council approved in August 1987
"Request for Reform in Management Systemof Ports on the Changjiang River". It was decided
that all the ports on the main stream of the Changjiang River, except Zhangjiagang Port in
Jiangsu Province, be transferred to a lower level, and the principles of transfer and support
policies were formulated. After full consultation among the Ministry of Communications, the
Administration of Changjiang Navigational Affairs and related provinces and cities, the
preparation work of transfer was finished at the end of 1987, and the transfer was completed in
1988. After the transfer of the ports, the Administration ofChangjiang Navigational Affairs,
as an agencyof the Ministry of Communications, took chargeof administration of waterways and
navigation and trade management, and at the same time, provided supervision, planning,
coordination and services.
With the establishmentof the Changjiang Shipping Corporation, whose organizational structure
is shown in Figure 3, the autonomy of the Chongqing, Wuhan, Wuhu, Nanjiang and Shanghai
Shipping Companieswas enlarged, and they becameindependentaccounting units. In planning,
capitai construction, managementof fixed assets,etc., the Ministry of Communications also
transferred some power to the Changjiang Shipping Corporation. The five regional companies
also transferred power to the lower various levels, practiced various kinds of "responsibility
systems", and good results were achieved. The Zhujiang River System Administration of
Navigational Affairs, on behalf of the Ministry of Communications, exercisedtrade management
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Figure
Functions:

1

Separation of the functions of the government
authority from commercial operation
Administration

Shipping

Administration of Changjiang
Navigational Affairs

.River system planning
.River system development
.Navigation channel maintenance
.Navigation safety
.Harbour superintendency
.Public security

Entend its business
beyond Changjiang
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.Harbour machinery factory
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.Aids to navigation
maintenance
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of navigation and transportation over the four provinces in the Zhujiang River system, helped
them to solve the problems existing in water transportationmanagement,and strengthenedsafety
management. The number of accidents from water transport in Guangdong and Guangxi was
largely reduced.
In order to suit the change of the functions of government navigation and transportation
departmentsand to strengthentrade management, except for JiangsuProvince, all the provinces
where there is water transportation have set up managementorganizations at the provincial level,
and the internal structure of the navigation and transportation departments at various levels has
been readjusted.

2.3 Experiencesin Reform of IWT Management System
The reform in IWT has followed the guiding principle of "consolidation, digestion,
complementationand improvement". At the sametime, variousmeasures
havebeenexplored.
1. StrenQtheninQthe formulation of reQulations for IWT management
The formulation of regulations is a guarantee for success in the reform of IWT management
system. In the process of reform, close attention has been paid to the formulation of related
regulations. Take the year of 1986 for example. In 1986,the State Council issued " Regulations
for Safety Managementof Inland Water Traffic of the People's Republic of China". Through the
approval of the State Council, the Ministry of Communications issued " Detailed Rules and
Regulations for Implementation of Contracts for Water Transportation of Freight". The Ministry
of Communications also issued " Regulations for Strengthening Safety Managemel}t of IWT
Enterprises", " Regulations for Renewaland Renovationof Ships of Local Shipping Enterprises",
etc., and formulated and submitted to the State Council" Regulation for Management of Water
Transportation" and " Regulations for Navigation Channels". The IWT Bureau of the Ministry
of Communications drafted a "Provincial Plan on Legislation for the Seventh Five-year PlanPeriod".
Various provincial governments formulated and issued related regulations and
managementmethods.

The Cultural Revolution caused serious setbacks to water transportation. Before reform, the
scale of China's water transportation was small, techniquesand equipm,~ntwere backward, and
the managementlevel was low. Support in policy was neededfor the development of IWT. At
the beginning of reform, i.e., in 1986, the State Planning Commission and Planning Office of
ShanghaiEconomic Zone made an overall investigation on the situation ofIWT in the provinces
along the Changjiang River and put forward some suggestions. Navigation management
departments at various levels also made many investigations on the problems existing in
navigation and transportation enterprises. On this basis, the State Planning Commission issued
on April 4, 1986 " A Circular on Some Preferential Methods Exercised in Reform of IWT in
Various Provinces". The circular introduced preferential policies on taxation remission, freight
rate readjustment, supply of diesel oil, loans, etc. which were implemented in the provinces of
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Sichuan, Anhui, Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hubei. After the
circular was issued, many other provinces took new measuresto support water transportation.
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The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Communications remitted taxation for all the ports
on the Changjiang River except Nanjiang Port, Jiujiang Port, Wuxue Port and Wuhan Port.
I
In September 1986, the State Planning Commission, the Ministry of cpmmunications, the
Ministry of Finance, and the People's Bank jointly issued " A Circular on Several Issues
Concerning Vitalization of the Economy of Collective Water Transportation Enterprises",
requiring that governments at various levels should strengthen the leadership over collective
water transportation enterprises and provide necessarysupports in respectof taxation, fuel and
other material supply, freight rate, loan, etc. On December 31, 1986, the State Council issued
"A Circular on Taking Measures to Develop IWT". This circular played a very important role
in the development of IWT.

of watertransQortationsystem
The process of refonn is a processof trials. There are successful experiencesand lessonsto be
learned as well. Continuously summing up experiencesand drawing lessons is one of the keys
to the success of refonn of water transportation system. Through practice, some important
problems which we should pay close attention to were recognized.
(1) The economic structure of IWT is complicated. The point-line relation is close, the
development of water transportation in various river systemsand various regions is not balanced
and the technical and economic development in one and the same river basin is not balanced.
Therefore, reform should be carried out on the basis of the practical situation of various water
systems and regions. In the reform of IWT the following principles should be follo~ed.
.Reform should be favourable for the development of the productive forces of-water
transportation, for the smooth operation of transportation, and for the promotion 'of safe,
excellent and civilized services.
Reform should be favourable for the vitalization of enterprises, enabling the enterprisesto
become relatively independenteconomic entities.
Reform should be favorable for the connection between water transportation enterprises
and the development of the socialist water transportation market.
Refoml should be favorable for the mobilization of the production enthusiasmof various
departments.
Reform should be favorable for the strengthening of trade management and the
improvement of macro control, enabling IWT to meet the demand of socioeconomic
development.
Reform should be favorable for the simplification of administration and1heraise of work
efficiency.

Q

(2) Administration and management should be separated, adininistration simplified, and power
transferred to the low level. The administrative departments at various levels must transfer the
business power to the enterprises, and their function of direct management must be changed to
indirect management. In this process, active and liable steps should be taken to ensure that
administration and management are separated, the administration system and management system
are smoothed, power is transferred, and macro control is exercised.

(3) The strengthening of trade managementis one of the important contents of reform in IWT
system. In the aspectof trade management,the following tasks should be carried out: planning
and distribution of water transportation construction, study of poli~ies, formulation of
regulations, supervision, managementof water transportation market, collection and exchange
of information, coordination, etc.
(4) The target of reform in IWT system is to establish a multi-channel and open-type socialist
water transportation managementsystem which dovetails with China's IWT situation and has a
rational basic structure, coordinated operation system, flexible regulation function and complete
managementorganizations.
(5) For the administrative organization ofIWT an organizational system should be formed step
by step, which is under the unified leadership, exercises management at different levels, and
combinestrade managementwith regional management. The top-bottom structure is divided into
three levels: The top level is IWT departments under the Ministry of Communications and the
water system navigation managementorganizations, the middle level is provincial navigation
management organizations, and the bottom level is county navigation management
organizations. The horizontal structure consists of transportation management, navigation
administration, channel management, and port management. Depending on the practical
situation, transportation management, navigation administration, and channel managementcan
be unified.

3. Formulating Flexible Policies to Vitalize Water Transportation
The second aspect of reform in China's IWT is the formulation of flexible policies for the
vitalization of water transportation. Under the unified planning of the state, the Ministry of
Communications gradually enlarges enterprises' autonomy of business,enabling enterprisesto
become relatively independent economic entities. At the same time, preferential policies are
adopted to encourage and support local, collective and individual water transportation, thus, the
state-owned, collective and individual transportation enterprisestogether come into being. For
instance, by the end of 1985, more than 800 shipping companies had been set up in the
Changjiang River system. The volume of freight transport was increased by 10 million tons
annually in this river system. From 1981 to 1985, the turnaround of freight transport was
increased by 50%, the increase of the self-employed labour being the fastest. In 1985, selfemployed labour possessed240,000 ships, and the total tonnage was 3,200,000~accounting for
50% of the total number of the state-owned and collective ships. In order to reduce freight
transfer through transport were established on the Changjiang River, and the volume of freight
transport was increased greatly. On the Human-Shanghai through line the volume of freight
transport reached 1 million tons in 1985, 11.5 times the figure for 1980. The average distance
10
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of inland water freight transport was 256 kIn for 1985,39.9% longer than that for 1980. Besides,
facing the more and more serious competition, the water transportation enterprisestried actively
to improve management, implement various kinds responsibility systems, and improve their
service quality. Meanwhile, they developed diversified economy, opened up new sources of
freight, and strengthened links with other enterprises, thereby enhancing the vitality of the
enterprises.

Actively Supporting Self-employedWater Transportation Labour
With the development of the commodity economy in the countryside, self-employed water
transportation labour came into being. According to statistics, by the end of 1986, self-employed
water transportation labour owned 240,000 ships with a total tonnage of 3.28 million. The
number of ships was 2.7 times the number of collective-owned ships, and the total tonnage was
80% of the tonnage of collective-owned ships, and 43% of the total of local inland river,ships.
of the rapid development of self-employed IWT labour, a new situation has appeared
in IWT.
1. House construction, the development of township enterprises, and trade of agriculturalproducts
and by-products provide abundant sources of freight for water transportation. These
goods are characterized by small quantities but large numbers of batches and they must betransported
in time. The former mode of large batch transport can not satisfy the requirement
of the countryside. Self-employed water transportation labour ships are usually small, they can
sail on small tributaries, their operation is flexible, and their service is excellent. They are,
therefore, very popular in the countryside.
"""

.

2. Changeshave taken place in the structure of transportation forces. A multi-level, multi:"form,
and multi-channel transportation structure has formed with state-owned, collective owned ~d
irldividual owned ships participating in. The mechanism of competition is introduced.
Consequently, professional water transportation enterprisesmust improve their managementand
servIce.
3. Water transportation forces in the countryside have been enhanced. In Zhejiang province,farmerowned ships have a total tonnage of 960,000, and the number of such ships is almostequal
to that of professional transportation enterprises. In Jiangsu Province, of the total water
transportationforce 00 million tons, self-employed water transportation labour force accounted
for 1 million tons. The development of rural self-employed water transportation labour has
mitigated the long-existing difficulty in transportation. In Jiangsu Province, rural water
transportation force has undertaken 80% of the volume of intra-town freight transport and 33%
of the volume of inter-town freight transport.
The development of self-employed water transportation labour has been supported by the
Departmentsof Communications at various levels. In July 1984,the Ministry of Communications
issued" A Circular on Supporting Self-employed Water Transportation Labour". The circular
requires that the Departments of Communications at various level encourageindividual farmers
to run water transportation, provide them with market information and technical consultation,
train technical personnel, and help them select good ships, improve management and raise

economic benefits. In addition it required that all ports, wharves, and loading and unloading,
repairing, lock, winching and communication facilities be opened to self-employed water
transportation labour, that self-employed water transportation labour be allowed to find sources
of freight and set up prices by themselves for short-distance transportation, and that township
enterprisesand farmers be supported in collecting funds for the constructionof ports and wharves
and regulation of small rivers and tributaries. The circular also encouragesself-employed water
transportation labour to cooperatewith water and land transportation enterprisesin various forms,
and to combine transportation with production and marketing. Various transportation service
companies or joint transportation companies organizing sources of freight, conducting
accounting and going through formalities for them are also encouraged.
The local Departments of Communications have taken effective measuresto create favorable
conditions for the healthy development of self-employed water transportation labour.
(1) Helping self-employed labour. The port and water transportation enterprises of Anhui
Province allocate some source of freight to self-employed labour, thus solving their problem of
freight shortage. In Shanghai, a township transportation service company has beenestablished,
taking charge of transport planning, freight organizing, material allocating, etc.
(2) Training technical personnel for self-employed labour. Transportation management
departments have adopted various forms to train pilots for them. The Water Transportation
Management Office of Chongqing City trained 1,119 people for them in 1986.
(3) Strengthening safety control. The WateiTransportation ManagementOffice ofChongqing
City issued"Provisional Regulations ofChongqing City on Safety Control ofIndividlIals' Ships,
Co-operated Ships, Agricultural and Sideline Ships, Ferry Ships and Fishing Vessels" and
"Provisional Regulations of Chongqing City on the Inspection of Small Ships".
(4) Setting up management organizations. Rural Water Transportation Offices have been set
up at the county level in Hunan Province, dealing with self-employed labour letters and visits,
delivering information, and strengthening transportation management.
(5) Organizing self-employed labour. First, individuals are organized. For example, the selfemployed water transportation labour in Nan'an, Hunan Province, have been organized into a
Joint Transportation Company. Second, individuals are allied with state-owned and collectiveowned enterprises. For instance, in Leqing County of Zhejiang Province, 9 allied water
transportation bodies have been formed. Third, individuals' transportation societies have been
organized. In Zhejiang and Hubei Provinces, the individuals' transportation societies make
investigations in the development of self-employed transportation labour, study the trend of
development, help the departments of communications and industry and trade in planning,
coordination, service, guidance and supervision, and pass suggestions and requirement to related
government departments.

The rapid development of self-employed water transportation labour has brought new problems
to market management. Some labour do not keeprecords of transport, do not have receipts and
do not have fixed lines. In someregions, water transportation has beendeveloped in a blind way,
so that transportation capacity hasexceededthe volume of freight to be transported. Somepilots
12

do not havelicenses,and overloadingfrequentlytakesplace. Someabandonedvesselsare put
into operation. Consequently,seriousaccidentsoften take place. In 1986, 1,939accidents
occurred,465 vesselssank,and 954peoplewere killed, the total economiclossreaching9.55
million Yuan.
3.2 Extending Autonomy of Enterprises and Enhancing Their Vitality
On the basis of refoml practice, the autonomy of water transportation enterprises is gradually
extended. The instructed transport plan is reduced and the guiding plan is adopted instead. In
the caseof material supply, instructed allocation is combined with guiding allocation and market
regulation. Some IWT enterprises have been separated from the integrated government
administration and management system and have made the first step towards becoming
independent entities. They have been continuously improving the economic responsibility
system. Water transportation enterprises in Jiangsu Province have summed up the experience
in internal accounting and popularized the economic responsibility system. In some local water
transportation enterprises, the system of fixed cost of wages is practiced and the ship crew's
responsibility-related wage system has been attempted. The director's or manager's
responsibility systemis under trial. In the ownership structure and operation mechanism ofIWT
enterprises, changeshave taken place favourable for vitalizing water transportation. Thus the
shortageof water transportation forces is mitigated. Becausethe original limit of navigation zone
is rescinded, inter-region and inter-trade joint transport is carried out, and through transport is
also organized. New networks of land-and-water coordinated transport have fomled, and
economic benefits have been achieved.

3.3 Actively Developing Economic Alliances in IWT
With the deepening of the refonn in the economic system and the rapid development of the
commodity economy, the demand for transportation has increased. In this new situation, IWT
departments have broken the rigid boundaries of different regions, different departments and
different trades, gone in for various fonns of economic alliance, and achieved significant
economic and social benefits. In IWT economic alliances take the following fonns.
1. Alliance of different transQortationmeans
In 1985, initiated by the Departments of Communications of Wuhan, Nanjiang, and Chongqing,the
Changjiang Coordinated Transport General Company was set up with 17cities as members.
That company takes a loose form of alliance. It performs main stream-tributary coordinatedtransport,
river-and-sea coordinated transport, water-and-railway coordinated transport, waterand-highway coordinated transport, port-to-port (on the Changjiang River) coordinated containertransport,
and coordinated exported goods transport, the annual volume of freight transported
reaching 9.54 million tons.

.2.Alli~ce

of different trades

The Wuhan Huitong Industry Company Ltd., whose main businessis water transportation, does
compensatorytrade with Yidu County, Hubei Province in funds, raw material, labour, etc. The
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company invested 4.6 million Yuan to help the county with the construction of a white-cement
plant. Every year, the company can obtain 25,000 tons cement as compensation until the
investment is recovered. Besides, Huitong Company attracts investments from the material
departments of the counties in West Hubei, finds markets for the local abundantresourcesand
gives them priority of transportation. In this way, the company can support the economic
development of the mountainous areas,and at the same time it has opened up new sources of
freight for itself.
3. Alliance of different businessty~es
The Departmentof Communications ofYichang Prefecture,Hunan Province, and ShanghaiIWT
Service Company organized the Yichang-Shanghai Transport-and Marketing Coordinated
Service Company. Thereafter, the combined transport and marketing organizations beganto be
popular among IWT enterprises, and to develop in the direction of combined production,
transport and marketing. At the same time, water transportation-related services began to be
provided. Ganzhou Shipping Company organized a Transport and Trade Company, which
provided various services for the freight owners, such as purchase of goods, checking and
acceptance of goods, storage, transport, going through formalities, etc., and was called a
"Convenience Company". Y ancheng Shipping Company and Huaiyin Shipping Company have
established links with placers and brickyards in Xinyi and Yancheng and with the users in
Shanghai, thereby combining transport with production, supply and marketing. Many shipping
companies combine sand mining with sand transport and sand marketing. Neijiang Shipping
Company of Sichuan Province has built 18 sand mining ships and 9 stone picking vesselsand
it can supply 1 million tons of sand and stone eachyear.
4. CooDerationbetween entemrises
,

In the past few years, water transportation enterprisesof the 9 cities under the jurisdiction of the
government of Jiangsu Province have been conducting information exchangesand have been
providing eachother with technical consultation, transfer of techniquesand training of technical
personnel. Through cooperation all the enterpriseshave beendeveloping. In order to regularize
suchcooperation, the 9 cities passed"Provisional Regulations on Strengthening Cooperation and
Enhancing Vitality in Enterprises".
5. Alliance of different economic elements
Wenzhou City ofZhejiang Province is located on a water network. With the development of the
rural commodity economy, the volume of passengertraffic increased greatly and the State and
collective owned transport means could not satisfy the demand. As a result, individual ships
without licensesrushed into the transport market, and accidents took place frequently. The Water
Transportation Management Office of Leqing County organized the State, collective and
individual owned means of transport into a Coordinated Transport Body and fixed the schedule
for them. Thus, the demand of passengerswas satisfied and safety guaranteed.
6. Coordinated DaSSen!ler
transDortand extended service

The Passenger
TransportStationof the WuhanPort andthe ChangjiangSipping Group
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Corporation coordinates with the tourist companies or shipping companies in Sichuan, Jiangxi,
Anhui, Hunan, etc. in tourism, providing services in board and loading, transport and tourism.
The annual volume of passenger transport reaches 500,000 people. The Fuling Shipping
Company of SichuanProvince has established links with Chongqing Railway Station and some
bus transport companies, selling train tickets and bus tickets for them, and Chongqing Railway
Station and the bus transportcompaniessell boat tickets for it. The DongzhiShipping Company
of Anhui Province has suchfacilities as ferry boats,buses,hotel, restaurant,and departmentstore,
thereby providing various services. The passengersenjoy the conveniences it provides.

Actively Practicing Management Responsibility
Contract System at Two Levels
4.1 Practice of Management Responsibility Contract System --An Important
Deepen Reform of Enterprises and to Enhance Their Vitality

Way to

The first stepof refonn included refonn in the managementsystem,the transfer of power to the
lower level, reduction of taxation, and the improvement of external environment of management.
These measures played a great role in the improvement of enterprise management and the
vitalization of enterprises. However, two questions remained unanswered: How to perfect the
internal management mechanism of enterprises?And how to tap their potential? The Central
Committee of the Party pointed out: "In refonn, stress must be placed on the perfection of the
management mechanism of enterprises. On the basis of separation of proprietary rights and
managementrights, the managementresponsibility contract systemshould be seriously practiced
so that enterprises can become relatively independent and self-managed economi~; entities
responsible for their own benefits and losses". On the instructions of the Central Committee of
the Party, the Ministry of Communications drew up a plan for the strengthening of refonn and
vitalization of transportation enterprises, and required that the management responsibility
contract system be practiced at two levels. The practice of the management responsiqility
contract system is an important way to strengthenrefonn and vitalize enterprises. This mode of
management is simple and practicable and it has a large motivating function. In the present
situation where the market mechanismis not perfect, the price systemis not reasonableenough,
and the new and old system co-exist, this mode of managementcan suit different enterprises.
The separation of proprietary rights and management rights can help improve the internal
managementmechanism of enterprises and promote the combination of rights, responsibilities
and interests. Socialist material interestscan be better embodied, the initiation of enterprisesand
workers can be ensured, the enterprises can be vitalized, and sustainable development of
enterprises can be achieved. Of course, new problems and new contradictions may arise.
However, the most important advantageof such a system is that it can tap the potential of the
enterprises and increase economic benefits.

4.2 Actively Practicing ManagementResponsibility Contract Systemat Two Levels
The contract at the first level is the contract between the enterprise and the related government
departmentdefining the relationship betweenthe stateand the enterprise in rights, responsibilities
and interests. The contract at this level takes the following forms.
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1. Meagre-profit contract. This kind of contract is for loss-incurring enterprises. According
to the specific situation, the baseis determined. In general,the profit exceeding the baseis given
to the enterprise.
2. Profit base contract. The enterprise must turn the base profit over to the higher authorities,
and a proportion of the profit above the base is given to the enterprise.

3. Increasing profit contract. On the basisof profit base,the enterpriseturns overprofits to
the financial departmentaccordingto a rate of increase,andthe remainingpart is givento the
enterprise.
4. Lease. The concept of leaseis different from that of contract, but it suits medium and smallsized state-ownedenterprisesand collective enterprises. Comparedwith the contract system,the
leasehas a higher degree of separationof the proprietary rights and the managementrights.

Stock system. The stocksystemcanbe tried by collective transportationenterprises.
Besides,there are other forms of contracts, for instance,the manager's term objective contract,
the contract which relates the output value with the wages, etc. All these forms of contracts
embody the samerequirements,i.e., the base profit should be fulfilled, the profit which must be
turned over to the higher authorities should be guaranteed,the more profits an enterprise makes,
the more it should be allowed to keep, the lossesshould be made up by the enterprise itself, and
the enterprise should accumulate funds for its self-development.
The purpose of the contract at the secondlevel is to perfect the internal managementmechanism
of the enterprises and to improve the relation between the enterprise and its workers and staff
members. The contract at this level can take different forms, but the following basic links must
be grasped.
The contract should be able to combine the output, economic income, profit,
safety, product quality, consumption, condition of equipment, increasedvalue of
fixed assetsand loan-repaying ability of the enterprise with the economic income
of its workers and staff members.
On the basis of the division of accounting units and the practice of management
at different levels, the contract should involve all the units at all the levels.
Transportation enterprises are characterized by high mobility, scattered units,
strong independence, and many management elements and levels.
Responsibilities should be clarified for various levels of management, and
contracts should be drawn at various levels to ensure that every unit, every level
of management, every vessel and every worker bears the responsibility defined
in the contract. An objective contract should be drawn betweenthe company and
its branches, betweenthe branch and its fleets, betweenthe fleets.and its working
teams, betweenthe team and its vessels,and betweenthe vessel and its workers.
In order to ensurecomplete benefits of the enterprise, various offices should also
sign contracts according to their functions.
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Single vessel contract or lease. The vessel is the direct means of achieving
economic benefits. The practice of single vessel contract or lease can directly
reward the workers initiative fully and can further define the relationship betweenthe
enterprise and its workers. After the contract or leaseis signed, the workers
status remains unchanged, their relationship with the enterprise remains
unchanged, and the proprietary rights of the enterprise over the means of
production remain unchanged. Profit which should be turned over to the higher
level of managementis fixed, and profit exceeding the fixed base is distributed
according to the contract or lease.
In the practice of the contract system at two levels, the following principles should be followed.
1. The enterprise must turn over to the Statethe baseprofit and various taxes and fulfil the tasks
of transportation assigned by the State. The State-ownedlarge and medium-sized enterprisesof
transportation are the backbone of transportation, the main force in fighting disasters, and the
leading force in regulating the transportationmarket. Theseenterprisesshould playa leading role
in self-managementand self-development, and they should ensurethe State's interest.
In order to ensure input capacity, the enterprise should first draw sufficient depreciation fundsand
heavy repair funds. Secondly, a major part of the funds from the increased profit and fromtax
reduction should be used to develop production and improve techniques.
a prerequisite for developing production and raising productivity and economic benefits, the
enterprise should gradually raise its workers' wages, bonus and welfare.
Whatever form of contract is adopted,the contract should define the relationship betweenthe
State,the enterprise and the individuals in terms of responsibility, rights and interests to ensure
that benefits and risks are combined and that the responsibilities are combined with rIghts and.'
Interests.
3. In determination of the profit base,the potential of the enterprise should be considered. The
profit base should be determined after thorough investigation, careful calculation and analysis
of original data and in the light of the averagelevel of production of the sametrade in the same
period.
4. The managementshould be strengthenedand various regulations ,should be formulated or
completed. The upgrading plan should be madeaccording to the standardsset for the upgrading
of enterprises in order that the management mechanism of enterprises can be improved, the
quality of enterprises can be raised, and a new level of safety management, quality control,
consumption reduction and economic benefits can be reached.
5. The contract system should be practiced together with the increase of production and
economy. On the one hand, the contract systemfacilitates the tapping of the internal potential
of the enterprise and economy, on the other hand, the increase of production and economy
facilitates the practice of the contract system.
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4.3. Strengthening the Leadership to Ensure Healthy Development of Management
Responsibility Contract System
1. The managementresponsibility contract systemis a new mode of managementdeveloped on
the basis of previous reform. Theoretical knowledge and practical experienceare not sufficient.
To guide the reform, leaders at various levels should pay attention to study and investigation,
collect first-hand information, find out problems and solve them in time, and sum up experiences
to perfect the system continuously.
2. The Department of Communications at various level should fulfil their functions and take the
practice of the management responsibility contract system as an important task in the
administration of the trade of communications and transportation. They should not directly
interfere with the production and managementof enterprises, but should exercise the guiding
function over them. In the practice of the management responsibility contract system, the
Departments of Communications should firmly carry out the instructions of the Central
Committee of the Party and the State Council. At the sametime, they should coordinate with
other government departments at the same level in the aspects of pricing, taxation, loans,
allocation of vessels,fuel supply, managementof transportation market ,etc., creating favourable
conditions for the operation of the enterprises.
3. The management responsibility contract system should be practiced in an active as well as
stable way. The situation of transportation enterprisesis very complicated. The enterprisesare
very different in the scale of production, the technical level, the managementlevel, and the
quality of workers. Transportation enterprisesalso vary from region to region. Thus~the profit
base and the requirements should be determined in a practical and realistic way. ReaCfJUstment
is necessaryif significant changestake place in the economic policy of the State.

5. Deepening Reform and Enlarging Opening to Speed up
Development of IWT
DeepeningReform and Enlarging Opening
From 1990 to 1992, China's IWT went through a process of consolidation, the deepening of
reform, and stable development. In order to carry out Deng Xiaoping's instruction and the
directives of the Central Committee of the Party and the State Council, and speed up the reform
in communications, the Ministry of Communications put forward "Some Suggestions on
Deepening Reform, Enlarging Opening and SpeedingUp the Development of Communications"
in July, 1992. These communications include IWT. The following are proposed in " The
Suggestions".
(1) The basic facilities of transportation should be strengthened so that the pace of nationaleconomic
development can be speededup. In IWT, 9,000 kIn of navigation channels above the
third class should be completed on the Changjiang River, the Zhujiang River, the HuaiheRiver,the
Heilongjiang River and the Grand Canal so that IWT networks can take shape.
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(2) The reform should be speeded up and the productive force;s of transportation be further
developed. The operation mechanism of a socialist transportation market should be established
or completed.
The planned volume of freight to be transported by shipping enterprises should be divided intotwo
parts: the planned part and the part to be regulated by the market. The planned part should
be brought into the monthly plan of the enterprise and a contract should be drawn between the
freight owner and the carrier.
The freight and the loading and unloading chargesfor the State-fixed price materials, the loading
and unloading charges of the imported and exported materials, the port dues, and domestic
passengertransport charges should be fixed by the State or local government.
The freight and the loading and unloading charges for the materials whose prices are regulated
by the State, the loading and unloading charges for the materials whose transport is regulated bythe
market, and the charges for the seasonalpassengertransport and tourist transport should be
floated according to the regulations issued by the State or local government.
The freight of the materials whose transport is regulated by the market should be regulated by the
market.
In the light of international practice and in accordance with the reciprocal principle, foreign
shipping companies should be allowed to open up mono-capital on joint-venture shipping
enterprises.
to the demand of China's transportation market and under the prerequisite offacilitating
the introduction of development funds, advanced techniques and equipment, and
scientific management,joint-venture water transportation enterprisesto be engagedin China's
IWT should be developed on a proper scale.
Under unified planning, domestic freight owners and water transportation enterprises shouldbe
allowed to build and run their own wharves or rent wharves of port authorities, and to invest
in the digging of their own navigation channels; they should be encouraged to build public
wharves and auxiliary facilities jointly. Local governments should be encouragedto build their
own wharves and land-locked provinces and cities should be encouraged to build and run
wharVes in coastal areasand on rivers.
Under unified planning and on a reciprocal basis, foreign capital should be introduced. Jointventure enterprises should be allowed to carry out loading and unloading, freight storing,
dismantling and installation, packing and domestic freight and passengerwater transport.

Foreigntradersshouldbe allowedto build specialwharvesand specialnavigationchannels.
Changing ManagementMechanism of Communications Enterprises
Based on the "Regulations for the Change of Management Mechanism of Industries and
Enterprises of the Ownership by the Whole People", the Ministry of Communications issued in
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January, 1993 "Methods of Implementation of Changing Management Mechanism of
Communications State-owned Enterprises". Communications enterprises include all IWT
enterprises. The "Methods" vests the enterprises with the following rights:
The right to managethe enterprise. The communications enterprisehas the right to occupy,
use and manage the properties entrusted to it by the State.
The right to make decisions on production and management. Under the guidance of the
macro plan of the state and according to the demand of the market, the communications
enterprise can make its own decisions on production and managementwithin the authorised
scope of business. The activities of production and marketing of industrial enterprises of
communications can be marketed out.
The right to price products and labour. The State-guiding pricing systemis used for planned
freight transport and port services: port chargesand loading and unloading chargesare fixed
by the State, and the charges for the freight transport are regulated by the market. Market
price is exercised for the passengertransport at pilot ports.
The right to sell products. Shipping companies are carriers of passengersand freight; they
have the right to sell passengertickets, to invite freight owners, to plan shipping and to settle
accounts. Port enterprisesare the managersof port business;they have the right over loading,
unloading, storing, and other port services. The business relationship between ~he port
authorities and the transportation enterprise can be defined by signing an economic contract.
The right to purchase materials.
The right to conduct import and export.
The right to make decisions on investment.
The right to control the funds left to it by the higher authorities.

-,

The right to manage the properties.
The right to ally itself with or annex other enterprises.
The right to employ labour.
The right to manage its workers and staff.
The right to distribute wages and funds.
The right to set up its internal organizations.
At the same time, the "Methods" defines the responsibility of the enterprise, i.e., it must be
responsible for its profits and losses. The communications enterprise, entrusted with the
management of properties by the state, must bear its civil responsibility independently. The
managerof the enterprise is directly responsible for the profits and the lossesof the enterprises,
and the workers and staff also bear the contract-statedresponsibilities for the profits and losses.

Practicing Joint-Stock Systemin an Active and Orderly Way
In 1992, an experiment was carried out concerning the joint-stock system in communications
enterprises. On July 20, 1993, the first joint-stock water transportation company on the
Changjiang River was established,i.e., Nanjing Water Transport Company Limited. It was the
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first joint-stock company combining petroleum production, transport, and marketing. On
August 28, 1993, the Inaugural Meeting and the First Stockholder Meeting was held in Nanjing.
On September 18, the company completed all the formalities of registration in Nanjing
Administration Bureau of Industry and Commerce. The registered capital stock was 224.465
million Yuan, of which the state capital stock was 107.091 million Yuan, and the legal person
stock was 117.374millionYuan. The capital stock was divided into 224.465 shares, 1.00 Yuan
eachshare. The aims of the company are to base itself on the Changjiang transportation market
and extend its businessto seatransportation, to take water transportation as its main businessand
develop diversified economy, to develop petroleum products transport and trade and provide
freight owners with safe, high-quality and timely services, to raise economic benefits, to
safeguardall the shareholders' reputation and interests, to make contributions to the society and
the country, to make the company a comprehensive foreign market-oriented one which combines
petrochemical production, transport and marketing and to try its best to develop itself into one
of the internationally advanced shipping enterprises. Its guiding principles are combining
transportation with trade, promoting transport with trade, providing high-quality services and
serving the whole society. The main modes of businessare transportation, marketing, technical
consultation and services. The scope of main business covers the storage and transport of
petroleum and petrochemical products and other freight, operation as ship agent, technical
services, and repair and dismantling of ships; the secondarybusinessis the marketing of means
of industrial production, petroleum and petrochemicals, chemical products, coal, general
merchandise, hardware, electrical equipment and building materials.

5.4. Organising Enterprise Groups to Enlarge Scopeof Business
China's IWT enterprises have been developing in the tide of reform. At the same~.time,the
differences between them in ownership, trade, region and level constrain their deveiopment.
With the deepening of the reform, China's IWT enterpriseshave begun making alliances so as
to ,bring their comprehensive superiority into full play and enlarge the scope of business. The
China Changjiang Shipping Group Corporation is one example.
The China Changjiang Shipping Group Corporation was founded on March 6, 1993. Its scope
of businesscovers the through passengerand freight transport on the main stream and-tributaries
of the Changjiang River and sea,oceangoing passengerand freight transport, containertransport,
overseas tourism, petroleum and petrochemical transport and trade, building and repair of
vessels, production, import and export of ship accessories,etc..
The China Changjiang Shipping Group Corporation considers the Changjiang Shipping
Corporation as its core enterprise. Its enterprisesand branchesare distributed over 6 provinces,
1 city and 3 special economic zones in China, the U.S.A., Australia, and Hong Kong. It
possesses5 billion Yuan assets,2,548 vessels of various types, 121,000 passengerseats,and a
total freight tonnage of3,130,000 tons. The total power of the main engines is 70,700 KW, and
the annual capacity of freight transport is 80 million tons, and that of passengertransport is 35
million people. The Changjiang OverseasTourism Company has 14 luxury pleasure-boatsand
attached hotels, wharves, etc., and its economic benefits rank the second in the travel agencies
of China. The river and oceangoing transportation team has a transportation capacity of 400,000
tons and the navigation line stretchesto Indonesia, Korea, Japan,etc~ The annual ship-building
capacity reaches300,000 tons, and 5,000 tonnage ship's can be built. In 1993, the value of ship-
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projects entrusted reached 460 million Yuan, occupying 78% of the total value ofindustrial
output. The container transport and the transport and trade of petroleum and chemicalshave
developed rapidly.
The founding of The China Changjiang Shipping Group Corporation has has overcome barriers
of ownership and trade and promoted the optimum combination of the various elements of the
productive forces of shipping on the Changjiang River and a change in the management
mechanism of the Changjiang Shipping Corporation. The China Changjiang Shipping Group
Corporation is developing towards a transnational group.
In 1993,the China Changjiang Shipping Group Corporation brought its superiority into full play
with overall developmentof passengertransport, freight transport, water transportation industry,
and tourism. The volume of passengertransport reached 25.52 million passengers,'andthe
rotation volume of passengertransport was 7.07 billion person-kilometers; the volume and
rotation volume of freight transport were 71.90 million tons and 46.18 billion ton-kilometers
respectively; the number of tourists received was 65,000person-times,and 22 million US dollars
was earned;the grossvalue of industrial output was 580 million Yuan. This group made a great
contribution to the development of the Changjiang Basin economy and the national economy.

5.5 Introducing Private Capital to DevelopChina IWT
Another aspect of reform in China's IWT is the involvement of private capital. In order to
practice the socialist market economic system, China must establish a modernized enterprise
system and an open market system. Funds must be collected from various channels so that the
serious shortage of funds for the construction of basic facilities can be solved.
"...

waterways
In introducing foreign capital for the construction of ports and waterways, loans from the World
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the OverseasJoint Foundation and foreign governmentsareused,
and foreign traders are encouragedto invest in the construction and operation of ports andwaterways.
For the latter, the State Council issued in 1985 "Provisional Regulations of thePeople's
Republic of China on Preferential Treatmentof Joint Investment of China and Foreign
Countries in Construction of Ports and Waterways". Later, the Ministry of Communications
formulated some policies. The Regulations and Policies include the following contents.
Joint investment is encouraged in the construction and operation of public wharves. Jointventure enterprisesare allowed to conduct suchbusinessesas loading and unloading, freight
storage, dismantling and installation, packing, and domestic transportation.
The time limit of operation for the joint-venture enterprisecan exceed30 years. The specific
time limit for a joint-venture enterprise is defined by the parties involved, but it cannot
exceed 50 years according to related laws. If a longer period is needed,an'application must
be made and submitted to the State Council for approval.
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enterprises managing loading and unloading can fix the rate of chargethemselves
and report to the Ministry of Communications or the local department ofcommunicatio
and the pricing department for the record.
their main business,joint -venture enterprisesare allowed to be engagedin other port-related
projects whose period of construction is short, which need a comparatively smallinvestment,
and whose profit is high.
enterprisesare allowed to rent wharves and to run loading and unloading.
Foreign traders are allowed to construct freight owners' wharves and specialwaterways with
their own capital.

When foreign traders developand managelarge stretchesof land, they are allowed to
constructandmanagespecialports andwharves.
Domestic entemrises are allowed to construct wharves and excavate sQecialwaterwavs
freight owners and shipping enterprises are allowed to construct and manage specialwharves,
to rent wharves for the shipping of their own freight, and to invest in the excavation ofspecial
waterways. Special wharf owners are allowed to open their surplus berths to other vesselsand
run loading and unloading.

are encouragedto constructand thento sharewharvesand attachedfacilities with
port authorities.
-'..
..
3. Absorbing Qrivate caQital through selling stocks
National People's Congresshas adopted" The company law" and is formulating "The stock
law". Stock exchanges have been set up in Shanghai and Shenzheng. Enterprises which
comply with all stipulated conditions can be transformed to Limited-Liability company.
Port and waterway enterprisescan absorb other enterprises' funds through selling stocks. Those
that comply with stipulated conditions can be transformed to Limited-Liability companies and
collect funds from the society by selling stocks through stock exchanges.

Besides
Joint-venture
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Domestic
Enterprises
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1.
TYPES

Introduction
Inland Waterway Transport (IWT) is an important mode of transportation. In most situations it
has the advantageof the least cost, least energy consumption and land saving, as compared to
other modes of transportation. The order of the ratios between water, railway and road
transportation is within the ranges of 1:2:5 in cost and 1:1.5:4 in energy consumption
respectively.
Although IWT is not as fast as railway or highway, it continues to be competitive for
transportation of bulk products in fully developed countries such as the United States and
European countries. In some developing countries today land routes are virtually nonexistent in
some areas, and the simple roads or trails that do exist are inadequate for commercial
transportation, especially in the rainy season. In such areas inland waterways are extremely
important as transportation routes for people and supplies.
The total length of waterways in Asia is about 167,000 kIn or one third of the world's total. IWT
obviously is an important resource for Asian countries. The improvement and development of
IWT will surely assistthe development and improvement of efficiency of waterborne commerce,
and promote the expansion of existing production and development of new industrial and
agricultural production. In short, improved commercial IWT can support the ..economic
development of a region and, therefore, of the nation.
"";

OF INLAND WATERWAYS
Inland navigation channels for commercial traffic are generally of three types: open river
waterways, canalized waterways, and canals. The choice of the type for any river, or any reach
of a river, is determined by local conditions and finally by cost if more than one type of
development is suitable.

Open River Navigation
There are few rivers where the discharge is adequate throughout the year to provide suitable
channel dimensions for year-round commercial navigation of modem vesselsand barges. Other
natural factors which restrict open-river navigation include high velocity currents, decreased
depth in low-water periods, and sediment deposition in the channel. Engineering measuresare
neededto improve the navigation conditions. They may involve one or both of the following:
Channel regulation (river training, or rectification and stabilization) work to provide and maintain
adequatechannel dimensions for navigation. It involves the use of channel improvement and
stabilization structuresto control the river behavior. The main purposeof channel regulation for

.Prepared by Professor Wang Changjie, College of Harbour, Waterway and CoastalEngineering,
Hohai University, Nanjing, China
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navigation is to increase channel depths, improve alignment and stabilize the channel throughthe
construction of regulating structures such as spur dikes, longitudinal dikes, revetments andsoon.

to provide navigable depth. While channel regulation works aid in the maintenanceof
the channel dimensions for navigation, rapid fluctuations in flow may still result in shoaling.Consequently,
periodic maintenance dredging is required to maintain a navigable depth
throughout the year.
Open river projects usually involve lower cost than canalization at first, but the annual costs willbe
needed for maintenance of the dredged channel, for replacementof regulation work, and for
operation which includes periodic surveys, inspections and navigation aids.
Open river navigation projects are very popular in China, as they just use, maintain and partiallyimprove
existing waterways, and the overall costs are usually lower than other types of inlandwaterways.

Waterways
A canalized river is one that has beentransfonned from a free-flowing streamto a seriesof slack
water pools by construction of a number of locks and dams. The layout of a lock and dam is
shown in the last chapter. A lock is a structure designed to pass vessels from one water level
either up or down to another water level. It is an open chamber with gates at both ends--atthe
upper pool and at the lower pool. There are water passagesin the walls, floor, gate sills, or gatesthemselves
to allow water to come into the lock chamber from the upper pool to fill the'rock andto
discharge it to the lower pool to empty the lock.
CaI}alization does not necessarily eliminate the need for regulation works, and some channelmaintenance
dredging is often required to maintain authorized channel dimensions, particularly
in the upper end of pools. Canalization is an expensive program, and there are also time delays
for traffic passing through the locks that increaseoperation costs for shippers. However, becauseof
the pools behind each lock and dam, the waterway width is wide and channel velocities arelow,
thus conditions are very favorable for navigation.
Over 1000 kIn of rivers and canals have been canalized in China. The reach from Xuzhou to
Yangzhou City of the Grand Canal is canalized by being divided into II!inavigation steps withlocks,
i.e., Linjiaba, Xietai, Liushan, Zaohe, Suqian, Liulaojian, Siyang, Huaiying, Huaian,
Shaobai and Shiqiao. The channel has a total length of 404 kIn and a water head of 31 m, along
which 8 pump stations are built for diverting water from the Yangtze River to ensurethe watersupply.
Canalization projects in combination with irrigation have also beenconstructedon smallrivers
suchas the Lianjiang River in Guangdong Province and the Xiaoqing River in ShandongProvince.
They have not only played a role in navigation, irrigation and drainage but also setgood
examples for the future development of navigation projects on inland rive!:s in China.

Dredging
Canalized
Canals
Canals
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cut through land have been used to bypass rock outcrops and rapids, and to connect two

2.
2.1

or more bodies of water. For example, the Grand Canal connects 5 major rivers in China which
are the Hai River, the Yellow River, the Huai River, the Yangtze River and QiantangjiangRiver.
It runs from Beijing to Hangzhou City with a total length of 1782kIn. Canal banks often require
stabilization with revetmentto reduce erosiondue to waves from vesseltraffic and wind. Canals
are generally expensive to construct becauseof heavy costs for land acquisition, the quantity of
excavation required, and problems associatedwith disposal areas for the excavated material.
As mentioned before, to improve the navigation conditions of open rivers, channel regulation
works and dredging are needed. To develop and maintain canalized waterways, canalsand locks,
dredging and channel regulation are needed. So the major engineering measuresto maintain,
improve and develop waterways for navigation are channel regulation, dredging and navigation
locks.
Channel regulation works are easyto construct, the material used for regulation structures is easy
to obtain. Through channel regulation (training works or combined with dredging)the navigation
conditions can be largely improved. Since China is a developing country, dredgesare usually not
available or not enough in many local waterway agencies to maintain navigation channels,
regulation works are widely used on many rivers. However, the location and alignment of
channel regulation works should be determined very carefully. If the alignment does not comply
with the natural characteristics of the river, the channel will either fill up rapidly or neverbecome
as deepand wide as required. Therefore we will cover channel regulation works in some detail,
and introduce navigation locks briefly.

Classification and Planning of the navigation channel
Demands on the Navigation Channel
There are two types offactors affecting navigation: One is the channel dimensions including the
available depth, the width, the radius of curvature at bends, the cross-sectional area and so on.
The other is the flow conditions including current velocities and flow patterns, which are also
very important for the vesselsto navigate safely and easily.

Channel Depth
Obviously the actual depth required by vessels must be larger than the draft of the vessel. A
reasonfor extra depth is that most vesselshave squatwhich is defined as the tendencyof a vessel
to sit lower in the water when in motion. The second reason is that keeping some underkeel
clearancecan make for easysteering and avoid risk of grounding caused by extra sinking due to
wind, wave, etc.
Channel Width
The width of a channel in straight reaches should be sufficient for two-way traffic with safe
clearance between passing vessels and between the tows and the edge of the channel. The
channel width must be larger at bendsthan that of straight reachessince tows assumegreaterdrift
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angles when transversing bends. Clearances must also be greater in bends due to the presence
of cross currents towards outer (concave) bank.

Channel Radius of Curvature at Bends
Bends with a large radius are easier to navigate than sharp curves, therefore, a large radius ispreferred.
The minimum radius of curvature of a navigation channel is 3 times the length of thetow-barge
fleet. A tighter radius can be negotiated, but will result in the loss of speed. In any
case, it should never be smaller than 2 times the length of the tow-barge fleet.

Channel Cross SectionArea
This is primarily a navigational efficiency consideration. The ratio of the cross-sectional areaofthe
channel (Ac) to the submerged cross-sectional area of the vessel (Av) is known as the
"Blockage Factor" (Ac/Av). Low values ofAc / Av will cause high resistanceto the forward
motion of the vessel, limit the speed, increase vessel squat and increase channel erosion. The
suitable value is not less than 6 for 'two-way cross-section'. Cross-sectional area is usually only
an important consideration for canals.

Current Velocities
High velocity currents make it difficult for upbound vesselsto move and for downbound vesselsto
steer. It is recommended that the maximum longitudinal surface velocity should not be larger
than 3 m/s in natural rivers.
Transverse
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from the navigable channel and may lead to an accident. Tows entering or leaving a navigation
lock at low velocity have very limited steering power, and can be drawn out of control 'by
transverse currents caused by spillway release. There have been numerous caseswhere tows
have broken up. The transversecurrent velocity should not be largerthan 0.3 m/s at the entrances
of lock approaches

Flow Patterns
flow patterns such as over-ledge-flow and bend-rushing-flow often causeaccidents.
For safe navigation, they should be eliminated. Over-ledge-flow is a kind of transversal current
with a small depth over longitudinal rock ledge near the navigable channel. Vessels sailing ina
such a channel are likely to be driven away from the channel, resulting in hitting on the rock
ledge. The maximum velocity usually occurs along the outer (concave) bank of bends.
Bend-rushing-flow is a kind of flow pattern where the surfacecurrents rush to and keep flowing
close to the outer bank in sharp bends. Vessels navigating in such a channel are likely to hit the
outer bank.
There are mainly 3 kinds of obstaclesrestricting navigation: shoalswhere depths are not enough,
rapids where currents are too strong, and hazards where the flow patterns are dangerous for
vesselsto navigate. All of those obstaclesare called shoals/rapids. In the navigation channel of
a river, the depthsof most reachesare much larger than the dominant depths in a limited number

Hazardous
Hazardous
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The

of shoals, and the number of rapids and hazards are also limited. That means the length of
shoals/rapidsis only a very small part of the total length of the river, but they have setbottlenecks
in the navigation channel. Channel regulation, dredging or even canalization should be takentoeliminate
the shoals/rapids for iq1proving navigation conditions.

2.2 Classification and Planning of the Navigation Channel
China is a country with a large number of riyers. In order to organize direct IWT on the
mainstream and its tributaries within a river basin and betweenone river systemand others, the
main dimensions of the vessels, waterways, locks and structures cross-over the navigation
channels and the interrelations among them should be well coordinated. Therefore a unified
classification of waterways with standarddimensions throughout the country is certainly needed.
The national IWT network to a certain standard which will link the rivers and lakes with the seaand
realize the land-water coordinated transport can be achieved step by step through the
improvement of navigation conditions. The advantage of IWT will be fully taken, and theeconomic
development will be surely promoted.
Waterway Classification in China
The inland waterways in China are classified into sevencategoriesaccording to "The Navigation
Standards for Inland Rivers." issued by the state, which covers the main dimensions of vessels,
waterways, locks, clearancesof bridges, etc.. Some standardsare given in Table 1.

It should be noticed that in Table 1 the minimum channel depth of the river is actually a range
with its lower limit equal to the standard water draft of the barge, since the allowances andunderkeel
clearance must be provided for safe navigation, which means that the vesselsshouldnavigate
with reduced load during the low-water seasons. During the medium-flow and
high-flow seasons,the bargescan be loaded up to standardand fully loaded respectively. In this
way the amount of work for maintaining the channel will be greatly reduced.
The waterway classification and general requirements for the channel depth, channel width and
lock dimensions for commercial navigation are governed by a number of factor~, including thetype
and volume of probable future tonnage,the existing channel conditions such as the present
dimensions of the channel, the hydrological, geological and topographical featuresof the river,types
and sizes of vessels and tows in general use on connecting waterways, the engineering
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taken for channel improvement, and the investment. Based on technical and economiccomparisons
of various alternatives, a reasonabledecision on the class of the navigation channelcan
be made.
Demonstration of the economic reasonablenessof alternatives is a very important step in
waterway classification. Generally, the larger expansion the channel dimensions related to the
higher class waterway, the more work quantities and investment there will be. If larger
expansionchannel dimensions are made, larger vesselscan be accommodated,and the shipping
cost could be lower than that of smaller ones. Therefore, there certainly is an optimum
alternative with the lowest cost in the comparison of various alternatives, as shown in Figure 1.

0
to>

channel size
1 Relation between cost and channel size

In most cases, waterway classification of rivers is carried out in combination with the vessel
development and project construction. Therefore, the waterway classof a river in question needsto
be approved by the government. The class of the channel is decided on the basis of pl~ingand
feasibility study. The channels of the fourth class or higher, in which vessels of a ,tonnageof
500 or more can navigate, are examined and approved by the central government; the channelsof
the fifth class or below, in which vessels of a tonnage of 300 or less can navigate, are
examined and approved by the local government.

Engineering MeasuresSelectedfor Navigation Waterways
The waterway engineering for navigation aims at the expansion of the channel dimensions, the
improvement the navigation conditions, the extension of the waterway mileage and the increase
of economic and social benefits. The engineering measures taken for waterways must be
coordinated with the comprehensivedevelopmentof rivers. The relationship betweennavigation
and flood control, irrigation, power production, water supply, and environmental protection must
be treated correctly.
From many years' experiences, it seems that different engineering measures for waterwaysshould
be selected according to the following:
In the mountain area or on the upperpart of a river, the bed slopesare steep,the current velocitiesare
high, the bed materials ranging in size from boulders to cobbles are usually too large to betransported
by flows, and the stream discharge is usually not adequate. The main obstructions
against navigation are rapids, hazards with shoals. Therefore the river can be canalized, or

multiple-purpose dams can be constructed if it is possible and necessary. If the low-water flow
is not very small, the rapids/hazards are not dense, and the dimensions of the channel are not
going to expand too much, the river channel can be regulated by training, explosion and dredging.
In the torrent rapids area, winches can be used to pull vesselsacrossthe rapids if necessary.
In the plain area or on the middle and lower parts of the river, as bed slopes and grain size
decreasein the downstream direction, streamdischargeand sedimentload generally increasedue
to tributary inflow. Usually there are no rapids or falls, and the main obstructions against
navigation are shoals. For such river reaches,channel regulation and dredging are often used.
In the river network or in the lake region, the main measuresare dredging. If the dimensions of
the channel should be expanded largely, the river can also be canalized.
In the estuary, dredging with channel regulation is often adopted.
final decision on the selection of engineering measuresfor the waterways should be madeaccording
to natural conditions, the demands of traffic, engineering feasibility and investment.

of Channel Development
channel developmentofthefirst phaseproject on the Xijiang River
The reach of the Xijiang River from Nanning to Guangzhou has a length of 847 km, where the
segment from Guigang to Guangzhou, which is 575 km long, is considered as the first phase
project of the Xijiang Channel development. Prior to the construction of the project, the channel
above Guiping is navigable for 100 DWT vessels, the reach from Guiping to Si~ianjiao is
navigable for 250 DWT vesselsand the reach from Sixianjiao to Guangzhouis navigable for 500
DWT vessels. By evaluation of the plans of the channels navigable for 500 DWT, 10()0 DWT
and 2000 DWT vessels,it-is recommended that the third class channel navigable for 1000 DWT
vessels be developed. The standard dimensions of the channel: the depth 2.3 to 2.5 m, the
bottom width 60 to 80 m, the smallest radius of curvature at bends 500 m and the duration rate
of navigable stage 95 to 98 per cent.

effectivedimensionsof locks: 190 m in length,23 m in width and 3.5 m in depthon sill.
The net spaceof bridgesacrossrivers: the smallestnetwidth: 60 m, andthe smallestheight:
10m.

The
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Engineering

plannedstandardvessels:a towboatwith 2 x 1000DWT barges.
Measuresfor Channel:
The channel from Guigang to Guiping, 106 kIn long, has been canalized by means of a
lock and dam, which is called the Guiping Navigation Project and located at Guiping;
The channel from Guiping to Guangzhou, 469 kIn long, is regulated'and dredged fornavigation;
The construction mentioned above was initiated in 1985 and has beencompleted
now.
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Channel in the Hanjiang River
The Hanjiang River is a branch of the Yangtze River, with a total length of 1567 km. It is 532
km long from Xiangfan to Wuhan. Under natural conditions it is navigable for 200 to 300 DWT
vessels. On the basis of alternative selection according to the different dimensions of standard
channels, it is suggestedthat the fourth class channel for 500 DWT vesselsbe developed with
the following specifications.
standardchannel dimensions: the depth 1.6 m, the bottom width 80 m, the smallest turningradius
340 m and the duration rate of navigable stage 95 per cent.
planned standardvessels: a towboat with 4 x 500 DWT barges.

Measuresfor Channel:
Regulation and dredging for the channel from Xiangfan to Lihekou, 130 km in length;Dredging
for the channel from Lihekou to Wuhan, 402 km in length; The measuresmentioned
above were taken in 1990 and have been completed now.

Channel Regulation for Navigation
Basic Knowledge of River Changesand River Hydraulics
In channel regulation for navigation some training and dredging will be done on a river, and that
will more or less changethe natural river environment and morphology. It is import~t to know
the characteristics of the river under study so that engineering works can be designea that will
help the river to do what it would do naturally rather than designed to force it into an unnatural
situation which will fail finally. The majority of rivers subjected to modification ~d
improvement are sand-bedalluvial streams,so it is necessaryto have some basic knowledge of
alluvial streams and river hydraulics.
Channel Changes
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rivers can be classified in terms of channelpatterns, that is, the configuration of the riveras
viewed on a map or from the air. There are four basic patterns including straight, meandering,braided,
looped branched, or some combination of these (Figure 2).

1. ~ver channel patterns

Helicoidal

Straight Channels: These are usually relatively short reaches and are transitory, and truly
straight channels are very few in nature, becauseeven minor irregularities in channel shape or
alignment or a temporary obstruction can create a local disturbance that sets up transverse flow
leading to meandering.
Even in artificially constructed straight flumes with sand beds, the formation and migration of
alternatebars are often observed. So a straight channel with a uniform cross-sectionis not stable.
Although a stream may have relatively straight banks, the thalweg, or the path of the greatest
depth along the channel, is usually sinuous around the bars.
Meandering Channels: These, in plan, consist of a series of bends of alternate curvatures
connected by short straight crossing reaches. There are deep pools in the bends and high
velocities along the outer concave bank. Depths in crossings are relatively shallow compared to
depths in bends. As shown schematically in Figure 2(c), the pools tend to be somewhat
triangular in section with the vertex close to the outer bank and the point bars located on the
inside of the band. In the crossing the channel section tends to be more symmetric. Meandering
channels have the feature of erosion at outer banks and deposition along the inside of the bends.
Braided Channels: There are numerous ch~els which divide and rejoin in braided reaches.
The stream is wide, and the banks are unstable. At low flows there are two or more main
channels which cross eachother, subsidiary channels,sandbars,and islands. At high flows, most
bars are submerged. Such rivers often have relatively steepslopes and carry a large sediment
load, like the Yellow River in China.
Looped Branched Channels: The previously mentioned three typical patterns are commonly
defined according to westernreferencebooks in the field of river dynamics and river engi~eering.
There is one more pattern rather special in China, that is looped branched channels. There are
mainly two or sometimes more channels divided by one or more islands and then they merge
again. The middle reach of the stream is wide, but the single channel is rather narrow, taking a
form like a lotus root, and the stream banks are often stable. The islands where villages and
towns are settled usually are not submerged even at high flows. The main flow may alter its path
among the looped branched channels periodically. Such channelsare relatively stable and may
exist for hundreds of years such as the Lower Yangtze River in China.

~~r~,:lml::
River bends are typical and widespread elements of alluvial streams. Meandering channels
consist of a series of bends, one of the looped branch channels is usually a bend, and even the
thalweg takes the sinuous form in the straight channels at low flow.
Flow in Bends The main features of the flow through bends are:
(1) Superelevation of the water surface at the concave bank and a lowering of the water surface
at the convex bank.
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(2) This superelevation produces a transverse current directed towards the outer bank at the
surface and towards the inner bank at the bed. Near the banks compensatory vertical velocity
components result, downwards at the outer bank and upwards at the inner bank. Consequently,
a transverse circulating current takes place.
The combination of it with the main downstream velocity componentgives a spiral or helicoidal
motion to the flow in bends.

Thesecharacteristicscanbe explainedby the needto maintainbalancebetweencentrifugalandpressure
forcesas waterfollows a curvedpath.
In the river bends,the centrifugal force with gravity acting on the water particles makesthe tilteddownward
resultant force directed to the outer bank, which results in the superelevation 3rSthe
water surface should be normal to the force acting on it.
With the transverse surface slope all water particles in a vertical experience the same lateral
pressure.The centrifugal force, however, is larger near the surface than that near the bottom due
to the different vertical distribution of velocity. Putting the two forces together at the samewater
particle, the net force is outward near the surfaceand inward nearthe bottom. Therefore, near the
surface the water particles tend to move outward, while near the bottom inward, resulting in the
transverse circulating current, as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig 3 The vertical distribution of pressure and centrifugal force in bend

helicoidal current evokes erosion and deposition in bends. Erosion occurs at the outerconcave
bank since there the current near the surfaceis free of sediment, the velocity is high, and
secondary flow is downward. Deposition occurs at the inner convex bank resulting in the pointbar
at that location. Both erosion and deposition make a triangular cross section with its vertexclose
to the outer bank of the bend.
The Thalweg and the Profile of the Bends The typical river bends may look like the one given
in Figure 4. The line of the maximum depth, the thalweg, wanders from a deep pool at the
outside of the upstream bend over a shallow crossing"to the another deeppool at the outside of
the downstream bend.

,
Fig
Fig

4 Sketch of pools and crossings as they occur in river bends

Note that the thalweg is close to the concave bank of the bend, and the profile along the thalweg
is uneven with a shallow depth at the crossing where the shoal often occurs against navigation
at low waters.
The thalweg and profile in bends change with water stage variation. As shown in Figure 5; at
low stagesthe thalweg and the main flow trace, which is the thread of the maximum velocity, are
very close to the outside of the bend, since most of the point bar is out from water and constricts
the channel. At higher stagesthe main flow trace tends to straighten up and moves away from
the outside of the bend, since the flow is strong and the point bar is submerged.
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5 Variation of main flow trace in a typical bend on the Middle Yangtze River

The thalweg profile changesasfollows: For the bends in alluvial material, at high flow the outer
concave bank in bends erodes, and the bed scours and deepens. At the same time the eroded
material from the bed and banks is depositedthrough the next downstream crossing and the point
bar in the next bend downstream. At low flows there is deposition in the bends, and the crossing
tends to scour and deepen. The mentioned phenomenonis related to the variation of the water
surface slope, since the larger the hydraulic slope is, the larger the flow velocity and the sediment
carrying capacity will be. Pools have rather flat surfaces during low stages,but gain rapidly in
slope during rising stages, and have the steepestslopes during flood flow. Conversely, the
crossing has the steepestslope during low stage and the flattest slope during high stage.

1. Shoals are often located at crossings, where the depth is less than that at bends. However, itis
not true that every crossing will be the shoal, since some crossings still have enough depth for
navigation during low flow.
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previously, the water surface slope through crossings is usually flat at high stages,resulting in
deposition in the crossings. At lower stages, water surface slopes over crossings become
relatively steep, and the crossings scour. Therefore the elevation of shoal crest usually rises
during flood or rising stages,and falls during low or falling stages,although the variation of the
crest lags behind the water stage.
3. It is better to dredge shoals during the period offalling-flood-stages. Becausethe shoal tends
to scour during that period, sediment refilling into the dredged channel will be much reduced.

5. The ideal alignment of the navigation channel in a river is a series of reverse easy bends
connected by short straight reaches.It is known that sinuous channelsare a common phenomenon
for a river stream. Although bends experience scouring at the outer bank and deposition at the
inner bank, with the protection of the concave bank a relatively stablechannel can be achieved,where
the location of the navigation channel and the possible shoaling area are so well definedas
easyto dispose navigation marks effectively, and the channel is easyto maintain. It should beborne
in mind that a long straight channel should not be designedfor navigation in the river since
it is not stable.
Sharp bends are not desirable for navigation. In the sharp bend, two types of obstructions mayexist.
One is the strong surface current toward the outer bank, which is dangerous, since that
might push the vessels to the bank, another is the point b~ projecting far out into tltt;;channel
from the inner bank, which results in the decreaseof depth for navigation.
'"

The Factors Affecting the Channel Change An alluvial river is a complex integrate of the
flow, the streamboundary and the sediment,where the flow includes the flow discharge,velocity,
slope, main flow trace and so on, the stream boundary contains the bed, banks, channel
configuration (plan form), cross-sectional shape including depth, width, etc.
The flow moving in and acting on the stream boundary causesdeformation of the river channel
through erosion and deposition. The changedstreamboundary has corresponding reaction to the
flow. Serving as a medium in the interaction between the flow and stream boundary is the
sediment since it may be carried by the flow and might make up the bed and banks in different
conditions. For example, in a slightly curved river bend, there is a centrifugal force acting on the
flow evoking some helicoidal currents, resulting in the erosion at the outbank, deposition at the
inner bank and gradually forming a moderate curved bend. In the new moderate curved bend
with a greater curvature, the centrifugal force is larger, the helicoidal currents are stronger, the
erosion and deposition are more intensive, therefore a rather curved bend will be formed. If thebend
can deform freely, asthe concavebank continues to recedeand the convex bank to advance,

the

old bend will become elongated and a narrow neck of land will develop. In large floodsexceeding
the channel capacity, water flows overland acrossthe narrow neck at a steepslope andthe
resulting high velocities evoke a new shortchannel (cutoff) acrossthe neck. Finally, this newcutoff
channel widens, deepens,and becomesa new slightly curved river bend, which will starta
new cycle of deformation as mentioned above,while the old bendway becomesseparatedfromthe
river by deposition, serving as an oxbow lake.
There are many factors affecting river channel changes, such as the flow discharge, sediment
load, resistance of banks and bed to movement by flow, longitudinal slope, channel plan form,
geology, human activities, and so on. These factors are not all independent ones, as many
depend, to a certain extent, on the others. The most important and independentfactors among
them are flow discharge and sediment load. Stream discharge is the most obvious factor in
determining the form and size of the stream;the channel shapechangeswith changing discharge,
and changes occur more rapidly during high flows than during low or moderate flows. The
sediment load is also an important factor: the amount and characterof the particles comprising
the sediment load have a significant effect on the shapeof the channel. The configuration of the
channel cross sections and the alignment of the stream are affected by sediment load and the
pattern of deposition. For example, if the sediment supply exceedsthe transport capacity of the
stream, deposition will occur, and if the sediment is fine and moved mainly as suspendedload,
deposition will take place on the bed near banks causing the narrowing of the channel.
Channel Change and Its Self Regulation in a River. It is obvious that the flow discharge and
the sedimentload are changing continuously in any river reach. Rainfall that is the sourceof the
flow varies in time and space,seasonally in a regular manner, erratically in a somewhat random
manner, but within limits and associatedwith the seasonalvariations. Flow in the riv~ can seep
out to the ground water, and ground-water can seepinto the river. Tributary and overland flow
which gets to the river will supply sedimentto the river in an amount and of size which depends
on the surficial soils of the watershed,the vegetation, the season,and the duration and intensity
of the rainfall or storm which resulted in the tributary or overland flow.
It should be apparent that with flow condition and sediment supply changing in tim~ and space,a
river reach or a river should be changing endlessly.
However,

an important

characteristic

of the change for a river

reach is its ability

of

self-regulation. Negative feedback mechanisms moderate the effects of external factors in such
a way that the river reach can maintain a stage of equilibrium in which some degree of stability
is built up. For example, if the stable sediment inflow rate is greater than the transport rate of the
reach and the discharge keeps the same, deposition will take place, resulting in a smaller depth,
smaller cross-sectional area and larger velocity (U=Q/A) in the reach. The larger velocity will
lead to a larger sediment transport rate since it is mainly function of velocity. Thus deposition
will be less and less until a new balance is reached between the sediment supply rate and
transport rate. That is the reason why a natural river reach takes a particular boundary form
including channel configuration (plan form), channel cross-sectional shape and so on, which is
usually in a state of equilibrium and can be accommodated to the imposed flow and sediment
conditions in the most suitable way. In brief, a perfect equilibrium might never be reached for
any river reach which experiences variations in discharge because the influence of time lag does
not permit the set:'up of a pure equilibrium before a new changing condition of flow is imposed.
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However, with relatively constant conditions of the imposed flow and sediment, a natural river
reach is really in a state of quasi-equilibrium and can develop characteristic forms recognizable
as statistical average about which fluctuations occur.
Some Applications of the Concept of River Channel Change to Watenvay Engineering
1. It is natural for a dredged channel to be refilled by sedimentif no other engineering measures
are taken. The channel boundary of a natural river is usually suited to the conditions of imposed
flow and sediment. In some river reaches,the obstruction in navigation channels may exist and
will exist for a long time at particular place such as at the crossings, at the abrupt expanding in
cross section, at the entrances of the looped branched channels, and so on, becausethe local
channel boundary and flow conditions there are favorable for sediment to deposit. If the
navigation channel is maintained only by meansof dredging, with which the channel depth may
be increased, but the general equilibrium between the channel boundary and the flow is
interrupted, the dredged channel will usually be refilled during the next flood seasonsince the
river channel attempt~ to restore the original equilibrium. So dredging in conjunction with
channel regulation might be a better way to reduce the amount of dredging for maintaining the
navigation channel.
2. It is possible to improve the navigation condition by channel regulation. The main idea of
regulating river channel for navigation is to shape a river reach into a main channel, following
a path of easy bends of reverse curvature, and to fix it permanently in that alignment. With a
careful arrangementof the longitudinal dikes, spur dikes or revetments, the channel b~undary is
regulated, therefore the streamalignment, cross-sectionalshapeand depthwill be improved. For
example, the contraction of a wide channel will reduce the width, increasethe velocity and then
increasethe depth of the channel. A river reachis subjectto changesin responseto any variation
of t~e channel boundary, or inflowing flow and sediment, in which the inflowing discharge and
sediment are usually hard to modify artificially as they depend on the natural rainfall, so the
modification of the streamboundary is usually the only practical way left we can take to improve
the channel. Channel regulation is to do some careful adjustment of the channel boundary
intentionally and to lead the river's responseto the direction as we wish.
3. It is important to select some model reachesas the reference when planning a channel to be
regulated. It should be noted that not all crossings are shoals in a river. Some crossings have
adequatedepth for standardvesselsand are stable for many years, although their depth is less than
that at pools. Such a crossing along with its upstream and downstream pools is often taken as a
model reach in channel regulations, since the channel plan form and cross-sectional shapethere
are favorable for maintaining the adequate depth and comfortable to the conditions of the
inflowing flow and sediment in that river. A difficult task in planning the regulation of a channel
is to determine design factors, such as channel width, alignment and the elevation of the dike
crest, properly. There are many experimental formulas and methods for the evaluation of the
factors, however, they do not necessarily fit the conditions of the river under study. Taking a
model reachas reference can help resolve the task practically. The planned channel based on the
parameters of the model reach is easy to fit the conditions of the river, and a stable favorable
channel for navigation might be expected.
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3.2 Hydraulics and River Hydraulics

The Manning Formula. This fonnula is perhaps the most widely used unifonn-flow fonnula;
it has the following fonn in metric (SI) units

u = ~ R2/381/2

(1)

n
where U is the cross-sectional average velocity (in meters per second), n is the roughness
coefficient, S is the slope of energy line, R=AIP, in which R is the hydraulic radius, A is the
cross-sectional area, P is wetted perimeter of the cross section.
For a channel with a wide-shallow section as in a river, the wetted perimeter P and the channel
width B at water surface are nearly equal, or P ~ B, it follows that

A
B

R"=-=h

where A/B for a natural channel is also the average depth h of the channel. Hence the Manning
formula can be written as
U ::: 1- h2/3S1/2
(2)
n
Based on Eq.(l) or Eq.(2), U can be estimated for a river channel ifn, S, and R or h are known,
and if the channel is gradually-varied with a steady flow.
The Chezy Formula. It has the form

U=c{RS
where C is the Chezy coefficient, C = .!. R Y. It should be noted that Eq.(3) is just Eq.(l), if

y=1/6.

n

The Continuity Equation/or a Continuous SteadyFlow.
u=Q

(4)

A

whereQ is discharge. Eq.(4) is valid sinceU is definedasthe dischargedivided by the crosssectionalarea.
In most steady flow problems where the flow variables suchasU, h and so on do not change with
time, the discharge is constant throughout the reach of the channel under study, in other words,
the flow is continuous. Thus,
Q = VI Al

(5)

= U2 A2
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the subscripts indicate different channel sections.
From Eq.(5) we know that with a constant discharge, the velocity will be larger if the crosssectional area is smaller than the adjacent sections.
The Conveyance of a Channel Section and the Resistance of a Channel Based on Eqs.(3) and
(4), we have
Q=CA{RS=K{S

K=CA/R

(6)

7)

term K is known as the conveyanceof the channel section, and it is a measureof the carrying
capacity of the channel section, since it is directly proportional to Q;

Lwhere

(8)

L is the lengthof a channel,~H is the energy-headloss within the channel. Substituting
Eq.(8)into Eq.(6)yields
(9)
[.
K2

,--/

It can be seen from Eqs.(9) and (10) that the larger L and the smaller K is, the larger F and".the
larger energy loss will be. Thus F indicates the resistanceof a channel for flow to pass through,
therefore F might be called the resistancemodules of a channel.
For a looped branched river reach where flow is divided by an island, under the nonnal-flow
condition, it may be assumedthat all the flows are unifonn, and the division of flow betweenthe
two channels may be detennined roughly with the aid ofEq.(9).
Assume that at the upstream place PA of the island the flow is divided, and at the downstream
place PBthe divided flows unite again. Since the water-surface elevatidns at PAand at PB for the
left and right channels should be equal, the energy losses for the left and right channels are
roughly equal, thus
'='AHR

on Eq.(9), we have

where subscripts L and R indicate the left and right channel respectively. Combining Eq.( 12) with
Q=QL+QRyields
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From Eq.(13), it can be seenthat the division of flow actually depends on the difference of the
resistances in looped branches. If the resistance at a branch is large, the discharge at another
channel will be large.
In a looped branched reacha main branchis often selectedas the one to be regulated where some
dikes suchas spur dikes and so on will be placed to regulate the channel for navigation. However,
with the construction of the dikes the resistanceof the branch is also increased,thus the discharge
will be reduced if no measures are taken at another branch. Thus, the depth might not be
increased as much as expected.

The Energy Equation and Water-SurfaceProfile Insteadof uniform flow, the natural riverstream
is usuallya graduallyvariedone,wherethe energyequationis:
+HVI =Z2+HV2+Hf+He

where Z is the water-surface elevation and Hy is the velocity head at cross section, Hf is the head
loss due to friction, and He is the head loss due to expansionor contraction of the channel in the
reach. Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate successiveupstream and downstream cross sections of thereach,
H,J/=a-U2
, where g is the acceleration due to gravity, a is the energy coefficient
with a
.
2gvalue

of slightly greaterthan .0 in order to account for the flow nonuniformity in ..the. cross
section.
energy equation is an expression of energy conservation. Under the assumptions~ofhydrostatic
pressure distribution and small channel slope, the total energy head H for a cross
section consists of the potential energy head Z and kinetic energy head Hy , that is H = Z + Hy.
Eq.(14) becomes
(15)

lll-H2=He+~

cross sectIons IS the energy head loss due to friction and expansion or contraction of the channel
in the reach.

Based on Eq.(14), the water-surface profile can be obtained for a channel with given
configuration, discharge, and roughness. From the water-surface profile, other hydraulic
parameters such as velocity, depth and energy slope can be obtained. With those hydraulicparameters
we are able to estimate the effect of the reach regulated and its influence on the
adjacent river reaches.
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The computation of the water-surface profile might be made in different directions depending onthe
flow condition. For most river reaches where flow is a subcritical one under downstream
control, the computation is done from downstream and proceeds upstream.
The solution ofEq.(14) is an iterative process in which the discharge is given, the downstream
water-surface elevation is known, and the upstream head is estimated. If the equation does not
balance within acceptablelimits, new estimated for the upstream head should be assumedand the
computation repeateduntil an acceptablebalance is obtained.
Based on the energy equation the water profile over an obstacle in the channel can be analyzed.
Assume there is a uniform flow in a flume channel, the water surface should be parallel to the
flume bottom. If a weir with a triangular cross section is placed in the flume which partly blocks
the flow, the water profile will change. Comparing the water profiles with and without the weir,
it can be seenthat there is a local backwater effect, that is, with a weir in the channel, the water
behind the weir is backed up, and there is a relatively steepslope of water surface over the weir,
especially when the stage is low and the depth is comparable to the height of the weir, as for the
downstream of the weir, there is little elevation change there.
The application of local backwater effect to channel regulation In channel regulation, a river
reachconsisting of a crossing and the pools upstreamand downstream of it is often taken as a unit
to study. At the crossing the depth is less than that at pools, and sometimesthe crossing becomes
a shoal if its depth is not large enough, which should be studied and improved. The upper and
lower pools next to the crossing have a larger depth, and larger capacity to carry sedimentduring
most of the seasons. Taking the pools as the border of the shoaling reach can make it easierto
study the influence of the regulation of the shoal; beyond the pools the influence On.adjacent
reacheswill be much less. The thalweg profile of the crossing reach in a river is roughly similar
to the profile of the flume channel with a weir, and so is the water surface profiles, thus the
crQssingor the shoal has the local backwater effect, and the slope of water surface at a crossing
is greater, especially during low flow season. Therefore the water elevation upstream the shoal
will fall if the elevation of the shoal crest is cut down due to dredging or channel regulation. This
makes the depth smaller at the crossing upstream the regulated reach and might result in a new
shoal there. A steep water slope is usually accompanied by a large velocity according to the
Manning formula, thus the velocity at a crossing is larger than that at pools during low flow,
therefore the water slope is steepand the crossing scours at low stage as mentioned before.

Bed Forms The stream bed of a natural river is not even. Under certain flow conditions with
relatively low sediment transport rates, the sediment bed will deform into wavelike forms with
small slopes on their upstreamfaces,a sharpcrest, and steepdownstream faces. At high velocities
and large depths the length of these forms may increase by many times, still keeping the sharp
crest. These forms move downstream at velocities that are small compared to the flow velocity.
Sharp-crestedforms of this kind with wave lengths less than 30 cm are called ripples; those with
wave lengths longer than 30 cm are called dunes. At some higher velocity the ripples or dunes,
or both, disappear and the bed becomes flat. At some still higher velocity a wave of sinusoidal
shapedevelops on the bed. So the type of bed configuration and the dimensions of the bed forms
are dependent on the properties of the flow, fluid, and bed material. Among various bed forms,

Bed

dunes and ripples widely exist in natural rivers, and playa particularly, significant role in the
make-up of the hydraulic roughnessof an alluvial channel. The dimensions of a ripple are small
with its height less than 3 cm. Dunes take place at large velocities and sediment transport rates
more often than ripples, which may occur on the upstream slope of dunes. Depending on the
dimensions of the streamchannel, the wavelength and height of dunes may be over 100 m and 2
m respectively in the Lower Yangtze River.
Bed forms have important effect on the hydraulic roughness of a channel. Some experiments
show that the roughnesscoefficient for the ripple and dune-bed flows is about 2-3 times as great
as that for observed flow over a flat bed with immovable sand-grain roughness. As previously
discussed,the geometry and thus also the hydraulic roughnessof the bed configuration dependon,
among other factors, the velocity and depth of flow. However for a given discharge and stageof
water the velocity and depth are affected by the roughness of the bed according to Manning
formula. Prediction of roughness in alluvial stream is obviously a complicated problem due to
the interaction of the flow and bed material, and the interdependenceof the bed form, roughness
and sediment transport rate. Although there are many formulas dealing with the problem, a
universally acceptable solution is still lacked. A practical way to solve the problem is to
determine the roughnessbased on the real measureddata, including discharge, water profile and
channel geometry, which are obtained at different stages in the river reach under study.
Corresponding to the known water profile, discharge Q and channel geometry, then the stage,
cross-sectionalareaA, mean depthh, and water surface slope S of the channelareknown, U=Q/ A,
and the roughness n can be calculated according to the Manning formula. With several sets of
roughnessand stage, a relationship curve between them can be set up, and the roughness at any
stage can be easily found on the curve. Therefore, it is important to set up several gauges at the
reach under study and keep a record of the stage and related data such as discharg'e':andso on
regularly for a period of time. Those gathered data will be very useful for further application to
determine the hydraulic roughness, the relationship between the roughness and stage; and the
rating curve of stage and discharge.
forms also affect sediment transport. The stream-bed resistance can be divided into grain
resistance and form resistance while bed forms exist. Grain resistance refers to the part of
resistancecontributed by the surface drag (tangential force) which acts on the grain and therefore
is directly related to the movement of sediment, whereas form resistanceor form drag is caused
by the pressuredifference betweenthe front and back surfacesof the bed forms, which usually has
little contribution to sediment movement since the form drag is away from the sedimentparticles
on the bed. Consequently, only part of the shear stressprovided by the flow is used to transport
sediment.

Sediment Transport Capacity,Scouring and Deposition
-Description of Sediment Movementand SedimentDischarge

An important aspectof fluvial processesand river engineering is the movement of sediment in
rivers, to which river morphology and river channel changesare closely related. To define theterms
to be used in considering sediment movement, it is convenient to describe the motion of
grains causedby water flowing over a bed of sediment artificially flattened. At very low velocities
no sediment will move, but at some higher velocity individual grains will roll and slide
intermittently along the bed. The material so moved is defined as the contactload of the stream,
42
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in which the term load, as used in sedimenttransport, may refer to the sediment that is in motion
in a stream. At a still higher velocity, some grains will make short jumps, leaving the bed for
short intervals of time and return to the bed. The material moved in this manner is said to saltate
and is called the saltation load of the stream. If the flow velocity is raised gradually, the jumps
of grains will occur more often, and some of the grains will be swept into the main body of the
flow, and kept in suspensionfor a long time. Sediment carried in suspensionin this manner is
known as the suspendedload of a stream. So three modes of sediment movement take place at
the same time, that is suspension, saltation, and rolling and sliding on the bed. There are two
common classifications of the load in a stream. The first divides the load into bed load and
suspended load; the second separatesthe load into wash load and bed-material load (or bedsedimentload). Bed load is defined as that part of the load moving on, or near, the bed by rolling,
sliding, or saltation. Suspendedload moves in suspension.
Wash load refers to the finest portion of sediment, generally silt and clay, that is washed throughthe
channel, with a very small amount of it being found in the bed, and usually does Qottake part
in channel changes. Bed-material load or bed-sediment load, on the other hand, consists ofparticles
that are found in the bed material, and take an active part in channel changes. The
discharge of wash load depends mainly on the rate of supply; it is generally not correlated withthe
flow characteristics. Bed-material load, on the other hand, is usually correlated with water

discharge.
Finally, it is convenient to introduce the term sedimentdischarge, which is defined asthe quantity
of sediment per unit time carried past any cross section of a stream. The term should be qualified,
for example, the bed load discharge, the bed-material discharge or the suspendedload discharge.
It should be noted that, the term load denotesthe material that is being transported, ~hereas the
term sediment discharge denotes the rate of transport of the material. Since the bed-material
transport is linked to the hydraulic properties of the stream, there are only formulas for this type
of transport; hereafterwe refer the bed-material sedimentdischargeas sedimentdischarge, which
is made up of the bed load and suspendedload, excluding the wash load.
.Sediment transport capacity and its formula

For a river reach in quasi-equilibrium the sediment-carrying capacity for a given flow in the reach
with a certain sedimentbed is usually the sedimentdischarge, which is a function of the properties
of flow and sediment. Any difference in sediment discharge at the inlet and outlet will cause
deformation (erosion or deposition) in a given reach. Therefore setting up the formula for
predicting the sediment discharge is important for calculating the chanrtel changes. Becauseof
the complexity of sediment transport processes, prediction of the transport rate has not been
accomplished in a purely theoretical way. All existing sedimenttransport formulas have been set
up relying on calibration using flume and field data collected mainly under the steady uniform
flow condition. So it is not surprising that there are so many formulas for estimating the sediment
discharge based on different approaches,and the accuracy of prediction is rather poor.
Many formulae in various forms have been suggested over the past years. The majority of theformulae
set up a relation between the transport parameter X and the flow parameter Y. Theformulae
are characterized by three aspects:
basic function X = f (1') ;
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(2) The characteristicgrain-sizeto be used;
(3) The correctionof the flow parameterwith respectto the bed roughness.
The transportparameterX is

x=

gr

YsD{iii5

,

where gr is the sediment discharge per unit width,

.

Ys::.2.65 tf/m3, Ys is the specific weight of

the sediment particles, D is a characteristic diameter,

I =~:"-.;;!..o5 ~ r

is the relative density of

p
the sediment grains, and g is the accelerationof gravity .
The flow parameter Y is

y

ED

~RS
where R is the hydraulic radius, S is the channel slope, and Jl,is.the correction factor (the ripple
factor) that allows for the fact that only part of the shear stressprovided by the flow is used to
transport the sediment.
For analysis, it is attractive to approximate the relation X=.f(Y) by an exponential function

where a and p are not constantusually. They may, however, be taken as constant in the vicinity
of a certain value. For example, for the Meyer-Peter formula p= -3/2, for the Engelund-Hansen
formula p= -5/2, and for the Einstein-Brown equation p= -3. It can be seenthat the value of p
is of wide range, since various formulas are based on their respective approachesand data with
various variables taken into account. So it is very difficult to recommend one equation for
universal application. The ideal situation is that, once a river is to be studied, transport
measurementshould be carried out to check which formula is suitable for that particular case.
Eq.(18) can be written as
19)

gr=aUb

where U is the mean velocity, a and b contain all parameters except U, such as D, E, Ys"u, etc..
The value ofb is about 3 to 6. From Eq.(19), it can be seenthat gr is proportional to the third to
sixth power of U. Therefore the sediment carrying capacity is rather sensitive to the velocity,
which governs the sediment discharge.
-Scouring and Deposition, and their Judgment with Velocity

For a river reach in equilibrium, its sediment transport capacity is in balance with the rate of
sediment supplied. Any disturbance on the equilibrium induced by climatic, hydrologic events,
or human interferences such as damming, diversion, cutoffs, channel regulation, and so on will
result in the difference between the inflow rate and transport rate of sediment and will cause
scouring or deposition in the reach. So the imbalance in sedimenttransport will lead to the change
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the river reach. In engineering practice, we often needto know if a river reachis under erosion
or deposition. Since the sediment carrying capacity is the function of velocity, the simplest wayto
judge scouring or deposition is to do it according to the variation of velocity. For example,
during the low flow seasonthe crest of the crossing is under scouring since the velocity there is
larger than that at the upstreampool. Another example is that if a reachis in contraction, scouring
will take place and the depth will increase since the velocity is increased. This is the case which
often happens in channel regulation for navigation. However, the sediment scoured from the
reach will move downstream, and might create a new shallow area there. Therefore, it is
important to handle the sedimentproblem carefully. One of the solutions to the problem is to treat
a shoaling area with its upstream and downstream pools as an entirety when making a plan to
improve the shoal. The downstreampool under planning is taken as a place to store the sediment
from the shoaling area. That might not go so far as to set an obstacle in the navigation channel
since there is a surplus of depth at the pool.

Types of Shoals/rapidsand Their Regulation Measures
Channel regulation involves the useof channel rectification and stabilization structuresto controlthe
behavior of a river. To be effective, the engineering measuresadoptedto regulate the channel
should take account of the characteristics of various types of shoals/rapids. For navigation, the
main purpose of channel regulation is to increase channel depths and improve alignment and to
stabilize the channel through the construction of regulating structures. The characteristic of
channel regulation for navigation in China is the regulation of low and middle flow channel, and
low regulating structures, just 1-2 m above the low-water stage. While the channel can be
improved in this way, the cost of project is low, and more importantly, the negative effect of the
structures on the draining off the flood flow is largely limited. Therefore the project might be
easily approved by the government agencyof water conservancy,which is in charge oisupervision
of al~ structures on the river, and is more concerned about flood control than navigation. ..
Regulation of shoals

The components of a shoal reach are shoal, upper and lower pools located at the upstream and
downstream of the shoal respectively, and upper and lower side bars, as shown in Figure 6. The
portion of the channel where the depth is enough for navigation at the low flow stage is defined
as a pool. In the navigation channelthe portion betweenthe pools is defined as a shoal. Side bars
are accumulated sedimentdeposited atthe streambankwhich is visible during the low flow season
and submerged during the high flow period.

~
6 Definition

sketch of a shoal reach
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Note that the thalweg of the shoal reach usually follows a path of adversebends connected by a
crossing, and the previous analysis of the change of the crossing and bends is valid for the shoal
and pools respectively. During the high flow period, sediment movement, both suspendedand
bed load, on the free flowing river is active, a lot of sediment enters the high flow, much of the
sediment that was deposited in the earlier seasonis remobilized and redistributed, and the pools
experience a scouring, supplying additional sediment load to the crossing. At the sametime, the
water surface slope through the crossing is flat and the velocity is low compared to that at the
pool, so the sediment transport rate is smaller than the inflow rate, resulting in the deposition at
the crossing and side bars. However, due to high water stages,channel depths are generally large
enough to allow barges to be fully loaded.
As the high flows begin to fall, flow velocities decreasein pools and increase at the crossing and
side bars due to local backwater effects. As a result, the crossing and side bars are subjected to
erosion and the sediment is shifted to the downstream pool. If the high flows recede gradually
such that flows which occur at or near the full bank stageare sustained for a relatively long period
of time, or the side bars are large and high, concentrating the flow into the middle of the channel,
these velocities can often scour the crossing enough to maintain the depths required. If, on the
other hand, the flows recede very rapidly, or the side bars are small and low, then the natural
scouring effect of the crossing area is rather limited. So, the more rapidly flows recede,the lower
and smaller the side bars are, the more likely the shoaling will occur with controlling depths less
than required.
."'..~
As we usually are not able to control the falling rate of high flows, a practical way to fully use the
flow capacity to scour the shoal area is to stabilize and raise the side bars with regulating
structures such as spur dikes.

on morphology, shoals might be categorized as shoals at crossings, on looped branched
channels, at river bends, and scattered shoals.
Shoals at Crossing The characteristic of this type of shoals is that between the upper and lower
pools there is a shallow areawhose depth is not enough for navigation during the low flow period.
The shoal is in deposition during the high flow period, and experiencesscouring asthe high flows
begin to recede, but the sediment deposits usually could not be all scoured away before the low
water stage is reached,the rest of the deposited sediment will become navigation obstruction.
There are two subtypes of the crossing-shoals, one is the so-called normal shoal as mentioned
before, another is the shoal with staggeredpools as shown in Figure 8(a). During the low flow
season,since the hydraulic resistanceis small in the lower pool due to its large depth, water will
overflow the crossing into the upperpart of the lower pool transversely, and make spreadcurrents
taking the form like a fan. As the flow is spread,the scouring of the shoal is limited. The lower

stageis, the strongerthe transversecurrents will be, which often causedamageto the ships andvessels
at the shoal.
the river channel should be contracted in order to increasesthe velocity in the shallowarea.
The concrete layout of regulation works should be fitted in with the local conditions of the
river reach, and the favorable local topography of the original riverbend should be fully used.
Sometimes raising and stabilizing the side bars may be helpful, and sometimesthe upper part ofthe
lower pool needs to be blocked up on the shoal reach with staggeredpools.
1.

shoalon the GanjiangRiver

length of the shoal reach is 1400 m, and the width of the river channel is 700 m. Under preproject conditions, the upper and lower side bars of the shoal were low, with an elevation of only0.5
m abovethe lower water stage. Since the middle and low flow channel was wide, an~ the flowwas
scattering, the navigation channel was wide and shallow with the minimum depth of 0.6--0.7
m in the low flow season.
Regulation measures: Two spur dikes were built on the upper and lower side bars respectively
in order to contract the river channel and concentrate the flow, as shown in Figure 7. The
elevation of the dike crest is 1.2 m above the low water stage. The width of the middle and low
flow channel after the construction of the dikes is 360 m. After regulation, the minimum depth
of the navigation channel is 1.3 m, and the requirements of navigation have been sat~sfied.
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2. Tonwatanshoalon the Xiangjiang River
length of the shoal reach is 600 m, and the width of the river channel is 160 m. Beforeregulation,
the upper and lower pools of the shoal were stag~ered, and there were transversecurrents
overflowing the crossing into the upperpart of the lower pool during the tow flow season,as
shown in Figure 8 (a). Since the flow was spread, the minimum depth of the navigatiol!.channel
was only 0.8 m.
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Regulation measures: Three spur dikes were built to block up the upper part of the lower pool.
After regulation, the dike field has been deposited by sediment, as shown in Figure 8(b). The
transverse currents have disappeared,the minimum depth of the navigation channel has been
increasedto 1.4 m, and the requirements of the navigation have been fulfilled.
'~'Shoals on Looped Branches In this type of shoal reach, there are two or more branche,swhich
affecting each other. First of all, a branch among them should be selected as the one to be
regulated for navigation based on careful analysis and comparison of the features of the related
branchesincluding the stability, the tendencyof the channel change,dimensions, flow conditions,
and so on.
As for regulation measures,in addition to contracting the width of branch to be regulated, some
engineering measuresmight be taken to modify the ratio of the flow distribution between related
branchesif necessary,since regulation works increasethe hydraulic resistanceof the channel, and
may reduce the flow entering the branch.
Example 1. The Wangjiatan shoal reach is on the Upper Yangtze River. Its length is 4 km. Its
stream bed consists of pebbles and rocks. There is a middle bar on the reach which can be
submerged during the medium high water season. The right branch of the reach is straight and
is navigable at the medium high water level, however, its depth was not enough for navigation
during the low water season. On the other hand, the left branch is a curved one and is navigable
with enough depth during dry season,but there was a shoal area at the outlet of it, since there was
a u'ansverse current running out from the left branch into the right pool across the tail of the
middle bar. The sketch of the shoal reach is shown in Figure 9.
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Regulation measures: It is unnecessaryto adjust the ratio of flow distribution between the
branches as the discharge for each one is enough during the low flow season. In order to block
up the transverse current, a longitudinal dike with a length of 400 m was built on the tail of the
middle bar. At the sametime, a L-Head dike, which is a trail dike at the end of a spur dike, was
built at the left bank to constrict the river channel and increase the velocity and depth on the
shallow area, as shown in Figure 9. After regulation, the minimum depth of navigation channel
has beenincreased from 2.1 m to over 3.0 m, and the width to 70 m, the results of regulation are
quite good.
Example 2. The Xiaonanhai shoal reach is on the Upper Yangtze River. Its length is 3 kIn.
There is a middle pebble bar with a top elevation of 1.5 m above the low water stage. The right
branch is a main channel during the high flow period, where the transported pebble moving
downstream could be observed. During the lower flow season,the discharge of the"'left branch
was so increased as the diversion ratio of it came to 53 per cent, whereas the ratio for the right
branch decreasedto 47 per cent. At the medium high water level or below, there was a flow
running out from the right branch acrossover the tail of the middle bar into the pool located atthe
left bank. With the diffused flow, the velocity and sediment transport capacity were reduced,
resulting in a shallow area where sediment accumulated, as shown in Figure 10 (a).
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Re.eulationmeasures: The right branch was selectedas the main navigation channel becausethe
left one was narrow and sharply curved, and the navigation condition was poor there. There were
two factors contributed to the formation of the shallow area at the outlet of the right branch: one
was the small diversion ratio of the right branch during the low flow season, another was the
diffused flow at the outlet. Based on the above analysis, a submergedclosure dam was built on
the left branch to increasethe flow ratio of the right branch from 47 to 57.5 per cent. At the same
time, two L-Head dikes were built at the right bank and a longitudinal dike at the tail of the middle
bar to constrict the channel and increasethe velocity and depth at the shallow area, as shown in
Figure 1O(b). After regulation, the minimum depth during the low flow period has beenincreased
from 1.6 m to 3.2 m, and the width of the navigation channel to 60 m. The requirements of
navigation have been satisfied. Maintenance dredging is not needednow.
Shoals at River Bend It is in a sharply curved river channel that this type of shoal is foffiled. In
addition to the increase of the channel dimensions, the prevention of the concave bank from
further curving and the improvement of the flow conditions at the bend should be taken into
account.
Example: The length of the Hengtan shoal reachof the Youjiang River is 1300 m, and the width
of the river channel is 150 to 300 m. The stream bed consists of pebbles, and the material of thebanks
is sandy soil, easyto be scoured. The navigation channel was rapidly curved becausethe
left bank receded due to the erosion by the helicoidal currents at the bend. The point bar wasdeposited
at the right bank and was so projected into the navigation channel as to obstruct
navigation with the following minimum dimensions during the low flow season: depth 0.4--0.5m,
width 6 --8 m and radius of curvature smaller than 90 m.
Ref!ulation measures: 23 short spur dikes with revetment were built on the left bank to realign
the bank to a moderately curved one and prevent the bank from erosion. On the right bank, a spur
dike and a L-Head dike were built at the inlet and outlet of the bend respectively guiding and
narrowing the flow, as shown in Figure 11. After regulation, the erosion of the concave bank andthe
protruding of the point bar into the navigation channel have been stopped. The navigationchannel
is stable with the minimum depth of 1.2 m, the width of20 m, and the radius of curvatureof
285 m, which fully meet the requirements of navigation.
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Scattered Shoals The characteristicsof this type of shoal reachare that the streambanks, bed and
bars are easyto change due to scouring and deposition, and the location of shoals and the main
channel of the reach are changeable.

improvement of this kind of reach is achieved by controlling the river regime throughstrengthen
the fixed points and guiding banks, which are parts of the river banks, to guide the
flow to the favorable direction, to realign the river into a single, relatively narrow channelfollowing
a path of easybend, and to fix it permanently on and continuously along that alignment.
An example of regulating this type of shoal reachis the work which has beendone at the Jinwatanshoal
on the Hanjiang River, which will be mentioned later as a case study of channel regulation.
Regulation of Torrent Rapids
At torrent rapids the slope of water surface is steep,and the flow velocity is so rapid that it makes
it difficult for the upbound vesselsto move by their own power and for the downbound vesselsto
be steered.
damming and dredging are major engineering measuresto regulate this type ofrapids.
Winching may be used as a supplementary measuresto pull the vesselsupstream acrossthe
rapids if necessary.
methods for regulating the rapids might be a~follows:
Cutting off the protruding part of the bank and submergedridge at the neck portion of the channel
to enlarge the cross-sectional area and to reduce the local water slope and velocity .
Building a submerged dam downstream of the rapids to back up the water stage so ~s to reduce
the flow velocity.
"',;

mentioned methods might be adopted alone or combined according to specific localcQnditions
The water stage of the rapids reach might fall due to the enlargementof the cross-sectional
area, and a new rapids might take place upstream of the reach, which certainly shouldbe
avoided. Therefore, in designing regulating works for rapids, the water surfaceprofile beforeand
after regulation should be calculated and the influence on the upstream reach examined.

The Qinzhubian rapids reach is located on the Upper Yangtze River. The waterwayis
straight there, the rocky banks and bottom of the channel were constricted rapidly at the middleof
the reach and formed a neck portion. Upstream of the neck the flow was moderate, anddownstrea
of it the live streamwas contractedfurther and the velocity was as high as 5 mfs, andthe
spaces between the live stream and the banks were separation zones occupied by eddyingwater,
as shown in Figure 12(a).
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Reg?:!lationmeasures: Cutting off the protruding part of the left bank to enlarge the cross section
of the neck portion. The excavated area is shown in Figure 12 (c).

After regulationthe waterslopeand flow velocity arereducedandcanmeetthe requirementsof
navigation.
Regulation of Hazardous Reaches
reachesare unsafe for navigation, where dangerousflow patterns such as over-ledge-flow,
bend-rushing-flow and so on often causeaccidents.
main engineering measuresused for regulating the hazards are diking, dredging and reef-blasting
to eliminate the unsafe flow patterns, or canal excavating to bypass the hazardousreach.
Example. The Diaoyuzui hazardousrapids is located on the Upper Yangtze River. The width
of its channel is about 300 m at the low flows stage. There is a large rock ledge projecting more
than 100 m from the right bank into the deeppool, and there is a pebble side bar at the left bank.
During "thelow flow season,the currents are rapid, and moreover, strong bottom currents upwards
due to the complex underwater topography form bubble flow pattern at the surface like boiling
water occupying a zone with a diameter about 90 m, as shown in Figure 13(a). As a result, the
vessels were pushed away from the navigable channel stranded at the left side bar or hitting on
the right rock ledge.
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Regulation measures:A submergeddam was built in the pool to eliminate the bubble flow pattern
and dredging work was done on the left side bar to widen the channel, as shown in Figure 13(b).
The crown elevation of the dam is 4 m below the minimum navigable stageand its width is 10m.
The upstream and downstream side slopes of the dam are 1:2 and 1:3 respectively. After
regulation all hazardousflows such as bubbles and eddying water have disappeared,thus good
results have been achieved, as shown in Fi~ure 13(c).

3.4 Designand Planning of Channel Regulation Works for Navigation
The fundamental thesis underlying channel regulation is to shapea river into a narrower channel,
following a path of easybends of reversecurvature, and to fix it permanently on that alignment.
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The characteristic of channel regulation for navigation in China is that the channel to be regulated
is usually the middle and low flow channel, and the scopeto be regulated is the shoal/rapids reach.
Because shoals usually tend to scour during low or falling stages, through this kind of channel
regulation, the middle and low flow can be concentrated and the depth can be increased for the
shoal reach to provide a navigable channel at the low water stage. With regulation, the channel
boundary can by modified, unfavorable currents and flow patterns against navigation can be
eliminated as mentioned before.

In the designingof channelregulationfor navigation,a termcalled "regulationtrace" shouldbe
introduced,which is a designedchannelto be confined by the regulationstructuresin the river
channel,and within which the flow is concentrated,and a navigablechannelwill be formed.
To be successful, regulation works must be able to control the regulation trace to guide it along
a natural alignment with channel cross sections accommodating the river's water and sediment
regime, rather than forcing it into unnatural conditions. Also, when the stabilized channel trace
follows the natural alignment of the streamto the maximum extent the costs are minimized.
To be successful, thc design work should be started from analyzing the channel changes of the
shoal/rapids reachbased on the available datato find out the reasonwhy the navigation conditions
are poor there. Close attention should be paid to the analysis of the causal relation between the
formation of the shoal/rapids and the unfavorable conditions of the channel boundary such as
staggeredpools, small and low side bars, extremely large width, sharply curved bank, sudden
constriction or expansion of the river channel and so on. The proposed regulation measures
should be aimed at the origin of the channel'boundary related to the formation of the shoal/rapids
so that the navigation conditions at the shoal/rapids reach can be improved effectively.
To be feasible, channel regulation for navigation should be coordinated with basin planning and
river planning. Its relations with flood control, hydropower generation, irrigation and drainage,
water supply and port facilities should be well treated.
Types of Channel Regulation Works and Dike Layout

For navigation, channelregulationworks are mainly of two broadtypes, generallydefined asfollows:

Dikes are structuresthat extendout from the bank into the flow. They are aligned either at an
angleor parallel to the flow and areusedto:
Direct flow from one bendinto the nextdownstream,
Shapesharpbendsto a large radius of curvatureto provide a more desirablechannel
alignment,
Closeoff secondarychannelsand old bendways,and
Concentrateflow in a regulationtracewithin a wider channel.
Revetments are structures parallel to the current or stream banks and are used for such purposes
as stabilizing concave banks of bends and strengthening the guiding bank of the regulation trace.
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Dikes

l~li~~9Ye«~
are widely used in channel regulation in China. They can be grouped into the followinggeneral
categories: Spur, Longitudinal, L-Head and so on. They are describedbelow:
Spur Dike. The Spur dike is one of the most common structures used in channel regulation. It
extends from the river bank into the river in a direction normal or at an angle to the flow. This
type of dike is also referred to as a transverse dike, cross dike, wing dam and jetty .

Longitudinal Dike. A longitudinal dike is a continuousstructureextending from the bank
towardsthe downstreamgenerallyparallelto the alignmentof the channelbeingdeveloped.The
structurescanbe usedto reducethe curvatureof sh~ bendsandprovidetransitionswith little
resistanceor disturbanceto flow.
L-Head Dike. An L-Head dike is a spur dike with a segment extending downstream from its
channel end generally parallel to the channel line. The L-Head dike is used to reduce scour at the
river end of the dike, or to extend the spur dike system farther downstream.
The Direction of Spur Dike Extending from the Bank Experience indicates that spur dikes
aligned either at the right angle to the bank or in a slightly downstream direction are more
effective than dikes angled upstream from the bank line if the dikes are high and unsubmerged.
In China, spur dikes are not high and can submerged like the bottom vanes at high 'Waterstage,
and the dikes aligned slightly upstream from the bank are often used if the stream carries.a large
sediment load and its velocities are not very high. When the dike is placed not normal tcYthe fJ.ow
and submerged,the overflowing water is acceleratedand in consequencedeviates in a direction
more normal to the direction of the dike, which evokes deviation of the bottom current in the other
direction. The result is a helicoidal bottom current behind the dike moving along it. Since the
increased sediment transport follows the bottom current, there will be more sediment deposition
in the dike fields if the dike is pointed upstream from the bank. So spur dikes have some effect
of guiding sediment movement in addition to constricting the channel when they are submerged.

Regulation Standards
TheLowestDesignedNavigableStage (LDNS)

In a river reach the water stagevaries with seasons. It is necessaryto have a standard low waterlevel
by means of which the standard dimensions of the navigation channel are measured. The
Lowest Designed Navigable Stage (LDNS) is a kind of standard low water level. The LDNScorrespond
to a water level of high duration. The specific duration of LD~S is expressed inpercentage
of time the actual water level equal to or higher than the LDNS might be expected.LDNS
duration depends on the classification of the waterway. For waterway classes 1 and 2,
which are major transportation routes, this duration is as high as 98 per cent or even higher; for
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smaller waterways of classes5 to 7, this duration may diminish to 90 to 95 per cent of the time.
So the higher the waterway class is, the higher the LDNS duration will be.
An important thing is to deteffiline the LDNS for the shoal/rapids reach under study. At the
adjacenthydrological station the LDNS can be settled based on the recqrds of long seriesof stage
data and its duration depending on the waterway classification. The LDNS of the shoal/rapids
reachcanbe determined by stagecorrelation from the station to the shoal/rapids reach. Therefore,
it is important to set several gagesalong and downstreamof the reach under study to collect stagedata
during the low flow season. It is noted that the LDNS of the shoal/rapid reach is a slopingplane
corresponding to the low-water profile at the LDNS.
\

application of the LDNS is to determine the scope of shoal area. With the known LDNS andthe
hydrographic chart, the pool, i.e. is the deep area can be determined whose depth is larger thanthe
navigable depth at the LDNS, and the shoal can also be determined, which is the range
between the upper and lower pools on the navigation channel.

StandardDimensions of Waterway
The standard dimensions of the navigation channel after regulation should meet the requirements
of standard vessels to navigate at the LDNS. The dimensions of the channel depend on the
waterway classification as mentioned previously.

Width of Regulation Trace and Regulation Stage
The width of the regulation trace is the width of the designed river channel to be confmed by the
regulation structures at the regulation stage. The regulation stage is a designed elevation with
which the crown elevation of a spur dike at the river end is detemlined. They are important
...parameters
based on which the length and height of the spur dike can be settled respectively. The
regulation stage is higher than the LDNS with an extra height ranging from 1 to 2 m, which isnecessary
to concentrate the flow within the regulation trace at a higher stage on the shoal reachso
that a navigable channel can be fomled before the stage recedes to the LDNS. Obviously, witha
higher regulation stage and a smaller width of regulation trace, the shoal will be scoured deeper;
however the spur dike will be higher and longer, and there will be a larger amount of constructionwork,
moreover, there will be more scoured sediment from the shoal moving downstream, which
might result in a new shoal there if the scoured sediment is too much.

So it is necessary todetemline

the two parameters properly to make the shallow reach just meet the navigationrequirements
with a certain allowance for the LDNS.

are many methods to determine the width of regulation trace. The river dynamic methodis
one among them, which is based on the assumption that before and after regulation, the
sediment transport rate through the cross section should be the same, and so for flow. This canbe
expressedby
'"

H,

82 = KB1[~]

~H2
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where B2is the width of regulation trace, B I is the width of the free surface at the regulation stage
before regulation, HI is the mean depth of the cross section before regulation, H2 is the desired
depth of the navigation channel at the regulation stage,K is a coefficient of the value of 0.7--1.0,
11is the correction coefficient transforming H2 to the mean depth of the cross section within the
regulation trace, which is related to the shapeof the channel section and hasthe value of 0.7--0.9,
and y is the an exponent of the value of 1.2--1.67 depending on the size of sedimentparticles andthe
mean flow velocity after regulation.
There are also many methods to determine the regulation stage. For example, with reference tothe
successfully regulated reachesnearby, a suitable extra height of the regulation stageabove theLDNS
can be selected, and the regulation stage can be settled consequently.

In general, the width of the regulation trace and the regulation stage should be considered as an
entirety and coordinated with eachother. A common way used to determine them is to imitate themodel
reachesnear the shoal reach under study. The model reach is such a kind of river reachwhose
channel is stable and navigable at the LDNS for many years, since its morphology suchascross-sect
shape at crossing and the alignment of the channel is favorable to maintain an
enough depth for navigation. By selecting the cross-section at crossing on the model reach,finding
the top elevation of side bars and correspondingfree width at the cross-section,the widthand
the extra height of the elevation above the LDNS can be used as a reference for determiningthe
width of the regulation trace and regulation stage for the shoal reachto be regulated. A reachdesigned
in such a way might accommodatethe river regime as the model reach does.
The values determined by different methods for the width of the regulation trace are usually in a
wide range, and so for the regulation stage, it is recommended that those values be 'checked
against those from the model and the nearby reaches successfully regulated before a suitable vaiue
is selected. For an important or complicate project, physical modeling of the shoal/rapids reaches
with various alignments of regulation works might be needed in the determination of the proper
arrangement of the regulation works. After construction of the regulation works, the modification
of the regulation trace might be carried out based on the regulation results. For example, some
spur dikes might be extended if the depth at the shoal reach is still inadequate.

Alignment of Regulation Trace and Arrangement of Regulation Structures

Alignment ofRegulation Trace
The regulation structures will be arranged in line with the regulation trace. To minimize the attack
by the stream on regulation structures and to achieve a channel favorable for navigation, the
regulation trace should be aligned as a smooth series of bends with the flow directed from one
bend into the next downstream in such a way as to maintain a direction essenti~lly parallel to the
channel control line. There is usually a short straight crossing between the adverse bends. Its
length should not be longer than 3 times the width of the regulation trace. Straight reaches and
reaches of very flat curvature should be avoided because there would be a tendency for flows to
shift from side to side in such reaches. The value of the optimum bend radius is about that of the

Fixed Points and Guiding Banks
One of the essential requirements in designing a system of regulation works is that construction
should start at stable, fixed point on the bank and continue downstream to another stable location
or to some point below which the stream can safely be left uncontrolled. Stiff banks, bluff banks
of the stable pools, or constructed revetment can be chosenas the guiding banks and fixed points
to support and guide the regulation trace. The construction of relatively short isolated stabilization
works has often been proved unsuccessful because eventual changes in the direction of flow
inherent in bank caving in the upstreamuncontrolled reachwill either setup a direct attack against
the isolated protective works and severelydamage or destroy it or shift the attack to some another
nearby reach of the bank, requiring additional works and possible abandonmentof the original

work.
Arrangement of Regulation Structures
Longitudinal dikes and revetmentscan be placed along the boundary lines of the regulation trace.
As for the spur dikes, they can be so placed as to extend out from the bank to reachthe boundary
line of the regulation trace. In plain rivers, spur dikes can be aligned at right angles to the flow
or in a slightly upstream direction, and if necessary, downstream direction spur dikes from the
bank line may be adopted as well. For the pebble shoal in mountain rivers, it is advisable to adoptthe
downstream direction spur dikes, or the L-Head dikes with the axis normal to ~e flow orpointing
upstream from the bank line.
"',;
Dike spacing is a function of the length of the adjacent dike upstream in a system, and is al~o
related to its location on the river reach. At the concave bank, the spacing is usually 1 to 2 times
the projection length (L) of the upper dike on the cross-section. At the convex bank the spacing
is 1.5 to 3 times L and at the crossing the spacing is 1.2 to 2.5 times L. 1ft-Head dikes are used,the
spacing can be increased.
The dike crown elevation is determined by the regulation stageand it varies from river to river and
sometimes from reachto reach. On the Lower Xiangjiang River, the crown elevation ranges from
1.2 to 1.8 m above the LDNS. Rock-filled dikes on the Lower Ganjiang River have a crown
elevation about 1.5 m above the LDNS.
The crown of stone-filled dikes is usually sloped up from the river end oftne structure to the bank,
with a slope of 1: 100 to 1:300, to reducethe velocities near the bank and to help force all flow intothe
low-water channel. Sometimesthe horizontal crown may be adopted to reducethe hydraulicresistance
of the di~e to the flood flow if its length is very long.
In a dike system,the crown elevation of eachsuccessivedike downstream is sometimes seta little
lower than that of the adjacentupstream dike, generally in conformance with the slope of watersurface profile at the regulation stage through the reach.

~7

and DesignProcedure of Channel Regulation Project for Navigation
Project planning of channel regulation for navigation addressesone or more problems or needs.
Alternative programs are developed to solve those problems, and designs, cost estimates, and
estimates of impacts and benefits are detailed. The best alternative is identified, and a specific
course of action is recommended. To determine the best solution to the problems, plans and
designs are formulated in a series of studies. As for problems of all types, there are usually a
number of alternative solutions that would meet the planning objectives to a greater or lesser
extent, producing various beneficial and adverseeffects, and having a range of costs. To ensure
that the "best" solution (least cost, minimum adverseenvironmental impact, and most acceptable
to the public) is identified for planning, project planning is conducted in four phases (except for
small works or emergency conditions): prefeasibility study, engineering feasibility study,
preliminary design study, and construction drawing design study. Each successive phase is
conducted to a greaterdegreeof refinement and is more detailed than prior studies. Model studies
of various types are usually required to develop better design for some important or complicatedprojects
in post-authorization planning and design.

Prefeasibility Study
Initial studies are of preliminary nature, a reconnaissanceof problems or needsand of possible
solutions, to determine whether or not a project which meetsthose needswould be economically
and environmental feasible. A prefeasibility study is essentially a very rough, small-scale
feasibility study, and the objective of the study is not to develop a solution, but ratherto determine
if a more costly and detailed feasibility study is justified.

Engineering Feasibility Study
The purposeof an engineering feasibility study is to determine whether or not a project or program
should be implemented to meetidentified objective. Problems and needsaredetermined in d~tail,
alternative solutions are developed,the effects of various alternatives are explored, and the project
or program which best meetsthe objectives in a least cost way is identified. Such a project must
also be environmentally and socially acceptableto the public.

Design and ConstructionDrawing DesignStudies
There are post-authorization planning studies for reviewing engineering feasibility studies and
updating them as necessaryto ensure that the conclusions in the feasibility study are still valid atthe
time of project authorization. Channel regulation works involve large expenditures and are
usually undertaken by central, provincial or local governmentagencies. A period of years usually
intervenes between the submittal of a feasibility report and authorization and funding for
construction. Conditions change with time, and therefore engineering studies, evaluation of
environmental and social effects, and project costs and benefits should be reviewed, refined, and
updated. The design studies serve as the basis for the preparationof plans and specifications for
construction.

Contents of DesignStudies
Following post-authorization planning, detailed design studies are made and summarized inreports
which serve asthe basis for the preparationof plans and specifications neededto construct

Planning
Preliminary
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project in an orderly manner. Design studies largely involve refining and detailing designsdeveloped
in post-authorization planning. Their main contents are as follows:

conditions of the shoal/rapids reach, such as general situation of the river reach,hydrographi
charts, hydrology (water stages, discharges, current velocities and directions),
geology, sediment, meteorology (wind, fog, ice), and construction material explorations.

General situations of the shoal/rapidsreach, such as its type and location, the state andcharacteris
of its obstructionagainstnavigation.
of the changes of the reach and the causeof the obstruction in the navigation channel,based
on which the principle of regulation measureswill be proposed.
Channel regulation standards, suchas the class of the waterway, the standarddimensions of the
navigation channel, determination of the LDNS on the shoal/rapids reach.
regulation design, such as deciding the width of the regulation trace and the regulation
stage, aligning the regulation trace, arranging the regulation works, designing the regulation
structures, estimating the volume and costs of the regulation works.
calculation and physical modeling of the reach to be regulated. Through calculationof
the water-surface profiles before and after construction, the effect of the channel regulationworks
on the upper reach and the velocity variation along regulated channel can be estimated. A
large fall of water elevation at the entrance of the reach should be avoided in order to keep an
adequatedepth of the upperreach; a suddenincrease or decreaseof the velocity alongtbe channel
should be avoided as well to prevent local scouring or deposition. Sometimesphysical 'inodeling
of the reachto be regulated should be carried out if the shoal/rapids reachis complex and near an
important urban or industrial area, or the results in improving the navigation conditions'and the
effects of the regulation works on flood control, drainage and so on are hard to estimate "by
analytical and mathematical methods. Modifications in design are often necessary at the finalplanning
stage.
Presenting various options of regulation alignment and measures,and proposing a best solutionbased
on careful examination and comparison of those alternatives.

Constructionfacilities, proceduresandschedules.
Economic analysis, which is an indicator of project feasibility to shown whether or not benefits
will be equal to or exceed costs if the project is constructed.

protectionmeasures
in Channel Regulation for Navigation in China
In the past decade,numerous rivers have beenregulated in China, such as the lJ1'per and MiddleYangtze
River, the Grand Canal, the Huai River, the Hanjiang River, the Xiangjiang River, theGanjiang
River, the Xijiang River, the reach from Fugu to Yumen of the Yellow River, and so on.
Through channel regulation, the dimensions of navigation channelshave beenenlarged,as shown

a
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in Table 2, the flow conditionshave beenimproved,the classof waterwayhasbeenraised,andthe
volume of maintenancework hasbeenreduced.
2 Relative enlargementof dimensions through channel regulation for navigation

Navigationchanneldimensions(percen.!)Class

Width

D.~
Before!:~g~latio~.
After~g~lation.. Before

After~!!!~ti~~

~g~l~tion
130-170
150-250

~6

100100

150~180
200~250

-~-

Now various complex shoal/rapids, such as scatteredshoals, torrent rapids with a flow velocity
up to 6 mis, can be regulated effectively, and the successrate has beenraised due to the improved
physical and mathematical modeling, and the improved techniquesof surveying and construction.
A "Technical Code of Regulation Works for Navigation Channels" has beenformulated basedon
more than 40 years' experiences in this field, and the code has been approved and issued by the
Ministry of Communications as guideline for channel regulation.

Channel Regulation Case Study
Channel Regulation of Scattered Shoal Using Dikes

Problem Description. A wide and shallow river reach together with scatteredchange~le middle
and side bars creates the shoaling and hazardous problems. The Jinwatan shoal reach of the
Hanjiang River is shown in Figure 14(b). Its length is 3 kIn. There are two fixed points on thereach:
the upper one on the right bank is Wubaoshan hill, and the lower one on the left bank isNianpanshan
hill. The water-surface width of the channel at the medium flow was 400 m at the
upper point, 230 m at the lower point, and 2100 m at the middle of the reach.

Fig 14 Plan view of Jinwatan shoal reach in 1960 and 1978

Fig
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Under pre-project conditions, there were numerouschangeablemiddle and side bars on the reach.
The navigation channel was shallow and narrow, and followed a seriesof curved path around the
bars, with a minimum depth of 0.9 m and minimum width of 15 m at the LDNS. The shoaling
period was as long as 116--236 days per year. Moreover, the navigation pattern was hazardous:
on the lower segmentof the reach,the downbound vesselshad to navigate facing the Nianpanshan
hill and then make an abrupt right turn with a turning radius less than 300 m in front of the hill,
where the rock reefs were scattered. That caused more than 50 accidents in 20 years. A
navigation aids station was set up on the hill to prevent the accident, and night navigation wasprohibited.

Analysis ofthe cause of obstructionto navigation.
Through a comparison of Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(b), it can be found that the reach was much
narrower, and the navigation condition in 1960 was much better than that in 1978. From 1960 to
1978, the channel width expanded from 800 m to 2100 m. A large hydropower project called
Danjiangkou, located 285 km upstream of the reach was completed in 1968. Since the upstream
flow discharged from the reservoir, which was free of sediment had a large sediment carrying
capacity, and the channel bank and bed of the reach were mainly made of fine sand with little
resistance to scouring, therefore the river bank receded and the channel width was expanded. Inthe
wide channel of the reach, water was dispersed resulting in shallow depth and scattered side
and middle bars, and the flow was easy to wander due to lack of bank restraint, as shown in Figure
15. The middle and low flow traces did not coincide with the high flow trace, but make an angle
of 300 --60 0 , resulting in shoaling due to little scouring of the shallow area during the fallingperiod
of high flow. Since the upstream flow was beyond control and the main cause of the
problem was the too-wide channel, a realistic way to improve the reach would be the rIfooification
of the boundary of the reach. Aligning a narrow, smooth regulation trace following a path of easybend,
stabilizing and raising the side bars with regulation works to concentrate the middle, and low
flow into the trace would form a navigable channel at low flow stages.
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15 Thalweg changes in the Jinwatan reach before channel regulation

Channel regulation Planning and Design
The 4th classchannel for 500 DWT vesselsis developedaccordingto the river planning for
navigation.
The standard channel dimensions: The depth is 1.7 m, the bottom width 50 m, the smallest
turning radius 450 m, and the duration rate of navigable stage 95 per cent.

The LDNS is taken as 43.94 m, and the regulation stage is 44.97 m, with the extra height being
1.03 m above the LDNS.
The width of the regulation trace is taken as 500 m. According to the cross-sectional data at
crossings of the nearby model reaches,the width ranging from 440 to 560 m correspondsto the
mean depth 2.8 to 4.0 m at the regulation stage. Subtracting the extra height of 1.03 m from the
mean depth, we have a depth of about 1.8 to 3.0 m at the LDNS. Thus, with the width of
regulation trace 500 m, the required navigable depth of 1.7 m can be expected.
Alignment of the regulation trace. The curvature radius of the regulation trace is taken as 1500
m, 3 times the trace width. The Wubaoshanand Nianpanshan hills are selectedas the upper and
lower fixed points respectively, becausethey are stable and can guide the main flow. With their
support, the regulation trace can be aligned as shown in Figure 16.
~

Fig 16 The layout of channel regulation works on Jinwatan shoal reach

Arrangement of regulation structures. Some alternative types of dike were considered. Since
the stream bed of the reach is made of fine sand is easyto be eroded, the longitudinal dike along
the concave bank of the curved regulation trace is unstable due to scouring. Therefore the storiefilled spur dike system has beenadopted, whose arrangementis shown in Figure 16. In the dike
system, there are 3 dikes on the right bank but 6 dikes on the left bank becausethe left bank is
concave and subject to eroding; the river end of every dike touches the boundary of the regulation
trace except for dike No.6, which is to block up an undesirable pool. For the spur dike, the crown
width is 2 m, the side slope is 1:1 for the upstream side and 1: 1.5 for the downstream side. The
longitudinal slope of the dike is 1 :230 to 1:270.

Summary ofresults.
The spur dike system was constructed from late 1977 to early 1979. After the first flood (up to
10,700 m3/s) in Sept. 1979, a navigable channel was formed within the range of regulation trace
as shown in Figure 17. It should be noted that the left side bar was cut off, and the dike fields
were filled with sediment. Since the middle and lower flow channel has been contracted,
stabilized, and coincided approximately with the high flow trace, the depth has been increased
from 0.9 to 2.0 m, and the width of the navigation channel reached 70 m at the LDNS. The
channel width at the outlet of the reach was increased, the hazardous flow pattern was eliminated,
the navigation channel being 100 m away from the Nianpanshan hill, and the navigation aids
station was withdrawn in 1980.
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The project has gone through severetrials of many flood flows ovei~IO,OOO
or even 20,000 m3/s
since it was completed, and the results of channel regulation are quite good. However, the local
scour around the spur dike is severe becausethe fine-sand stream bed is easy to be eroded, for
example, the local scour holes near the river end of the dikes on the left bank are as deepas 10m,
and that usually results in partial damage to the dikes. Therefore, annual maintenance work is
needed. The spacebetween dike No.9 and dike No.II was too large, leading to the flow running
into there and threatening the s,afetyof the dikes. An additional dike has been built to strengthen
the dike system and the result is satisfactory.

Navigation Lock Technology
4.1 Introduction
A navigation lock is a kind of hydraulic structure used by vesselsto overcome the fafts in a river,canal
or at the place where the inland waterway connects with the sea. The locks provide theme~s
by which ves~elsare raised or lowered from one pool to the next. There are more ,than800
locks in China. Mbst of them are of a small size and have been built at hydro-junctions and the
rest on canals since 1950' s. But there are also some medium and large size locks: 10 locks of a
size of230x20x(4~5) m were built on the Subei reach of the Grand Canal in 1950's, 9 locks of
a size of230x23x5 m on Subei Canal in 1980's, and the No.2 &No.llocks with a lift of 27m and
a size of280x34x5 m, which are two of the largest inland locks in the world, were built at the
Gezhoubadam on the Yangtze River in China in 1970-1980's. All theselocks were designedand
constructed by the Chinese themselves. The operation is satisfactory and the technology has
reachedthe wor1d advancedlevel in this field. In practice, we have obtained some experiences.
The following is an introduction to them.

4.2 General Planning
Length of Lock Chamber
effective length of lock chamber may be decided by:
Lx = Lc + Lf

Lx -effective length of lock chamber (m);
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Lchere:
The
where:
The
w
5
Locks
4.3

-length of fleet (m)
4- allowance of length (m).
(Pushtow: Lf ~ 2 m +0.06 Lc, pull-tow: Lf ~2 m+0.03Lc; Non-engine vessel: Lf ~2 m)

Effective Width of Chamber
effective width of chamber may be decided by:
Bx = I,bc+ bf
I,bc -total width of fleets of lockage (m)
bf -allowance of width (m)
when bc $ 10m,bf~ 1.0m;
when bc> 10 m, bf ~ 0.5+0.4[bc

Water Depth over Sill
waterdepthover sill shouldbe:
HIT ~
H -water depth over sill (m)
T -maximum draft of loaded fleet (m)
Classification of Locks
may be classified by lift as follows:
when lift ~ 20 m20
single chamber lock
m ~ lift ~ 40 mlift> single or two chamber locktwo
40 m
or multiple chamber lock

There are about 720 locks with a lift less then 15 m of 740 existing locks in China, so most of
them are single chamber locks, only a few are two chamber ones, such as Lock Xijin, and there
is no multiple chamber lock; however, the five-chamber Three Gorges lock is now underconstruction

General Layout
Selectionof Lock Site
The site of a hydro-junction with navigation need should be selected on a straight reachof a river.
The lock site may be selected together with other sites such as the sites of weir, sluice, power
station, etc. within the river channel. This concentrated layout of the structures may shortenthe
axis length of the dam, and that is reasonableand economical. The lock should be located at river
64
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backwards
If
No.
Fig.
~

with a straight distance from the upstream to the downstream. A guiding wall shouldbe
set between the lock and other structures. The lock should not be set between the sluice andthe
power station so that the flow will not affect navigation (Figure 18).
a hydro-junction site has to be selectedon a bend reach due to geomorphologic conditions andthe
straight length is not enough for the lock, the lock may be located on the bank land of the river
(straight section) (Figure 19), so that convenient navigation can be achieved though there wouldbe
more volume of works.
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18 General layout of Gezhouba hydro-junction
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In any case,the upper and lower approachchannelsof the lock should be connected smoothly or
at an angle < 25 0 with the main stream of the river. The entranceof the approachchannel should
not be set in a deposition area, the current velocity in the entrance area may be controlled as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Maximum currentvelocity(m/s)at approachchannelentrance
lock class ~itudinal velocityj lateralveI9~i!Y
I-IV
2.0
0.3~
V-VII
~ 1.5
0.25

eaayingcurrentvelocity
0.4

It is necessaryto carry out a model test for deciding the site of an important lock.
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where:

Layout of Approach Channel
The layout of an approach channel may be divided into three types as shown in Figure 20. (a.
asymmetric, b. symmetric, c. asymmetric)

The layoutof the guidewall and berthstructuresare shownin Figure21

-41

berth

Fig 21 Layout of guide walls and berth

Dimensionsof Approach Channel
Length
Tpe lengthof the approachchannelis shownin Figure22.
Guiding section L) ~ Lc
Turning section L2 ~ (1.5-2.0) Lc
Berthing section L3 ~ Lc
Lc -total length of fleet
The total length of the straight section of the approachchannel: L = L\rL2+L3

b)

~-;I~~1
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Fig. 22 Dimension
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channel

"("'-

where:

Width

The width of the approachchannel of a single lane: Bo .?bc + bcl + bc2+ 2~b(see Figure 22), for
two locks sharing one approachchannel in the detennination of the width, two situations should
be considered (see Figure 23):
gu:i.de

Guide

gUide

wall

berth

waJ.J.

waJ.J.

berth

Figure 23 (a) shows that one lock is a two way lock and another lock is a one-way lock, thus,
width Bo .?bc + bcI + bc' +3/lb; Figure 23 (b) shows two lanes thus width Bo ~ bc +bcl + bc' + bc2
+ 3 /lb. But in fact, the upper and lower approachchannel of the two locks may have respectively
a common channel and a separateone as shown in Figure 24.

""'2:~~"""

,,,,---~/

Fig 24 Approach channel of adjacent locks (Shaobo Lock)

WaterDepth
The minimum waterdepthof an approachchannelshouldbe:
HoIT~ 1.4~1.5
Ho T

-

water depthof approachchannel,at lowestnavigablewaterlevel (m);
maximumdraft of loadedfleet (vessel)(m).

4.4 Filling and Emptying System
Classification
There are two types of filling system: concentratedfilling systemand decentralizedfilling system,
which may be classified by m as follows:
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m = T/ H
where: T -filling time (s)
H -water level range (m)
when m > 3.5, a concentrated filling system is adopted
when m < 2.5, a decentralized filling system is adopted, and
when m = 2.5 -3.5, the filling system should be determined through study.
It is necessaryto make a model test for verifying a design of the filling systemexcept for the lock
with very low lift.

Concentrated Filling System
The concentrated filling system including energy dissipator is to be set inside the lock head and
the neighboring chambersection, and a nearby calm sectionof chamberneeds6 ~ 10m. A length
of 10m is adopted for the secondline lock of Subei Canal. The concentrated filling system may
be subdivided into two types:

Using Gatefor Filling
The seam between the triangular gates may be used for filling, such as practiced at Lock Jianbi
and Lock Jiangin, but this is only suitable for a m~an velocity of chamber cross section V < 0.25
m/s and water level range H < 4 m. For flat gates and tainter gates, filling is done under the gate
when it is raised or over the gate when it is lowered, but this is only suitable for a high sill and
water level range < 10m, (See Figure 25 and Figure 26),
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Figure 27 shows anothertype of setting with some small valves on the holes through the flat gate
for filling. Generally, the valves should not be < 4 and the water depth over the valve top should
not be < 1.0 m. If there is no energy dissipator, the water level range should be controlled within
2.0 m and the mean cross-sectional velocity of chamber V < 0.25 m/s.

Fig 27 Valve in gate filling system
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1

Filling by Short Culvert
The maximum average current velocity at the culvert inlet should not be more than 4.0 mis, i.e.
V m~ 4.0 mis, the submerged depth of the culvert inlet should be H> 1.2 V m2/2g(g -acceleration
of gravity) and the submerged depth of the culvert outlet H = 0.5-2.0 m. The area of the inlet
section of the culvert should be 1.2-1.6 times the area of the valve section. The average radius
of
the bend
of the
inlet ~ >(O.9-1.0)bm' (bm--averagewidth of culvert bend
section)
(Seesection
Figure 28
and culvert
Figure 29).

~ ~
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Fig 29 Upper head of lock Siyang

This short culvert filling system is adopted for the locks with a lift of 3~7 m on SuBei Canal.
Since the first line locks were put in operation in 1950'sand 1960's, someexperienceshave been
obtained, thus in the filling system of the 2nd line locks some improvements are made without
model tests. This type of filling systemhas been in a fine performance since its operation.

Filling System
The decentralized filling system may be divided into three types. Figure 30 shows a sidewall port
filling system. This type of filling systemhas beenadopted at Lock Guiping on the Xijiang River
in China, which has a lift of 10m and has operated since 1991.

I;SZJO'IO
Decentralized
~
Figure
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Fig. 30

Sketch of sidewall port filling system

31 shows a bottom port filling system.

The
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Fig. 31

Sketch of bottom port filling system

third is the sidewall culvert and bottom longitudinal and lateral filling system,as used in LockNo.2
of Gezhouba. The design and model test of the filling system for Lock No.2 ofcGezhoubaand
Lock Guipipg are successful. The water surface in the chamberis clam when filling is done.
In designing this kind of filling, the following aspectsshould be considered:
a) The port section should be symmetrical about the center of the chamber area;

b) Thevalve sectionshouldbe belowthe minimumnavigablelevel andwith a certainsubmergeddepth;

c) The main culvert area may be 1.3 times the area of the value section;
d) The section with side wall ports or bottom ports should be set in the central part of the chamber,
the length of which should be Yzto 2/3 of the chamber length.
Generally, it is necessary to make hydraulic calculation and model test for deciding the
arrangementof the culvert and port.

4.5 Structure
General Principle
The hydraulic structuresofa lock include lock head,chamber,guidewall, berth (dolphin), etc.
The following regulationshavebeenformulatedfor design.
Classification The structuresmaybe classifiedasindicatedin Table4.
Safety In order to ensure the safety of the structures, the following items should be checked
against various operation situations.

a) The stability of structuresincludesthe stability againstoverturning,sliding and floating (see
Table 5 and Table 6).

ill@
.0-ill
Kf~
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Table
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Table 4 Classificationof Structures
StructureClass
Permanent
Lock Head,Chamber
Guide Wall, Dolphin
1
3
2
3
3
4
4
5

Lock Class
I
11,111

IV,VVI,
VII

Temporal
4
4
5

The safety factor of stability against floating Kf ~1.1 (structure classes 1 and 2), or
(structure classes3,4, and 5)

1.05

Table 5 Safety factor of stability against sliding Kc
Class
FoJludatlon

Composedforce
Essential
Special

!:?)-

Rock

Soil

:?:1.10

;?:1.4

:?:1.05

;?:1.3

:?:1.05

;?:1.3

:?:1.00

;?:1.2

2,3
Rock
Soil

Rock

~1.05
~1.00
~1.00
~1.00

21.05
21.00
21.00
21.00

~1.3

~1.2
~1.2
~1.1

4

Soil
~1.20
~1.10
~1.10
~1.05

6 Safety factor of stability against overturning Ko

Composedforce

Class

Essential
Special

ill
{~)

2,3

4,5

~1.6

~1.5

~1.5
~ 1.5
~ 1.4

~1.4
~1.4

~ 1.4
~ 1.3
21.3

~ 1.3

21.2

b) Bearing capacityand settlementof foundation
c) Permeability
d) Stability of slope
e) Structural strength and crack limit

Lock Head
outline dimensions of the lock head may be decided by the factors of the filling system, gate,valve
and operating machinery aswell as foundation conditions. The structure may be divided intotwo
types -integral and separated. The structure materials are concrete or reinforced concrete.

Integral Structure Type
the integralstructureof lock headis adoptedon soil foundations.The locks alongtheGrand
Canalareof this type wi!h a flat bottom(seeFigure32), while an invertedarchbottomisadopted
at Lock Shaobo,the calculationdiagramof which is shownin Figure 33. The latterhas
someadvantages,suchasimprovedhydrauliccondition,decreased
concretetemperaturestress,less
work volume (about40% less)andlessinvestment(43%less).

33 Calculationdiagramof inverted arch bottom

thereis alsoan integral lock headon the rock foundation(seeFigure 34).

34 Lower lock head of Lock No.2 at Gezhouba
From the angle of the forces acting on a lock head,the structure is oftri-dimensions. Usually, the
calculation is simplified as for a beam on an elastic foundation of two dimensions, but in the
design of the lower head of Lock No.2 of Gezhouba, since it has a very large size, finite element
calculation and 3-D structural model tests were made besidesnormal calculations.
The method of integral concrete cast was used for the lock head bottom of the I st-line locks on
Subei Canal. Same cracks in the flow direction on the top of the bottom plate were found, which
may have been caused by temperature stress.
Becausethe lock head bottom plate has a very large area,a better method is to diyide the bottom
.,plate Into three or more blocks for concrete cast to reduce temperature stress. This method has
beenadopted for the 2nd-line locks ofSubei Canal and GezhoubaLock No.2 (seeFigure 34), thus
cracking has been decreasedor avoided.

Generally,
Fig.
However,
Figure
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Usually,
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SeparatedStructure
a separatedlock head may be adopted on a rock foundation except for very weak and softrock.
The upper head of lock No.2 and Lock No.1 and No.3 at Gezhouba and the head of lock
Guiping are of this type. In Figure 35 the lock head is connected with the center bottom plate by
a subsidence seam keeping the stability by themselves.

Fig 35 Separatedupper head of lock No2 at Gezhouba

Lock chamber
The lock chamber consists of two side walls and one interjacent bottom plate. There are many
structure types. Some typical types are shown as follows. Figure 36 shows the types of lock
chamber on the soil foundation; the bottom between two side walls may be permeable or an
inverted arch structure.
.'

~

1==~
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c)1

.
Fig

36

Sketch

of" chamber

Figure 37 shows the types of chamber on the rock foundation. The interj acent bottom is made of
permeable materials or the bottom plate is saved if the rock is very hard, suchas the caseof Lock
Guiping (See Figure 38).
b)

Fig 37

Sketch of chamber structure on rock foundation

Fig 38 Lock chamberof Guiping without a bottom plate

If the rock is liable to erosion, a concrete bottom plate should be made connected with side walls
by a seamwhere drainage works are placed (see Figure 39).

Fig. 39 Drainage works inside a seam

The integral structure of chamber is only adopted in such conditions as very high lift and weak
foundation; for example, this structure has beenadopted for the chamber of Lock Suqian which
is located at region of earthquake intensity of 70- 90and where the soil foundation is soft. As for
the materials, usually reinforced concrete is used in China, while concrete or cement -rubble
masonry is used for gravity walls. Steel sheetpiles are seldom used in China.

Guide Wall and Berthing Structure
The fixed structure is generally used for the guide wall and berthing structure at th~i 0 locks on
Subei Canal. The guide wall and berth consist of concrete or cement -rubble masonry gravity
structures and dolphins at an interval of 15to 20 m, and a working bridge may be set betweentwo
dolphins. The floating structure may be adopted in a deep water region or a region where the
range of water level variation is large.

4.6 Equipment
Lock Gate and Valve
The gates and valves may be classified according to their working conditions: working gate,
repairing gate, emergency gate and valve, slide gate, triangle gate, taihter gate, floating gate, flat
valve and negative tainter valve. In China, most lock gatesare miter gates, suchas the gate of the
3 locks at Gezhouba,the lock gateson the Xijiang River and the Grand Canal. This kind of gate
is convenient to operate. Only a few locks with both positive and negative direction lifts have
tainter gates or slide gates such as Lock Shiqiao. Most valves are flat valves; only the valves of
the three locks at Gezhouba are negative tainter valves.

Operating Machinery
The operating machinery of the 1st line locks on Subei Canal, which were built in early 1960's
were drum winches. The experiencesof more than 20 years indicate that the tightness of two steel
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wire ropes is often unequal, resulting in unsteady operation and easy breaking. The steel wire
ropes need to be replaced 2~4 times a year. Hydraulic machinery have beenadopted for the 2ndline locks on the Grand Canal in which some improvements have been made, above-mentioned
troubles have been eliminated. The miter gates of Gezhouba locks are operated by a four-bar
linkage, while the valves by hydraulic machinery.

Electrical System
Operating gates and valves of large and medium size locks in China are controlled by automatic
electrical systems in which the automatic sequential control is dominant and both centralized
individual control and local manual control are added.
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OFD
REDG IN G AND IWT DE VELO PMENT'
.Dredging
Dredging is the processof removing material from the bed or banks of a waterway and disposing
it in anotherpart of the waterway, where it presumably will not be readily resuspendedand return
to the main channel, or disposing on land. Dredging operations are primarily for the purpose of
deepening or widening navigation channel or to obtain fill material for land development.
The main advantageof dredging lies in that it canimprove navigation conditions in many reaches
of rivers immediately. But the dredged channel is usually unstable, and has to be maintained.
Hence, a combination of dredging and training works is considered as more appropriate. It ispossible
to train the river mainly by using dikes and bank revetment, and to maintain the channel
by dredging.
Once dredging is used to improve navigation conditions, one should determine the followingfactors:

location and alignment of the dredged channel;
dimensions of the dredged channel;
the type of dredge to carry out dredging operations; and
the site for deposing the dredged material.
problems mentioned above will be discussed in this part.
Location and Alignment of a Dredged Channel
From the view of sediment movement and river bed configuration, an alluvial river is usually in
an equilibrium state. Dredging will destroy the balance and the dredged channel may be silted
again. Thus, the location and alignment of the dredged channel or the dredge cut should be
determined very carefully. As far asthe deepeningof approachchannelsto harbors is concerned,
the location is more or less dictated by local circumstances. However, the determination of the
optimum alignment of a navigation channel through river crossings is more difficult. If this
alignment does not comply with the natural characteristicsof the river, tqe channel will either fill
up rapidly or else never become as deep or wide as required.
In determining the location and alignment
of a dredge cut, the following principles should beapplied:
.
location of a dredge cut must be selectedbased on the thorough analysis of thecause
of shoal formation, the regularity of shoal evolution, and the effect of special
topography on river morphology.
"

.Prepared by Professor Zhang Wei, College of Harbour, Waterway and CoastalEngineering,
Hohai Uni¥ersity, Nanjing, China

According

To keep away from sediment silting area, the dredge cut should be laid out near the
dominant bank and have the samealignment asthe bank. Close to a shifting side flat,
island and the downstream ofa sand spit should be avoid. If the grain size of bedmaterial
differently distributes over a shoal, the site with coarsebed material, where
sediment transport capacity is higher, may be chosen for the dredge cut.
To reduce the possibility of siltation, the velocity of flow in the dredged channel
should be greaterthan the velocity before dredging and also greaterthan the velocity
of the upstream river reach. Furthermore, the mean velocity should increase along
the dredged channel so that the incoming sediment can be transported downstream
farther.
The orientation of the channel to be dredged should conform primarily to the main
current direction at mid-low level in the river or the main current direction of ebb-tide
at the estuary. When channels are dredged in open water at an angle of 15 0 or less
to the predominant current direction, the mean velocity of flow tends to increasedue
to an increase in hydraulic radius. This may lead to a self-cleaning situation.
According to both Chineseand overseasengineering experiences,a dredged channel
is unstable when the angle exceeds200. The angle usually ranges from 120 to 15 0
in the Yangtze River, go -160 in the Songhuajiang River (located in north-east
China), and 90 -150 in the Xiangjiang River and Dongting Lake (both located in
central China).
To make navigation and construction easy, a short dredge cut may be cOnnectedtothe
upper and lower pools in a straightline; while a long dredge cut may be of slightly
curved patternformed by broken lines, connecting smoothly with the upper and lowerpools,
this will let each stretch of the dredged channel at a small angle to the main
current direction.
To enablevesselsto freely enterthe channel and to attract more flow into the channel,the
entrance stretch of a dredge cut may be widened into the flaring shape. For the
outlet stretchof a dredge cut in a plain river, where incoming sedimentis usually veryhigh,
it is advisable to deepenit according to specific conditions.

Channel Dimensions
Dredged channel dimensions include channel depth, channel width and side slope. The depth
and width of a dredged channel depend on the types and sizesof vesselsand tows as well as their
maneuverability. The side slope should be adopted according to the soil characteristics. These
will be briefly described below.

StandardWaterDepth
to the "Technical Code of Regulation Works for Navigation Channels" issued by the
Ministry of Communication ofP. R. China (MaC), the standard water depth can be calculatedas
follows (Figure 1):
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Fig.
Note:
-0.2
The
where:

H=t+I1H

(1)

H -standard water depth of the channel (m);
t
-standard draft of ships (m);
LlH -allowance for water depth (m)(see Table 1)

Definition of channel dimensions

Table 1 Allowance for water depth (m) (required for sand/mud river bed)

Standardwaterdepth(m)
Depth allowance (m)
O.

<

5

0.2 -0.3

1.5 -3.0

>3.0

0.3 -0.4

0.4 -0.5

m should be added to the tabulated figures for rock/pebble river beds.

StandardWidth
standard width of navigation channel classified as double-lane and single-lane channel maybe
selected according to traffic density and channel conditions.

Straight Line Section. The width of a double-lane channel can be computed by the followingformula:

B = bI + L1 sine + b2 + L2 sine + 20 + ~B

(2)

B -width of a double-lane channel (m);
bt, b2 -widths of up-bound/down-bound fleet (1!l);
Lt, L2 -lengths of up-bound/down-bound fleet, or length of the longest barge in caseof
a tow fleet (m);
;-;
e -drift angle of the on-going barge fleet or ship. It maybe taken as 30 -50;
D -distance between shipboard and the sideline of navigation channel (m);
B -transverse distance between boards of two barge fleets (m).
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Bend
where:
Side
:Fine
Mud
8
1

The width of a single-lanechannelcanbe calculatedon the down-boundfleetbasis:
B= b2+L2sin8+2D

(3)

Section. The channel width of a bend section should be determined by such factors asradius
of curvature, flow velocity and direction, flow regime, barge fleet length and itsmaneuverab
etc.
The channel width of a river bend need not be widened when R > 6L, but ought to be properlywidened
when R < 3L. When 3L < R < 6L, whether the channel needs to be widened may bedecided
by the specific conditions of water flow, etc.
It is recommended that the width increment of a river bend be determined through test runs ofprototype
ships, or be selected,according to circumstances,through verification by the followingformula:

L2t:J.B=2~

(4)

B -width increment of a bend (m);
R -radius of curvature (m);
B -channel width of straight section (m);
L -maximum length of push barge fleet or the longest barge length of towing fleet (m).

SideSlope
Typical side slopes below water level for various soil types are shown in Table 2. These values
ate often adopted and have been found to be satisfactory over long periods of time. The
characteristics of mud and silts depend to a great extent on the time during which consolidation
has been taking place. In the extreme they may be little more than liquids. For example, at the
estuary of the Yangtze River the bed material is composed of silts, the side slope of a dredged
channel there is usually taken as 1: 100.

Table 2 Typical side slopes below water level

Soil type

slope(vertical: horizontal)

Rock

Nearlyvertical

Stiff clay
Firm clay

: 1.5

SandclayCoarse

:2

sand

3

sand

5

and silt

to 1 : 60
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1.2Dredging Equipment
Almost all modem dredging equipment can be classified as mechanical and hydraulic.Mechanical
dredges lift the dredged material by means of diggers or buckets of various design;hydraulic
(suction) dredges pick up the dredged material by means of suction pipes and pumps.
In the following paragraphsa number of dredge types will be described.

MechanicalDredges
Mechanical dredges remove loose soft or hard materials by a dipper or bucket of some type and
usually operate with disposal barges that are filled with the excavated material and then moveto
the disposal site for unloading. Typical examples of this type are the grab dredge, the dipper
dredge, and the bucket dredge. All these dredges are not normally self-propelled and are movedto
the work site by a tow.

Grab Dredge. This type of dredge is essentially derrick mounted on a barge and equipped with
a wire-mounted bucket of the type deemed most appropriate for the material to be dug. The
barge is normally equipped with two spuds forward and one spud aft, the latter spud for
advancing the dredge. When dredging, the bucket is dropped through the water in an open
position and digs into the bottom material; it is closed, removing material from the bottom, and
then raised and emptied. The bucket capacity ranges from 0.8 to 13 m3,and the operating depth
is limited to about 40 m.

grab has. the advantages of being relatively low priced, having modeSt,;manningreq~irement
being able to work in confined areasnear docks, and able to pick up large p~icles

Fig 2

Grab dredge

such as boulders, cable, and miscellaneous trash that are difficult for hydraulic dredge to handle.
Another significant advantagederives from its wire rope connection to the dredge,i. e., its ability
to work in sea-statethat would incapacitate any dredge that has its bucket or excavator rigidly
attachedto the dredge. Also, the digging depth of the grab is limited only by the amount of wire
it can
onititsisdrums.
undertaking,
but
forcarry
a grab
a simpleIncreasing
matter. the digging depth of most dredgesis a major
.
grab does have its limitations. It is of inherently low capacity, and due to the difficulty of
accurately "spotting" the bucket, is not a good channel digger. It does not give good results in

light free-flowing material, becauseas the bucket is raised, much material is washed out of the
bucket. Even in heavy sand,the bucket may come up empty exceptfor the oversized particle that
prevents the jaws of the bucket from closing, allowing the sand to run out like an hourglass.
Briefly stated,the grab is a low-priced dredge with low capacity, limited project application, and
good sea-stateresponse.
Dipper Dredge. The dipper dredgeis essentiallybarge-mountedpower shovel with considerable
digging power. Like the grab, its barge has three spuds with the aft spud for advancing the
dredge. The bucket capacity is normally about 4 to 6.5 m3 (0.15 to 1.0 m3 for small type dipper
dredges)and the operation depth is up to 15 m.

Dipper dredge

The dipper is moderately priced, and has all the advantagesof the grab, except for its deepdigging and sea-statecapacities. The bucket is structurally connectedto the dredge, and in heavy
seas,would be subject to severe damage if and when the bucket is driven into the bottom bydredge
hull descending from a swell.
.'... can be
The dipper is of low to moderate capacity, but, becauseof its structural connectioh,
"spotted" more accurately than the wire-mounted bucket, and can therefore excavate a more
accuratechannel. It can lose capacity in light material, but performs well in coarse sand,gravel,
rock, and clay, including firm material.

Briefly, the dipper is a moderately priced dredge, of low to moderate capacity, broad project
application, and poor sea-stateresponse.
Bucket Dredge. The bucket dredge consists essentially of an endless chain of buckets. The top
of the chain is thrust into the underwater deposit to be dredged so that each bucket digs its own
load and carries it to surface. The dredge operateson wires by swinging parallel to the work face,
and advances on a lead wire, while being held in position by s.temwires. The productivity of
bucket dredge ranges from 10 m3/h to 1000 m3/h. The capacity of each bucket is usually 0.2 0.8 m3, maximum 1.0 m3.

~,

"

-
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Bucket dredge
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bucket has the advantagesof continuous operation, high cutting force, minimum dilution,definitive
positioning for channels, and the capacity of picking up everything it excavates
including large particles.
The disadvantagesare high first cost, mobilization, and maintenance. It is very sensitive to

swells.
The bucket dredge is an expensive mechanical dredge with continuous operation, broad project
application, good excavating characteristics and poor sea-stateresponse.
Hydraulic Suction Dredge
Hydraulic suction dredgescan be categorized according to the meansof disposal of the dredged
material into: hopper (trailing suction), pipeline (cutterhead) and sidecasting dredges.
Trailing Suction or Hopper Dredges. Trailing suction hopper dredges are self-propelled
seagoing ships equipped with propulsion machinery, sediment containers (hopper), dredge
pumps, and other special equipment required to remove material from a channel bottom or ocean
bed. Hopper dredgeshave propulsion power adequateto dredge against strong currents and the
maneuverability for safe and efficient work in rough, open water. Dredged material is raised by
dredge pumps through dragarmsconnectedto the drag on the channel bottom and discharged to
the hopper built in the vessel. Once loaded, hopper dredgesmove to the disposal site to unload
before resuming dredging. Unloading is accomplished by opening the doors at the bottom of the
hopper and allowing the dredged material to sink in an open-waterdisposal area, or the material
can be pumped to upland disposal sites. The hopper dredge is shown in Figure 5. ."'"
Hopper dredges are classified according to hopper capacity with the largest hopper havingcapacities
of 6500 m3 and greaterand the small hoppers having capacities ranging from 500 to2000
m3. Hopper dredges can travel at speedsof2 to 3 mph (3.2 to 4.8 km/h) during dredgingoperations
and can dredge in depths from 3 to 25 m.

5

Trailing suction hopper dredge

hopperdredgehasthe following advantages
anddisadvantages:
It is the only type of dredgethat can work effectively, safelyand economicallyinrough,
openwater;
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It can move more quickly and economically to the dredging project area under its ownpower;

operation does not interfere with or obstruct traffic in the watern'ay;
Its method of operation produces usable channel improvement almost as soon as
work begins since the dredge normally traversesthe entire length of the problematicshoal,
excavating a shallow cut eachpass;

hopperdredgemaybe the mosteconomicalto usewheredisposalareasarenotavailable
within economicalpumpingdistancesof hydraulicpipeline dredge.
deep draft precludes its use in shallow waters, including barge channels;
It cannot dredge continuously since normal operation involves loading, transportingmaterial
to the dump site, unloading and returning;
hopper dredge excavates with less precision than other types of dredges;
It has difficulty dredging side banks of hardpacked sand;

hopperdredgecannotdredgeeffectivelyaroundpiers and otherstructures;
clay material cannot be economically dredged with the hopper dredge.
Cutterhead Dredge. The hydraulic pipeline cutterhead suction dredge draws a slurry of bottom
material and water through a suction line and pumps the soil-water mixture through a floating
discharge line to the disposal site. The cutterhead dredge is generally the most efficient and
versatile, and is widely used allover the world. Because it is equipped with a rotating cutter
apparatus surrounding the intake end of the suction pipe, it can efficiently dig and pump all types
of alluvial materials and compacted deposits, such as clay and hardpan. A schematic drawing
of the dredge is shown in Figure 6.

Fig

6

Cutterhead

dredge

The dredge production rate is defined as the volume of in-situ sedimentdredged in a given time,
usually expressed in terms of cubic metres per hour. Slurry of 10 to 20 percent solids (by dry
weight) is typical. The production rate varies with the characteristics of the material being
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dredging depth, pump horsepower, distance to the disposal area and other operationfactors.
For dredging, pipeline transportdistancesusually range up to 5 km. For longer distances
it is necessaryto add booster pumps. In areaswhere material must be transported a very long
distance, the excavatedmaterial may be placed in hopper barges for disposal in open water or in
confined areas.

The cutterheaddredgehasthe following advantages
anddisadvantages:
Cutterheaddredgesare used on new work and maintenanceprojects becausethey are
capable of excavating most types of material and pumping it through pipelines for
long distances to upland disposal sites;

The cutterheadoperateson an almost continuous dredging cycle, resulting in
maximumeconomyandefficiency;
The largeandpowerfulmachinesareableto dredgerocklike formationsuchascoral
and softertypesof basaltandlimestonewithout blasting.
Cutterhead dredgeshave limited capability for working in open-water areaswithout
endangering personnel and equipment;
Conventional cutterhead dredgeshave problems removing medium and coarsesand
in maintaining open channels in rivers with rapid currents. This is due to slippage of
the working spud due to scouring effects. When the dredge works downstream, the
material that is loosened by the cutterhead can not be pulled into the suction intake
and deposits aheadof the dredge;
pipeline from the cutterheaddredgecancausenavigation problems in srilall, busywaterways
and harbors.
S;decasting Dredges. The sidecasting dredge is a self-propelled, shallow draft, and seagoingvessel
especially designed to remove material from bar channels at small coastal harbors that aretoo
shallow for hopper dredges and too rough for pipeline dredges to operate. Sidecasting
dredges are similar to hopper dredges but usually do not have hopper bins. Instead of collectingthe
material in hoppers onboard the vessel, the sidecasting dredge pumps the dredged material
directly overboard through an elevated discharge boom (Figure 7). Since dredged material is not
collected, the vessel draft remains the same throughout the dredging operation. Dredging
operations are controlled by steering the vessel in predetermined ranges through the project
alignment.

7 Sidecastingdredge
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In a normal operation, once the dredge has moved to the work site, the dragarms are lowered tothe
desired depth, and pumps are started to take material from the channel bottom and pump it
through the discharge boom as the dredge moves along a designated line in the channel prism.
The dredge operates back and forth acrossthe bar, successivelydeepening the channel on eachpass.

advantagesanddisadvantages
of the sidecastingdredgeinclude:
the sidecasting dredge is self-propelled, it can move rapidly from site to site.The
dredge can therefore be used to maintain numerous projects located far apart.
The shallow draft sidecasting dredge cannot remove large volumes of material
comparedto the hopperdredge, and somematerial removed can return to the channel
prism due to the effects of tidal and littoral currents;
sidecasting dredge has only open-water disposal capacity and therefore cannotbe
used to dredge contaminated sediments.

Disposal of Dredged Material
Although the selection of proper dredging equipment and techniques is essential for economicaldredging,
the selection of a disposal alternative is of equal importance especially where dredgingis
expected to be necessaryover the long-term. Available disposal alternatives include:

OpenwaterConfinedBeneficial
uses
Open-water disposal is the placement of dredged material in rivers, lakes, estuaries, or oceansvia
pipeline or surface release from hopper dredges or barges. Confined disposal is the
placement of dredged material within diked or otherwise confined intertidal or upland area viapipeline
or other means. Open-water and confined disposal are the two most commonly useddisposal
alternatives. Beneficial uses include disposal methods that use the material for someproductive
purpose such as habitat development. Beneficial use as an alternative is widelypractised
where the material is suitable, and should be encouragedas a first choice wheneverpossible.

Open-WaterDisposal
material can be placed at open-water sites by direct pipeline discharge, hopper dredgedischarge
or dumping from barges. Open-water disposal sites can be either accumulative ordispersive.
At accumulative sites most of the material remains on the bottom, forming mounds.
At dispersive sites, most of the material is dispersed over time and transported away from thedisposal
site by currents.
Ifinitial evaluation of the material indicates that water column and benthic effects are acceptable,no
special placement techniques (capping, submergeddischarge, etc.) are used and material is

'""-

dischargedat a selectedpoint within a designateddisposalsite.
The criteria for site selection include storage capacity requirements and chemical/biological
considerations. The capacity is determined by the volume of accumulated material that can be
placed without exceeding the designated site boundaries or exceeding water depth constraints.
The capacity may also be determined by the assimilative ability of the water within the
designated site boundaries, i.e., the ability to reduce concentrations of suspendedmaterial and
associatedcontaminants to an acceptable.level.

Becausethe open-waterenvironmentis dynamic, materials placed in open water will be
dispersed,mixed and diluted. Estimatesof theseeffectson the maximumconcentrationof the
liquid andsuspended
particulatephasesafterinitial disposalmustbe made. Whenthe disposal
site is closeto the dredgedchannel,the returnof disposedmaterialto the channelshouldbe
avoided.
In caseswhere testing has indicated that water column or benthic effects will be unacceptable,
additional precaution must be taken. The techniques used include submerged discharge,
contained aquatic disposal, capping or their combination.
Submergeddischarge reducesthe area of exposure in water column and the amount of material
suspendedin the water column and susceptible to dispersion. Submergeddiffusers can be usedto
reduce the exit velocities which in-turn reduces resuspension and spread of the dischargedmaterial.
Water depth, bottom topograph, currents, dredge type and site capacity must be
considered when evaluating the feasibility of submerged discharge. (Fig 8)
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The use of subaqueousdepressionsor borrow pits or the construction of subaqueousdikes canbe
used to contain material reaching the bottom. These techniques reduce the area extent of a
disposal operation, thereby reducing both physical benthic effects and the po",tentialrelease of
contaminants. Dredge type, water depth, bottom topography, bottom sediment type and site
capacity must be considered. Precise placement of material and use of submerged discharge
points increase successof operation.
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Capping is the placement of a clean material over the material considered contaminated.
Considerations include water depth, bottom topography, currents, dredgedmaterial and cappingmaterial
characteristics, and site capacity.

ConfinedDisposal
Confined disposal areas are used to retain dredged material solids while allowing the carrier
water to be released from the containment area. The two objectives inherent in the design and
operation of a containment areaare:
to provide adequatestorage capacity to meet dredging requirements, and
to attain the highest possible efficiency in retaining solids during the dredging
operation in order to meet effluent suspendedsolids requirements.

Theseconsiderationsare basicallyinterrelatedand dependon effectivedesign,operation,and
management
of the containmentarea.
The Constructed dikes form a confined surface area, and the dredged channel sediments are
normally pumped into this area hydraulically. Both the influent dredged material slurry and
effluent water can be characterized by suspendedsolid concentration, suspendedparticle size
gradation, type of carrier water (fresh or saline), and rate of flow.
In some dredging operations, especially in the case of new dredging, sand, clay balls, and/or
gravel may be present. This coarsematerial rapidly falls out of suspensionnear the dredge inlet
pipe, forming a mound. The fine-grained material continues to flow through the c~ntainment
area with most of the solids settling out of suspensipn., thereby occupying a given storage
volume. The fine-grained dredged material is usually rather homogeneous and is easily

characterized.
The clarified water is usually discharged from the containment area over a weir. The effluent
flow rate is approximately equal to the influent flow rate for continuously operating disposal
areas. The flow over the weir is controlled by the static head and the weir length provided. To
promote effective sedimentation, ponded water is maintained in the area with the depth of water
controlled by the elevation of the weir crest. The thickness of the dredged layer increaseswith
time until the dredging operation is completed. Minimum freeboardrequirementsand mounding
of coarse-grained material result in a ponded surface area smaller than the total surface area
enclosed by the dikes. Dead spots in comers and other hydraulically inactive zones reduce the
surface area effectively involved with the flow to considerably less than the total ponded surface
area. Effluent standards may be imposed as a requirement for water quality certification.
Standards in terms of suspendedsolids or turbidity may be used. Containment areas must be
designed to meet such effluent standards.
In most cases,confined disposal areasmust be used over a period of many years, storing material
dredged periodically over the dredging life. The long-term storage capacity"'of these areas is
therefore a major factor in design and management. Consolidation of layers continues for long
periods following disposal, causing a decrease in the volume occupied by the layers and a
corresponding increase in storage capacity for future disposal. Once water is decanted from the
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area following active disposal, natural drying forces begin to dewater the dredged material,
adding additional storage capacity. The gains in storage capacity are therefore influenced by
consolidation and drying processesand the techniques used to managethe site both during and
following active disposal operation.

Beneficial Uses
There is increasing interest in the beneficial use of dredged material as a resource because the
amount of material dredged each year continues to increase and increasing urbanization and
industrial development near waterways and ports has made it difficult to locate new sites for
dredged material disposal in many areas. Also, environmental regulations have restricted both
land and water disposal options. As a result, the cost of dredged material disposal has increased
rapidly with greater distances from the dredging site to the disposal site and with environmentalcontrols.

By recognizing dredged material as a resource, it can be disposed with minimal environmentaldamage
and can yield benefits. One major beneficial use of dredged material is creating newland,
and there are many productive land uses of containment areas after they have been filled.
For example:

ustrial/commercialAgriculturalInstitutionalWaterway-relatedMulti-purpose

Habitat development
Use. The useof disposal sites for recreationrequires relatively modestfunding forplanning
and development. Recreation sites with much open space and light structure are
especially suited to weak foundation conditions frequently associatedwith fine-grained dredgedmaterial.
Recreational land is generally for public use, and the high demand for public water-oriented
recreation opportunities favours this use. Legislation relating to wetland, coastal zone
management and flood control is biased in favour of this type of use. However, such use is
dependent on financial backing at the local level.

Uses. Industrial/commercialusesof filled disposalsitesprovide anincentive
for the growthof industrial and commercialactivity at harborsand alongwaterwayswhere
raw material can be receivedand productsshippedeconomically. The useof dredgedmaterial
disposalsitesfor port-relatedfacilities is generallysupportedatthe local level becauseof
benefitsto the local economy.Economicor socialbenefitsoffsetenvironmentalimpacts.
Uses. There are many agricultural uses for dredged material. There has beengrowing
interest in increasing crop yield by amending marginal agricultural land with organicrich wastes and dredged material has been used as a soil amendment. Some inactive disposalsites
are being used as agricultural land. Under the right conditions dredgedmaterial can be usedto
improve marginal agricultural land and can support forage crops.

RecreationalInd
Recreational
Industrial/Commercial
Agricultural
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Institutional
Determining

Use. Institutional use includes public service and municipal usesof disposal sites
such as for electric utilities, transportation systems, and water and wastewater facilities.
Facilities developed or planned for development at somedisposal sites include university, Army
Reserve training centre, sewagetreatmentplant, small boat and ferry landings, airport runways
and runway extensions, taxiway, and parking areas.
Waterway-Related
Uses and Multiple Use. Such waterway-related uses as shore protection,
beach nourishment, and river control structure construction normally involve creation of land andthus
provide opportunities for multiple-use site development. Secondary recreation use in
conjunction with waterway-related uses is common.
Habitat Development. Habitat development refers to the establishment of relatively permanent
and biologically productive plant and animal habitats. The use of dredged material as a substrate
for habitat development offers a disposal technique that is often a feasible alternative to more
conventional open-water, wetland, or upland disposal options. The four general habitats that are
suitable for establishment on dredged material include marsh, upland, island, and aquatic.
Determination of the feasibility of habitat development centres on the nature of the surrounding
biological communities, the nature of the dredged material, and the site selection, engineering
design, cost of alternatives, environmental impacts, and public approval.

1.4 Design
Cost and potential environmental impacts are fundamental considerations in evaluating
alternative dredging and disposal methods and disposal sites, and many factors must be
considered in developing a dredging operation, including:
""'"
the quantity of material to be dredged initially and the frequency and
quantity of future maintenance dredging
Sampling to determinethe physical and chemical properties of material to be dredged
to ensurethat the appropriatetype of dredgeis used,to assessdredge production rates
so that time and cost estimatesare realistic, and to identify any pollutants in material
to be dredged

Selectingthe appropriatedredgetype andsize,disposalmethods,and disposalarea
to ensureenvironmentalprotection
Identifying adequatedisposal areasfor both initial and future maintenancedredging,
considering the physical and chemical properties of the dredged material

Long-term managementof disposal sites to maximize the storagevolume andbeneficial
use afterthe sitesarefilled
Dredging is a very costly operation and involves many uncertainties that affect project cost,
including the realistic estimate of the total quantity of material to be dredged and characteristics
of the material as they are related to the dredge production rate (the rate at which solids are
dislodged at the dredging site and transported to the dischargepoint). Various other factors also
90
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affect dredging cost. A pipeline dredge operating in a navigation channel may obstruct
navigation unless special arrangementsare made. Dredges normally operate 24 hours a day, and
if the work site is in or near an urban area, noise may preclude night operation. Weather
conditions may also limit operations under some circumstances.
Adequate data on material to be dredged can be obtained only by field surveys, field sampling,
and laboratory analyses. Determination of dredging limits and quantities is normally based on
hydrographic surveys of the area prior to dredging. Sufficient samples of the material to be
dredged should be takento accuratelydefine all materials slightly beyond the limits of the project
channelcross section since dredging by most types of plant is not a precise operation. Data from
laboratory soil tests of the bottom material samplesare the basis for selecting the proper dredge
plant, designing channel side'slopes and retention dikes, estimating long-term storage capacity
of disposal areas,and evaluation and designing disposal procedures. Laboratory tests should be
performed on representative samples. For fine-grained sediments, laboratory tests normally
include natural water content, plasticity index, ~d specific gravity. For coarse-grained
sediments, laboratory tests generally are limited to grain size analysis and in-situ density
determinations.
A post-dredging hydrographic survey immediately following project completion indicates the
project dimensions achieved by dredging, and comparison of the pre- and post-dredging surveys
normally is the basis for quantity estimates on which payment to the contractor is based. It is
important, therefore, that these surveys be accurate and repeatable and be based on preciselyestablished
horizontal and vertical controls.

Environmental Impact of Inland Water Transport Development
Inla.nd Water Transport (IWT) represent~a significant resource for China as well as other
countries of the world. The total length of navigable river reachesin China is about 110,000kIn,
or one-forth of the world's total. Despite the fact that IWT is the oldest transport mode, recently
there has beenrenewed interest. There is considerablepotential for development. The Ministry
of Communication (MOC) of China has decided that more efforts will be made to improve and
develop IWT systems in China during the "Ninth Five-Year Plan" period from 1996 to 2000.
IWT developmentprojects will changethe environment in project areasor regions, both directly
and indirectly. Some effects can be positive, such as promoting the regional economic
development, and some can be negative, such as deteriorating water quality. Thus, MaC has
stipulated in the "Technical Code of Regulation Works for Navigation Channels" that:
Based on the "Law ofEnvironment Protection in P. R. China" and related concreterules
ofenvironmentprotection issued bythe State, the environmental impact assessment(EIA)
of navigation channel regulation works on the construction area should be specially
carried out.
In this part the contents of EIA will be briefly introduced, and then the impact identificationrelated
to an IWT development project and a dredging project will be discussed. The emphaseswill
be focused on adverse effects and possible mitigation measures.

2.1 Environmental

Environmental impact assessments(EIA) are becoming more and more common. Based on the
"Law of Environment Protection in People's Republic of China", environmental impact
assessmentof every planned engineering project, including regulation works for navigation
channels, should be carried out. The local environmental protection bureau, where the project
is located, will examine the potential impacts on environment. A project will be approved, only
when its environmental impacts are acceptable. A thorough environmental impact assessll}~nt
must incorporate an assessmentof the economic impact of a project, the physical and chemical
condition of the area, the flora and fauna and human reflections.
Inland Water Transport developmentprojects, like any others,have impacts on the environment.
The magnitude of the impacts, of course, dependson the scale of the works. For this reasonone
should also realize that the extent of the investigation is not always the same. The points to be
considered for EIA are given. One should assessfor every project, in the feasibility study, the
scope and the size of EIA.
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Impact Assessment

A complete environmental impact assessmentstudy should describe the followingitems:

A description of the ''as is" situation before the project starts in the area influenced
by the project.
A description of the proposed project and its influence on the environment after
completion.
."",
A description of the works and actions to be carried out to implement the project.
A description of the probable impact of all works and actions described relating to:
0

biological equilibrium, including:
the global ecosystem;
the continental ecosystem;
the national ecosystem;
the regional ecosystem;
the fluvial ecosystem; and
the human ecosystem.

[] The non-biological

equilibrium,

including:

morphology;
sedimentology;
water quality;
hydrology and hydro-geology;
air quality;
socio-economic factors;

landscape;
land use;
visual intrusion;
nOIse;
employment;

infrastructure;
energy resources;
hazardous situations;
recreational activities; and
political opinion.

possiblebeneficialenvironmentaleffectsof the project;
possibleadverseenvironmentaleffectsof the project;
An evaluation of the effects of various execution methods during the implementationperiod
of the project;
An evaluation of the effects during the period the project is used;
An evaluation of the effects of demolishing a structure during the period ofconstruction;

An evaluation of the (ir)reversibility of impacts;

The range of primary, secondaryand tertiary impacts (direct or indirect) of theproject;
An evaluation of alternatives to the project; and
proposal for remedial actions to reduce the impact of the project.
Not all the items indicated above need to be completely investigated for every navigation
improvement project. A small sensitivity analysis of the parametersinfluencing theseitems may
indicate which is the most important. Another choice could be to state that a project of a certainmagnitude,
such as project value, requires an ErA.

2.2 Potential Environmental Impacts of Inland Water Transport DevelopmentProjects
The first step of an environmental impact assessmentis to identify the potential effects of a
project on environment. In this section, attempts will be made on outlining possible effects of
an inland water transport development project (referring to the report "Environmental Impact
Assessmentfor Inland Water Transport Development Projects in the Upper Mekong Subregion"
published by ESCAP, 1995) on environment, together with mitigation measures.

Hydraulicsand River Morphology
An inland water transport development project usually requires:
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Local

the deepeningof the channelduring the low-waterstage;
the wideningof the navigationchannel;and
an increaseof sharpbendradii.
To achievethesegoals, both pennanentand temporary improvementworks on the river arenecessary:

Permanent works include rock-blasting, construction of groins and dikes,
modificationof the patternof certainmeanders.
Temporaryworks includedredgingand othermeansof materialextractionfrom the
river bed. Suchworks areregardedastemporarysincebottomhaulageof sediments
tendsto fill out the excavationsandperiodicalmaintenanceworks arerequired.
Any suchkind of permanent or temporary river-works may affect hydrological characteristics of
the river and result in morphological alteration of the river bed, banks and solid discharge in the
project area, upstream and downstream of the project area.
Current Velocity. In the sections where the river widens out with fornlation of sand banks, the
project requires groynes (or dikes) to be built perpendicularly to the river banks. By reducing the
cross-section of the river such works will locally increase current velocity in the channel,
resulting in scouring and deepening of the channel. However, this increase in current velocity
will usually not affect the other parts of the river bed.

The removal of such obstaclesas rocks and material deposits from the river bed has the
immediateeffectof locally improvingthe flow of waterandregulatingcurrentvelocities. As a
resultthe following effectscanbeexpected:
Reducedcurrentvelocity on the very site of the rapids;and
Increased velocity upstream and downstream during both the high- and low-water
stages.
bank protection works may be required at some locations where the current
velocity has increased after regulating the channel.
Water Level. The impact on the water level may be causedby the removal of materials from the
river bed. The deepeningof the channel at the shoals or the increasing of the cross-sectionareas
at the rapids may lead to the lowering of the water level both locally and upstream, causing
shoaling problems in the upstream river reach.
Sediment Transport. The river bed is subject to erosion and will be affected by stream
variations. The river carries such sediments as sand and gravel during the flood period, by
haulage on the river bottom. The sedimentswill accumulate forming banks of deposits in places
where the current velocity has dropped below the critical erosion velocity.
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In such a river bed, the removal of reefs or rocky bars may result in transport of sediments which
were initially retained behind them. Out-of-control erosions can then be anticipated along with
deposits of the same amount of material further downstream.
It should be noted that in places with a mobile river bottom, where dredging is required to
increase the water depth or to remove sand banks, the river will ever tend to restore the initial
shape of its bed by deposit of new sediments. The maintenanceof the dredged channel may be
required.

Quality
to the development of water transport it is expected that the risk of water quality
deterioration in a river will be increased. Actions affecting water quality, together with proper
mitigation measuresare:
from Ports and Ships. Liquid/solid waste and sanitary waste water from ports and ships
may deteriorate water quality in the river. Thus, they are recommended to be collected andtreated
before discharge and disposal. Adequate storage facilities in ships and ports allow for
proper garbage disposal at designated sites.
Storage facilities in ships for bilge water and sanitary waste water, intake facilities together with
sewer systems and waste water plants (including oil separators for treatment of bilge water) at
the ports will decreasepollution loads of waste water generated by port facilities and ships.
Development of inland water transport is likely to result in industrial and residential developmentclose
to the port locations. Increased generation of solid and liquid waste has to be anticipated.

Oil Spills. Shiptraffic accidentsand inadequatehandlingmay causeescapeof oils.
Providing intake and storage facilities, oil separators,ship traffic management and navigation
aids, together with oil contingency planning will decreasethe risk of contamination by oil spills.
Hazardous Materials. Toxic substancessuchas pesticides may end up in the river through ship
traffic accidents and/or inadequate handling. Transport of inflammables and explosives will
enhancerisks of accidents.
regulations and enforcement for water transport of hazardous material can avoid ordecrease
environmental risks.
Dredging. Dredging and the disposal of dredged material may affect water quality. Possible
impacts of dredging on water quality include:
of suspendedsolids and turbidity reducing light penetration in the water,
settlement of the suspendedmatter may affect downstream spawning/feeding areas;
The releaseof nutrients and/or contaminants attachedto the sedimentcan causealgaeblooms
and/or deterioration of the water quality;

Disposal of dredged material at ecological sensitive areasmay affect the aquatic life;

and
A positive impact can be the possible use of dredged material for port area
development.
The selection of environmentally sound dredging equipment such as dredges which reduce the
quantity of process water, the use of closed grab dredges and the application of silt screens
around the dredging area will limit the increase of turbidity and possible contamination. The
dredged material is recommendedto be disposed in diked containments, isolated from the river.
If this is not economically feasible the dredged material can be disposed in the river if a skirt is
constructed around the disposal areato localize the increaseof turbidity. The dredged material,
if not contaminated, can also be used for the construction of aquatic life habitat and!or wetlands.
River Pollution
Industrial development, port construction aswell as industrial-scale river transport development
may cause such nuisances as oil spill, bilge water discharge, solid and liquid wastes, pollution
or contamination by industrial waste effluents, dangerouscargoes and toxic substances.
Such nuisances could damage the ecology of the river, of inundated zones and wetlands by
disturbance of the natural habitat of the aquatic flora and fauna. They could possibly affect as
well agriculture, rice culture, fish migration, capture fisheries and aquaculture. Pollution may
also cause degradation and/or contamination of raw water used for water supply to riverinetowns. It could also affect the development of tourism in the project area and in return, have
socio-economic impact on the population.
Fisheries, Aquaculture and Aquatic Biology
The causesof main impact on aquatic life and the proper mitigation measuresare likely to be:
Rock Blasting. Rock blasting by under water explosive detonation can have lethal impact on
aquatic life especially on fish. Of importance for the scaleof impact is the type and weight of the
explosive charge,the velocity of detonation, the depth of the charge below the water surface,the
fish species, the weight of the fish and the depth of the fish in the water column. For buried
charges information is needed about the hole depth, collar depth and charge dimension.
Habitat Modification and Loss of Habitat. Through the removal of rocks, dredging and
channelization in the river a loss and/or change of aquatic life habitat will occur. Removal of
rocks may result in transport of sediment, which may possibly result in considerable destruction
of habitats.
Mitigating measuresmay include a compensationprogram, including the designand construction
of aquatic life habitats and/or wetlands at designated sites where navigation will not be
hampered. Site selection for port construction and selection of disposal area of dredging spoil
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should avoid interferencewith migration, spawningand feeding of fish. Not contaminateddredging
spoilscanbe usedfor the constructionof aquaticlife habitatand/orwetlands.
Deterioration of Water Quality. Waste water discharge, inadequatehandling of hazardousmaterials
and ship traffic accidentscausedeterioration of water quality possibly affecting aquatic
life. Particularly sensitive areasare flood plains which function as the spawning and/or nursery
ground. Mitigating measureswill focus on the managementof waste from ports and ships, andthe
managementof hazardousmaterial transport.

Water Supply
Small private water supply facilities using the main stream as a water source may be affected by
water contamination, and large-scale water supply projects located on the river may also be
affected if serious pollution occurs. Mitigating measuresconsist of prevention of water quality
deterioration.
orest/Agriculture/Wildlife
Environmental impacts on forest, wildlife and agriculture can be caused by noise, dust and
gaseousemissions due to rock blasting, construction activities and port operation. Dust will be
produced during the handling of coal and construction material, suchas cement and sand.Noise
results mainly from ship engines and the operation of port equipment.
Adequate noise control and proper air pollution control fonn recommendedfeasible protection
measures.
'~

2.3 Environmental Effects of Dredging
Dredging work is a very important and effective measuresoften used to improve and maintain
navigation channels. Like other regulations, dredging, and transporting and disposing of dredged
material, will change the environment in the borrow area, along the transport route and at the
disposal site. These effects will be described in this section.

Effects of DredgingOperation
Interference With Traffic. Dredging as an activity interferes with regular activities in the
dredging area. The dredges may work in a shipping lane and depending on the type of dredge,
hamper the traffic. A pipeline running from the dredging areato the disposal areaoccupies land
and causesa loss of productivity in farmland due to the traffic along the line and the occupation
of land itself. Dredges and transport barges sailing from the dredging area to the dump site or
to the reclamation areaintensify the traffic and may causeextra delays for ships waiting for locks.
Commercial ships then may choose another route which is longer and therefore requires more
fuel and time.
Stationary dredges in general interfere more with other shipping than trailing suction hopper
dredges. Anchor wires, a floating pipeline to the shore or barges moored alongside the dredge
reducethe channel width and thus form an obstacleto traffic. Suchobstacles may be the reasons
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for conflicting situations and collisions and therefore increasethe chanceof spillage of cargo or
injury to people.
proper navigation aids system with advancesignals for the dredging work and clear signals onthe
dredges will help reduce the chance of conflicts. Mariners should be warned about the
dredging work in notices to mariners, by lock operators, by signs along the shore and finally bythe
signals on the dredge itself. All these messagesneed to fit into an internationally accepted
system to prevent misunderstandings.
The dredge crew for its part, whether on a stationary dredge or on a trailing suction hopper
dredge, always has to be on the alert for other ships. Since they have the latest soundings of the
area and know where they have alreadydredged, they have the opportunity to reduce the risks to
passing ships.
Objectionable Noise. Dredges have powerful engines and many heavy machines on board
which are noisy. This noise may be music for a dredging man, but is regarded as noise pollution
by people passing by or living in the neighbourhood of a dredging site. Silencers on enginesand
better greasingof rolling parts may reduce the noise level. Bucket chains of bucket dredgesare
well known for their characteristic noise. Some companies reduce the noise level considerably
by improving the roller bearings and by capping the bucket chain. It is still sometimesnecessary
to stop the work at night becauseof the noise level, especially near residential areas.
Turbidity. Turbidity of the water surrounding a dredging project is often the major cause of
environmental impact of dredging on a natural environment. The impact of turbidity works
through a number of aspects:
"~
The fines dispersed in the water travel outside the dredging areaand settle. This will
cover the flora around the dredging area and may kill part of the flora.

The turbidity reduces the penetration of light into the water and thus changes thecircumstanc
for flora and fauna near and on the bottom.
After dredging, a layer of fine material (settlement) will cover the bottom and thusthe
conditions of life change there, both for flora and fauna.
Nutrients embedded in the dredged material will become available for ecosystem,
causing algae to blossom.

The marinelife in the dredgingareamayflee becauseof the changesin availabilityof
food andcover.
Some of the changesonly occur during the period of dredging while other changesinfluence the
ecosystem for a long period afterwards.
The Turbidity generated by dredging must be seenin relation to the turbidity that results from
natural causes,the so-called background turbidity. Stationary flow conditions and the flow
climate (tidal areasand density flows) causethis background turbidity. Storms and variations
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in the discharge of rivers will even increasethe level of turbidity in the natural situation and thusincrease
the background turbidity .
On top of this natural turbidity, one should add the turbidity caused by other human activities.
Effluent dischargesand navigation generateturbidity which might be of the samemagnitude asthe
turbidity caused by dredging.
In areaswhere such high background turbidity levels exist, marine life is already adaptedto the
situation by natural selection and the dredging activity will hardly change the situation.
In some situations even the opposite may happen. An intensively used shipping channel where
ship propellers continuously disturb the bottom usually has a high turbidity. The ship propellers
do not influence the bottom anymore and the water becomes clear after the dredging of the
channel. The short-term effect of dredging then is that the turbidity increases during the dredging
work. However, the long-term effect is that after dredging the turbidity decreases below the
original background level.
It is essential to evaluate the acceptability of the turbidity, especially with regard to water quality
and quality of the bottom sediments. The functions of the dredging area and its direct
surroundings are very important to a proper assessment. A harbor basin in an industrial area asks
for different standards compared to a watercourse in a recreational area or in a natural sanctuary .
The multi-functional
use of the water bottom after dredging, which should be the basic
philosophy of most projects, is not always necessary or feasible in an industrial area. With regard
to turbidity, the following groups of factors are important: those related to the nature of the
subsoil, to the dredging technique used and to the hydrodynamics and water quality.

Rlora and Fauna. In watercourses where flora and fauna freely develop, after some time; an
ecosystemwill exist. Dredging in sucha watercourse will suddenly changethe equilibrium and
thus disrupt the ecosystem.
first, short-term effect is directly visible: the turbidity increases,flora will be covered bysediment,
fish move out of the area and some plants will suffocate and die. The release ofnutrients
or toxicants or the reduction of available nutrients may changethe living conditions inthe
ecosystem.
long-term effect will be that the living conditions for flora and fauna change in such a way
that a new equilibrium will be reached. The.environmeQtal value of such a new equilibriumdepends
on the new site conditions.
change in water depth will changethe penetration of light to the bottom and thus changethe
near-bottom conditions. Partsof the bottom which had beencovered with vegetation before thedredging
started will remain dark after the dredging and the vegetation will not return.
Vegetation will only develop in the water depth of less than 2 m. The presenceof fish and other
fauna is mostly restricted to the upper 8 m of a watercourse. This will influence the biochemical
oxygen demand and also the potential of fish to return to the area. Fish and other speciesneed
a cover of vegetation as hiding-places to survive from their hunters. The loss of suchhideaways
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will reduce the variety in marine life. Variety in the number and sort of species which live in an
ecosystem is regarded as an important yardstick to measure the value of such a system. A greater
variety moreover increases the chance that a system will be able to survive any change in the

future.
the area with depths varying between zero and 8 m reducesthe potential of the futureecosystem.

Furthermore, dredging reduces the variety in ecosystem if it creates a flat bottom within the
preferential maximum depth for marine life. Differences in depth at such an average depth
increasethe potential variety in the ecosystem.
Salinity Intrusion. The increase in the size of ships entering ports requires the dredging of
approachand entrancechannels. Since most ports lie along rivers, the mouths of theserivers will
be deepened.
Depending on the tidal differences at seaand the averageand peak dischargesof the river, saline
sea water will enter the river over a certain distance. Deepening the entranceof the river mouth
will increase the influence of.the sea in the river mouth and thus the intrusion of saline water.
The heavy saline water entersa river nearthe bottom while the fresh water runs over it to the sea.
Water inlets for drinking water or agricultural use that have been safe from salt intrusion in the
past may end up in the saline area after dredging operation. The impact of the salt water reaches
the ditches of the agricultural land next to the river and influences directly the vegetation along
the borders of the rivers. The water depth in natural rivers gradually changes from the channels
towards the shoreline. Theseareasin and along the rivers show a great variety in veg'etationand
accommodate numerous kinds of birds and marine life. Dredging may disrupt such areas or
cause such areasto be affected by saline water. The ecosystemwill change completely if the
water becomes brackish or saline instead of fresh. The vegetation has to adapt to new
circumstances and'this will affect the fauna. Loss of freshwater in tidal areasis considered tohave
a great environmental impact becausesuch areasare rare.

Dredgingchannelsin rivers and estuarieschangesthe directionof currentsand the
velocity distributionof the currents.
Deepening channels in general concentratesthe discharge of a river in those channels and thus
concentratesthe flow attack on the embankmentsof the channels. The currents may undermine
the slopes of the embankments and so cause slope failures from time to time. In nature, the
failure of slopes and the meandering of rivers i.s not regarded as a process with an adverse
environmental effect. However, often a river erodes an embankment on one side and disposes
material on the other side of the river. This createsa variety of landscapesand this again gives
a variety of options for flora and fauna.
Dredged channels mostly need to be maintained at the design depth by mainteJ1ancedredging.
Accretion of material at one side of the channel is dredged and the other side of the channel is
protected by artificial means. Owing to all these countermeasuresexecuted to maintain the
design profile, the variety in landscape and the potential variety in vegetation along the
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embankmentsarereduced. Sincethe variety in ecosystems
is consideredto havea greatvalue,
this mustbe seenas an adverseeffect on the environment.
Effects of Transport ofDredgedMaterial
Transport. Pipelines are commonly used to transport dredged material from thedredging
area to the disposal site.
pipeline occupies a narrow strip of land for itself and a strip of land for the laying and
inspection of the pipe over the full length. Road and water crossings may lead to somerestrictions
in the size of other traffic, but normally such crossings are designedto allow for thepassage
of all regular traffic.
The energy consumption of pipeline transport is rather high due to the fact that not only the
dredged material itself but also the carrying fluid, water, needs to be transported. The actual
energy consumption to pump the mixture over a certain distance depends on the diameter of the
pipe, the effective grain size diameter, and the density and velocity of the mi~ture. Figure 9
shows the energy consumption for a density of 1,300kg/m3 and a mixture velocity of20 per cent
above the critical velocity. It gives the energy consumption for a range of pipes from 0.10 m to
1.90 m and average grain sizes ranging from 0.100 mm to 3.200 mm.
It is important to transport the mixture at a velocity above the critical velocity to safeguard thepipeline
against blockage.
The energy consumption for this transport could be expressedin a number of units'.,.:A proper
indication would be to present it as the energy required to transport 1 m3 of sand at a density of
say 2,000 kg/m3 over a distance of 1 km. The energy consumption is expressedin kJ/(m3jokm)
for sand with a density of 2,000 kg/m3.
The energy consumption given in Figure 9 is valid for straight dent-free pipes which are properly
connected. If the pipeline contains many road- or water-crossingsthe resistanceof the required
bends and other irregularities has to be added.
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and tear in a pipeline depends on the grain size distribution of the sand pumped through.
For coarse materials, the wear may go up to 1 mm per one million cubic metres of material
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pumped through. For suchmaterials the pipeline is usually turned regularly to spreadthe wear
over the whole circumference of the pipe. Replacement of pipes is an important issue when
talking about the environmental impact of different alternatives of working methods.
Air pollution by the engines driving the pumps adds to the environmental impact. Much
attention nowadays is given to the improvement of combustion so as to reduce pollution.
Water Transport. Transporting dredged material by ships and barges is possible when rivers
or channels are available from the dredging area to the disposal area. In some cases it is
necessaryto combine water tr~sport with pipeline or road transport in case ships cann()t enter
the dredging or disposal area.
Water transport consumesless energy than other means of transport, such as pipeline transport
and road transport. Transport of material by conveyor belts has not been considered in this
comparison. Figure 10 shows the energy consumption for water transport related to the size of
the ship in m3.

Fig 10

Energyconsumption
for watertransport
Source

DEMAS, 1992

The grain size of the soil has no influence on energy consumption for the transport of the dredgedmaterial.
In fact, coarsermaterial settles better in the hopper, thus reducing overflow losses.
Consequently loading coarse material takes less time than loading fine material and will also
consume less energy.
The grain size of dredgedmaterial hardly influences the wear and tear on the ship and the hopper.
Only ifbig boulders or lumps of rock have to be transported may this causedents in the hopper.
Transport of dredged material by barges is the best if the material is dredged by a bucket dredge
or grab dredge and/or the distance is long and the watercourse is suitable for the passageof thebarges.
The unloading of the ship is the easiestdone by dumping the material through bottom
doors. The energy consumption for dumping is negligible. Unloading the ship by a grab crane
or a reclamation dredge adds to the energy consumption of barge transport. This is the reason
why for short distances pipeline transport may still be beneficial compared to water transport.
Owing to low energy consumptionand high efficiency of modem engines,wate~transport causes
little air pollution compared to pipeline and road transport.
Transport. As compared with transport by water, the transport of the dredged material byroad
is not affected by grain size in the consumption of energy. The benefit of road transport is
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that it requires little preparation and one can distribute small quantities to different sites. The
dredged material needsto be comparatively dry, with a maximum water content of 15 to 20 per
cent by volume for sand, before it can be loaded on a truck. Depending on the percentage of
organic material and the grain size distribution of especially fine sands, silts and clays, the
minimum water-solid ratio may be 40 to 60 per cent by weight. After dredging, the material has
to be deposited on a rehandling site to remove the water. This can also be done by processing
the sand through dewatering sieves. Then the material needsto be picked up again to load the
truck which also consumesenergy.
The transport of dredged material by road has a high energy consumption and the wear and tear
on the road system is quite heavy. Trucks themselves show little wear and tear due to the
dredged material, unless the material contains boulders or stones.
Air pollution is due to the high fuel consumption and the number of times a truck shifts gear.

Anotheradverseaspectof heavytruckstravelling on normalroadsis noisepollution and safety
problem. Road transporthasthe highesthumancasualtyrate of all the modesof transport.
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Figure 12 shows a comparison of the energy consumption for the three modes of transport of
dredged material, road, pipe and water. It is clear that water transport is the most economical.
Rail transport, which is also sometimes used for transport of sand or other materials, has a
slightly higher energy consumption than water transport. The energy consumption for transport
of sand and water mixture still depends on the grain size of the material to be transported. The
energy consumption for the pipeline is valid for sand with a grain size of 225 microns and
mixture density of 1,300 kg/m3.
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Effects ofDisposal ofMaterial in Water
Disposal in Rivers and Estuaries. If a dredgingprojectis executedto increaseor maintainthe
cross-sectionof a river or a channel,the dredgedmaterialhasto be disposedoff. For economic
reasonsa short transportdistanceand the subsequentutilization of the dredgedmaterial are
beneficial for the environment. However, due to costs and constraintswith respectto the
allocationof disposalsitesonshore,the materialis oftendumpedin deepspotsin the rivers or
branchesin the estuaries.
The dumping of the dredged material will result in shoaling of the dumping areaand thus change
the currents. The effect will be that vegetation, if present, will be covered by the dredged
material and marine life will die or flee the area. During the period of execution of the project,
the dumping areawill therefore lose value as a habitat. The quantity of material dumped and the
size of the dumping area used determine, together with the variety in the ecosystem, how long
it takesbefore the systemrecovers. The new equilibrium dependson the newly created limiting
conditions.
The method of execution of dumping can influence the impact of dumping outside the actual
dumping area. Owing to turbidity, density flows and river currents,part of the material dumped
will end up outside the dumping area. On some occasions the dredged material is spread over
as vast an area as practicable. In other situations, for instance whilst dumping contaminated
material, settling outside the dumping area needsto be limited.
The side-casting method is often applied to spreadthe material over a wide area. An example
is dredging bars in river crossings. The dredgejust lifts the material from the bottom 'andjets it
directly back into the water. The current in the river transports the material to deeperspotswhere
it will settle. From the point of view of energy consumption, this is a very good method. In
consideration of the turbidity, however, it is not a very good method. The overall impact on the
environment depends on the existing variety in the ecosystemand the background turbidity in
the area. Rivers like the Yamuna in Bangladesh,the Yangtze in China and the Ganges in India
have already such a high background turbidity and transport of so much bedload that the effect
of any dredging is hardly noticeable.

---~
Fig 13
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In situations where turbidity must be limited, a system to discharge the material close to the
bottom of the river or the pit may be applied. Trailing suction hopper dredges may be able to
discharge their load through their suction pipes or they might be connected, through their shore
connection, to a floating pipeline ending in a diffuser system. The diffuser will be located near
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the bottom at the end of a pipe which hangs from an anchored pontoon. The dumping of the
dredged material through the bottom doors often limits its spread. Especially when the dump-pit
is deep, compared to its surroundings, this is still a good and speedysolution.
Close attention should be paid to the presence of intakes of drinking water or irrigation water.
Intakes for cooling water for power plants and refineries also pose restrictions on turbidity.
Fishing grounds for oysters and other shellfish as well as other fish may limit the maximum
turbidity in a river or estuary. In China fishermen are compensatedfor loss of productivity of
their oyster-beds caused by increasedturbidity. A rehandling pit in Deep Bay, Hong Kong, had
to be separatedfrom its surroundings through a floating skirt.
Disposal at Sea or in the Ocean. The problems with dumping dredgedmaterials at seaor in the
ocean are similar to dumping in an estuary. Extra complications are the depth of the dumping
site and the possibility that dredged material containing fresh or brackish water is dumped in a
saline environment.
Dumping the material in deepwater increasesthe chanceof the spreadof the material over a vast
area due to currents. The fines especially settle very slowly and may be spread over huge areas.
The effect of the settling material will diminish as a function of the distance to the dumping site.
The effect of dumping dredged material containing fresh or brackish water in a saline
environment dependsgreatly on the circumstancesnear the bottom and the distance to the river
outlet. If the areais already influenced by material coming from a river, for instance during high
discharges of the river, the ecosystemadaptsto such changes. In deeperspots, farther from the
shore, the natural bottom is often very loosely packed and dumping may have a considerable
impact. The loosely packed saline bottom material then will be mixed with dumped material
containing fresh water. This will change the living circumstances in and near the bottom for all
liv,ing species. The overall impact on the environment depends on the area of the dumping
ground compared to the whole area. Furthermore, it depends on the variety in the ecosystem at
the dumping point. It is better to dump at locations where the variety is already limited at the
start of the project.

course,the overall impactdependsonthe scaleof the operation.The quantityof freshwaterentering,
per dredgingcycle,into the areamaybe small comparedto thevolume of waterin thearea.
The impactmay evennot be measurable.
Effects ofDisposal ofMaterial on Land
Disposal on Land. The disposal of dredged material on land is one of the most commonly used
methods. Dredged material is disposed on land for two objectives. The first is that the land
owner wants to raise his land by using dredgedmaterial. The second is that the land owner hasto
acceptthe dredged material, becausethe dredged materials originating from the maintenance
of a watercourse need to be stored.
In the first situation reclamation is often carried out becauseof a change in the use of the land.
If agricultural land is changed into a residential or industrial area, the land needsto be leveled
and, in low-lying areas,to be raised above the water-level. The environmental impact of the

dredging then has to be taken into account in the general EIA study for the development of the
area. The benefits of reclamation by using dredgedmaterial have to be comparedto other means.
Differences may be found in the factors that depend on the working method. To make a choice,
one should consider several factors for each reclamation system, i.e., energy consumption, airpollution, noise pollution, effects of the discharge of process water, the possible impact on the
area around the reclamation area and the effect on the borrow area.
The secondobjective is the necessityto deepenor widen a watercourse, or maintain its original
dimensions. The environmental effect then is part of the consideration whether the maintenance
of the function of the water course has a beneficial or adverse effect on the environment. If the
deepening or widening is considered to be necessary,then the method of carrying it out has to
guaranteea minimum effect on the environment.
The disposal of the dredged material has to be considered from the point of view of possible
future use of the occupied land. Disposal areas normally have a flat profile, thus reducing the
topographic features. In a naturally developed landscapethis will mean a reduction in the variety
of ecosystem. As such, it will have a negative impact on the environment. In the casewhere the
areais already designatedas residential or industrial, the disposal itself hardly contributes to the
adverse environmental effect.
Eventual changes in the water-table in the areaand the effect of such changes on the ecosystem
need to be carefully evaluated. The extra load on the surface of the area will cause settlementof
the underlying layers and may squeezeout thin impermeable layers. The connection of two
water-bearing layers may lead to leakageof salt water into fresh water. Also anaerobic water in
one layer could be exchanged with aerobic water in another layer. The effects of such changes
on the ecosystem, in the long run, have to be evaluated.
~isposal near Shore in Diked Containment Areas. The disposal of dredged material on land
may have a positive or a negative effect on environment. Dredged material is often used to
reclaim wetland. Since wetlands have a high ecological value, becauseof the variety in such
systems, such reclamation is considered to have a negative environmental impact. However, if
such an area is already earmarkedto be an industrial area, which is to be reclaimed, dredging is
a good way to effect the reclamation.

Effects ofDisposal ofProcessWater
The process water of a dredging proj ect is taken in at the suction mouth of the dredge or in the
bucket of a bucket dredge or a grab dredge. This water has the same properties as the water
around the dredge. The water mixes with the dredged material and is transported to the disposal
area. In the disposal area the dredged material settles and the water has to be disposed.
Depending on the time elapsed between the mixture entering the disposal area and the process
water leaving the disposal area, some of the finer particles will remain suspended. If this process
water is disposed in the dredging area this will slightly increase the turbidi'!y in the area. In
situations where such an increase in turbidity is not acceptable, the settling time in the disposal
area needs to be increased. This can be done by increasing the dimensions of the disposal area,
by making compartments, or by adding a siltation basin.
flocculants to the water.
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An alternative solution is to add

In many situations the water is disposed next to the disposal area. This is acceptable if the water
quality in the watercourse is not affected by the water flowing out of the disposal area. It is also
acceptable if the fines are sufficiently trapped in the disposal area and the watercourse is part of
the same system as the water in the dredging area.
In a watercourse where the natural silt content is already high, the environmental impact of the
discharge of the process water is negligible. However, in a river with clear water, the discharge
of process water will, through the decrease of penetration of light, change the limits of potential
variety. In natural environments this may have a great impact while in industrial areas, where
the ecosystem is poor already for other reasons, the impact is negligible. For every situation the
potential impact needs to be evaluated. Choosing the correct period of the year,. e.g., when
marine life is inactive, may reduce the impact considerably.
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IV.
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MAINTENANCE
OF INLAND W A TERW A Y
AND AIDS TO NAVIGATION IN CHINAForeword
This paperintroduces the maintenancesituation of inland waterway and aids to navigation in the
People's Republic of China. It is divided into three parts, the first part describes briefly China's
inland water system, inland waterway and inland waterborne transportation. The second and
third parts introduces respectively the maintenanceof inland waterway and maintenanceof aids
to navigation in China. Since the founding of new China, the inland waterway work has made
greatprogressand significant contributions to the inland waterborne transportation industry and
evento the whole construction and developmentof the national economy. However, as China's
territorial areais so large, her history of inland waterborne transportation is so long and the inland
waterway works is so complicated, I could only give a brief introduction to China's maintenance
of inland waterway and aids to navigation with the emphasis on China's longest river --the
Yangtze (Changjiang) River.

Brief Introduction to China's Inland Water System, Waterway
And Inland Waterborne Transportation
In the vast territory of China, there are a large number of rivers and lakes which make up anextensive
network of inland waterborne transportation. Rivers with a drainage area of 1000square
kilometers amount to over 5800 and lakes with a water area of one square kilometer
amount of over 2600. The total length of those rivers is 430000 km. Most of these rivers are
abundant in water and rich in water resources and beneficial to the development of inland
navigation industry in China. In the southern part of the country, rivers have large and stabledischarges
and are ice-free all the year round, thus navigation is flourishing; in the northern part,rivers
have small and unstable discharges and are frozen in winter, so, the development ofwaterborne
transportation is constrained.
The total mileage of navigable rivers is 110000 kin. The total length of waterways with a water
depth over one meter is 64000 kin., 58% of the total mileage of the navigable rivers, in which,
5800 kin is navigable for 1000 ton class vessels, 16900 kin for 300 ton class vesselsand 54800
kin for 50 ton class vessels.
The Yangtze River is the largestinland water system in China, and it has 700 odd tributaries and
70000 km is navigable. The catchment areaof the river is 1.8 million squarekilometer. Within
the river basin there are abundantresourcesand the economy is well developed. This river also
interconnects with many lakes, railways, trunk highways and seabornetraffic, so, they form the
largestcommunications and transportation network andhave a very important economic position
in China.
* Preparedby Li Zhitao, Senior Engineer, Changjiang Waterway Bureau, The Ministryof
Communications, Wuhan, China
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The Yangtze River takes its source at the southwest slope of the Mountain Gelatantong in the
Qinghai-- Tibet Plateau of southwest China, and it runs through nine provinces (including one
autonomous region) and Shanghaimunicipality. The length of the trunk is 6300 kIn, the longest
in China and third longest in the world.

The total length of the section above Yibin is 3498 kIn, where the flow of the river is
considerably small. In this section,the river runs through precipitous mountain valleys with swift
rapids and numerous hazardous rocky shoals. Only the stretchesapproaching to Yibin in the
lower part of the said section with a local name "Jinshajiang River" are navigable for junks and
small motorboats. So, the shipping at presentis underdeveloped. Below Yibin, in the low water
seasonthe minimum flow of the river is some 2000 cu;m per second,and it increasesgradually
on its way down the river to a minimum flow of about 6000 cu.m per second at Datong Gauge
Station (the flow gauge station closestto the estuary). Here, the water flow is abundant, and the
river is wide and deep. Thanks to the favorable condition for water transportation and the richindustrial
and agricultural resourcesalong both sides of the river, this section of the Yangtze
River makes itself an important transport line running through six provinces and onemunicipality,
and the shipping there is flourishing.
The Pearl River is one of the four biggest rivers in China, and it is next to the Yangtze River with
regard to the navigational condition. The length of its trunk is 2167 kIn., the river discharge is
abundantand sand content is small, and the river course is stable and has a favorable condition
of navigation. There are 988 rivers in the Pearl River basin, the total length is 36000 kIn, of
which 13000 kIn is navigable, the natural resourcesare plentiful and the industry and agriculture
are well developed.
The Heilongjiang River water systemis composed of the Heilongjiang River, the Sooghuajiang
River, the Nenjiang River, the Usuri River and some small tributaries. Among them, the
Heilongjiang River and the Usuri River are boundary rivers betweenChina and Russia. The total
length of waterway in this water system is 4800 kIn the river flow is abundant, but is frozen in
winter, so, the navigation period is only about 200 days.
The Yellow River is the second longest river in China with a total length of 5464 krn. In the
upstream of the river, there are rapids and valleys; the middle reaches run through the loess
plateau and the channelsvary frequently; in the lower reachessilts deposit seriously, the river iswide
and shallow, and someobstructions are brought aboutto navigation, so, only a few separate
sections are open to navigation, the total navigable length being 1644krn.

In the HuaiheRiver system,the waterwaysare denselydistributed. Thetotal lengthof the trunkand
tributariesis about20000kIn. This is oneof the flourishing inland transportationregions.
is a country with long water transportation tradition. As early as 219 B.C., some 2200years
ago, our ancestorsbuilt the Xiang--Gui Canal. It was the first summit canal in the world.The
construction of the Grand Canal began in 485 B.C., about 2500 years ago. Its total lengthis
about 1700kIn. It was the first and longest in the world. The Grand Canal links up five major
river systems,so an extensive network of waterway is formed. After the completion of the GrandCanal,
it played a very important role in the political, economic and cultura1 development of
ancient China. Currently, the water traffic volume from lining to Hangzhou on the Grand Canalis
only next to the volume on the Yangtze River.
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The barge fleet and integrated barge fleet are the principal form of freight movement on China's
inland rivers. The main classesof bargesoperating on the rivers of China are: 50 tons, 100 tons,
300 tons, 500 tons, 1000 tons, 2000 tons, 3000 tons, and 5000 tons barges. Most of the barges
operating on the main tributaries are of300 to 500 tons class, and thoseoperating on the Yangtze
River are of 1000 and over 1000 tons class. The major commodities of freight movement are
coal, petroleum, ores, iron and steel, building materials, lumber, grains, cotton, fertilizers,
insecticides and general cargoes. Passengertraffic is decreasedin recent years becauseof the
booming development of highway transportation and civil aviation.
In 1994, the cargoes transported by water transportation departments amounted to 700 milliontons,
and the freight turnover is 170 billion ton--kilometers.

the flourishing developmentof inland waterbornetransportationon the trunk of the
YangtzeRiver, the PearlRiver, the HuaiheRiver, the SonghuajiangRiver andthe GrandCanal,
in the well-developedareasof the Yangtze River delta and the Pearl River delta, inland
navigationis also an importanttransportationmode. Take Jiangsuprovince for example. The
navigablemileagewithin the boundaryof this provinceis 23787km. In 1994,cargoesmoved
by watertransportationamountedto 190 million tons,andthe freight turnoverwas 32.6 billionton--kilomete
In this province, inland water transportationmakesup 39.3%of the total of
highwayand watertransportation;in the aspectof freight turnover,inland watertransportation
accountsfor 48%.
Among the various modesof transportation, inland water transportation is a mode that has special
advantages. For the transport of bulk cargo, barges and river boats have the advantagesof large
capacity, high productivity and low fuel consumption. The physical size and weight of large and
heavy cargo units transported by water is virtually unlimited. The throughput capacity of
navigable waterway is tremendous. The investment in the construction of navigation channels
is also lower than that in highway and railway, in addition, the construction of waterway does not
occupy any farmland, and also has the effect of comprehensive utilization of water resources.
So, in the transport of bulk cargo, such as coal, fuel and so on, inland water transportation still
has a stronger competition ability as well as a tremendous potential in further development.
the development of inland navigation can't do without the support of the waterway
department as a vanguard. The maintenance work of inland waterway and aids to navigation isthe.
foundation of the development of inland water transportation, just as the cargo transport bytrains
and trucks can't do without railway and highway. At the same time, the waterway
department is also a service department which has to serve shipping vessels. To guaranteethe
smooth passagefor sailing vessels in the navigable rivers, the waterway department should first
of all guarantee a sufficient dimension of waterway, including:
depth of waterway: the vertical distance from water surface to the bottom at the
shallowest spot in the waterway.

width of waterway;the horizontal distancefrom one band to the other at the
narrowestspotalongthe waterway.
radiusof curvature:the smallestarc radius on a middle line of the waterway.

Secondly, the waterway department should guaranteeevery mark is set in its accurateposition,
every light is bright and every signal is correct and exhibited timely.
Besides the above mentioned, it is also necessaryto guaranteethe normal operationof ship locks
and navigation facilities. On some particular reaches, some specific necessities for sailing
vessels should be provided so as to guarantee smooth passageand safety of vessels.
For example, on the mountainous river with torrential rapids, it is necessary to set up someheaving
stationsto help the upbound vesselsascendthe rapids. In the foggy area, it is necessaryto
observe the fog condition and exhibit fog signals. In additions, a sufficient cross-section
coefficient should be guaranteed for an artificial canal or restricted channel with rocky bottom.
To further realize the standardization and modernization of inland navigation so as to bring the
potential of inland water transportation into full play, and to raise the capability of
communications and transportation, the State promulgated "Inland Navigation Standard of
People's Republic of China" after an extensive investigation and study.
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The purpose of the formulation of Inland Navigation Standard is to form gradually an
interconnected water network in a water system, even in the whole country, through the
standardizationof inland waterway, so asto bring the inland transportation's economic and social
function into full play.
The range of application and technical requirement of the above standardshould be carried out
with concerned regulations.

Currently, according to the arrangementmade by the Ministry of Communications, various
waterway departments are carrying out the classification work of inland waterway. After the
rivers are rationally classified through synthetic technical and economic study, not only somerules
will be provided for the waterway departmeI'lt,but also related factors, suchas the types of
sailing vessels, dimensions of ship locks and crossing river bridges and cables, etc. will be
coordinated and matched with the standards,so a series of classeswill be formed to promote
standardization, serialization and generalization of inland navigation. Thereby the waterway
work will bring about a strong motive force upon the further promotion of inland watertransportatio
and make great contributions to the development of the national economy.
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Maintenance of Inland Waterway
The Chine~e Government attaches great importance to the maintenance of inland waterway.
Early in 1964, the State Council issued "The instructions concerning the strengthening of
administration and maintenance of waterway". It emphasizes that to guarantee the smooth
passageand safenavigation, improve the navigation condition, raise the throughput of waterway,
and bring the function of water transportation into full play in the national economy, the
department concerned must strengthen seriously the administration and maintenance of
waterway. In 1987, the State Council promulgated again "Administrative regulations of
waterway of the People's Republic of China". The abovementioned instructions and regulations
emphasize that the planning of the development of waterway.should accord with the principle
of comprehensive utilization of water resources,the waterway and its facilities are protected by
the State,no body and no departmentcan encroachupon or destroy them, etc. At the sametime,
the regulations also stipulated the main obligations of waterway departmentsat various levels and
pointed out that the administrative organ of waterway should strengthen administration and
maintenance, maintain the stipulated channel dimension and keepthe waterway and its facilities
in a good state so as to ensure unobstructed and safe navigation.
The regulations stipulate that the Ministry of Communications is in charge of the administration
and maintenance of waterway and aids to navigation allover China. The ministry is also
authorized to stipulate and promulgate technical standardsand administrative rules as well as
regulations for inland waterway and aids to navigation, and to take all necessarymeasuresfor the

Bk I.!!:(.!l~!!1?lI.!!:Ql!!!:!
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development and improvement of inland waterway to cope with the problems which may arise
in waterborne transportation.
Directly under "the Ministry of Communications or provincial governments, inland waterwaybureaus
are set up on-theYangtze River, the Heilongjiang River and provincial waterways. Theyare
responsible for administrative work on the maintenance of waterway and aids to navigationof
the river sections under their jurisdiction. Here, let us take the Changjiang Waterway Bureau
for an example.
Changjiang Waterway Bureau is in charge of the management of waterway and aids to
navigation along the trunk channel from Yibin to Liuhekou (2688.8 kIn) of the Yangtze River.The
main function of the waterway ,bureauis, on the baSis of the policy prescribed by the
Ministry of Communications and according to the shipping requirements, to draw up the workplans
and regulations for effective maintenance of waterway and aids to navigation on theYangtze
River and to supervise and check frequently the performance of its branch offices.
Under the waterway bureau,there are five branchoffices, namely Louzhou~Chongqing,Yichang,
Hankow and Nanjing Branch Offices. The length of the river assigned to each branch office
ranges from 300 to 850 km., and eachoffice is equipped with some dredgers, working boats, a
certain number of aids and other waterway facilities. The main duty of the branch office is to
assistthe district office to fulfill the task of maintaining waterway and aids as assigned by the
waterway Bureau and to ensure that the aids are in accurate position and good technical
condition, so as to provide,a safe channel for navigation.
Under the Branch Office, the river is further divided into three to five parts with One district
office for eachpart, assigned with a river length of 150 to 200 kIn. the main task for the district
office is to provide guidance to the waterway stations in daily maintenanceof waterway and aids
tQ navigation. Each district office is equipped with a light-tender. The district office itself has
to ensure that the dimension of the channels and their related aids are properly maintained. it is
responsible for overhaul of workboats and facilities as well as for supply of materials.
Under the district office, there are a number of grass-rootunits called waterway stations. Theseunits
are directly responsible for the daily maintenanceof waterway and aids. Due to the rise andfall
of the water level and the shifting of the navigable channels, the waterway stations have totake
soundings of the waterway section assignedto them regularly, particularly in the low waterseason.
They may have to take soundings several times a day. Based upon the results of thesoundings,
floating and land basedmarks are installed and maintained to indicate the directionand
borders of the safe and economical navigable channels. The length of waterway sectionassigned
to the station depends upon the special features of the section. For example, on the
upper reaches of the Yangtze river where there are torrents and swift rapids hazardous fornavigation,
the length assignedto a station is usually about 10 km, whereas on the lower reachesof
the river, where the water is deepand the channel is wide, the maximum length can be 100 km
or more.
concrete tasks of maintenance of waterway are as follows:
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set up aidsto navigationaccordingthe layoutprinciple and keep them in well-maintained
state.
To strengthenobservationand analysis of rapids and shoals in the river section, study
the trend of evolution of channel shifting and adopt suitable measures in time to
guarantee sufficient channel dimensions.

To examine periodically the training structuresand ship-passingstructures,and
alwayskeepthem in goodtechnicalstate.
To strengthenthe protectionof water, and preventthe deteriorationof waterway
condition.
maintenancework of waterwaymaybe divided into threecategories,and any river section
that can meetone of the following conditionsshouldbe classifiedasthe first category:
I to IV waterway: navigable day and night;
V to VII mountainous waterway: navigable day and night, and the annual cargo throughputexceeds
one million tons;
V to VII plain waterway: navigable day and night, and the annual throughput of cargoexceeds
three million tons;
Class V to VII canal and water-net waterway: navigable day and night, and the annual cargo
throughput exceeds five million tons; Tidal estuary waterway: navigable for five hundred ton
class seagoing vessel; Waterway used mainly for tourism: the number of tourists exceeds one
million person-time;
VII and some substandardwaterways: which are navigable seasonally only are classifiedas
the third category.

waterwaywhoseconditionis betweenthe first categoryandthe third categoryis classifiedas
the secondcategory.
The waterwaydepartmentshouldprovide dependable,safeandgood navigationconditionsfor
all the vesselsthat navigateon the inland waterway. Once an insufficient channeldimension
appearsor a doubtful obstructionis discovered,the waterwaydepartmentshouldactively adopt
effectivemeasures.The usuallyadoptedmeasuresinclude:
Surveying
arevariouskinds of surveyinglong-distanceto meetthe requirements~f sailing vessels,surveying
for the needof variouswaterwaywork, suchas adjustmentof aids,dredging,jetting,snagging
etc., and shoal surveyingto accumulateinformation for waterwayregulationin thefuture.
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A pilot chart is a successive chart of the whole waterway of a river; it should reflect the
topography, objects, water depths and so on, especially the underwater obstructions within the
area inundated at the maximum water level. The objects related to navigation and the variation
of channels as well as the facilities of a harbour both in water and on the bank should also be
shown in this chart.
The pilot chart should provide the mariners necessaryinformation for sailing, and also providethe
waterway departmentwith information for maintenance,planning, construction, layout of aidsand
administration of navigation.
On the Yangtze River, the scope of surveying for the pilot chart is stipulated to the extent that
the land should be surveyed 1.5 kilometer outward from both banksides. If some conspicuous
objects like pagoda, big trees, etc. outside of the 1.5 kilometer limit which are useful to
navigation and surveying, they should be entered in this chart.

depthof waterand elevationof land areexpressedby contourline.
The surveying and publication of a pilot chart are undertaken by the waterway bureau and its
branch offices in accordance with "The specifications of surveying for transport engineering"
stipulated by the Ministry of Communications.
A pilot chart is to be supplementedand re-surveyed periodically. When a variation occurs in a
local area, in addition to the notice to mariners given by the waterway department, a corrected
map should be supplemented or the finished chart of a training works or dredging works
provided. When the channel varies enormously or the pilot chart can not meet the iteed of the
developed waterborne transportation, a repeated overall surveying and a new chart may be

necessary.
Maintenance surveying at the s40al section is to meet the practical needs of waterway
maintenance. The range to be surveyed generally includes the shoal areaand a part of upstream
and downstream stable deep pool. the scale of surveying varies according to different natural
conditions of the river section, generally, 1/1000 to 1/10000.
The content of surveying should include the whole underwater relief, surface velocity and
direction of current. The interval between two surveying for the first category maintenancewaterway,
i.e. frequently varying shoal section, should be less than four months, and in a stable
shallow shoal area, less than one year. The appropriate time for surveying is the post-freshetperiod
and low water season. When there is a special need, for instance, need of dredging, or
surface blasting, the surveying time may be added, and the surveying scope may be reduced
properly or just at the shoal area only.
Adjustment

Qfaids

middle and lower reachesof the Yangtze River belong to the alluvial plairi'river, and thereare
about thirty famous shallow shoals scattering over thousand-kilometer long waterways.Generally,
these shoal~are located at branched sections, banded sections and the confluence oftributaries.
In every low water season,becausethe water level falls and the depth at the shoal
17
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area is not large enough, obstruction to navigation is formed. Owing to the variation of the
boundary condition of the river bed and incoming sandand water, the configuration and elevation
of these shoals vary accordingly, especially in the low water season. The swinging of the main
current subjected to the variation of the river bed and discharge makes the maintenance of
waterway even more difficult. In the severelyvarying shoal reach, the channel is often shifted
within two or three days. Sometimes, even in one day, one channel is scoured, and another is
silted up. The waterway station has to move more than ten buoys at one night in order to open
up a newly-scoured channel for the sailing vessels. In doing so, frequent sounding is neededto
hunt for a new channel, the labour intensity is large and workers must have rich experiencesand
master the evolution law of the waterway, but that is still one of the most economical and
convenient measuresto guaranteethe channel dimension of a navigable waterway, and enjoys
priority in the measuresadopted by the waterway department.
Hydraulic _jetting
In the middle and lower reachesof the Yangtze River and some medium or small rivers, shallow
sand dune or sand barriers occur frequently and fonn obstruction to navigation. These kinds of
obstructions, which are often small in dimension are not easyto be found and fixed. It is neither
economical nor easy to excavate them with big dredgers. Recently, the newly-developed
hydraulic jetting method is an effective means of dredging shallow sand spot on the river bed.
The hydraulic jetting dredger has the advantagesof low building cost, low operation cost, easy
maneuvering, no direct contact with the river bed and good dredging effect.
The Changjiang Waterway Bureau began the experiment of hydraulic jetting in the middlereaches
of the river in 1960s. In 1970s and 1980s, they built two jetting dredgers and
accumulated some experiences in the desilting of sand by hydraulic jetting dredgers.
Currently, they have completed the design of the third hydraulic jetting dredger on the basis ofthe
past experience, and will begin to build it soon.
dimensions and paranleters of the newly-developed hydraulic dredger are as follows:
Length of dredger
Width of dredger
Draft
Power of main engine
Power of pump
Number of-nozzles

33.23 m

8.2 m
1.52m
x 2682kw
x 175 kw
8

After the pilot test the dredging capacity of this dredger is detennined to be 300 m3/hour.
Another prominent feature of this dredger is that it can be used where the bigger dredger is not
accessible (such as the bankside of a pontoon) or the safety of execution is not assured in
dredging (such as ship:s spillway), and this function can not be substituted.

Snagging
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Snagging
Snagging is to clear away some isolated obstructions (for example reefs) in mountainous and
rocky bottom rivers, and sand dunes in sandy bottom rivers or remove some sunken objectsobstructing
navigation, for example, snags.
In the middle and lower reachesof the river, the surface blasting method is often adopted, that
is to place the explosive chargesonto the surface of the sand dunes in shallow water and then
detonate the charge. the energy of the explosives is absorbed in loosening the bed sediment
which turns into suspensionand is carried away by the flow. Generally, in surface blasting, a
large part of the energywill penetratethrough the water and dissipate in the air, thus, only a small
part of energy acts on the bed sediment. So, the underwater drilling and blasting methods should
be discussed. The drilling rigs are rather expensive, what is more, navigation must be forbidden
during operation, so it is not so advantageousas surfaceblasting. So far, it is still adopted on the
middle and lower reaches. In some waterway districts which have more shoaly reaches, a
snaggingteam is setup, one headand three firemen are allocated and working boats are provided.
Generally, electric detonation is used for underwater firing, and the explosives used for the
charge can be TNT, nitramine and emulsify explosives; currently, the latter is usually adopted,
for it is relatively safe. In general, the quantity of explosive used is about 25 to 100 kilograms.
When underwater blasting is needed,the explosives are packed in plastic bags by weight of 20
or 25 kilograms, and then filled with clay to weight the explosive cartridge, making it easierto
sink swiftly and accuratelyto the river bed. Single charge,double charge or multi-shotfiring maybe
used.
""c
There are two execution methods of underwater surface blasting. One is to use a position boat
and anchor it at a safeplace, at least 100 metres upstream from the engineering site. The position
boat is equipped with a winch and some exploding instruments, and small rowboat is attached.
The explosive cartridge is placed on the rowboat. After a towing line is loosened, the row boat
is lowered to the shallowest areaabove the sanddune, and then the cartridge is put into the river
bed. Finally, a motorboat is usedto tow away the rowboat to a safeplace, after that, the position
boat detonatesthe explosive cartridge. Another method is to use a motorboat for a speedyand
single shot-firing, that is to put the processedexplosive cartridge on the bow of the motorboat
and steer the motorboat to the shoal area. After the shallowest water depth is measured, the
explosive cartridge is put on to the river bed, at the sametime, the motorboat moves downstream
with the flow to a safe place and detonatesthe cartridge.
and surfaceblasting on sandyshoalsis an effective measuresto deepenthe water depth,
but special attention must be paid to safety in operation.

Bed sweeping
When a new channelis opened,when a doubtful obstructionis discover;d in the existing
channel,or whena wreckageor a landslidealong the river occurs,bed sweepingis neededto
determinethe accuratepositionof obstructionandthe degreeof obstructionto navigation.
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Bed sweeping is divided into three kinds, i.e. flexible sweeping, rigid sweeping and compound
sweeping. Flexible sweeping is done by two swe:epingboats. Each boat takes one end of a long
sweeping rope just like a pair of trawlers, one left, one right, sets out from the upstream"of the
sweeping areaand drifts currentwise to the lower reach. to keepthe sweeping rope's moving and
contacting with the river bed in the whole procedureof sweeping, it is necessaryto f~stensomeplumbs
on the sweeping rope at a certain interval, in addition, some small buoys are attachedtothe
sweeping rope by strings, thus, the moving locus of the sweeping rope is recognized from the
position of those buoys. If there is no obstruction, the sweeping boats will continue to flow
downstream, if the sweeping rope is hooked by the obstruction, the two sweeping boats will
naturally approach each other, then the position of obstruction is determined. This method isapplicable
for the finding and detection of wrecks, unknown underwater reefs and otherobstructions.

In rigid bed sweeping, one vertical, depth-adjustableand scaled stick is installed at eachside ofthe
sweeping boat's bow. At the lower ends of two vertical sticks, a horizontal sweeping rod isinstalled,
fonning the shapeof"l1". The sweeping boat sets out from the upstream of the areato
be swept heading the current, and drifts currentwise. When the sweeping rod touches theobstruction,
it may be felt from both the vibration of the sweeping rod and noise, the water depthabove
the obstruction may be read out directly from the scaled vertical sticks. This method isapplicable
for the detennination of accurate depth of obstructions.
In 1960s,a successful endeavorof rigid bed sweeping was completed at the swift rapids namedQingtan.
Qintan was the first famous swift rapids caused by landslide four hundred years ago.Before
the training of the rapids, the navigable width was only 33 metres. After surfaceblasting,
both the depth and width need to be determined by rigid sweeping. But, under the c'6ndition ofa
current velocity 7 mis, gradient 10%0,it is obvious that the above mentioned method was notapplicable.
After a comprehensive study, the following method was adopted ,i.e., two big
position vessels were fixed at the slack water area above the rapids, each had a big capstan..at
stem, two steel wire ropes formed a splayed shape, and by means of loosening one wire andwinding
another or vice versa, the sweeping boat was let to move transversely. The sweeping
showed that the width of the navigable channel was increased to 100 metres, thus, the sailing
fleet with only one barge could be increasedto two barges, greatly raising the traffic capability.

compoundsweepingis combinationof flexible sweepingand rigid sweeping,with thesweeping
rod for rigid sweepingreplacedby the sweepingrope,but, so far it hasbeenseldomused.

above mentioned measureswere all developed by technicians and workers in the waterway
department and proved to be very effective. In practice, some other measureswere tested, butcould
not be popularized due to too much limitation, such as: rake dredging, bandaling and
diversion by scrapedvessels, etc.
For the dredging of large quantities of soil, no doubt, excavation with various kinds of dredgersis
the bestchoice. Becausethere is already a special subjectconcerning dredging, herethe detailsare
omitted.

~
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In the mountainous upper reachesof the Yangtze River, becauseof some protruding bedrock
from the banks, detrital fans formed by pebbles and debris from brooklets, or landslides, etc..
The water-carrying section was reduced and then some rapids with torrential current and steep
gradient were formed. Theserapids seriously menacethe upbound vessels. The heaving station
is an important navigation aid to overcome the rapids resistanceto the upbound vessels.

The rapidsresistanceis composedof gradientresistanceand currentresistance.The gradient
resistanceis the downstreamcomponentof the vesselsweight on the slopesurface,the current
resistanceis the forceof currentenergyacting uponthe upboundvessel. Accordingto th~ fullscaletest, within the total resistanceof rapids at the mediumand low waterlevel, the gradient
resistanceis nearlytwo times aslargeasthe currentresistance.
When the vessel ascendsa rapids, if the effective thrust of the vessel is larger than the sumof the
gradient resistance and current resistance, the vessel can ascend rapids by herself. But, in
comparison with increasing the power of vesselsmain engine to overcome rapids resistance,the
setting up of the heaving station has the advantagesof less investment, fast construction and
effectiveness.
According to the "Technical specifications of maintenance of waterways on inland rivers",
whether it is necessary to set up a heaving station is determined by technical and economic
demonstration in accordancewith the categoryof maintenanceof waterway, standardbarge train
and upbound loading capacity. On the upper reachesof the Yangtze River, the heaving station
is set up when the current velocity is larger than 4 mis, and the gradient is larger than 3%0.

The operating procedure of heaving is that a heaving barge is set up (i.e. a barge m(}unted with
one Ortwo windlasses) at a suitable place in the slack water area of the upstream of the rapids,the
upbound vessel accepts and fastens one end of the wirerope passed from the warp-transmitting
boat which is waiting for the upbound vessel at a certain place downstream of the
rapids, then, the heaving barge begins to wind the wirerope from the other end until the upbound
vessel ascendsthe rapids, finally lets go the wirerope.

The technicalparametersareasfollows:
Total length
~!!!)-

(m)
idth
8.51

(m)
raft

1.0

Powerof

Tonnage
~!)280

maIn engIne

58.6

2*110

..

2*88.26

barge
Wrap-trans-

25.3

5.0

mitting~
In addition to the aforesaid maintenance work of waterway, to strengthenthe administration of
waterway is also one of the important links in the various sorts work. So, any construction
activities by other departments, including the construction of river barrages,and river-crossing
facilities, and the construction along the river, or the construction of some facilities concerning
navigation, regulation works of waterway, and diversion and irrigation projects should tally with
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concernedstipulations. Application for constructionshouldbe submittedhigherauthoritiesfor
approvalbeforethe implementationof construction.

Maintenance of Aids to Navigation

stated above, in addition to the regulations promulgated in 1964 and 1987, the Chinese
government again promulgated "Regulations of the People's Republic of China on aids tonavigation"
in 1995. This regulations stipulates that anybody and any department should notdamage
or endangeraids to navigation and their attached facilities, and any behavior affectingthe
effect of aids to navigation not be allowed. All of these fully illustrate that the Chinese
Government attaches great importance to the aids to navigation. Of course, the stipulation alsoprovides
that "the administration organization and specialized units should be responsible for themaintenan
of aids to navigation, and guaranteethe good technical state of the aids".

The systemof aidsto navigationin useand specificationsof aidsto navigationin Chinaareasfollows:

In the past years, the installation of aids to navigation on rivers in China was in compliance with
"The specifications of aids to navigation on inland waterway" issued by the Ministry of
communications of China in 1955. In the past four decades, sciences and techniques have
developed greatly and many experiences have been accumulated. Based on these, in order to
facilitate marine navigation, to ensure safety, to obviate inconvenience arising from different
maritime buoyage systemsused in different countries and to avoid navigation accidents caused
by misinterpretation of various seamarks, the Ministry of Communications of Chinanas decided
to adopt "A" system in the IALA Maritime System, which has been recommended by the
International Association of Lighthouse Authority and hitherto adopted by the majority of
maritime countries. The ministry also stipulated the "China Maritime Buoyage System" National
Standard), in compliance with this standard, and the reform of the sea area buoyage system in
China was completed in 1986.
According to the principle of" linking river with the sea", China's riverine and estuarine " Aids
must comply with the maritime buoyage systemand the practical condition of inland rivers. So,the
Ministry of Communications of China stipulated and promulgated" aids to navigation on\inland
waterways" and "The main dimension of aids to navigation on inland waterways" whichwere
put into effect in 1986.

The standardstipulatesthe kinds, functions, color charactersof lanterns,legendsand layoutprinciples
of aidsto navigation.
Inland waterway aids to navigation is important for sailing vesselsguaranteeingsafe navigation.
Its principal function is to mark the direction and boundary of inland navigation channels and
obstacles,to promulgate concernedinformation, and to indicate the safeand economical channel
to sailing vessels.

Accordingto the functionof aidsto navigation,theymaybeclassifiedinto threekinds, theyare:
aids for navigationuse,signalaids and specialpurposeaids.

Aids used for navigationincludecrossingmarks,bankwisemarks,leadingmarks,transitional
leading marks, double crossing leading marks, lateral marks, mid-ground marks, position
indicating marks,flooding marksandbridgeopeningmarks.
Signal marks are used to promulgate concerned navigational information to sailing vessels,
including traffic control stations, sound horn marks, limit marks, water depth displaying signals,
drift buoys and regulating lock signal lights.
Special purpose marks are usedto mark various kinds of construction along or acrossa navigable
channel, or to indicate a special area which is not for navigation use, such as cable marks and
special purpose buoys.
In light of "Aids to navigation on inland waterways" and "The main dimension of aids to
navigation on inland waterways". China's riverine and estuarine aids include the following:

CrossingMark:
It marks the beginning and the ending of a crossing fairway and instructs ships to come from one
bank to the other bank, and then continue their course along the bank, or to sail along the bank
and alter their courses to the opposite bank. The crossing mark may be installed at the
intersection of the upper and lower crossing channelsto instruct ships sailing from the opposite
bank to turn to the opposite bank again when they approachthe mark.
Bankwise Mark:
It marks the direction of a bankwise channel and instructs ships keep their coursealong the bank.
LeadinJ! mark or transit mark:
They are composed of two beacons,one of which is in front of the other, forming a leading liento
point out the direction of a narrow or restricted channel and instruct ships to sail along the
leading line.

Transitional leadingmark:
It consists of a front beacon and a rear beacon, marking one side is a narrow channel indicated
by leading marks and the other side is an open bankwise channel or crossing channel, thus it
instructs ships to sail along the leading line, and then turn to the open bankwise channel or
crossing channel.
Double crossing leading mark:
It consists of three beacons (one front two rear or one rear two front) forming a tripod double
crossing leading mark, marking the directions of the upper and the lower ~arrow channels
respectively and instructing ships to sail along a leading line, and then turn to another leading
line.
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Lateral mark:
Lateral marks are set on the channel side of shoals, reefs, wrecks or other obstructions to mark
the lateral border of the channel; in a waterway network, these marks are placed on both sides
of a stable channel to mark out the configuration of banks, protrusion or unnavigable branches
so as to instruct ships to sail on the navigation channel.
Mid-f!round or bifurcation buo_v:

The mid-groundor bifurcationbuoy marksan isolateddangerin the mid-river or at the end of
a bifurcatedchannel,indicating that bothsidesof the buoy arenavigable.
Position indicatingmark:
Placed on lakes, reservoirs, waterway networks or other open water area,this mark indicates the
location of the river mouth, island, shallow shoals and reefs, instructing ships to follow the aidsto
enter the river mouth or warning ships to avoid dangerousareas.
Flooding mark:
Placed on the flooded bank or island to the channel side, this mark indicates the bank line or the
configuration of the island.
Bridf!e opening mark:
Placed at the centre of the beam of the passablebridge opening on the side facing to the coming
ships, this mark guides ships to navigate through the opening.

functionsof signalmarksaredescribedasfollows.
Traffic control station:
At the upper and lower end of a narrow or sharpbend channel, a single passageof a bridge or a
ship lock, vesselssailing aheadare invisible to eachother, thus there may be the risk of collision.This
signal is used to control upbound or downbound vessels in one way passageor to indicate
that navigation is prohibited.

Soundhorn mark:
at the upper and lower extremities of the traffic controlling stretch or at a sharp bend, this
mark indicates that ships are required to give sound signals.

Limit mark:
Erected at both the upstream and downstream ends of restricted channel (one way passage
channel), this mark indicates the limit of this channel.
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Water depth displaYing signal:
Erected on the upper and lower banks of a shallow shoal channel, it displays the least navigable
water depth.
Drift buoy:
It warns ships of the cross current in a channel.

Regulationlock signal light:
at the upstream (or both upstream and downstream) close to a regulating lock, it preventsships
from entering into the lock at night.

functionsof specialpurposemarksareas follows.
Cablemark:
marks are set on banks where pipelines or cables run across the river. Vessels areprohibited
to anchor in the area of submerged lines, and they must adopted necessarymeasures
when approaching overhead lines.
Special Qurposebuov:
Special purpose buoys are used to mark out the specific water areaof anchorage,fishing ground,
recreation site, swimming pool, hydrographic surveying, underwaterdrilling, dredging and so on,
or mark the intake, outlet, pump station and other hydrographic construction outside of thechannel
boundary.
of the time limit and also the complicacy of the specifications of aids to navigation, Icould
only give the following brief introduction.
For the crossing mark and leading mark, the top is one or two squareboards facing the direction
of the channel or the leading line. The bankwise mark has a spherical top.
The height of beacons of shore marks ranges from 5.5 to 10 metres varying with the
characteristicsof different rivers, reachesas well as the width of a river and the distance betweentwo
sequentmarks.

The l~teral marks,including light vessels,drum buoys,boat-shapebuoys and catamarns,are
installed with cone-shapedor spar-shaped
tops.
The left side lateral mark has a cone-shapedtop mark, and the right side mark has a can-shaped
top mark. The colour of all shore marks and buoys is white in the day, white or green at night
for those located on the left banks, and red both in the day and at night for those located on the
right bank.
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Now,

the total number of aids to navigation installed or. Cl-tiila's inland ri'/e!"~is 36000.
There are various types of rapids and unstable shallow shoals in the waterway foffiling
obstructions and impediments to navigation, so th~t vessels could only navigate within the
marked water area. By means of a series of aids to navigation, the direction, boundary of the
channel and obstructions are all marked, thus safe and economical waterways are pointed out to

vessels.
The layout of aidsto navigationis particularlya technicaljob. The generaldesignof layoutis
to be perfonnedbasedon the "Classesof layoutof aids on inland waterways".
The class of the layout of aids on inland waterways should be based on the requirement of
transportation and decided after economic study and demonstration.
In China, aids to navigation are divided into four classes.
First class: All marks are lighted. Vessels can be coptinuously guided from mark to mark ahead
in day time and from light to light at night.
Secondclass: lighted marks and unlighted marks are placed in different stretches. Where vessels
navigate day and night, lighted marks are installed and where vesselsnavigate in day time only,
unlighted aids are placed. The density of marks is the same as for the first class.
Third class: All marks are unlighted. On bankwise channels with favorable navigation
conditions, vessels can sail along the bank, and aids to navigation can be dispensed'with.

Selectively placed aids to navigation: Marks areplaced only on the sectionswhere the navigationconditions
are poor or at some particular places. On the sections with good navigationalconditions,
only obstructions are marked. Aids, whether lighted or unlighted, depend on differentrequiremen
and specific conditions.
The principle of a layout of navigation aids is that the layout of aids must be based upon the
concrete navigation conditions of rivers, lakes and r:eservoirs,and it can point out a clear, safe,
economical and convenient navigation channel. In doing this, attention should be paid to the
effect of combination of shore mark and buoys, so as to ensure that every mark can play its
maximum function. Since the shore mark is comparatively Feliable, and its rate of failure or
discrepancycausedby natural elementsis mush smaller than that of the buoy, so, the functioningof
the shore mark is of great importance.

Whena shoremark is erected,a smallestsafenavigationdistancemay be stipulatedaccordingto
the concretecircumstances
of the rivers. This distanceis measuredfrom the waterfrontlinewhere
the shoremark is located.
When a buoy is set up, the water depth betweentwo neighbouring buoys or, at the connectingline,
from a buoy to the point where it has a safe distance from the bankline of a shore markshould
be guaranteed, not less than the stipulated maintenance water depth. Under some
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particular circumstances,the least safe navigation distance may be stipulated for a certain buoy
or a beacon in water.

depth of the lateral buoy may be varied uniformly according to different maintenancerequiremen
of various water stages. When the water stage is rising, the buoyed channel maybe
widened suitable, and narrowed gradually when the stage is falling.
In general, the navigable water of a bankwise channel on a deep river stretch is about twice the
standard channel width; if its width is two times less than the standard channel width, a lateral
buoy must be set up to mark the channel boundary. On a wide river section, the navigable water
may be widened suitable, but the maximum width must not exceed one third of the mean widthof
the river in the dry season.
In the flood season,the river width, water depth and current velocity all increase,so, the floodedbank,
island and some obstructions must be marked and the economical channel must be openedtimely.

In the dry season,the layout of aids to navigation must mark and point out the channel direction
accurately, and attention should be paid to marking the configuration of navigation channel and
displaying the least water depth of the navigation channel.
When the water level rises or falls abruptly, the layout of aids to navigation must be adjusted in
time, and the position of shore mark should not be too far from the waterfront line, nor too high
or be drowned by water.
On the tidal reach, the layout of aids to navigation must guarantee that the marked channel has
enough water depth under the chart datum, and attention should be paid to buoy circuling due to
the changing tidal current.
the fluctuation of water level and current speed are relatively small and the variation ofchannel
is seldom, the channel is called a stable one. For example, in the waterway network area
in China, the deep water is usually located in the middle of the channel. Vessels basically trace
in mid-river, so, in the layout of aids, emphasis should be put on marking out the configurationof
the river mouth, bankline, protruded bank and sharp bend. In addition, some lateral marks are
also needed to prevent vessels from sailing into unavailable branches. In lakes and reservoirs,there
is less restriction in water depth. So, the position indication marks are mainly set on the
island, the protruded bank to make it easy for vessels to set their course.

On a relatively straight inland waterway, obstructive ought to be marked out by lateral marks

mainly.
Generally, the shallow shoalchannelsare bent and narrow, and sandshoal channelsvary in shape
rapidly, especially in the low water season,so they are called unstable channels. In addition to
buoying out the upper and lower deepwater pools, it is also necessaryto set some lateral buoys
to mark the boundary of shoals and bent channels.
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In mountain rivers, the fluctuation of water level is great, the flow is rapid, the current isturbulent,
and the location of navigation channel changesgreatly with changing water stages,so
lateral marks must be set up to point out the protruding rock and be moved in time according tothe
variation of water level.. Moreover, in the layout of aids, the slack water area ought also tobe
marked at the sametime for the upbound vesselsto use.
When sailing on the unstable channel, mariners may depend upon their own experiences,but,besides
this, they have to strictly sail in the safe water areamarked by aids to navigation, so theaids
density should be higher than that for the stable channel.
In the general layout, the function of each aid on the inland waterway is not isolated. The aids
are to be linked up harmoniously and integrally to point out the direction and boundary of all
channels along a river, and provide vesselswith a safe,continuous and most favourable fairway.

Comparedwith the highwayand railway transportation,the inlandwaterbornetransportationis
more liable to be affectedby the weathercondition.
For inland waterborne transportation in China, the government advocatesthe policy of "safety
first", so that, apart from ship's structure which should be solved by the design department and
ship yard concerned and the navigation order such as the prevention of collisions which shouldbe
superintended by another department concerned, the most important aspect, which will bedescribed
here, is the effects of such element as meteorological and river conditions and the wayto
suit such circumstances.

to meteorologicalconditions,therearewind, rain, snow,fog, frost, dewtemperature,etc.
Wind, especially strong wind, together with its ensued waves exerts notable impact on
waterborne transportation. But its result dependsupon whether the river is big or small, wide or
narrow, and upon the direction of the wind with relation to the channel. In addition, it also
depends on the dimension of the ship. For instance, the lower reachesof the Yangtze River are
open and wide, but wind has no effect on the passengership of a few thousand tonnage, eventhe
strong wind of Beaufort force 7 or 8.
In China, the local television station and broadcasting station give predictions on wind several
times each day, thus, the mariners can decide whether to take shelter or continue their voyage.
Their decision depends on the river condition, wind scale, wind direction, wind speedand also
the ship's ability againstthe wind.

essentialproblemis the effectof rain, snow,andfog on visibility .
The safety department has stipulated that every big vessel must install a radar and some marks
must be equipped with radar transponders. In addition, for a downbound fleet or flotilla sailing
on the middle and lower reachesof the Yangtze River, the regulations stipulates that the visibility
must exceeds2000 metres for the downbound flotilla and lOOOmetres for the~pbound flotilla.
On the upper reaches,due to the specific geographic and meteorological conditions, the time ofthe
beginning and dispersing of fog is relatively fixed; and in the fog haunted sectionthe constant

of fog movement is known: it originates from a deep valley and gradually moves into theriver.
So, after years of surveying and summing up the regular moving route of fog, the waterway
departmenthas set 66 fog signal stations to display light fog, medium fog and densefog signal,
in a accordance with the visibility of 1500, 1000, and 500 metres respectively to warn themariners
so that they can adopt suitable measures. Thus, with the help of fog signals the safetyof
vessels sailing in the foggy area is guaranteed.

Night navigation
night navigationis a very importantmeasuresto raisethe turnaroundrateof vessels.
Night navigationwill almostdoublethe efficiency in casethat a ship only navigatesby day.
night navigation.requiresthe following conditions.
requirementof the developmentof waterbornetransportation.cargoes
There is a greatdeal of
to be transported.
natural conditionsof waterwaysuitable for night navigation, for example,the gradient,
current speed,current direction, current state and enoughwater depth, width and radius ofcurvature.

A reliable aids system equipped with dependablelights, buoys or other buoyant apparatus.
enough capability, (including man power, techniques work and boat, etc) to guaranteethe
timely recovery when light failure or discrepancy of buoys occurs.
'~,

over 10000kilometersof waterwayis opento night navigation.
The lantern, lens, chimney, light source,battery and accumulator adopted in China areasfollows:

Diameterof
Lens (mm)

Voltage(V)

75

4.4

90

6.2

90

6.0

90

6.5

150

6.0

155200200

6.5
6.512.0

Bulb,Electric
Power (W)

0.3
0.25
0.6
0.8
0.6
1.4
1.4

0.77

Visibility (Nautical mile)
Green

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.5

3.0

3.5

5.0

4.5

3.5

4.5

10.0

6.0

10.0

6.0

10.0

7.0

0.8
1.2
1.4
1.8
1.8
2.4
2.4
2.8

0.6

0.7
1.0
1.3
1.3
1.8
1.8
2.1

On the YangtzeRiver, due to the openandwide river surfaceandthe busytransportation,the
requirementfor night navigation is relatively higher, so, 155 mm. and 200 mm. lensesaremounted
on mostof the lanterns.
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basic requirement of electric source is its better function and lower price. As to betterfunction,
it means that the voltage is stable when the battery is discharging continuously with asmall
electric current for a long time and self-discharging is small, besides,the battery should besmall
in volume and light in weight, shakeproof and easyto move. Low price implies the smallinvestment,
long life-span, convenient repair and a small number of auxiliary facilities.

Now, the recommendedelectricsourcesare:
first one is "B" serieslead-acid accumulator for aids to navigation. Its advantagesare smallself
discharging, long life-span, shackproof and low price per watt-hour. the Changjiang
Waterway Bureau applies a large number ofB-240 type lead-acid accumulators,generally, it can
last over 45 days once charged and the life spanis over four years. For the large drum buoys theB-500
type accUmulatoris adopted.

Another electric source is JQ series zinc aerate battery. It has a large capacity, small volume,
light weight, and stable voltage after continuous discharging. The negative pole (zinc pole) ischangeable
and the storagelife is nearly three years. But the cost is a little higher than the lead-acid
accumulator.
In addition, the solar energy battery and windmill generatorare also adopted in a small number.These
are adaptable where there is abundant sun light and wind resource, especially for fixedmarks
as well as the marks on the cliff; they are also used where it is difficult to tend them. The
solar energyand windmill generatorcanbe combined with the B- 240 type lead-acid accumulator.

Concernedrules and regulations
In addition to the above mentioned "Aids to navigation on inland water" and "The main
dimension of aids to navigation on inland waterway", other regulations are diversified by the
class and layout of aids on different rivers. But as an obligation of the waterway bureau and other
waterway departments, the general requirement is consistent, for example, the waterway bureau's
obligation is to assign the task of maintenance of aids to the subordinate departments, to stipulate
overall regulations on maintenance of aids, to ratify the layout of aids of branch offices and to
superintend and examine the task implementation at the lower level.
waterway station takes the responsibility of daily maintenance of aids within its jurisdiction,masters
the water depth of the channel and the position of obstructions, installs or moves themarks
timely, maintains the marks, lanterns, and energy and light source, keeps all aids in a goodtechnical
state, and guarantee a safe and smooth passage for vessels.

following are someof the mainregulations:
(1) Regulations on sounding and swee~ing:

waterwaystationhasto soundthe channelperiodically; for a variablechannel,sounding
mustbe carriedout daily, andthe marksmovedaccordingto the variationof channelto ensure
enoughdimensionof the channel.
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Whenthe positionof an obstructionis unknownor a newchannelis to be openedor the depth
of a shallowshoalis to be ascertained,the waterwaystationhasto carry outthe sweepingof the
channel. Throughchannelsweeping,the obstruction'saccuratepositionand waterdepthcanbe
obtained. If the presentwater depthis different from the original one,a new mark shouldbe
addedandthe resultson channelsweepingshouldbe submittedto the district office.
(2) Insl2ectionof aids to navigation:
to the technical specifications for inland waterway maintenanceissued by the Ministryof
Communications, waterway station's daily inspection should include the following contents:

Whetherthe waterdepth,width andradiusof curvaturearesufficient;
Whetherthe buoy's positionis accurate,whetherthe mark is in good state,fastenedandclean;
Whetherthereis anythingtangledon the mooringrope;
Whetherthe lanternand electric sourcearenormaland effective;
contents of regular inspection, in addition to the above items, are:Overall
surveying of redouble and variable sections of the navigation channel as well as thepotential
section which is hopeful to become a fairway;
For night navigation, inspection of the characteristics and brightness of lights;
Whether the buoy and its mooring rope are intact or damaged.
The interval of inspection may be different according to natural conditions of the river reaches
and the maintenance class, but, in general, the interval da~ly inspection should not exceed five
days and that of regular inspection should not exceed fifteen days.
Moreover, the waterway bureau and its branch offices have to inspect the grass-root units
regularly or irregularly.

(3) Regulationson maintenanceof aidsfacilities:

maintenanceperiods, contents and technical requirements of aids facilities are stipulated incompli.ance
with the local characteristicsof a river, the specialty of a navigation channel and thekind
of marks and materials. Except for the rivers where the sand content is small, maintenance
may be excited according to the following:

For the woodenshoremarks,2--3 times washing,1--2 timespainting areneededperyear. thewashing
and painting for steelshoremarksis the sameas for woodenmarks, but derustingisneeded
once everytwo years.
For bamboo and wooden buoys, 2--3 times washing per month, 1--2 times painting per half year,
ashore repair per year.

For steelbuoys, 1--2timeswashingper month,oncepainting perhalf year,derusting,painting
andrepairingonceeverytwo years.
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For steel drum buoys, 1--2 times washing per season,one painting per half year, derusting,painting
andrepairingonceeverythreeyears.
For steelvessels,onepainting perhalf year,overhaulingonce everyfive years.
mooring chain and other mooring facilities must be examined periodically, the worn-outones
must be changedtimely, and the mooring chain which has beenused over one year must be
thoroughly examined.
For the electric aids lantern, aids accumulator, solar accumulator,etc., a quality examination mustbe
conducted once a year, and the unqualified ones must be repaired or replaced in time.
4 Re ort on channel dimension and broadcastin re ulations:
In low water season, the waterway station should report everyday to the district office through
VHF after sounding. The report contents should include: a. Time of sounding, b. Name of shoal.c.
Least water depth of channel. d. Least width of channel. e. Local water mark. After receiving
the report, the branch office of the waterway bureau should broadcast these information to sailing
vessels to provide the sailing vessels with a basis for determining the draft limit.

(5) Publication of notice to mariners:

Thenoticeto marinersis publishedby t~e branchoffice of waterwaybureau,generally,onceor
twice everymonthandthe contentsinclude:
Monthly dimension maintained on main channel and economical channel.
The alteration of marks and signals.
The opening and closing of some channels
The alteration of lighted river section
In addition, the water marks on the main water gagealong the river are broadcastedevery day bythe
broadcasting station.
Others rules and regulations are "On watch rules for waterway stations" and "The regulations on
examination quality of aids", and so on. Every waterway bureau has its own rules andregulations
in compliance with specific river conditions and specific class navigation aids.

Economic benefit evaluation of navigation aids
necessary investment in the installation of aids to navigation on an undeveloped river, fromoverall
surveying, designing, purchasing of aids facilities and work boats to the establishmentof
administrative organs is quite different due to different natural conditions, requirements ofnavigation,
and waterway dimensions and so on. So, here, I can only provide a unit maintenanceprice
for the Yangtze River for reference.

On the upper reaches
On the middle reaches
On the-lower reaches

36 yuan/set-day
39 yuan/set-day
45 yuan/set-day
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An illustration is needed here. The number of marks setting up on the upper reachesis muchmore
than that on the lower reaches,but the unit expenditure for the lower reachesis much moreexpensive
than that for the upper reaches. The reasonis that the size of beaconsand buoys onthe
lower reachesis different. On the lower reaches,usually, large drum buoys are attached with
heavy chains and sinkers, thus, we have to employ a big light tender up to 1000 tons to maintain
or move them. Moreover, the consumption of other materials and fuel increasesaccordingly, sothe
total expenditure of unit set-day is much higher than that for the upper reaches.
As to the evaluation of cost effectiveness of aids to navigation, it is well-known that the
exploration of a river for navigation is different from any other industry, such as building an
industry factory The river itself does not produce any concrete products; it only provides a
possibility for vesselsto ply on it. So, you can never expect to retrieve the investment from the
installation and maintenance of aids to navigation.
But, we should realize that the work of the waterway departmentsincluding the installation and
maintenance of aids to navigation is a kind of public welfare and closely related to people's
livelihood, so that it is'deemedto be a kind of public welfare facilities. By meansof these,more
and more vesselsmay sail to and fro linking up cities and the countryside, transporting more and
more industrial and agricultural commodities, thus both industry and agriculture are developed
and better economic results are achieved. Just becauseof this, many developed co.untriesplace
special emphasis on the exploitation and development of inland waterways. At present, even in
the countries where airborne and express highway transportation is well developed, the inland
waterway transportation is still able to emulate other communications means in bulk cargo
transportation, such as coal, cereal, ore, fuel, building materials, etc.
In addition, there is another difference in specialty between the setting up of aids to navigation
and other industries. In a factory or a workshop, if you want to produce more commodities on
the sametechnical basis, it is necessaryto use more material, power or funds. But, on a river or
a section of a river, once a number of aids to navigation are set up and well maintained, though,
at the beginning, perhaps there are only a few vessels, later on, with the development of
waterborne transportation, more and more vessels may sail on the river or section until its
saturation is reached. You need not increase any material, fuel, fund and labor force that is to
say, the more vessels navigate on it, the more benefit you will acquire.

is anexample:
On the upper and middle reachesof the Yangtze River, before 1953, there were very few aids,and
ships sailed on these reachesonly in the day by day marks. In .1954,a preliminary reformwas
carried out in aids to navigation and lanterns were installed on beaconsand buoys, thus night
navigation started. The result is that the turnaround rate of vessels on the upper and middlereaches
was raised by 40% and 30%--36% respectively.
Another example. On the lower reaches,at the beginning, the least water depth of the waterwaywas
stipulated for river vesselslater. Becauseof the developmentof the national economy, some
seagoing vesselswere required to sail up to Wuhan (1040 kilometers from Shanghai); in 1980s
some foreign ocean-going vessels were promised to sail up to Nanjing (340 kilometers from
Shanghai). Those vesselsall have a deepdraft. To cope with thesevessels, after surveying and

investigating, we openeda new deepdraft route for sea-goingand ocean-going vesselsby means
of adding 274 buoys and publishing notice to mariners. In 1993 alone, there were 1815 oceangoing intemationalliners which entered the Yangtze River.

From above,we can see that the value of the aids in promoting industrial and agricultural
productionaswell asdevelopingthe nationaleconomyis uncountable.
Following the development of the national economy and the progress of science and-technique,
China's inland waterway aids to navigation, from aids facilities to maintenance measures,has
made considerable progress. The following are few examples.

Glassfiber reinforcedplastic buoyand beacon.
The lower reaches of the Yangtze river is wide and deep, and over 200 steel drum buoys
(diameter 2400 mm) were adopted. Recently, due to the increment of sailing vessels, collision
and losses of drum buoys often occurred. So, in 1991, the Changjiang Waterway Bureau began
to develop a 2400 tnm. glass fiber reinforced plastic drum buoy. After one year's pilot test, it has
passed through the technical appraisement. The dimension, buoy~t force, oscillation period and
stability all met the designed requirements.

It is simple, light, not prone to sinking and low in

cost.
At the same time, glass fiber reinforced plastics has been gradually used for shore beacons. The
body of a beacon is cylinder-shaped, and different top marks may be installed.

The advantages

are that the beacon has a most obvious objective, and its maintenance is simple. Some beacons
also use enamel as their top marks, the advantage is that it needs no painting.

New aidslantern
In recent years, the new all plastic aids lantern and lenses,as well as the lantern case,have been
broadly used on the marks. The size of lensesis 70--300 mm in diameter. Its characteristics is
watertight, light in weight, with good transparencyand ageing resistance. The red or greencolor
may be put on lenses directly.
Following the development of electronic industry, the flasher of aids lantern has been
improvement continuously. The flashers currently used are mainly assembled of integrated
circuits. The charactersof the lantern may be designed according to specific requirements; its
performance is stable and dependable,and its self-discharging is small. In the past, to guarantee
the quality of inland waterway aids lights, the mechanical bulb changerwas adopted, once a bulb
went out, the bulb changerrotated automatically until the second bulb reachedth~ position of the
focal point of the lens. But, now, these bulb changers are replaced by double filament
incandescentbulbs. The life span of the double filament bulb is long. When the filament is
worn-out, the second filament may light up automatically, and deliver a warning signal at the
sametime.
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New type of aids light source
The solar battery is broadly adopted for the aids lantern, exceptthe shoremarks. it is also used
in some buoys, combined with maintenance-freelead-acid battery. Its advantageis that it needs
no periodical replacement, and it is easy in maintenance, low in cost and less in pollution to
environment.
Surveying and position fIXing of aids to navigation
previously, in the position fixing of sounding and buoy setting, technicians always used sextant
and station pointer. But, due to the large width of the river, bad weather and poor sight line, the
observation was often difficult, thus causing hidden dangerto the safetyof navigation. In 1994,
the Changjiang Waterway Bureau introduced various kinds of advancedsurveying instruments,
suchasmicrowave range finder, OOPS, etc., thus the automation of surveying and position fixing
of aids to navigation has been accomplished.
All the above mentioned will play an important role in raising the maintenance quality of aids
to navigation and cutting down the maintenance cost and labor intensity, besides,the safety of
navigation of all the vessels sailing on the river is guaranteed.
The aforesaid is an introduction to the waterway and aids to navigation on inland water in China.
But, it is for your reference only, because every country has her own natural conditions and
characters,and the requirement of water transportation is different too. So, in implementation,
one should consider the practical conditions and different requirements. However, cinething of
great importance is common, that is, the general character is all the same; the maintenance of
waterway and the setting up of aids to navigation is a very important measuresto ensure the
s~fety of vessels,and raise the turnaround rate of waterborne transportation, thus, promoting the
development of industry and agriculture in the river basin and the development of the national

economy.

V. INLAND PORTS PLANNINGAND
CARGOS HANDLING OPERA TION*
Inland Ports Planning
General
The term inland waterway port or an inland waterway terminal conveys the idea of an end point.
Indeed, traditionally, ports were perceived as end points of the transport system whereby water
transport of cargoeswas either originated or terminated. However, from a broader point of view,
the one encompassingthe so-called "c~ain of transport", ports or terminals are neither starting
nor ending points; they are simply the intermediate points where cargoesare transferred between
the links in the transport chain. The emphasison the transfer function in this introductory section
is made since:
(a) Ports' main function is to move the cargo and to avoid accumulating and damaging it;
(b) In order to efficiently fulfill their transfer function, ports or terminals have to possess
convenient access(rail and road) to the connecting modes of transport.

broader definition ora port seems especially appropriate for our discussion on inland
waterway transportation (IWT). IWT is part of the domestic transportation system which also
includes rail and road transpiration. IWT, unlike rail and road transportation, can oQly connectpoints
which are locatea on the waterway network. Consequently, in most caSes othercomplemen
land transportation modes are required for the entire origin-to-destinationtransport.
In other words, since in most casesthe IWT cargo does not originate or terminate atthe
port site itself, the main function of the inland port is to transfer the cargo between IWTvessels,
trains, and trucks.

The inland ports are important for the economic development of a country. The inland port, therail,
the road and the seaportare equally important. Usually, the greater part of domestic tradetranspositio
and borne by inland ports, but when the channel is wide and deepenough, some
part of foreign trade transportations can also be borne by inland ports, and the oceangoingvessels
can be through and berthing a year around. In this case,the function of inland port is the same
as that of the seaport.The transfer of water to water or barge to oceangoing vessel is not needed.
The inland port can transport the cargo directly.

Usually, the inland port is locatedon the bank of rivers, lakesandcanals.
Almost every country has rivers or lakes but not many countries have canals. China has the
longest canal, which is 1747 kIn long, and many ports are located on the twin banks.

1.
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In Asia and Pacific region there are many rivers and many ports are extensively distributed over
the twin banks.

1.2 Port Terminology
It seemsthat there is some confusion in applying the terms port and terminal. Therefore, prior
to delving into technical discussion, there is a need for the classification of the terminology to
be used. A port is composed of several terminals, or the terminals are components of a port.
Sometimes, especially in the large inland ports, under the same port name there could be several
locations, each with several terminals. For example, the Port ofNanjing has several locations.
The major one located in Xinshengwei district, is composed of 3 public terminals, one gerwral
cargo terminal, one container terminal and one bulk cargo terminal. In reality, however, the term
port, being the more general term, is used more often than terminal. Consequently, in the
following chapters, the term port will be used as the general term, whil,e terminal will be used
only in the context of specific operation within a port.
~
And Inter-Modal

Transfer

The main function of ports, aswas already indicated argued above, is cargo transfer. In principle,the
transfer operation performed in ports can be classified as follows.

Intra-modal transfer, connectingtwo (or more) hauling serviceswithin the samemode oftransport.

transfer,connectingtwo (or more)servicesfrom different transportmodes.
For example, if some shipping company transports some cargoes from this service to that service
only by vessel, we can say it is intra-modal transfer, if this transport action is performed byvessel
first ,then by train car, and finally by truck, we can say it is inter-modal transfer.

Water-to-water transfer

mostcommonexampleof intra-modaltransferis thatrelatedto the changein the dimensionof
the waterwaychannelor to the changein routing. A typical caseof an IWT intra-modal
transfer due to changein the dimensionof the channeltakes place in ports located on theboundary
of the deepnavigationchannel. This type of ports.allow deep-draftvesselsto bedischarged
into shallow-draftvessels,andshallow-draftvesselsto bedischargedinto deep-draftvessels.

this transfer is operated at anchor if the dock is very busy, but sometimes, this transfercan
be operated at berth when the electrical power supply is needed or the dock is vacant.
In addition, a typical routing-related intra-modal transfer takes place in ports located on aconfluence
of rivers or intersection of canals. Theseports serve, naturally, as interchangepoints
betweenthe services on the various rivers (or canals). Another caseis the ports which serve asregional
load centers, accumulating or distributing main-route vessels (usually barges) amongregional
ports, as the Yangzhou Port, which is located at the confluence of the canal and
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Changjiang, near Nanjing in JiangsuProvince. Here thousandtonnage vessels from Changjiang
transfer to the hundred tonnage barge which goes in to the canal.

Land-to-water or water-to-land transfer
The transfer system in this type of ports, however, is not necessarily a direct vessel-to-vessel
system but can also utilize an indirect path, through an on-site storage. Land-water transfer is
the main function in inland ports; in each inland port, the most cargoes transfer by land-water
or water-land. The port is the centre of a circle, the lowest price mileage is the radius, and in this
region the cargo will be transported to the port. The reasonis simple that is the lowest price.
On the land side, there may be a storageyard, warehouse,dock etc., on the water side, there maybe
vessel, barge or sometimes oceangoing ship if the channel permits.

transfer
Though the intra-mode activity is an important function of ports, most of the inland ports are in
essenceinter-mode ports. This is becausethe IWT system is not a universal inland transport
system providing a full point-to-point coverage. The IWT is limited, by definition, to servingpoints
located on the waterway system. Consequently, in most cases complementary land
transport is neededwhich dictates an inter-mode exchange. The inter-mode transfer is one of the
most important characteristics of inland ports. In many modem inland ports a multi-mode
selection is available, i.e. these ports offer vessel-to-vessel,vessel-to-train, and vessel-to-truck
transfer services.

Classification of Inland Ports
The classification of ports discussed in the previous section was focused on defining the
characteristics of single ports. Ports, however, are part of a broader transport network and as
such can also be dealt with as a systemwhich can sometimesbear a resemblanceto hierarchical
organizations with major (or hub) ports connectedto smaller (or feeder)ports. The so-called port
systemand is organized according to the dimensions of their channel and structures (locks) which
dictate, in turn, the size of vessel they serve. On the other hand, the throughput of a port is a
target of the classification. In China, the throughput is an important target which can be usedto
appraise an inland port.

dimensions
The classification of the channel dimension is decided by the vesselclassification, and what size
vessel the port can be dock is decided by the port classification. In China, the Changjiang is
6300 km long, over which are distributed 25 ports, and these ports can be divided into four
"levels".

Lower Changjiang deep-draft ports:
portsarelocatedon the lower Changjiang, from Nanjing to the estuarywherethe, water
depthi~ 10.5M all year around, servingoceangoingvesselsup to 25000DWT, or bargefleet
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up to 30000 DWT. As you may know, Shanghaiis a seaport,all vesselscan dock there, and canalso
dock Nanjing and lower reachports.

Lower Changjiang shallow-draft ports:
ports are located on the lower reaches,from Wuhan to Nanjing, 700 kIn long; the channel
depth is 4--4.5 m, mainly serving barge fleet or oceangoing vessels up to 5000--7000 DWT.
Changjiang shallow-draft ports:
These ports are located on the middle reaches, from Yichang to Wuhan, 630 km long;
channel depth is 2.9 m, mainly serving barge fleet or river vessels up to 3000 DWT.

the

Changjiang shallow-draft ports:
These ports are located on the upper reaches, from Chongqing to Yichang 660 kIn long, the
channel depth is 2.9 m, mainly serving barges or river vessels up to 1500 DWT.

of throughput
Throughput is an important target of the inland port, and the gross income of the port is decided
by throughput. For all the enterprises,the finance is composed of two parts, one is fixed cost,
another is variable cost; if the throughput is increased, the gross income will be increased,the
variable cost will be decreased,and the economic benefit of the port will be good. So in China,
the volumes of throughput is appraised as the capacity of the port.
',.,.

1.4Types of Cargos
All commodities and cargo forms are participants in the chain of transports, and ports are
classified according to the types of cargo they handle. As already mentioned, cargoes can be
classified according to their economic uses, or according to the way they are handled. The two
classifications sometimesoverlap. For example, com can be shipped in bulk as well as in bags;
baggedcargo, however, consists of com as well as many other baggedcommodities. So com can
be bulk cargo, but if bagged it is general cargo.

General cargoes
Usually, all commodities in bags or in boxes (paper box or timber box) or unitized, or single unit
(usually big or heavy), are general cargoes,so commodities of this kind are many:

All daily necessitiesunitized
Com, grain, wheat,rice in bags
Cotton, wool, jute, flax package
Structuralsteel
Woodsandtimbers
All cargoesin container
Cement,fertilizer in bags
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in drums

Bulk cargoes
In inland ports of developing countries, most of the breakbulk cargoesis handled "loose"; usually
bulk cargo meansthe breakbulk cargoes. In China, bulk cargoesis moved by belt conveyor. The
bulk cargoesare classified as follows:

Coal (powder,granular,lump)
Ore (Powder,granular,lump)
Com, grain,wheat,rice (granular)Fertilizer,
animal foods (granular)
Sand,cobblestone(granular)
Cement(powder)
cargoes
cargoes can be classified as follows:
crude oil
fuel oil
petrochemical liquid
oil cooking

water
But most liquid cargo is crude oil and petrochemical products. All of these liquid cargoes arehandled
or transported in inland ports by pipeline.

1.5 Types of Terminals
In line with the above cargo definition, the terminals can be classified made into general cargoterminals
and bulk cargo terminals. The general cargo terminals can be into neobulk terminals
and container terminals, and the bulk terminal group will be divided into dry bulk cargo terminals
and liquid cargo terminals.
terminals of inland port are different from the terminals OFseaport, and the main differenceis
the change of water depth and flow around the year. For example, in Changjiang, thedifference
in water stages between flood (August) and dry (February) seasonsin the ports is
comparatively large, it is the largest on the upper reachesand gradually diminishes toward theports
in the lower reaches. The maximum annual difference is 32.21 m in Chongqing, 15.81 m
in Wuhan, 7.7 m in Nanjing, and about 3 m in Shanghai (tide range).
Owing to the change of the water stagesthe terminals of inland ports are mostly of the pontoon
(floating pier), accessbridge, ramp, etc., but the 90's from lower Wuhan port to Shanghai many
new wharves have been put into operation and they are vertical type wharves with reinforced
concrete structures.
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Passengerterminals
Inland port passengerterminals can be found mostly in developing countries, since in these
countries water transport of passengersby river buses quite popular. In developed countries,
however, the main use ofIWT for passengertransport is limited to river crossing and the terminal
only provides a simple bridging device to facilitate moving on/off-board pedestrians and cars
(ferry).
In developing countries, passengerterminals are quite large, and they can provide moorage for
several vessels at the same time including accommodation for several hundred passengersand
their belongings. For example, in Nanjing port, five 1500-passengervessels may arrived at the
passengerterminals at the sametime, but we can only provide three berths, so other two vessels
must waiting for berthing. However, this casedoes not often happen, last year the throughput
of passengerswas two million and five hundred thousand.
In China, passengerterminal in inland ports can roughly be classified into two types, one is the
pontoon and accessbridge, anotheris the pontoon and cable trolley on the ramp (in Chongqing).
The pontoon floats on water and follows the water change, up or down, passengerscan go
through the pontoon and accessbridge boarding or unboarding. On the middle and lower reaches
of Changjiang almost at the passengerterminals are of this types, but on the upper reaches,
Chongqing passengerterminals are of pontoon and cable trolley type, vesselsberth at the pontoon
and passengersgo into the cable trolley on the ramp moving up or down.

Cargo Terminals
Most tenninals are generalcargo tenninals in inland ports, so thesetenninals can be called Multi-Purpose
tenninals, usually capable of handling all fonns of general cargoes as well as limitedquantities
of bulk cargo (by crab). In China's inland ports, there are two basic types of generalcargo
tenninals; one type consists of pontoon, accessbridge, storageyard or warehouse,the liftcranes
fixed on the pontoon, and in the yard or warehouse there is the tyre crane or forklift;cargoes
are put on the platfonn wagons which move betweenthe pontoon and yard or warehouse.This
type is simple and its investment low and the pontoon can go up or down following the
water stages. Another is the reinforced concrete structure wharves, the lift cranes on the trackmove
along the quayside, when the vessel berth at the quay,.the crane can moving and operate
along the track. In this case, the efficiency of cargo handling is higher than that of the fixed

crane.
Cargoescanbe loadedor unloadedfrom the vessel,and then transportedby meansof platform
wagons.This caseonly takesplacein terminals. If the cargoesgo directly to the shipper,they
canbe transportedby trucks.
Bulk cargo terminals
For single species cargo of a large quantity, such as coal, sand, and ore, the handling and
transportation in a bulk cargo ternlinal is of two types, one is done at the loading ternlinal, the
bulk cargo is outbound from land to water, another is at unloading ternlinal, the bulk cargo is
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inbound from water to land. However at any type of terminals the transportation on land isdone
by means of belt conveyer on the wharf by shiploader or shipunloader, and in the storageyard
by stacker or reclaimer.
In inland ports, the shiploaders are of various types:
shiploader--the shiploader is fixed on the concrete piled structure, it can not move alongthe
quayside, but can be rotated with in an angle and the boom can be extended or shortenedtoload
the cargo into the hatch of the ship.
Another type of shiploader is fixed on the pontoon, it is a floating berth.
Movable shiploader--the shiploader move on the rajl along the quayside, it is easyto move from
one hatch to another, and the rail is fixed on the quay. Its capacity is large, and the annual
throughput can be more than five million tons. Usually, these quays are constructed with
reinforced concrete.'

cargo terminals
As mentionedearlier,crudeoil, fuel oil, petrochemicalliquid aswell asits productsareliquid
cargoes.Thesecargoescan flow, so they arespecialbulk cargoes.
The characteristic of the liquid cargo terminal is pipeline transportation. Liquid flows throughthe
pipeline, and pumps are the driving sources.In the liquid cargo terminal, you can not seethe
large and tall machines, you only seepipelines and pumps. In China's inland ports, these liquid
cargo terminals usethe pontoon and movable bridge, large tanks are located on the yard and the
feeding arm is located on the pontoon. In Nanjing port, number six terminal is a crude oilt~rminal.
It has six berths,the maximum oil tanker can be 35 thousandtons, it can accommodate,the
crude oil feeding arm capaciry is 1500 tons per hour, and the capaciry of annual throughputcan
be more than twenry million tons.
liquid cargo terminal of almost all inland ports use pontoon for the tanker to berth, not thevertical
type reinforced concrete structures, because the water level changeis large; in Nanjing
port the annual change is about 7 meters.

For industrial terminals, the cargo transfer is only a secondary function, which the main one ismanufactur
or distribution. Naturally, industrial terminals in the inland waterway systemprocess
or store cargoeswhich are typically shipped, suchas raw materials in solid or liquid bulkform.
Common industrial terminals include oil refineries, plastics plants, feed plants,
construction materials plants, etc.
Industrial temlinals can either have their own vessel loading facilities, or can use the facilities
of a public temlinal. In casethey have independentloading facilities, they are usually simply an
extension of the production or storage line and do not serve others. For example, in Nanjing
Port, number five temlinal is an indus~rialtemlinal, whose owner is Nanjing Petroleum Refinery.
A new berth was constructed last year, it can accommodate 50 thousand-ton tankers, serving
crude oil import and oil product export, and the annual throughput is about 10 million tons.

Up to this point, ports and terminals are classified according to five main characteristics: theirbasic
transfer function (inter/intra-model), their cargo, their position in the overall port system,
their ownership and use (public/private), and their cargo activities.

1.6 Terminal Demand Analysis
The previous section has already established the fact that ports are transfer points in a multi-modal transport system. The demand for inland port servicesis derived, thus, from the demand
for inland waterway transportation (IWT). Since, as already stated in the previous chapter, IWT
is not a selfsustained system but is heavily dependenton complementary modes of transport, the
demand for IWT is part of the general demand for domestic transportation. The demand for
transportation is derived from the demand for raw materials and finished goods which are
transported to satisfy production or consumption needs.
the analysis of demand for port services, if properly conducted, requires theanalysis
of the entire so-called demand chain. This kind of analysis is broad in nature andrequires
the understanding of regional, national, and sometimes international production,
consumption and distribution patterns, and, especially, their relationship with the transport
system.

forecasting methods
The "macro" methodology for forecasting the demand for port services is based on the analysis
of the previously--mentioned demand chain. The macro forecasting methodology identities the
role of ports in the global economy and examines the impact of different scenarios on the
demand for port services. The common forecasting procedure is to analyze time series and
develop a statistical relationship betweenthe port throughput (commodity tonnage),and national
and regional economic indicators (e.g., demography, employment, income, sectorial output,
export/import, etc.)
analytical process includes the selection of relevant predictors, and defining of a set of
equations expressing either absolute or relative (elastic) values of the predicted variable as a
function of the predictors. Once this relationship has been established, a range of scenarios in
terms of basic assumptions is developed, and a respectiverange of forecasts is calculated. The
macro-type forecasting is meaningful only on a regional or national basis, and since it is
econometric in nature it is mainly effective for projecting coFnmodityflows.

forecasting methods
"micro" methodology is geared toward forecasting the demand for a specific port. This
methodology is based on an analysis of actual and potential usersof the port. Micro forecastingapplies
"market survey" techniques, mainly mailed questionnaires complemented by telephone
interviews, and for major users, face-to-face interviews. The data gathered include general
information on type of business, volumes shipped/received per commodity, connecting modes
of transport and ports in use. The face-to-face interviews with major port usersare uf.ually more
comprehensive than the mailed questionnaires whereby port users are askedto:
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(a) evaluate their presentuse of the port by listing (ranking) the important cost/quality factors
in comparison to alternative ports;
(b) provide a forecast of their future use of the port. The interviews with potential users are
similar in nature, although the focus is, of course, on the reasonsof not presently using the
port.
The preparation of micro forecasting, is time effort-consUI1;lingsince it involves sending and
compiling hundredsof questionnaires.The responserate to mailed questionnairesis usually low,
typically in the 20-30% range. The successrate of is face-to-faceinterviews is much higher, butthis
interviews require coordination and are expensive if traveling to out-of-town head officesis
required.

Methods
Macro and micro forecasting methodologies are complementary. Macro-forecasting sets forth
the overall, regional framework for the demand analysis, and is especially important for longterm planning purposes. Micro-forecasting is essential for assessingthe immediate demand for
a port and/or a specific port project. Desirably, macro forecasting efforts can be undertakenonce
every severalyears (e.g. five years)and updated periodically (e.g. once a year). Micro forecasting
efforts, however, should be taken on a more route basis, as an integral part of any feasibility
assessmentfor port projects. It is also recommended that in order to avoid based response,the
face-to-face interviews should be conducted by an independentconsultant.

transport planning and market survey
A national or regional traffic report is a basis for port forecasting, and many inland ports cannot
undertake independentand comprehensivemacro forecasting efforts on their own. However, in
many countries, the preparation of a macro-type forecast is greatly facilitated since the port
forecast can be built on readily-available traffic flow forecast, sometimes called national (or
regional) transport plans. Typically, a national transport plan lists, among others, commodity
volumes (tonnage per year) moving between major origin and destination regions, divided to
international and domestic movements, and divided by routes and transportation modes (modal
split). In certain cases,the traffic is broken down to the level of specific river reaches,especially
when the river has locks that might become bottle necks and if the traffic grows beyond theplanned
levels. Also, in caseof locked rivers with locks, the lock statistics constitute a reliable
source of data on regional traffic flow in the relevant section of the river.

transportplanscannotbe directly ascribedto port forecastsincetheyareexpressedinterms
of commodities.Also, theseplansonly includeinter-regionalor internationalflows and
ignoreinter-regionalflows which could be substantial.

in order to adjust the transport plan to port needs,there is first the need to convert thecommoditie
into by cargo forms and regroup them or , if possible, regroup them according tothe
types of terminals to be used.
For example, if the ports main facilities of a port is used for bagged grain, the overall grain
tOllilagt;;in the national plan which is aggregatedaccording to the type of grain (com, wheat, etc.)
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should be divided into bagged and bulk grain (since each is handled in a different type of
terminal). Commonly, this division is based on a rough estimateof the relative shareof various
cargo forms (e.g. rice is 100% bagged while com is only 50% bagged). A parallel analysis will
be performed to identify the bagged cargo of all other commodities which are compatible with
bagged grain in terms of terminal handling. This could include, for example, bagged milk
powder, rice, sugar, chemicals, etc. Finally, the entire bagged cargo should be totaled and the
demand for bag-handling terminals in a region calculated.
The national or regional planning of transportation is important for ports or terminals, but the
market survey is very important too. The general definition of the marketing process is simple:
watching buyers and sellers. For a port the marketing is done for the sellers,therefore the focus
of marketing is on identifying potential buyers and introducing to them the products and services
provided by the port. Consequently, an essential step in any marketing assessmentinvolves a
comprehensive examination of both the required products, and the potential clients ( or uses)
of these products.
Ports, in essence,provide or "sell" cargo transfer services. In the previous sections discussing
forecasting and demand analysis, we used the term "cargo" without really delving into the real
issues: Who controls the cargo? Who directs the cargo to the ports? Who are the port's clients,
or who makes the decision to use the port?
are two parties which are usually involved in the cargo route decision:
(a) Cargo owners, shippers and receivers, and their repres.entatives(freight forward~rs);
(b) Carriers, mainly ship or barge lines, and, to some extent, truckers and railroads. ~.
In order to solicit cargo, therefore, the port representativesshould contactthe membersof the two
groups mentioned above.

1.7 Port Site Selection
New and existing site
According to the need of transportation of inland ports, the need to site an inland port arises in
two common situations:
(a) the development ofa new waterway (or a section of it);
(b) the growth in traffic which cannot be satisfied at the existing port facilities.
The subject of site selection for new inland ports as a result of development of a waterway
system, however, is somewhat a mute subject. In most of the developed and some of the
developing countries, the inland waterway system has been around for quite a long time, and
development of new waterway is quite a rare undertaking. In other words, most of the ports in
inland waterway system are already in place. In fact, the origin of many of the cities located
along the IWT systemwas determined by the ports which had been historically developed from
natural landing points.
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in somecases,the IWT port is part of a much largerindustrial complex(park). So,
even if a new site is developed,the port-related selectionconsiderationsare secondaryin
importanceto the overall considerationsrelatedto locatingindustrialusers.
Expansion or consolidation of existing ports or terminals which triggers facilities relocation isa
more frequent caseof sitting ports or terminals. Except for the need for an additional categQry,a
common case offacilities for relocation stems from the change in cargo handling technologies.
Modern terminals which host modern, high-capacity equipment usually require larger sites,resulting
in the consolidation of several adjacent sites.

Categorization of siting consideration
The economic and commercial considerations are the fundamental considerations which guide
the port site selection, and the decision-making processis quite straight forward: minimizing the
economic (social) cost of port services to be provided at the proposed site. In a market driven
society, however, the foregoing consideration is substituted by commercial consideration:
maximizing the profitability of the new port. Profitability has also to do with minimizing the
cost but also with the market position of the proposed site along with transportation connectivity.
Another consideration, though of a different type, is political, usually related to regional
development and income distribution policies.

Water-related considerations
The accessto the navigation channel, there is a great difference betweenlocating an inland port
on a regulated waterway (man-made canals or canalized river) and locating it on an unregulated
or partially regulated waterway (natural river). A basic requirement for any active port is to
have a permanentaccessto the main navigation channel. Maintaining this accessis much more
difficult on rivers, becausethe great amount of mud and sand carried by current would deposit
on the bottom of the river bed, where the navigation channel itself is unstable, than it is on aregulated
waterway. In order to addressthe more general case,this section is mainly related to
locating ports on rivers.
Most of the water-related problems stem from seasonalfluctuation in water flow due to seasonal
precipitation and/or snow melting patterns. Rapid changes in water flow cause shifts in the
location of the main channel, and large variation in water level, and may result in bank erosionand
siltation in the port accesschannel. Naturally, port planners try to locate a port on a river
stretch which is less exposedto these problems.

port sitescanbefound:
(a) On a deeper reach of the river where channel shifting, sedimentation and current action can
be expected to be less severe;
(b) On a concave, high bank of the river where the channel is close to the shore, becausethis
practice needs smaller docking structures.
Water environment is complicated and the above observations serve only as very general
guidelines. Usually there is a needto conduct a detailed analysis of river hydrology, morphology
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and sedimentmovements so that the water attributes of eachsite can be accurately evaluatedand
quantified. The analysis should also consider the effects of the proposed port structures on the
velocity of water flow and movement of bed materials so that future surprises can be avoided.

considerations
related considerations, unlike the water-related considerations whicl.} are unique, bydefinition,
to inland waterway terminals, are more general in nature and also apply to the sittingof
other transportation-intensive industrial facilities.

Commonconsiderationsinclude:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Availability of waterfront land;
Soil conditions and elevation;
Utilities connection;
Environmental impacts;
Price of waterfront land.

waterfront land is the prime consideration in the above mentioned list. This is a critical
factor, especially in urbanized areas,where the demand for waterfront land, which stems from
both water related and non-water-related uses, such as general commercial (waterfront hotels,restaurants
office buildings) or residential uses,exceeds supply. Even in less urbanized areasthe
availability of large vacant tracts of river front area that could potentially be developed isquite
limited.
A "basic" general cargo terminal requires some 150-200 meters of water frontage and about 10hectares
of backland. A large, modern and multi-purpose port which consists of several cargoterminals
and an accompanying industrial complex requires 500-1000 meters of water frontage
and 50 plus hectaresof backland .
Consequently, as a pre-requisite to locating river front facilities, there is a need to prepare a
conceptual terminal layout including at the minimum, definition of the water frontage (linear
meter), storagearea, and other major space-intensiveconsiderations.Also, it is important at this
stageto include reserves for future expansion.
Soil condition, is an important consideration for sitting new port facilities since it can
substantially affect construction costs. Port activities, by their nature, generatehigh dynamic and
static loads due to the need to accommodatemovements of heavy lifting machines, railcars and
due to high stacking of heavy cargoes(steel,iron, containers). Soft soil or mud does not preludesites:
hard soil is needed.Land elevation is a companion consideration to soil condition. Lowly~ngland is exposedto periodical flooding and requires protection. Another related factor is the
distance betweenthe high-elevation waterline and the navigation channel, which dictatesthe size
of the shore structures and cargo handling machinery, and can vary consider~bly from site to

site.
On site utilities hook-up, including fresh water, sewer, electricity and telephone, plays an
important role in site selection mainly for terminals.
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The environmental considerationshave been recently gaining much in importance. The
environmentalconsiderationsrevolvearoundtwo majoraspectswhich are almostunavoidable
in constructionof new port facilities:
(a) Elimination of wetland;
(b) Compatibility of land use.
Construction of a river port or a temlinal, especially at a low-lying location, is bound to result
in both reduction in wetland and damageto the natural and biological resourcesof the nearly byand
even outlying environment.
All the above-mentioned considerationscan be eventually expressedin terms of ,'cost"; the cost
of waterfront land, however, has a direct cost implication especially due to the scarcity of such
land, and, especially due to the competition for it by non-maritime users. Land price reflects, in
a free market society, the "best possible usage" of the tract of land under consideration. The
usage of land is determined by local government.

Transportation Considerations
In transportation considerations of siting ports or temlinals, the road and rail access in the
transportation network plays a major role. Ports are a part of a multi-modal transportation
network where they function as intra/inter model links, and the selected site for a port shouldprovide
for efficient connection betweenthe water and land modes of transportation.
Efficient connection to a surface transport system or road and rail is indeed as important as
connection to water transport. Most sites have road connections, or if missing, an accessroad tothe
nearby regional road can be easily constructed, but a rail connection, on the other hand, ifmissing,
is difficult to be constructed.

Other costconsiderations
The considerationsgroupedin this sectionare generalin natureand do not necessarilytypify
inland ports. Importantconsiderations
include:
(a) Availability of trained and cost-effective labor;
(b) Availability of reliable and low cost utilities;
(c) Availability of financial incentives.

The considerationof availability and costof local labor, is important,this is, however,not an
importantconsiderationfor a generalcargoterminals, which do not employ manypeopleon
site.Likewise, mostof the cargohandlingjobs do not requiremorethanbasic skills which canbe
obtainedalmostanywhere.
The availability of low taxesand otherfinancial incentivesis a critical factor in locating both
cargoand industrial ports, sincebothrequirelarge capital investment.Portsareconsideredas
importantinfrastructureanda catalyzerfor economicgrowth.Therefore,local governmentsareinclined
to provide ports with either indirect supportthrough low taxes, or even with direct

subsidythroughfavorableleasetenns on public lands,constructionof special-purpose
utilities
and road connection,provisionof training coursesfor labor, or simply by offering subsidized
credit.
selectionprocess
and analyzing detailed data on the various attributes to supportthe informed decisionmaking process of port site is ted.iousand time consuming effort. This can also be quite costlyif
there is a need to review a large number of sites, and/or the readily-available information islimited
so that there is a need for independent investigation including boring laboratory
testing(for environmentally problematic locations).
Consequently,the site selectionprocessshould be both comprehensiveand economical .A logical
approachis to divide the processinto several sequential stages,whereby the number of sites and
the amount of information required per site are in inverse relationships. For example, start the
selection process with a large number of sites, but collect only the basic data for each site, i.e.,
for preliminary selection. The preliminary selection is directed toward the elimination of the
sites that do not meet threshold or minimum requirements. The remaining sites are subject to
additional and more detailed investigation, which in turn can support the next round of
elimination. The underlying idea is to progress in two parallel directions: to reduce the number
of sites under consideration on one hand, while, on the other hand, to increase the amount of
information required per site. The selection process includes, thus, several "rounds" of
elimination until the final alternatives, usually 2-5 sites, are identified.

Cargo Handling Operation

we know in inland posts, the cargo handling and transfer is done at terminals, which consistof:

(a) Terminal facilities;
(b) Terminal equipment;
(c) Labor and staffs.

Port operation, in a broad sense,includes a wide array of activities which take place at the siteof
the inland waterway terminals. The most basic activities include cargo handling activities,whereas
other activities include storage and distribution, equipment maintenance, cargoprocessing
and other industrial activities.

Consequently,port operationis definedasa cargohandling(or moving)activity, performedby
a designedcompany(gangor team),consistingof laborandmachines.
Port operationcanbe describedby posingthreebasicquestions:
Whatis the cargoto be handled?
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performsthis activity?Where
and how is this activity performed?
Accordingly, answerscanbe grouped into threecategories:
(a) Type and form of cargo, size (dimension, weight) of cargo unit, number of units moved in
one cycle, origin/terminal points, rate (productivity), total volume;
(b) Number and professions of labor members, type and number of cargo handling machines,
stevedoring tools;
(c) Layout of facilities, type and size of vessels,trucks and railcars, time (day/night) , weather
conditions (temperature/rain).
As mentioned above, a convenient way of describing the overall port processis to describe it as
a "pipeline" consisting of a series of operations which take place in several work stations. The
port process is , in essence,an intermodal transport, moving the cargo between the vessel andthe
truck or train. The basic work stations which participate in the marine terminal process
include the vessel, dock, storage yard, and gate. Consequently, most of the common port
operations involve moving cargo between these station either alQngthe gate-to- vessel line , in
the outbound direction, or the vessel -to-gate line, in the inbound direction.
A convenient way of dividing this pipeline and the related operations is based on the main work
stations where the activities take place. Accordingly, the basic options include:
(a) vessel transfer-moving cargo between the vessel, dock and yard;
(b) storage-holding cargo in transit;
.,
(c) gate transfer-moving cargo betweenthe yard and the land transportvehicle (truck or railcar),
usually through the terminal gate.
For example, the port process of truck to ship transfer consists of all three operations in the
outbound direction, the cargo is first unloaded from the truck, put into storage, then stored for
a period of time waiting for the ship to arrive and finally loaded on to the vessel.

2.2 Terminal facilities

Inland waterway ports, depending upon the types of transport modes connectedand type of cargohandled
there, provide a wide range of services. Accordingly, these ports consists of a widerange
of facilities to provide these services. For the purpose of simplification, this section will
focus only on the most common inland port facilities, on those which are directly involved inthe
transfer of cargo betweenthe vessel, rail, and truck. There facilities can be grouped into three
main categories:

(a) docksandmooring structures;
(b) storageshedsandyard;
(c) gateand land transportaccesses.
terminal facilities are, in fact work stations in the major port's operations, or better calleda
processline. For example, in the vessel loading processthe cargo is brought in through the gate
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to the yard, storedthereand , later on , sentto the'vesselsideand loadedon board.The reverse
sequencehappensin the unloadingoperation.Even in the caseof directdelivery, wherecargo
moves directly and the terminal consistsof a dock, the two otherterminal componentsare
indirectly involved. This is becausethereis a needto storethe rail/truck on-terminaland to
control or regulatethe entranceto it.
Docks and mooring structures
The main functions of docks and mooring structures. Inland waterways, by definition, are
sheltered bodies of water. Thus, unlike open water, in most cases, there is no need for
protection against waves and for the related structures (breakwaters). The dock is the most
fundamental facility at the marine terminal. The dock has two basic functions:

(a) moorage(berthing)of vessels;
(b) supportof cargohandlingequipment.
In addition, the dock has several secondaryfunctions, including:
(a) transfer of people and supply between the ship and the shore;
(b) utilities, such as hook-up, fresh water, electricity, telephone;
(c) support for vessel-shifting equipment (winch).

function of the moorage structure is to securethe vessels (ships or barges) in place and to
restrain her water-related movements. The most common and simple mooring structure in inlandwaterwa
includes a combination of breasting and tie-in dolphins. The tie-in can also beprovide
by anchors buried either on the bank, called deadman, or in the river and tied to a buoy.
Since inland vessels are usually of small size, the mooring structure can be made simply of a
cluster of wooden or concrete piles, with or without capping. The mooring structures are
equipped with mooring posts (capstans)to which a series of lines are fastened (head, stem,
spring and breastlines). The mooring structuresas well asthe vesselsare protected from damage
by a series of fenders made of energy-absorbing materials.

Everyterminal requiresadditionalsupportstructurescalleddocks.The dockcan solelyserveasa
carrying platform of the cargohandling equipmentor serveas a general-purposeplatformwhere
both equipmentandcargocanbe held.Sincecargohandling equipmentcanvary widelyaccord
to the cargoform andthroughputrates,the dockstructureswhichprovide the supportcan
range from a simple river cell to a pile-basedmarginalapron.
In China,the most commondockstructurescanbe divided into threegroups:
(a) Closed type, or gravity-based structures;
(b) Open type, or pile-based structures;
(c) Inclined type, or sloped-trackway structures.

type structureswhich arebasedon block walls are by far the mostcommonstructuresinthe
river environmentwhere the wave action,aswell asthe bottomdepth,are limited. Also,closed
structuresare generallylessexpensiveto constructthan openstructures,but the water
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depth can not be more than 5 meters. So the use is limited, only on the small river and for
berthing barges less than 5 hundred tons.

Opentype structuresarebasedonthe openpiled structure.Usually, the mostpiles aremadeof
reinforcedconcrete,the dockspaceprovidedby a T dockis still limited andrestrictscraneand
truck/rail movements.Consequently,at large inlandterminals, boththe lengthandthe width of
the dock are extended,and the entire areabetweenthe dock and the bank is filled and paved
(desirablycappedwith concrete)to provide a continuousworking area.
At most terminals on the Changjiang, the apron area of the marginal dock is about 100-150meters
long and 10-15 meters wide. These docks, however, sometimes extend over severalhundred
meters supporting several adjacent terminals. The extension is necessaryto provide
efficient rail crane-to-vessel transfer along the dock. In Nanjing port, the Xinshengwei terminalis
of this kind, where more than 25 thousand tons oceangoing vessels can berth.
inclined type structures is manly characterized by its adaptationto the great range of water
stage. On the upper reaches of the Changjiang, the range of water stage is over 16 meters atYichang
city, 32 meters at Chongqing city. In the inland ports from Yichang to Chongqing, mostdocks
are of the inclined type structures, even the passengerdocks. A cable car on the slope
trackway travels to transport the passengersor cargoes.

docks

floating dock is not exactly a marine structure, but, since it is a common substitute for afixed
dock, it deservesa brief description. A floating dock arrangement usually includes twocomponen

(a) a captive pontoon serving as a dock;
(b) a gangway connecting the pontoon to the river bank.
elevation of the pontoon which carriesthe cargo-moving machine can be freely to adjustedfollowing
the change in river level. To avoid transversemovements it is anchored to the riverbed
by a combination of spuds and mooring lines fastened to deadman on shore. The dock is
usually made up of a deck pontoon with ballast( for stability) with the upper surface strengthenedand
paved. The dock is connectedto the river bank with a short gangway or a bridge supported
on the pontoon at the end and the other end on a roadway on the river bank. If the distance tothe
nearby river bank precludes a direct dock to bank bridge, an additional floating section isadded
to the dock to create a floating passage.

docks are not different from fixed land-baseddocks in terms of functionality, and canhandle
both bulk and general cargoes.Like land-basedterminals, the storage and other terminalfacilities
are located on shoreand the dock is mainly usedas a berthing structure and support thecargo-mo
machines.

main advantageof floating docks is their capability to be adjusted to different river stagesand
seasonalfluctuations. This adjustability is very important especially for rivers with widefluctuation
The floating arrangementintends to keep both the operating vessel and the dock at
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the same level. This even level results in shorter crane cycles,(shorter lifting pass), increased
productivity as well as damage prevention due to the better control of the cargo in motion. This
important advantage over the fixed dock is evident, especially at the river stage when the
difference in level between the dock and the barge can reachthirty or more meters, making the
movement of cargo and stevedoring crew betweenthe vessel and the shore quite difficult.
More important is perhaps the low cost of the floating arrangement compared with comparable
fixed docks. Floating docks cost somewhere between 1/3 and Y2of a comparable fixed docks.
Also, floating docks can be relocated or even sold if the operation proved unsuccessful, a
critical feature for start-up terminals. Floating docks are , however, limited in overall size and
size of loading of handling equipment that can be supported on them. They cannot provide rail
connection and they are more maintenance intensive.

Terminal Yard
The main functions of the terminal yard facilities include:

(a) Storageof cargobefore or after loading or unloading;
(b) Storageof railcarsandtrucks;
(c) Provisionof a seriesof cargoservicessuchasprotectionagainstweather,damage,pilferage
and hazards;inspection,sorting, consolidationand customclearing, fire protection;longtermwarehousing;
(d) Provision of general services such as equipmentmaintenance,administrationoffices,
amenitiesfor labor, etc..
The port cargoes stored in the terminal~yard differ greatly in their sensitivity to moisture ,
changes in temperature and sun radiation. Thti decision to store cargoes outdoors is, of course,
also a function of the climate conditions i~the port area and the length of time the cargo is
expected to stay in port. In the inland waterway system, the decision on the type of storage is
quite obvious. Any cargo that is being carried in open barges can be stored in an open yard.
Accordingly coal, ore, send,gravel, scrapand to someextend iron, steel and lumber can be stored
outdoors while the rest require weather protection. In some cases, indoor cargo can be stored
outdoor by using waterproof covers(tarpaulin).
Sometimes,the size and type (loading and pavement) of open storage or yard are a function of
both types and volumes of cargoesto be stored, and a function of the cargo handling machines
operating there. In the very basic case, whereby the yard is served by front-loaders or crawlers,the
storagepad is simply a leveled and drained gravel-laden surface with road accessfor trucks.
Asphalt or concrete pavementis required if steel and lumber are to be stored since their handling
is performed by forklifts riding on relatively-small rubber tires. This is also the caseif packaged
goods such as barrels and craters are stored outdoors. The size of the storage pad is a function
of the volume to be stored and the properties of the materiel to be stored(specific weight,
repository anger), which affects their storagedensity. Determination of the volume to be stored
is an operation-related decision.

Warehouses
The ports' warehouses or transit shedsare not different from common industrial storage sheds.

The basic warehouseis simply a shell structure, sometimes only a roof(no side walls) and it is
used to store cargoesthat are only partially sensitive to moisture suchas lumber, drums and even
woodpile, and paper.

For more sensitive cargoes, the shed is enclosed with walls and roll-up doors. In the typicalarrangem
the shed has two large doors on its short sides for trucks or forklifts, and several
smaller doors for smaller forklifts leading to loading ramps on its long side. Port warehousesare
usually equipped with sprinklers for fire protection, and with a lighting system for nightoperation
The structure itself should desirably have large free spans or even be column-less to
allow easy maneuvering of forklifts and trucks inside the sheds. The internal height is about 6meters,
though for some cargoes(paperrolls, palletized cargo) it can go as high as 10.meters.
In some special applications the temperature and moisture inside the shed are controlled. ( for
fresh cargo).

and land transportation accesses
function of the gateandrelatedfacilities canbe dividedinto:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Cargo and equipment exchange;
Traffic control;
Parking;
General security.

Not all the above mentioned gate functions can be found at all the inland temlinals. The gate
activities are perfomled under cover, each of them at a separatebooth. There are booths for
security check, for cargo check, and for equipment check. The entire gate areais lighted for nightprocessin
and connected to the temlinal office by telephone, and sometimes by documentmoving(container temlinal). The gate and temlinal entrance should include a two lane
road(in/out)with traffic bumps to slow down the temlinal traffic.
An important component of the gate complex, especially at large temlinals, is the parking lot
both in front of the temlinal entrance and next to it on the inside. The parking lot is provide
mainly for trucks but also for passengercars, in some cases,especially at general cargo temlinals
with direct loading or unloading from trucks, the parking lot can take up a large area.
The transportation accessesare the rail and road. The rail access.is usually provided not through
the main gate but through a special gate whose location is dictated by the alignment to the rail
trackage. Unlike the truck gate, the only function of the rail gate is simply to let trans in or out.
Cargo processing is performed in the terminal rail yard or at the truck gate.

Power, fresh water supply and communication.
Any tenninal needselectrical power, fresh water supply and clear communication to support the
operation of all the equipment and all the people there.
There are two kinds of terminal handling equipment, one is electrical machine, another is fuel
(gasoline or diesel) machine. If the operation is the same for the two kinds of handling machines,
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the cost of electrical machine will be half of the fuel machine. So for developing countries,
except for the transport on roads or in yards, trucks or trailers, forklifts, all other handling
equipment including cranes, truck loaders or unloaders, ship loaders or unloaders, should be
electrical machines.The useof the electric~l equipment not only savesthe fuel cost but also saves
the downtime and repair cost and repair time. If the capacity of the two kinds of machines is the
same,the repair cost of fuel machineswill be 3 times of electrical machines, and the repair time
will be 5 times. This is the many years' experience ofNanjing Port Authority. The terminals,
without fresh water, could not operate.If the terminal is not closeto the city, and the fresh water
pipeline cannot be connected a fresh water maker is necessary. There are three fresh water
makers in Nanjing Port, one is at the coal terminal producing 1000 tons per day, one is at the
liquid terminal, producing 5000 tons per day, and another one is at the Xinshengwei terminal,producin
20000 tons per day, supplying fresh water for vessels, as well as for domestic use.

Clear communication is important for terminal operation. At present, computer terminals, telex,telefacsim
,etc. are very popular.

Cargo Handling Equipment

already mentioned, a common division of cargoeshandled by inland ports is basedon theiroperation
form. Consequently,the two generic cargo groups, are general and bulk cargoes. Inline
with this operational cargo classification, cargo handling equipment can also be dividedinto:

(a) General cargo equipment;
(b) Bulk cargo equipment.

Generalcargoes(bags,bundlesof steel,paperreels, etc.) are definedas cargoeswhich are is
handledin batchesor in discreteunits. Their handlingmethodis lifting and moving the cargo
units, or loads,in a cyclical, repetitivefashion.Bulk cargoes(grain,coal, etc.)arecomposedof
a multitude of small andhomogenousunits. Theyarehandledin a continuousfashionand their
main handlingmethodsarebasedon conveyance.

The basiccharacteristicsof any handling equipmentcan be defined by answeringthreebasicquestio

What is to be moved?
From where to where?
How fast?
cargo handling machines are characterized according to their

(a) Capacity--thesize(dimensionsand weight)of cargoesunits;
(b) Distanceor reach--thedistance(horizontal and vertical) betweenloadin~ and unloading
points;
(c) Speed--thetraveling,swingingandhoisting speeds(acceleration
andvelocity)of thevarious
moving componentsandthe resultingoverall rate or productivity.
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Moving cargoes in the inland port setting IS not different from moving cargoes in any industrial
setting which is a part of the broaderdiscipline of material handling, which, in turn, is a hybrid
of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. According to "Material Handling", cargoes can bemoved
in three principal ways:
(a) Trucking --by rolling the cargoes on wheels;
(b) Lifting-- by picking up and moving the cargoes in the air;
( c) Conveying--by carrying the cargoes on a continuously moving chain, belt, chute, or pipe.
Each cargo handling machine( or system) includes a combination of the above-mentioned
principal methods. For example, a forklift combines limited lifting with trucking while a crawler
crane combines limited trucking with lifting.

The following sectionswill briefly review the most popular machinesused in inland ports,
mainly the generalcargoequipmentand containerequipmentaswell as bulk cargoequipment.
General cargo equipment

General cargo equipment are the mostbasic handling machines at the inland waterway terminals.
In the simplest terminal configuration, the equipment loads or unloads a vessel directly to or fromthe
truck, railcar or another vessel. In the more-common, indirect operation, the cargo is firsttransferre
betweenthe vessel and the dock, held or stored at the terminal for a short period, and
later trucked or railed to the final shipper's place.
general"cargo equipment are tyre cranes, portal cranes, fixed cranes, forklifts, trailers,
platform wagons, etc.

Tyre cranes

The type crane is a real multi-purpose handling machine, and can be found almost in any inlandports.
Within the marine terminal the crane is not limited to vessel handling but can be used for
handling trucks and railcars as well. In the common tyre crane configuration, the carriage system
is on rubber tyres. In China's inland pots, the boom of most tyre cranes is fixed from 10 to 15meters
high (only boo~ length). Another tyre crane is truck crane, whose boom is usuallytelescopi
(by hydraulic), so the crane can drive freely on public roads without needto dismantlethe
boom as is the case of fixed boom tyre crane. All tyre cr~es are equipped with outriggers
including wooden supports, and truck crane can be equipped with a separatecrane driving cab.The
capacity of a tyre crane is usually somewhatlimited, allowing it to lift about 5 tons to 25tons
in the most popular case.

tyre cranecan moveto anyplaceeasilyandfast, and that is the merits; but the operationsis
slow and lift capacityis lowerthan thatof the portal crane(in the sameworking radius),and
that is the demerits.
Cranes
In China's ports including seaportsand inland ports, portal cranesare extensively used on
docks,including small inland ports whose throughputis lessthan 3 million tons.
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The configuration of portal crane in inland ports is based on pedestal support structure and an
elevated turntable. In some design the support structure is based on a 4-leg gantry (bridge or
portal) design with four sets of steel wheels at eachcorner, which enable the crane to move on
tracks along the dock. The driver cab in most of these cranes is also elevated to enable an
unobstructed view of the entire vessel hold. The pedestal configuration allows the craneto stand
closer to the vessel, and use shorter boom and smaller swinging radius.
As a result, the cargo path is shorter and cargo control and staging is more accurate. Another
improvement in boom design, called level-luffing, is based on an articulated boom, which allows
through counter movement of the two boom segments for leveled traverse travelling, becausethe
level movement is more energy-efficient, and also allows the use of less hoisting cable andthe
accuracy is better when working in small ranges.
Portal cranes usually have a higher productivity and a better reachthan tyre cranes;if the capacity
is the same,the price of one set is lower than that of the tyre crane. In China market, the lifting
load is 10 tons and the reach is 30 meters, and the price of one set is about 380 thousand USdollars.
All of theseportal cranesarepowered by electricity, so the cost of operation is lower, and
that is important for developing countries.

cranes
fixed cranecan not move,asits nameindicatesit cando any activity excepttravel. So wecan
say it is a cranewithout legs,becauseit hasno traveling gear,this craneis cheaperand
lighter than the traveling crane.Its elevatedstructureis usuallythe sam~asthe portal crane's,
but only smallerand lighter.
of the price consideration,in China,smallinlandportslike to usethe fixed crane.It canbe
locatedon the pontoonor on the dock,poweredby electricity. If the port throughputis lessthan
3 million tons,the fixed cranewill be chosenfirst, becausethe investmentis comparativelylow.

are very extensive cargo handling machines, suitable for any ports. The forklift combinestrucking
and lifting of cargo units, and the lifting is usually realized by way of a fork movingalong
a vertical mast through a hydraulic cylinder and a chain-driven fork attachment. The mastcan
be extended by using up to three telescopic sections(triplex). The capacity of a forklift ismeasured
by the maximum weight it can lift at a stated distance from the face of the forks (60
cm in common applications). The smallestforklifts, where the cargo is hand pushed and lifted,have
a rated capacity of about 0.5 ton, but usually inland ports use forklifts of a capacity of 3-5tons,
at larger inland terminal maybe 10 tons. The largest can be found at container terminals,and
the rated capacity is about 40 tons.
At terminals forklifts are mainly used for cargo loading o~unloading from trucks or railcars, or
storagein the yard or warehouse.Forklifts are not used to transport the cargo, beyond 50 meters.
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Trailers and platform wagons

Cranes and forklifts are mainly to handle cargo vertically; in cargo transportation on land
trailers and platform wagons will be used. A trailer is like a truck, but without packing box, and
each trailer will trail 3-5 platform wagons, a group to transport cargoes.The cargo is put on to
the platform wagons, each wagon can take 5 tons, or 10 tons, and the largest can take 40 tons,travelling
from vessel to yard/ warehouse or from yard/warehouse to vessel.

In China's inland ports, for the inside terminal transportationthis systemis used for generalcargoe
but this systemcan not run on public roads.
Cargo Handling Process
Generalcargoesunitized andpalletized
General cargoes will involve different sizes and different weights, so it is difficult to handle the
cargoes efficiently and quickly, therefore, in order to handle general cargoes efficiently and
quickly, they must be unitized and palletized, that is the dispersive units of cargoes must be
unitized and palletized. The dispersive units of cargo will be unitized in large bags, or bundled
up by slings, however, the single unit of cargo from several kg to hundreds kg will be unitized
to a larger unit, maybe 5-10 tons, depending on the capacity of the handling crane.
For the forklift to pick it up, the cargo should be mounted on pallets or skids. Pallets are usually
classified according to their engagementsystem( one-way or two-way pallets), their dimensions
and carrying capability.
c

When the general cargo is unitized cranes or forklifts can be used and transportation by trailer
and platform wagons, however, in transport or storage,the attachments(bags,slings, pallets) can
not be separatedfrom the cargoes.

Handling attachments

In handlingthe cargo,the cranesor forklifts, from the hatchof the vesselor truck, need specialtools--h
attachments,which canbe divided into two groups:
(a) erane attachments;(b)
Forklift attachments.
The craneattachmentsare very simple.They hook on to the hook of the crane,andcan pick up
the cargo.They areof different sizesandtypes for differentcargoes.
are probablythe most commoncargohandlingandmoving machine. Their versatilityis
achievedthroughvariousattachmentswhich eithergo overthe forks or simply replacethem.
The most popular of them include a side shifter for better positioning; clamps handle baled
cargo, paper reels or large carton, grip and backrest devices to handle drums; hanging beam forhandling
cargoes with hooks; centrally mounted ram for handling reels. Likewise, there is awhole
range of spreaderattachments for handling containers.

Container Equipment and Handing Process
In inland ports, container handling is gradually becoming more and more, on the Changjiang
River, there are more than 10 ports handling containers. Last year, the container throughput ofNanjing
Port was 150 thousand TEU.

Crane
Maybethe portaineris the largestmachinein inland ports,its weight is about600-800tons, so
the dock must be constructedwith reinforcedconcrete.On the superstructuremountedis the
railtrack, on which the portainermoves.

At inland port terminals, the configuration of the portainer is like a grab gantry crane. The
container movement is conducted by way of a trolley inside the boom. The trolley travels in
straight line, and it can be cable-powered. The boom crosses over the vessel to handle thecontaine
and the gantry can be moved along the dock to the container. So the handling
efficiency is very high. The portainer is powered by electricity, and its total power may be aslarge
as 450 HP.

Transtainer-tyre gantry crane

portainer is only for handling container from vessel to yard or from yard to vessel, while thetranstaine
handles the container from storage to truck or from truck to storage. Usually, the
inland port transtainer is the same as the seaport transtainer.
The transtainer configuration is divided into 4 legs, 2 seal beams on the top on which the trolleytravels
and 8 rubber tyres for gantry travel. The span is 23.5 meters, and the power is a diesel
engine of 200 HP.

StraddleCarrier

is a combined handling and trucking machine specially for container. The moving distancecan
be longer than that of the forklift. As mentioned above, a forklift can not move for a longdistance
when it is loaded, but a straddle carrier can move for a long distance (only at theterminal,
not on public road), so it can pick up and transport the container. However, the
efficiency is lower than that of the forklift.(moving slowly). .

and Chassis

trailer is special for container transportation in the storageyard or on the public road for longdistance
transportation. The container is put on the chassis and then the trailer can trail the
chassis. From the uses, trailers can be classified into two species:

(a) Yard trailers;
(b) Roadtrailers.
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The yard trailer cab is small, only for one driver for short distance running, the power is smaller
than that of the road trailer, and the speedis lower. The road trailer cab is large, with two seats
special for long distance running; at the back of the cabthere is a bed room, and one driver can
sleephere. It is more powerful than the yard trailer, and the power may reach 300 H.P.
The chassis is a storage and transport means special for containers, whose length is 20 feet or
40 feet. At the front of the chassisthere is a support for storing the container for a long time,
during travel the support is shortened.
Top/ifler and sidepicker
Toplifters are a version of forklifts, but with lifting performed by a hinged boom instead of a
straight mast. In away, toplifters are a combination a truck carne and a frontlifter. Usually, the
toplift is equipped with a hanging spreaderwhich can pick up and put down the container from
the yard on to the chassis, so handling containers with toplifters is typical to low volume
terminals.

The top lifter is specially for handling full containers, to deal with empty containers, we can use
the side picker. In fact, the sidepicker is a regular forklift, the only difference lies in theattachmen
the sidepicker attachment engagesthe machine only to two comer castings.
Container handling process
The system of container handling is a special system which is different from the general cargo
or bulk cargo handling, because each container has a lot of cargo inside, and needs to be
transported and delivered quickly, on the other hand, every full container is heavy, reaching up
to 30 tons for a 40 feet long container, or 20 tons for a 20 feet long container. Therefore, how to
process the container is a very important problem.

arethreesystem:
(a) Chassis system;
(b) Straddle carrier system;
(c) Transtainer system.
Chassis system--This system was first operated on Sea-Land liners in the world. All containers
were put on the chassis, and at any time, the trailer can trail them it to the vessel or to the owner.
This system is simple, its operation is easy, and the efficiency is high.
But the utilization rate of the yard is low and the container can only be stored in one layer and
this is the defect.
Straddle carrier system--This system does not need a trailer to move the container. The straddle
carrier can pick up the container and travel to the storageyard. This systemwas operated first by
Matson Liner, the characteristicsare; high mobility, a long distance moving and handling(only
inside terminal) high efficiency of operation and good utilization rate of yard.
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But the straddlecarrieris expensiveand liable to damage,andthe costof maintenanceis high.
Transtainer system-This systemis better than the chassisand straddle carrier system. At present,
the most ports have used this system; in China, seyeral ports on the Changjiang have been
equipped with the transtainer system. Usually, it can store 6 rows and 3 layers as well as a trailer
road inside of the span.The yard use rate is high, the handling efficiency is high but the system
can not transport the container.

Bulk cargo equipment
Bulk cargohandlingmethodsandrelatedequipmentcanbe divided into two categories:
(a) Batchhandlingequipment;
(b) Continuoushandlingequipment.
Batchhandlingequipmentare essentiallygeneralcargoequipmentadaptablefor bulk handling,
suchas grabcranes.Continuoushandling equipmentare basedon specializedbulk handling
machinesandaregearedto the morevoluminousterminals, handlingup to severalmillion tons
a year.
handling equipment is usually a low cost system on a per-ton handled basis.

Other advantagesof continuousbulk handling equipmentare that the machinespose lower
inftastructure requirements due to lower loads, and enable better environmental control due to
easier containment options.

Grab cranes

mentioned in the previous section on general cargo cranes, almost all these cranes can befitted
for handling bulk cargoes.The conversionto bulk cargo handling is quite simple: replacingthe
hook by a clam-shell or grab attachment and installing additional power(mechanical orelectrica
The grab can be attached to any crane system but most commonly it is used with
crawler and portal or gantry cranes. Usually, crawler cranes fitted with grabs are very versatilemachine
they can both load and unload vessels,and can also load and unload trucks and trains.Howeve
portal and gantry cranes are usually limited to vessel operation.
productivity of a grab crane in handling bulk cargo is determined by the capacity(tonnage)of
the shell, the path it has to cover and the speedof hoisting, swinging and opening/closing thegrabs.

sizeof the grabitself is a functionof the densityof the materialit carries;smallergrabsareused
with denserand heaviermaterials.Commoninland ports. For example,many ports on
China's Changjianghavebeenequippedwith portal or gantrycranesfitted with grabsto unloadthe
vessels.At present,it is the main methodto unloadthe bulk cargo from vesselsin China
inland ports.
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The use of the grab crane, though it is classified as a batch and not a continuous system, can be
found in many continuous large-volume terminals. The craneis mostly of a gantry configuration,
though sometimes the whirley boom is used as well (it is usually less expensive). A typical
terminal layout includes one or two cranes,eachfeeding a hopperwhich, in turn, feeds a side belt
conveyer leading to the storagepile or silo.

At the bulk terminal (iron ore terminal)of Nanjing port, the dockis equippedwith two grab
cranes,specially for unloadingthe iron ore vessel(25000 tonnageoceangoingvessel).The
capacityof the craneis 16tons,the volume of dischargeis 500 tons/perhour eachcrane.
Screwun/oader
The first screw unloader in the world was operated in 1975 in Holland. After that the
development of screw unloader has beenvery rapid. Recently, in the world many countries have
used the screw unloader at common or industrial terminals, only specially for unloading vessels.
Depending on the material and the tonnage of vessel,the diameterof screw varies from 260 mm
to 790 mm, and the capacity from 100 tons/per hour to 2000 tons/per hour.
At port terminals, the screw unloader dischargesthe cargoes from the vessel and its operation
has the following characteristics. It can unload coal, grain, cement, fertilizer and allowance
powder, granular, and lump no more than 300 rom.
High efficiency of operation, due to the screw unloader fitted a feed gear that the filled up ratio
can be reached 70-90%.
Its pollution is less than any type ship unloader, becausethe screw rotates inside the vertical
pipe, and the material is inhaled into the screw pipe, so there is no dust pollution.
The configuration of screw unloader is simple so it is light in weight and low in price.

defectis that it needsmore powerandthe damagecausedby friction of the screwis rapid.
In China, the Yanyeng Electrical Power Station terminal, located at the Dongting lake is
equipped with the screw unloader.

Chain bucket unloader
In China, this type chain bucket ship unloader is specially designed for barge to discharge cargo
from cargo hold, but in the world, the inland terminals were first equipped with this chain bucket
ship unloader

on the Mississippi of the U.S.A. In 1987, totally

65 berths equipped with the

chain bucket ship unloader were in operation on the Mississippi, unloading the coal barges, the
unloading capacity being from 3000 tons/per hour to 4000 tons/per hour.

In China, the Wuhan University of Communication Science and Technology researchedand
designed the chain bucket ship unloader in 1979 , the first one was put into operation in 1984 on
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inland terminal in Zuzhou city, and the capacity is 200 tons/per hour, the secondone was out
in operation in 1985, in Wuhan city, and the capacity is 500 tons/per hour.
The main section in the chain bucket ship unloader is the suspensorychain buckets, inside which
is the belt conveyor. In operation, the chain bucket moves in the direction shown, the lower chain
bucket excavatesthe material and carries it up aroundthe top wheel and then dump the material
onto the belt conveyor which carries the cargo to the land.

The characteristicsof the chainbucketship unloaderare asfollows:
(a) High efficiency, the averageefficiency can reach0.7-0.75, higher than that of the grab crane,
which is below 0.5;
(b) The energy consumption is lower than that of the grab crane. If the capacity is the same, the
energy consumption of the chain bucket ship unloader is only half of that of the grab crane;
(c) Its weight is light, 20% less than that of the grab crane;
(d) The cleaning of bargehold is good. When the ship unloading is finished, the cargo remainder
is only 1%;
(e) The dust control is easierthan for the grab crane, because the unloading is continuous and
it is easyto cover the chain bucket and belt conveyer.
mentioned above, the chain bucket ship unloaderis a bettermachine for continuous unloading
in inland ports.

Belt conveyer
belt conveyer is probably the most common piece of equipment in material handling. The
main advantageof the conveyer is that it usually offers the lowest cost alternative for horizontal
movement of cargo. This is an important property in inland areas.For example, at many China's
coal inland terminals, the storage yard is located behind the levee, far away from the berth.
When combined with the stockpile conveyer, the overall length of conveyer at such a terminal
can reach several km. The length of conveyer at the coal terminal in Nanjing port is more than
4 km. The main disadvantage of conveyer stems from the fact that it provides only a point-topoint connection and requires fixed support structures,unlike dump trucks and loader, which can
move anywhere.
belt conveyer consists of a belt and idlers, or rollers, which support the belt. The idlers andthe
belt are usually arranged either "flat" or "troughed", depending on the properties of thematerial
to be conveyed. Flat belts fit materials which have a steepreposeangle(e.g. damp sand)while
troughed belts fit lumpy materials(e.g. coal ,ore). In addition to the belt and idlers, each
conveyer has a support structure, a feeder and discharge device(for loading and unloading), anda
tension-maintaining arrangement.
capacity of the conveyer is the function of the belt width, speedand of course, the specific
weight of the conveyed material. The speedis mainly determined by the size of the particles. The
speed is adjusted to avoid dust in powdery material and spillage in bulky material. Energy
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consumption,a functionof both densityand speed,is anotherconsideration.For example,thetypical
speedof a grain belt is about2 meters/persecond,while a coal belt, 3.5 meters/per
second.
In Nanjing port, the capacity of the belt conveyer at the coal tenninal is 2500 tons/ per hour, the
speedis 3.5 meters/per second, and the belt width is 1.4 meters.
It is important to note that the conveyer is only a means to move materials between machines.
Therefore, the conveyer capacity is not only a function of its speedbut also a function of the endpoint capacities where the material is fed onto/ from the belt.

Vesselloaders
In the typical layout of inland waterway bulk terminals the vessel is lower than the storageyard.
Therefore, the loading of vesselsis done almost exclusively by gravity, usually by using chutes
or inclines. As already mentioned, at the low-volume, simplest bulk terminals, the trucks can
dump their cargo directly into the vessel hold. At the continuous, high volume terminals, the
loader is fed by a conveyer either from storage (bins or piles), or directly from truck/traincardumper.
The capacity of gravity-based loader, as described above, is dictated not by the loader
itself(which has almost unlimited capacity) , but by the forementioned feeding belts.
ship loader-- At inland terminals, this fix ship loader is fixed on a pillar colunin dock,
itself can not move but the boom can be rotated around left right and luffed, the belt conveyer
inside the boom, depending on the loading position can be extended or shortened.This type of
ship loader is simple in configuration, low in cost and reliable in performance, so m3:nysmall
or middle inland ports like to use this kind of ship loader.
Except on the pillar column dock, it is also fixed on a pontoon( floating dock). This model is thesimplest,
the cost is lowest, and it is suitable for terminals whose throughout is under 3 milliontons.

ship loader--unlike the fixed ship loader, this ship loader can be moved along the dockto
load the cargo to the ship hold. In operation, the vessel does not needto move; the ship loadercan
move so the operation is better than that of the fixed ship loader.
moving ship loader is mounted on a travel gantry ,andthe conveyer is connected.The sectionabove
the gantry is the sameas for the fixed ship loader, the boom can be rotated around the leftand
right as well as extended and shortened,in addition, the gantry can move. The efficiency is
higher than that of the fixed ship loader.
In China, Harbin port and Jiamusi port have beenequipped with this kind of ship loader, whose
capacity is 500 tons/ per hour for coal.
line ship loader-- This kind of ship loader can not move along the dock, but the boom canmove
by means of a bogie which moves on an arc track mounted on the dock. The stern ofthe
ship loader is fixed on a rotary center, when the bogies is moved on the arc track, the stern
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of the ship loader is rotated ar.oundthe centerand then the boom moves around the left and right.
The conveyer is inside the boom, conveying the cargo to the vessel.

The configurationof the arc line ship loaderis simple and its itself-weighis light, the costis
more than that of the fixed ship loaderbut lower than that of the straightline ship loader.In
China, manyports on the Changjianghave beenequippedwith this kind of shiploader.
Straightline shiploader--The straightline ship loaderis differentfrom the arc line shiploader:
(a) The arc line ship loader used an arc line track, while the straight line ship loader uses a
straight line track;
(b) The arc line ship loader is on a bogie ( one track ), while the straight line ship loader is on a
gantry( two tracks).
The common point is that the stem of loader is on a rotary center and the conveyer inside the
boom. The track of the straight line ship loader is the sameasthe track of the moving ship loader,
but the stem is different.
This type of shiploader is better than other types .In loading the vessel~e loading point is easy
to reach the vessel hold, and the coverage area is large, specially suitable for high volume
terminals. The coal terminal ofNanjing port was equipped with the straight line ship loader in
1985, it was the first in China, whose capacity is 2500 tons/per hour.
Boom stacker and recla;mer
At continuous bulk terminals, the loading onto the storage piles is done by stackers and the
discharge by reclaimers. Stackers are simply an inclined conveyer on a crane boom, and the
crane structure is supported by a rail-mounted gantry. Usually the stackertravels along the rail
track covering a large stocking area. A large stacker can stack piles of 10-15 meters high and
35-50 meters Wider, about 100,000 tons of coal on each side. Becausethe stacker has such a
large capacity, most inland terminals, only need one stacker.
The reclaimer is a large bucket wheel, mounted on the end of the boom carried (like the stacker)
on a track-mounted gantry. The wheel digs into the stockpile and throws the cargo onto a
conveyer. Usually, both the stacker and the reclaimer use the sametrackage, gantry basis, and
main conveyer ( in reverse direction). The common usageis a very cost effective arrangement,
at the expenseof limited flexibility of usage,one machine can either stack or reclaim. This is a
combined boom stackerand reclaimer.
A stacker or reclaimer or combined stacker and reclaimer must be connected with a main
conveyer. The cargo will be conveyed from the stockpile or traincar by the main conveyer, and
then to stockpile or the vessel. The main conveyer is connected with the boom conveyer which
is mounted on the gantry. However, a stacker or a reclaimer only does a single operation, either
stocking or reclaiming.

But the combinedstackerand reclaimercando two operations(not at the sametime) stocking
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or reclaiming. The key factor of this machine is -the bo<;>m
conveyer running direction: forward
direction for stocking or reverse direction for reclaiming.
In China's inland ports, most terminals usethis type of machine for bulk cargo transfer. The coal
terminal and the iron ore terminal ofNanjing port have beenequipped with the boom stackerand

reclaimer.
stacker and reclaimer
The gantry stacker and reclaimer and boom stacker and reclaimer are handling and transfer
machines in the inland ports, their characteristics and operations are the same, but the
configuration is different. We can say that the gantry type is more efficient and economical thanthe
boom type;
First, the weight of the machine is lighter than the boom type. It is one fifth to one fourth lighter
( at the same capacity), becauseno balance weights needed.
Second, the configuration is rational. There is no need for the balance weight to increase its
stability, the conveyer beam can go up or down to charge or dischargethe cargo and two bucketwheels
are mounted on it.

the reclaimingareais large,the stockpilecanbe dischargedby onemachine.
gantry stackerand reclaimer is composed of the main gantry and conveyer beam, two legsmounted
at the two endsof the top beam, under which is the bogies on the track, and two gearsof
the bucket wheel mounted on the conveyer beam, it is powered by electricity. The two bucketwheels
can move along the conveyer beam to discharge the bulk cargo from the stockpile.
coal terminal ofNanjing port was equipped with a gantry stacker and reclaimer ten yearsago.
Its span is 50 meters, its capacity is 2500 tons/per hour, the belt of conveyer is 1.4 meterwide
and the speedis 3 .15 ~eter/per second.

Railcar loader and unloader

the abovementionedare shipequipment.This sectionwill discuss the railcar equipment,because
at the bulk terminal two kinds of transferareoperated eitherfrom railcarto vesselor
from vesselto railcar.
At the continuous high volume bulk terminal, the majority of cargo on the land side is brought
in or sent out by rail. Indeed, the railloadingiunloading equipment and support systemconstitute
betweenone fourth and one third of the entire terminal investment. The common way of loading
railcars ( or trucks) is through an elevated hopper and a gravity chute. Loading of the hopper
from the piles is done by elevators and/or inclined conveyers.
Unloading of railcars can be done either through the bottom (bottom drop cars or side open cars)
or through the top, by turning them around using a rotary dumper( open gondolas with rotary
rings).

Railcar
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Both systems allow for continuous discharge and high productivity ranging from 1000 tons/ per
hour to 2000 tons/ per hour.

screw unloader--This machine is only for rail gondolas ( both side doors are open). Indevelop
countries most rail cars are made of timber (except for the chassis), sometimes,unload
these cars are unloaded by manpower. In China's inland ports, in 1960's many coalterminal
were equipped with the railcar screw unloader for discharging the coal fromgondola

machine is very simple. A screw is mounted on a vertical beam which can go up or down,dependi
on the operation of discharge. When the screw is rotated and inserted into the coal,the
coal will drop down to the hopper and then onto the conveyer. Usually, it takes 6 minutes tounload
a railcar(50 tons) .
screw unloader is cheap, it is easyto use and maintain, and it is suitable to bulk terminalswhose
annual throughput is 1-3 million tons.
Railcar rotary dumper--This unloader dischargesthe gondola by turning the car from 0 degreeto
180 degrees,and the cargo drops down through the hopper onto the conveyer. The capacity
of the rotary dumper is high, and it can unload 60 cars per hour. It suites the high volume bulk
terminal. If one railcar can be loaded with 50 tons of cargo, the productivity of a rotary dumper
will reach 3000 tons per hour. It is very high for an inland port. In fact, this high productivity
does not depend on the rotary dumper, but depends on the "car-feeding system", that is to say,
the high productivity of that rotary dumper depends on a good "car-feeding system".

Bulk cargo handling process
General

The bulk cargo handling process at bulk terminals involves two systems, one is land-to-water,
another is water-to-land. The land-to-water systemis for the unloading of the railcars (or trucks)to
storage or direct shipment, and this system is the case at most China's inland terminals. Thewater-to
system is unloading the vessel to storage and then loading the trucks or railcars.

The large volume handled by bulk terminals justifies the so-called "whole system design" or
"general arrangement" , i.e. , designing the entire terminal as if it were one large, continuousmachine
The underlying concept is to insure efficient flow of cargo and to optimize investment
by adjusting the capacity of the various terminal machines. In fact, at many terminals, thehandling
machines are already physically connected together through a network of conveyers.
The apparentneed to balancethe various terminal components, however, is not evident at some
bulk terminals where bottlenecksof capacity can be mainly identified on the land side operation,
mainly in rail handling.

componentsof the bulk cargoterminal canbe divided into threegroups:
(a) Railcar-unloadingsystem;
(b) Storagesystem;
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(c) Shipmentsystem.
However, the low volume or large volume throughput ternlinal will also involve the three
systems, the difference are the machines. The following presents several bulk cargo handlingternlinals
in Nanjing port.
Coal terminal
This is a land-to-water terminal. The coal was transported by railcars which stop at the entranceof
the rotary dumper. The dumper discharges the coal for either storage or shipment. Thisterminal
involves railcar-unloading system, storage systemand shipment system.
The shipment system involves two berths, berth No. 37 and berth No.35. Berth No.37 is
constructed of reinforced concrete pile structure and two fixed shiploaders are mounted on the
open piled structure. The belt conveyer is mounted on the boom of the shiploader, the width of
the belt is 1.2 meters, the speedis 3.15 meter/per second,and the capacity is 1200 tons/per hour.
The transport conveyer is connected with the shiploader, and the other end connected with the
loading conveyer inside the under ground tunnel. The coal stockpile is on the tunnel, and two
stackerstravel along the tunnel. Over the tunnel is a V -type hopper, and the coal is stored inside
the bigger hopper which is constructed of concrete. A transport conveyer is connected with the
stacker and the other end connected with the railcar unloading system.
The railcar unloading systeminvolves two rotary dampers and two railcar pusher systems. The
pusher can push the railcar up an 11% slope into the dumper. The working cycle of the pusher
( from first railcar to secondrailcar) is 3 minutes. Under each dumper is a big hoppei;~towhich
a conveyer is connected. When the railcar reachesthe dumper, it turns 180 degrees,and the coal
drops down into the hopper, and through the conveyer it goes either to the storage or for direct
shipment.
Another stockpile is equipped with two stackerand reclaimers. The coal is stored on the ground.
In this case, the boom conveyer runs ahead; in case of shipment, the bucket wheels of the
reclaimer will run and the boom conveyer runs reversibly, the bucket excavates into the coal
stockpile and through the boom conveyer the coal goes for shipment.
The handling process of berth No.35 is the same as that of berth No.37, but the handlingmachines
are different. On the dock is a straight line shiploader,.andtwo tracks on the platform.
The belt width of the convey.eris 1.4 meters, and the capacity is 2500 tons coal per hour. The
boom can be luffed, extended or shortened. When the shiploader is in operation, the range of
loading points is wide than that of the No.37 berth shiploader.
storageyard of number 35 berth is different from'that of the No. 37berth. It is equipped with
a gantry stackerand reclaimer, and the coal is stored on the ground by the conveyer beam. There
is no tunnel, therefore, no worker works in the tunnel. That it improves the working
environment, and reduces dust pollution. The span of the gantry stacker and reclaimer is 50meters,
and the stockpile can be 10 meters high. There are two conveyers connected with the
gantry stacker and reclaimer , one is the store conveyer, connected with the dumper ( railcar-unloading
system), one is the out-of-store conveyer, connected with the shiploader. The coal
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in railcarsis dumped throughthe dumperinto the hopperandthen, throughthe conveyergoes
eitherto storageor shipment.
railcar-unloadingsystemis d~fferentfrom the number37 berthrailcar unloadingsystem.Here
the railcarsmove on a horizontalrail. The pusheris different, herethe pusher pushes20railcars.

efficiencyof No. 35 berthis higherthan that of the No. 37 berth.
Iron ore terminal

main function of the iron ore terminal is water-to-land transfer. The iron ore comes fromAustralia
and Brazil by 25000 tonnage ocean-going vessels, and it is either transferred to thebarge
or stored on the yard. The dock is constructedof openpiled reinforced concrete structure.
On the platform, there are equipped two portal cranes with hopper, only for unloading ocean-going
vessels. This is the unloading berth; near it is a loading berth for loading barges. Twoshiploade
were equipped on the platform and the two portal cranes and two shiploaders cantravel
along the dock. The storage yard was equipped with a boom stacker and reclaimer. A
conveyer systemis connected with the unloading systemand storage system. In fact this systemis
a water-to -land (only for storage), or land-to-water, or water-to-water (ocean-going vessel to
barge) terminal.
The machines are two portal cranes (with hopper fixed on the crane), two shiploaders (only for
barge), one boom stackerand reclaimer and several hundred meters belt conveyers. The width
of belt is 1.2 meters, speedis 2.5 meters/ per second,the capacity is 1000 tons/per hour and the
annual throughput can reach five million tons.
Sand terminal
mentioned above,the function of the sandterminal is only water-to-land transfer. The general
arrangementof this terminal is very simple, becausethe function is unloading barges and thenstoring,
and loading the trucks from the stockpile by bucketlift.

grab cranesare fixed on the platform of the dock that is an open piled reinforced concretestructure
The two grab cranesfeed a conveyer at the sametime. A boom stackerstoresthe sand
on the stockpile. The annual throughput can reach one million. tons.

2.4 Environmental protection

At present, environmental protection is a very important issue. Becauseof the dust pollution atcoal
terminals, the handling and storageof coal at bulk terminals is also a major concern to portauthoritie
Air pollution here dependsmainly on the dust-making properties of the material andthe
method of handling employed. It is important to choosethe method of handling and storagesuitable
to the material, and to prevent dust explosions.

handling of coal is environmentallyproblematic in many cases;handling createsdust
(especiallygravity loading),the equipmentis noisyandthe dustof coal is inflammable.
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The reduction of environmental hazards at coal terminals can be achieved by:
Minimizing the depth of drop--Dropping the coal as close as possible to its final surface of rest
can both reduce dust and noise; in the loading of vesselsthe boom can be lowered and the chutes
extended.Likewise, in certaincases,the vertical drop can be altogethereliminated by using slides
or inclines.

Enclosing the handling system--it is easy to enclose the parts of handling machines used formoving
cargoes or the drop point where dust explosion may take place, such as the conveyer,connec
points, railcar dumper-hopperconnecting point, and etc.

Wetting the material-- This is an efficacious method to reduce dust pollution. Showers can beinstalled
at all the connecting points of conveyer, and all drop points, and the material on
stockpile or railcar can be wetted for unloading to avoid dust explosions.
shelterboard-- In the port area,special stockpiles can be surrounded with sheltergreenbelts(trees
30-50 meters wide) , and this can suppress dust flying.
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An Overview of the Educational Administration

System of China

Higher Education

are 1080 universities and collegesof full-time higher education in China. They areadminis
in threeforms:
the StateEducationCommissionis in chargeof the 35 of them, which are the mostfamous
onesin the country, suchasBeijing University,Nanjing University, etc.
Secondly, more than 60 ministries, commissions, bureaus and very big business groups pose
administration upon about 350 universities and colleges. For instance, the Hohai University is
directly underthe Ministry of Water Conservancy,and Dalian Maritime University directly underthe
Ministry ofCornrnunications. The General Aviation Industry Corporation of China andChina
Ship-Building Corporation also manage a few universities. Of the 350, some are also the most
well-'known universities in China, such as Hohai University.
Thirdly, the other 700 or so belong to the provincial-level governments, including, the five
autonomous region governments and the three centrally-controlled municipal governments, i.e.
Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin.
Secondary Schools (also called secondary vocational education)

Theseschoolsaremanagedeitherby the ministriesof CentralGovernment,local governments
or the companies.
Secondaryand Primary Schools
These schools are all managed by local governments.The teml of primary schools is as long as
6 years; Secondary schools temllast 6 years too:
.three for junior secondary school, and
.three for senior secondary school.
The 3 years of junior secondary school plus 6 years of primary school forms the 9 year
compulsory education. Children have usually beenabove 15 when they finish this period.

.Prepared by Xue Qingxiang, Deputy Director General, Department of Education
Ministry of Communications, Beijing, China
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Adult Education (also called on-job educationand training)
are only a few individual campusesundertaking this kind of educationand training. Thereare
mostly programmed in universities and professional secondaryschools. It is good to sharethe
facility and faculty resources with full time education.

The figure below showsthe structureof educationsystemin China:
HigherEducation

SeniorMiddle School(3 years)

ProfessionalSecondarySchool

~
Junior Middle School (3 years)

~
School (6 years)

Conferring Policy
Doctor degreeconferring is usually by universities or researchinstitutes, but theseorganizations
have to be authorized by the Central Government. Master's degreeconferring organizations haveto
be authorized by both the Central Government and some authorized provincial governments.
The specialty of port and waterway engineering in this Hohai University is the only one in Chinato
be authorized to confer the Doctor degree.

Classifications of Professional Education and Training
in the Field of IWT in China
Classification of Levels
Education
.Doctor's degree program with a tenD of 2--3 years. Students are selected mostly by
universities and their tutors.

.Master's degreeprogramwith a tennof2--3 years.Studentsareselectedfirstly by passing
strict nationwideexamination,thenby the universitiesand their tutors.
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degreeprogram with a term of 4 years or longer. Students are selected by the
strict nationwide Examination of Entrance to University and Colleges.
degree but with higher education diploma, usually with a term of 3 years or less.
Students are selected by passing strict nationwide examination, with the score a little bit
lower than that of Bachelor's degreeprogram.

SecondaryEducation
Studentsof this level mostly come from junior middle schools through middle-level nationwide
examination. Part of them of this the kind are professional secondary schools. Graduates from
schools of this kind will be technicians and management personnel, or called white-collar
workers. Another part of the kind are skilled worker training schools. Graduates from schools
of this kind will be ~killed workers, or called blue collar workers.

Classifications of Forms
The full time off-job education with diploma and degree or diploma without degree

Thepart time on-job educationand training with / without diploma
This kind of education usually take place in full time school campuses, only a few special
campusesare individual. The students or trainees are all adults. They are usually experienced
persons or skilled workers.

Classifications of Majors
Engineeringor construction of harbors or channels
Marine navigation in river, marine engineeringand marine communications.
kind ofIWT businessand businessadministration.

Location and Capacity of Professional Education and
Training in the Field of IWT in' China
Higher Education
University
Tianjin UniversityDalian
University of Technology

Nanjing , Jiangsu
Tianjin
Dalian,Liaoning

These are three world known universities, with celebrated experts, excellent faculty and good
facilities.

.Bachelor's
.No
The
3.
Hohai
475
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Total capacity:

personsenrolledperyear

Doctor
Master
Bachelor
port and waterwayengineering.
Graduates from these universities will work in the field of river and sea. It is hard to separate
them clearly.

Wuhan University of CommunicationScienceand Technology(the WUCST)
600 personsenrolledperyear
Doctor
Master
BachelorNo
degreewith diploma in term of 3 yearsMaritime
engineeringMaritime
Navigation
IWT management
ChongqingCommunicationsInstitute, Chongqing,Sichuan
ChangshaCommunicationsInstitute, Changsha,Hunan
Nanjing CommunicationsCollege,Nanjing, Jiangsu
Total capacity:Levels:

persons enrolled per year

Master
BachelorNo
degree with diploma in term of 3 years
Port and waterway engineering including sea port and waterway
but mostly for river.

Furthermore,thereare QingdaoOceanUniversity, Qingdao,Shandong;HangzhouUniversity,
Hangzhou,Zhejiang. They also havethe major of port and waterwayengineeringwith good
faculty and facilities. But the amountof studentsthereis relatively smallerthan that of thosementi
above.
SecondaryEducation
Professionalsecondaryschools
are 6 schools ( 2 of in Jiangsuprovince). They are:
.Nanjing Navigation School, Nanjing, Jiangsu,
.Chongqing Navigation School, Chongqing, Sichuan,
.Harbin Navigation School, .Harbin, Heilongjiang,
.Wuhan IWT Industrial School, Wuhan, Hubei,
.Wuxi IWT Construction School, Wuxi, Jiangsuand
.Guangxi Navigation School, Nanning, Guangxi.

Levels:
Capacity:Levels:
485
Major:
There
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2500
2000
Total
4.
graduates
5.
The
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Total capacity:Teml:Major:

persons enrolled per year
2.5 to 3 years
Maritime navigation
Maritime engineering
Maritime communications
IWT ship repair and maintenanceand Business administration for
IWT Companies

Skilled worker training schools
There are 16 schools ( 6 of them in Jiangsuprovince).

Total Capacity:Term:Subjects:personsenrolledperyear2
yearsmore or longer
Sailor
Oilier andmechanicRadio
operator

On-jab-training
18 Trainingcenters:
about 2000 persons enrolled per year
capacity:Term:Subjects:Degree:
1 month to 2 years
by demand
some schools conferring bachelors

Forecast

In light of the economic development and social prosperity, up to the year 2001, the domesticdeman
for the subjects in the field of IWT is estimated as follows:
.High education:.Secondary
professional:

3800 per year
5500 per year

By the way, mostof the universitiesand schoolsmentionedabovearequalified andauthorizedto
receivestudentsfrom abroad,specialin Asia andpacific region.

Problems of Education and Training of IWT in China
Too Low Budget for Education
economicsupportto educationin Chinacomesfrom severalchannels:

.Central government budget;
.Local government budget;
.Companies support for their own schools, and
.Social donations from both domestic and abroad.
Several years ago, China was in the pure central planning control economic system. At that time,
central government and local government budgets are the only channels to support education.
Social donation were relatively less. Companies support their own schools with the deduction
from the profit which they should send up the government. all the companies were state owned
enterprises.
China is now in the transitional period from central planning systemto market economic system.
Governments call for universities and schools to seekeconomic support through multiple ways.
Meanwhile, governments increase education budget every year. But this increase can not catch
up with the inflation. The demand that people want to have more education is increasing rapidly
as well.

Becauseof thelevel of economyandthe ideology, supportfrom socialdonationarenot so much
asthosein industrializedcountries.
Some secondaryprofessional schools and skilled worker schools are managedand supported by
companies. But some company leaders believe that in support of the education is the
responsibility of government.

Especially,recently,somestate-ownedcompaniesare not running very well. So they have not
enoughmoneyto supportthe schoolstheyown.

Due to the reasons above, universities and schools do not have enough money to renew their
facilities, to provide more opportunities for their teachersto study new technology, to provide
more opportunities for students to practice what they have learned from classrooms andtextboo

All this makes the education hardly catch the international first-class level.

The Bad Education SystemItself Need to Be Improved
Before 1980's, China was in the pure central governmentplanning economic system.Educational
system was in the same way. At that time almost all the school budget came from the
governments. It was planned by the Government how many students should be enrolled every
year, how many students for eachmajor, what they should learn, and how to instruct them, how
many class hours there were every day, week, or semester.Even the government agencies had
to approve of the school curriculum. In addition, governments provided employment for all the
graduates. In this way actually, universities and schools act as workshops, quite different from
those in the industrialized counties.

Nowadays,althoughgreatchangedhavetakenplacein China, but the changein the educational
systemare not so muchas that in the economicsection.
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the last few years, modem high-technology has been taken by IWT engineering andbusines
suchas GPS (Global Position System),GIS (Geographic Information System),GMDSS
(Global Maritime Distress Safety System), CAD (Computer Aid Design). But the courses in
some schools do not meetthe changesvery well. After graduation, some studentscan not be well
qualified for their professional positions.

Conclusions
Thereis a good educationalandtraining systemin the field of IWT in China, in termsof level
coverage,geographiclocations,majordistributionsand so on. In this field, Chinaenjoysfirstclassexperts,excellentteachers,and relativelygoodteachingfacilities.

has plentiful natural inland waterway resources. Most waterways are in natural or semi-natural
conditions. Most ships in IWT systemneed to be renewed. The managementsystemand
information system oflWT need to be updated. There is a lot to be done in the future. All of thisrequires
an appropriate professional educational system. It is helpful that China has moreopportu
to communicate and exchange with outside world in reforming its educationalsystem

major problems in the education system remain to be the too low budget and the too slow
speed,with which China's educational system in IWT can catch up with the country's economicreformi

1.

Training and Development
Severalyears ago, a plant managercontacteda consultant for assistance.The manager'sproblem
seemedto be the inadequateperformance of his supervisors. A visit to the plant and discussion
with several people revealed the following situation:
There were six foremen on the day shift and two on the night shift. The foremen were rather
young; two were nineteen, four were between twenty and twenty four. However, two were
around fifty. They were quite shy-almost introverts. One had a high school education, the others
had completed no more than the tenth grade. The median age of the work force was around
twenty-four or twenty-five. The firm was located in a small farming community about 30 miles
from a large metropolitan area. The firm had beenstarted by local people aboutthree years prior
to this time, but it had gone ~ankrupt and ultimately was bought by an easternfirm and reopened
a few months before the consultant's visit. The plant manager had decided that an outsider
should be brought in to conduct some training on its own but had not beensuccessful. Books had
beenpurchased for the foremen, but they had not readthem. The general foreman was not happy
about bringing an outsider. The other foremen were neither or nor against the idea. Only two
had worked as foremen before. The others had been appointed foremen within the last several
months. The latter group had very little experience in working in industry as operative.,employers,
much less as foremen.
Somepeople use TRAINING to refer to the effort to increasethe ability of operative employees
(otherwise called workers) and DEVELOPMENT to refer to increasingthe abilities of managers.
Training refers to the organization's efforts to improve a person's ability to perform a job or
organizational role. In the case of a new employee or an employee placed on a new job, this
meansthe act of providing the person with the knowledge and skill required to perform the job.
Training may involve showing a lathe operator how to produce a new part, teaching a foreman
how to handle grievances from his men, or improving a plant manager's ability to negotiate a
contract with the union. Each of these examples refers to a skill or ability which is related to the
person's job duties, or is job-oriented. Thus, training can be thought of as job-oriented, and it
should result in an observable change in the behavior of the trainee in that his ability to perform
his job is increased. The attitude of the employee is also important in influencing job
performance; however, this factor will not be discussedhere.

Developmentrefers to the organization'sefforts (and the person'sown efforts) to increasea
person'sability to advancein his organizationor to performadditionaljob duties. One reason
developmenthas been commonly used to refer to managementdevelopmentis that most
managers have been in developmentprograms in preparation for high-level positions.

.Preparedby ProfessorZhangYang,Collegeof InternationalIndustryand Commerce,
Hohai University, Nanjing, China
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Development can also be thought of as increasing a person'sgeneral knowledge related to his job
and his ability to adapt to change.
There are some relations among training, development and education. Training is narrow in
scopeand is mostly concerned with the acquisition of skills. Development is still job-related but
it is much broader in scope; education involves the acquisition of knowledge of general nature.
In this material, we will discuss the Training, Development and Employee in a generalized
meanIng.

Human Resources Planning and Assessment of Training Needs
2.1 Human ResourcesPlanning
Human resourcesplanning (HRP) is the process of anticipating and making provision for the
movement of people into, within, and out of the organization. Its purpose is to optimize the
utilization of theseresourcesand to have available the required number of people with the needed
qualifications to fill position opening where and when these opening occur.

Planningis anessentialprocessof management.Becausemanagement
entailsaccomplishment
results with and throughpeople,the planning processmust include the organization'shuman
resources. HRP provides the foundation for establishingan effective human resources
management(HRM) functionsbeingperformedwithin it.
Severalintangible costs may result from inadequateHRP or the lack of HRP. For example,
inadequateHRPresultsin vacanciesremainingunseated.Theresultingloss in efficiencycanbe
costly, particularlywhenleadtime is requiredto train replacements.Situationsalso may occur
in which employeesare being laid off in one departmentwhile applicantsare being hired for
similar jobs in anotherdepartment.This maycauseoverhiringandresultingthe needto layoff
thosepersonswho were recentlyhired. Finally lack of HRPmakesit difficulty employeesto
make plans for effective careeror personaldevelopment. As a result, some of the more
competentandambitiousonesmay seekotheremploymentwheretheir careeropportunitiescan
be more clearlyidentified.
organizationsplan for their future, HR managersmust be concerned with meshing HRP withstrategic
business planning. Strategic planning is the process of setting major organizationobjectives
and developing comprehensiveplans to achievetheseobjectives. It involves deciding
on the primary direction of the organization including its structure, process, and the
interrelationship of human resources. Part of the strategicplanning processinvolves determiningif
people are available, internally or externally, to implement the strategic organization plan.James
Walker suggestsfive steps for integrating HRP with strategic businessplanning. Theseare:
J

1. Define the corporatephilosophy.
2. Scanthe environmentalconditions.
3. Evaluatethe organization'sstrengthsandweaknesses.
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Developobjectivesand goals.
5. Developstrategies.
Two organizations, IBM and GE, have beenforerunners in human resourcesstrategic planning.
At IBM, this processtakes place at three levels--plant, division, and corporate. Each year IBM's
HR department develops a five-year HR strategic plan and a two-year tactical plan based on
tentative business goals. These goals are formulated only after IBM conducts an internal and
external analysis of the company's $trengthand weaknesses. Major business are not approved
until the vice-president of HR concurs with the businessplan.
In theory, HRP requires an open-systems concept that relates each HRP function with the
environment. As the IBM example illustrates, the HRP process will be integrated with the
strategic planning processthrough environmental scanning. This procedure is necessarybecause
any strategic developed must be consistent with those environmental trends and contemporary
issues that may have an impact on the organization. HRP, in turn must anticipate the possible
impact of these strategic upon HRP. The growing body of employee law must be closely
integrated with HRP goals and functions.
Another environmental influence--demographic changesin population--also must be monitored
asa part ofHRP. Suchchangescan affect the composition and the performance of organization's
work force. These changes are important because EEO/ AA plans must take into account the
demographic composition of the population in the areawhere the organization is located: Further
more, with a "maturing" work force in somecountries, HRP must considerthe many implications
of aging employees on recruitment and replacementpolicies. Other areasrequiring consideration
are compensation and employee benefits, training, and flexible employment options'(part-time,
flextime, job sharing, phasedretirement, etc.)
HR managers employ a systematic process when undertaking HRP. The three key elements of
the processare making forecasts,performing supply analysis, and balancing supply and demand
considerations. Careful attention to each factor will assist either top managersor supervisors to
meet their staffing requirements.
Employment forecasting is a key component of HRP. It is the HR activity of estimating in
advance the number and type of people needed to meet organizational objectives. When
concentrating on resource needs, forecasting is primarily quantitative in nature, and in large
organizations it is accomplished by highly trained specialists. Quantitative approaches to
forecasting can employ sophisticatedanalytical models, although forecasting may be as informal
as having one individual anticipate future HR requirements. Organizational demands will
ultimately determine the technique used. However, regardless of the method employed.
Forecasting should not be neglected even in relatively small organizations. Forecasting is
frequently more an art than a science,providing approximations ratherthan absoluteresults. The
ever changing environment in which an organization operatescontributes to this problem. For
example, estimating product or service demand is a basic forecasting concern as is anticipating
the changes in national economy. A hospital anticipating internal changes in technology,
organization, or administration must factor these improvements into staffing needs. Likewise,
forecasting efforts must be in line with the organization's financial resources.

There
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are two approachesto HR forecasting: quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative, ortop-down,
approachto forecasting involves the use of statistical or mathematical techniques. Itis
the approachused by theoreticians and professional planners. One example is trend analysis,
which forecasts employment requirements based upon a study of past HR growth. If, forexample,
10 new employees were hired, on average, every month for eachof the past 10 years,
then 120 employees would be required for the forthcoming year. Indexation, or ratio analysis,is
forecasting by determining employment growth based on some organizational index. A ratioof
employees to sales is a common indexing technique. Another more sophisticated statisticalplanning
method is simulation, which usescomputersto forecastfuture employment needsbased
upon past patterns. The qualitative, or bottom-up, approachto forecasting is less statistical and
attempts to reconcile the interests, abilities, and aspirations of individual employees with the
current and futur,e staffing needsof an organization. HR practitioners experienced in training,
consulting, managementdevelopment techniques use this approach. One focus of this method
is an evaluation of employee performance and pro.motability, as well as managementand career
development.
In both large an small organizations, HR planners may rely on expert forecasts to anticipate
staffing requirements. Expert forecastsare the opinions (judgments) of supervisors, department
managers, or others knowledgeable about future employment needs. Two variations of this
forecasting method, the Delphi Technique and the Nominal Group Technique (NGT), attempt
to decreasethe subjectivity of individually based forecasts by soliciting and summarizing thejudgments
of a preselectedgroup of experts. While both the Delphi techniqueand the NGT have
beenused effectively to predict staffing levels, the Delphi method is more successfully used to
make predictions, whereas, the NGT mainly functions to generate lists of ideas for further
discussion. Ideally, HRP should include the use of both the quantitative and the 'qualitative
approaches. In combination, the two approachesserve to complement each other and provide
a more complete planning coverage. The contributions of both the theoreticians and the
practitioners are brought together in the process.
Once an organization has forecastits future requirements for employees, it must then determine
if the numbers and types of employeesneededare available to staff anticipated openings. Supply
analysis will encompasstwo sources--internal and external. The process normally starts with an
evaluation of the existing supply of employees in the organization. If current employees are not
available to fill new openings, then the enterprise will evaluate the external supply of human

resources.

An internal supply analysis may begin with the preparation of staffing tables. Staffing tables area
pictorial representation of all organizational jobs along with the numbers of employees
currently occupying those jobs and future (monthly or yearly) employment requirements.Additionally
and in conjunction with staffing tables, skills inventories are prepared on hourlyemployees
that list each individual's education, past work experience, vocational interests,specific
abilities and skills, compensationhistory, and job tenure. Well-prepared and up-to-dateskills
inventories allow an organization to quickly match forthcoming job openings withemployee
backgrounds. When data are gathered on managementemployees, these inventoriesare
called management inventories. Both skills and management inventories can be used to
develop employee replacementcharts. These charts list currentjobholders and identify possiblereplacemen
should openings occur. Notice that thesechartsprovide information on the current
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performance and promotability of possible replacement. Replacementcharts are very usefulplanning
tools for locating hard-to find employees or key managementpersonnel.
When an organization lacks an internal supply of employees for promotions, or when staffing
entry-level positions, it must considerthe external supply of labor. Many factors influence labor
supply, including demographic changes in population, national and regional economics,
educationlevel of the work force, demand for specific employee skills, population mobility, and
governmentpolicies. Regional unemployment rates are often considered a general barometerof
labor supply. Fortunately, labor market analysis is aided by various published documents.
HRP should strive for a proper balance not only between forecasting techniques and their
application, but betweenthe emphasisplaced upon demand considerations as opposedto supply
considerations. Demand considerations are based upon the forecast and projection of trends in
business activity. The supply consideration involve the determination of where and how
candidates with the required qualifications are to be obtained to staff job vacancies. Due to the
difficulty in obtaining applicants for the increasing number of jobs that require advancedtraining,
this phase of planning is receiving greater attention. Greater planning effort is also needed in
recruiting members of protected cJassesfor managerial jobs and technical jobs that require
advancedlevels of education.

When an organization experiences a demand for workers, several staffing possibilities exist.
Hiring full-time employees, recalling those laid off, using temporary employees, or having
employees work overtime are options. Apple Computer, Inc., and LyphoMed, Inc. (a smallpharmaceut
company), rely heavily on part-time employees to satisfy employment needs.
However, when HRP shows a surplus of jobholders, organizations may use terminations, work
sharing, layoffs, demotions, attritions (a gradual reduction of employees)to achieve work forcebalance.
Early retirements are a viable meansto reduce excesssupply.
Private organizations must consider HRP becausethey typically have to cope with a large number
of internal and external variables. Government agencies,educational institutions, hospitals, and
other nonprofit organizations also are concerned with HRP because they operate within
establishedbudgets. Many of them also experiencelong-term, aswell as short-term, changesand
fluctuations in the demand for their services. Changes and shifts in population, international
tensions and conflicts, political pressures, and fluctuations in business cycle can affect the
services that a public agency or institution is required to provide, as well as the budget on which
it must operate. These factors in turn determine the number and types of positions that must be
staffed for any particular period.

planning techniques and tools are appropriatefor use in either private-sector or public-sectororganization

2.2 The Relationship betweenTraining and Job Performance
,'~

Employee training is most frequently associatedwith human resources development (HRD). It
should produce immediate changes in job performance so that supervisors and trainees
themselvesare able to seethe difference betweenjob performance before and after training. Its
effects are thus more immediate than development or education.

According to Leonard Nadler (1984), "training is defined as learning related to the presentjob".
It narrows the gap between what individuals know or can do and what they should know or do.
As a short-term change effort for improving presentjob performance, the traditional approach
to training is unlike employee education, which prepares individuals for future jobs, and
employee development, which contributes to organizational learning by cultivating the collective
skills of individuals in group settings.
Performance is defined as the result of a pattern of actions carried out to satisfy an objective
according to some standard. It is not the same a behavior, which is observable action.
Appropriate job behavior may-or may not-result in good job performance. Performance is
equated with results; behavior is equated only with actions taken. Job performance c.onsists of
three interrelated elements': individual (who); the activity (what); and the context (where).
Individual performance is influenced by ability (what are the individual's capacities to perform?)
and motivation (how much does the person feel inclined to perform?).
To improve job
performance, change must occur for the individual, the activity, the context, or some combination
of the three.
Training can improve job performance by improving individual abilities, stimulating motivation,
matching individual ability to activity requirements, and/or matching the individual to contextual
requirements. However, it cannot change job activities or work context. It changes individuals
by furnishing them with new knowledge and skills pertaining to the work.

Training contributes to the realization of organizational strategy for HRD, HRP, and strategic
business plans. To formulate organizational strategy for HRD, managersand employees must
have a firm grasp of present strengths and weaknessesin job performance. The re.asonis thatplanning
should begin with information about present conditions. Training needs assessmentprovides
detailed information about present conditions. One way to narrow a gap between
present labor supply and future labor demand is to improve the present productivity of job
incumbents. In this sense, then, training helps implement HR plans by improving the
productivity of people already employed in the firm. In short, training makes better use of
existing employee talent. Training contributes to the realization of strategic businessplans intwo
ways. First, it furnishes people involved in formulating plans with skills necessaryto do it.
Second, it provides new knowledge and skills to employees at eachorganizational level, so they
can go about their jobs in ways leading to the realization of long-term plans.

2.3 Problems with the Traditional Model of Training

The model of training design and delivery described in many books about HR management
assumes that job performance is always improved by analyzing how a job is presently beingperformed,
assessinghow well individuals are carrying out the job, and designing instruction to
encourageindividuals to conform to presentways of performing the job. The assumption is that
individuals must perform in ways consistent with traditional practices and historical jobrequiremen
In this sense,training thus serves as a maintenance system. It preserves all
existing system by teaching people how to conform to policies, procedures,methods, and rules.
At best, it fosters consistency by obtaining uniform behavior regarding policies and procedures
intended to formalize or institutionalize all aspectsof organizational behavior. In many cases,of
course, that is true.
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On the other hand, there are caseswhen training should help anticipate future job requirements
utterly unlike those that have existed in the past. Instead of narrowing gaps between actual and
desired job performance at present, the focus should be on gaps between present or actual
performance, and future or desired performance. Sometimes, an organization seeks new ways
to do things: new approachesand innovative structures and ideas. It requires system change as
well as individual change. When used in this way, training becomes an adaptive system. It
tends to achieveenvironmental constancy by bring the external world under control. Instead of
bring individual performance into compliance with organizational policies, procedures, work
methods, and cultural requirements, training becomes a vehicle for anticipating future
environmental requirements. As environmental conditions change, the organization and
individual gradually learn how to behavior so as to meet new requirements created by those
changing conditions.

2.4 Strategic Training

Strategic training prepares employees for changes in job requirements wrought by externalenvironmen
conditions or by organizational policies, procedures,plans, or work methods. Itis
based on predictions of future job requirementsstemming from strategic necessity. Strategictraining
requires HRD practitioners and managers to envision what future job performance
should be under future conditions and prepare people for those conditions. In this sense,then,training
is a method of changing the "organizational paradigm", the culture or metarules
governing behavior in the firm. It is a vehicle for realizing a vision of what individualperformance
should be under relatively uncertain future conditions. Hence, strategic training is
a tool for organizational and individual transformation, renewal, and creativity. Its focus is onworking
smart, not on working hard.
'.,
Much like its traditional counterpart, strategic training contributes to formulating and
implementing organizational strategyfor HRD, HRP, and strategic businessplanning. However,
strategic training is useful in ways different from its traditional counterpart.
T0 formulate organizational strategy for HRD, managersand employeesmust envision the future.
What are job conditions going to be in one year, two years, five years, and as business plans
change? If people anticipate the future, they positioned to take advantageof opportunities and
advert threats posed by the changes it brings. This principle applies as much to individuals in
their jobs as it applies to organizations in their interactions with the external environment. To
formulate organizational strategy for HRD, managersand employees need training to envisionthe
future and plan in anticipation of it. Since future conditions are not fixed, like the past,
envisioning them is a higWy creative and subjective process. Future training needsare identified
in the context of a vision of what future job requirements will be or should be. Implementing
organizational strategy for HRD is also highly creative and subjective. Since the future may not
unfold as expected, HRD practitioners must plan for contingencies to cope with otherwise
unexpected probiems. To plan for contingencies, both HRD practitioners and operating
managers may need instruction in the principles of contingency planning.
To narrow the gap between presentlabor supply and future demand, managerscan do more than
just make betteruse of available supply. They can also changethe allocation of work, which may
affect the numbers and skills of people needed in the future; automate; and change the kind of
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recruited into the firm. There are other st~ategiestoo: reduce turnover and absenteeism;change
the distribution of full-time and part-time employees; and introduce innovative practiceslike
job sharing or flexible work hours. Any of these strategies will, of course, influence jobtraining
needs. In fact, HRD practitioners and managers may need to predict the likely futureeffects
of each change, so as to anticipate future training needs. Strategic training is necessaryto
avert future shortfalls in the supplies of skilled people. Examining past requirements orprojecting
past needs into the future are equally inadequate for this purpose. Implementation of
HR plans calls for action on several fronts at once: recruitment of skills from outside theorganization;
contracting for skills on a short-term basis; and training employees for skills theywill
need to implement strategic businessplans.
Strategic training contributes to strategic businessplanning in two ways. First it furnishes new,perhaps
better, methods of doing work. Second, it prepares employees at each organizational
level to carry out their jobs in ways consistent with future job requirements. The process offormulating
strategic training may reveal issues appropriate for consideration in formulatingbusiness
strategy. The process of implementing strategic training may also produce new
information of value in subsequentorganizational strategy-making.

Techniques of Personnel Selection
SelectionProcess

Infonnation is very important in the processof personnel selection. A prerequisite for accurate
selection is a precise detennination of the skills, abilities, aptitudes, etc., needed by a person tobe
successful on the job. Many problems are associatedwith the qualifications necessary;one
problem is defining successon the job. Successon a job may be the result of several factors.
Different people may be equally successful on the job but may vary considerably in theirqualifications
For example, two secretariesmay have the sametotal output per day, but one mayachieve
this through a combination of extremely accurate, but slow work, whereasthe other maybe
extremely fast, but inaccurate. Another example would be two salesmenwith identical total
sales. One salesman may succeedowing to his personality and aggressivesalespitch, whereasthe
other may carefully select his customers, develop his presentations,and be persistent. The
per.sonresponsible for selection needsto know not only the attributes required for a job but also
how to measurethem. Some attributes are necessaryfor somejobs but only desirable for others.The
personrequesting a new employee should indicate, if such infonnation is not available fromthe
job description, which attributes or skills are essential and which are a plus factor. In some
cases,the absenceof some certain qualifications or the presenceof certainnegative factors would
disqualify a person for job. For example, the lack of a driver's license would cause a person
applying for the job of taxi driver to be rejected. Color blindness or loss of hearing would be anegative
factor in many instances. The degree of accuracy in selecting employees who are
successful on the job can never be any greater than the degree of accuracy in describing the
attributes and skills needed for the jobholders.
Another factor to consider is the trade-off between training and ability. If an organization is
trying to hire a person with certain skills and is having difficulty in finding such a person, it
might consider the comparative costs of recruiting and selecting a completely qualified person,
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training a present employee, and of hiring a person with the necessaryaptitude and training
him for the job. The effect of a wrong selection decision should be considered in determining
how detailed or elaboratethe selectionprocessshould be for eachtype of position. The two maintypes
of mistakes made in selection decisions are false positive and false negative. A false
positive error occurs when the persondoing the selectionpredicts an applicant will be successful
on the job, and he is not. A false negative error occurs when it is predicted wrongly that an
applicant would not have beensuccessful. In the selection of an astronaut or airline pilot a false
positive error might be quite costly. A false negative error might result in the loss of a potentially
successful employee. The number of applicants in relation to the number of persons neededto
be hired is known as the selection ratio. The selection ratio can be expressedas 10 to 1 or as 10
percent; both refer to ten times as many applicants as employeesneeded. The greaterthe number
of applicants with respectto neededemployees,the greaterthe probability of finding a qualifies
person. The term "base rate" refers to the degree to which the skills or attributes wanted are
found in the generalpopulation. The lower the baserate, the snore difficulty it becomesto attract
applicants with the desired qualifications, and more care should be devoted to the selection of
recruiting methods.
Here is an example of steps in the selection process. The West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company (W estvaco) has an unusually effective recruiting and selection procedure for its
marketing trainees. It has achieved an acceptancerate of 80 percentand a first-year turnover rate
of only 7 percent. Westvaco concentrateson recruiting dischargedjunior officers of the Armed
Forces and young second job seekers. Nearly all its applicants are referred to it by selected
employment agencies across the county. These agencies refer only the top Y2percent of their
clients, after an extensive prescreeningprocess. Westvaco used a multi-interview technique to
assessthe candidates'traits and abilities and whether or not their goalswould be compatible with
the company'sprogram. The personnel departmentconducts the first interview, in which it filters
out some applicants and determines whether the remaining applicants have the necessary
qualifications for a marketing trainee. Only one out of five is sent to the next step. The
marketing personnel development department evaluatesthe applicants and passesthem on for
evaluation by representativesof sales,marketing research,etc.. There applicants are given tests
and interviews by a testing organization. This last step is a final check before the applicant is
offered a job, and as noted before, 80 percent accept.
The selection process can be thought of as a series of steps or stagesduring which additional
information is secured about the applicants. At each stage, information may be revealed which
will cause the applicants to be rejected--a procedure whic4 may be compared to a series of
successivebarriers which the applicant must pass. This procedure is designed to eliminate the
unqualified at any point in the process,thus saving the cost of sending an applicant through all
the steps. However, some firms use a different procedure--a multiple correlation process. In
these firms, an applicant goes through all the steps. The hiring decision based on information
gathered during the entire process.
In a newsletter, the Klieg Institute for Aptitude testing states that its experience over
twenty-seven years and thousands of clients suggests that most poor hiring decisions are the
result of inadequateinformation. The Institute suggeststhe following total assessmentprogram:

A realistic analysisof the requirementsof the job to be done.
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A sound application blank-- fact- finder which help you to learn aboutthe man's background
and life history.
A well-conducted interview--explore the facts and get at the attitudes of the man, and of
his family, toward the job and the company.
A reference check-.;.howdo previous employers feel aboutthe man? Above all, would they
rehire him?
A physical examination--health and stamina are vital factors in success.
Psychological aptitude testing--to explore the subsurfaceareaand get an objective look at
a man's suitability for the job.

to the report of the Bureau of National Affairs of United States,there are six steps ina
typical selectionprocedure: preliminary screening;application blank; interviewing and testing;reference
check; employment decision; and a physical examination.
.Step 1: Preliminary Screening. This can often be done by the receptionist or secretary in the
personnel department in large organizations. Preliminary screening essentially consists of
informing applicants, frequently drop-ins or persons coming to the organization on their own
initiative, what kinds positions are open, if any. Usually the personwill ask a few questions of
the applicant, about the type of work experiencehe has had and the kind of job he is seeking. In
large organizations, preliminary screening may include having the applicant fill out a brief
application form and assigning him to the propriety interviewer.
Step2: Application Blank and Other Biographical Data Forms. The application blank or form
usually requires the applicant to provide data about his background, work experiences,personal
and employer references,and other similar data. Some companies analyzed the infotnlation on
the application blank and determined statistically its relation to later success on the job. The
answers are weighted according to their relationship to job success. The American Telephone
and Telegraph Company (AT & T) analyzed the records of some 17,000college graduatesit had
hired and found that successas measuredby the level of salary obtained could best be predicted
by the applicant's rank in his college class with some adjustment necessary for the quality of
college attended. Scott and Johnson found that the weighted application blank proved just as
effective as,and much simpler than, a multiple-regression technique for weighted-item responses
for selecting unskilled workers who would remain on the job for a long time. Convenience to
work and 'family responsibility accounted for most of the variance in the criterion of tenure
Various researchershave tried several methods of using biographical data in predicting job
success. Marshall Brenner selected 100 employees of Lockheed California who had been
employed at least two years, had begun work with the company within one year of graduation
from high school, and had attended a Los Angeles high school at least two years. High school
teachers were requested to fill out a questionnaire about their former students. The ratings
obtained from these teachers were compared with supervisors' ratings of the employees'
performance on the job. The correlations were significant and the relations were better than those
obtained using aptitude tests. Absenteeism on the job was found to be significantly related to
absenteeismin high school. The teacherswere able to make discrimination of work habits and
cooperative behavior which proved highly predictive of later on-the-job behavior.
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Background data have been used to predict success for salesmenand executives. Bichs and
Williams investigated the predictive ability of background data and found that financial
responsibility, early family responsibi.lity, and stability were useful predictors of sales success.
This was true not only of salesmenbut also of district managers. The relation of the factors and
salesperformance tended to be linear; i.e., low scores on the three factors were associatedwith
low sales performance, and high scores usually meant high performance. Another studycompared
the ability of personal data and objective test scores to predict the successof youngexecutives
Education was the only variable, among thirty-one tested in this study, with
sufficiently high correlation to help predict success.
When one considers the number of items of biographical data which would be used and the
number of possible combinations of this items, it is soon apparent that it becomes too
time-consuming to perform any meaningful analysis by hand methods even when using
calculators. It was only natural, therefore, to expect that someonewould turn to the computer
for aid. The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company of USA did this. In an attempt to identify
and determine the predictive ability of biographical data, some of its researchersselected 1,525
life insurance salesmenwho had completed at least one year with the company during 1963.
Form application blanks, data were recorded for the factors of age, prior weekly salary, sales
experience, marital status, number of dependents,and education. Each factors was divided into
single, married and others. There are twenty-six intervals in all for the six factors or variables.
A computer program was used to examine all possible combinations of these twenty-six
intervals. The various combinations were ranked or reported in the order in which they
accounted for the difference in salesproduction (first year salesof insurance). Prior income was
reported asthe most important variable; next was the number of dependents.Thesetwo variables
accounted for nearly all the explicable variance in sales. By simply separatingthe applicants intothose
with prior weekly income above and below $90, the result is two groups with a difference
of $46,000 in average salesproduction. The difference between the lowest group (prior salary
less than $90) and the highest group ($130 or more prior salary and three or more dependents)
is over $100,000 in sales per year.

Another method of using biographical data is the biographical information bank, also known as
a personal information bank, or life history antecedent questionnaire. The biographical
information bank consists of a series of statistically weighted questions about the applicant'sbackgroun
These blanks are usually developed and validated by a trained psychologist, but
they can be scored and interpreted in the samemanneras most objective tests. Thesebanks have
been found to be the best single predictor of successby a number of companies. Standard Oilof
Indiana of USA is reported to have dropped its testing in favor of banks for some of itspositions.

Step3: Interviewing and Testing. The next step in the selection process is usually an interview
by some one in the personnel department (in those organizations with personnel department).
This interview is then usually followed by a test or battery of tests, however, in some
organizations the testing comes prior to the interview. The applicant m~y be sent to the
department or unit in which he will work for interviews by the department managerand perhaps
others. The topics of testing and interviewing are mentioned here only to indicate their place in
the selection procedure.
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Step4: Reference Checks. A survey by the Bureau of National Affairs of USA revealed that 93
percent of large and 87 percentof small companies check previous employment records, and 41
percentof large and 38 percentof small checkpersonaland/or credit references. A telephone call
is much quicker than a letter and usually yields better information. Instead of calling the
personnel departmentof the former employer, some firms call the applicant's former supervisor;
the experiencesof these firms indicate that this method yields more reliable information. Some
organizations have stopped trying to check reference themselves, preferring to have a full
background investigation made by a firm which specializes in this work. The validity of
recommendations of former employers has been the subject of at least two published studies.
The first showed that an "employment recommendation questionnaire" was of little value in
predicting the performance ratings which the applicants would receive on their new job. In
another study conducted ten years later, ratings by former employers or other references of new
teachers were correlated with their end-of-year ratings by their new principals. The results
showed very little correlation; in fact, compared with reference ratings, years of teaching
experience were as good an indicator, if not a better one, in predicting end-of-year evaluations.
A story on the Wall Street Journal reported the problems somefirms were having in checking thereferences
of applicants. A college official was quoted as saying that the college received calls
frequently from employers inquiring about an applicant's college record. In many cases,it was
discovered the applicant lied about his college work. The story is told about one quite cleverperson.
On his application he list a B. S. from MIT and a Ph.D. from Yale. The Boston
electronic firm where he had applied for work check his referencesand found them correct--or
so they thought. Later on he was considered for promotion and had to have a security clearance.
A federal investigator turned up the fact that he had never attendedYale. He had simply searchedthe
rosters of schools until he found Ph.D. graduate with his own name.
"

employers have turned to the use of polygraph examinations as a means of trying verifybackground
data. Many people oppose its use, as all unions do, and severalstateshave outlawedits
use in private industry. Some employ~rs report their turnover and internal theft losses have
been reduced since they started using the polygram as a screening device. Some personneldirectors
use polygraph tests as a means of speeding up the employment decision. Afterpreliminary
screeningand interviewing, if the personnel director thinks he will offer the applicanta
position, he tells the applicant that he is being strongly considered for a job and the only thinglacking
is a check of his references. The applicant then is given a choice: either to take a
polygraph examination and, if no problems arise, come to work next day, or to wait for one weekwhile
the firm check references through telephone calls and.letters. About 99 percent of the
applicants volunteer to take the polygraph examination. Another personnel director thinks thatusing
the polygraph examination in lieu of reference check gives him a better chance of hiring
an applicant. His reasoning is that by using the polygraph examination instead of reference
check, he can offer an applicant a job before he leavesthe firm. In a tight labor market, ifhe has
to wait several days while referencesare checked, the applicant may be offered a job by another

firm.
Step5: Employment Decision. After information has been gathered abo.utapplicant, someone
must evaluate it and make the final decision to accept or reject him. This decision is normallymade
by the supervisor for whom the applicant will work; this is especially true for higher-leveljobs
orjobs calling for unskilled workers. In some organizations, the personnel department may
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screenout applicants who it thinks will not fit the job, and send the two or three best applicantsto
the supervisor. .Another method is for the personneldepartmentto sendall seemingly qualified
applicants to the supervisor, who then hires the first one he likes. The applicant should be told
when the decision will be made and should be informed promptly of the decision, whether
favorable or unfavorable. He should not be told "Don't call us, we'll call you" if no job openingexists
or if he is not really being considered for the job.
Step6: Physical Examinatio.n. Physical examinations arerequired by most firms. The two main
reasonsfor the physical are to seewhether the employee is physically able to perform the job andto
discover existing disabilities to avoid being liable for unfounded compensation claims later.
The cost factor usually is what causesorganizations to wait until the applicant is hired before
sending him to take a physical exam (i.e., why pay for a physical examination of someone youdo
not hire?). The thoroughness of the examination may vary with the demands of the job.Applicants
for certain jobs should be tested for color blindness, visual acuity, or hearing.

3.2 Selectionby Computers

One of the earliest reported attempts to use the computer in personnel selection was made by
International Business Machines corporation (IBM) in 1959. Personneldata from 300 company
offices were stored in a data bank set up at the Annonk Location. Years later there was a story
about the company's new "Recruitment Information System" (IRIS for IBM's Recruitment
Information System). The system used a 1410 computer, and one of its key points was atwelve-pag
Data-Perk questionnaire usedto gatherthe data for a skills inventory. The companywas
trying out the system on itself first, although it was also talking to other companies about itsuse.
'.,
In later 1969, at least 150 personnel agencies, members of National Personnel Associates of
I;SA, were hooked by telephone into a data bank in Detroit of USA. The databank was Ov.11ed
by Employment System, Inc., who also leased it to many other clients. Other agencies have
specialized in a particular type of client, e.g., Re-Con System, Inc., which is oriented to college
students. Computerized Employment Center, Inc. of USA, advertises itself as a clearing house
for qualified personnel. The service is by subscription on the part of the employers, who fill out
a job order whenever they are in need of an applicant. The job order is matched against
applicants' resumes in the agency's computer; any personnel profile which matches the order is
sent to the employer, who then contacts the applicant. Computerized Employment Center also
maintains a data bank of vacancies which have beenlisted by employers. When an applicant first
sendsin his resume, it is matched againstthis list. In the event a match occurs, the employer with
the vacancy is sentthe resume of the applicant. The firm claim that it is a pioneer in developing
a 100 percent computerized matching program which requires no counselors. in an ad in one of
the local newspapers,the firm listed some of the vacancies in its client firms. The list ranged
from a clerk typist at 8 salary of "to $350" to several engineering jobs, two of which showed
salariesof$25,000. Another firm usescomputers, but it also usescounselors in its process. The
f rm, managementRecruiters, Inc., is one of over ninety personnel agenciesin"the United States
of America specializing in recruiting EDP sales and technical personnel. The agencies have
accessto an IBM 360 computer with over 50,000 profiles of men throughout the country in its
data bank. Several large business firms have their own internal data bank.
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are several state employment services systems in the United States of America. The
Baltimore branch of the Maryland State Employment Service was the first large test caseof the
use of computers by state employment service in. The test was pronounced a success in 1969
after a year's trial. The main feature of the system was a daily computer printout (around 400
pages)listing from 9,000 to 13,000jobs in the Baltimore area. This printout or "job book" was
available eachmorning at some seventeenbranch offices where sometwo hundred interviewers
and supervisors used it in counseling job seekers. It was estimated that 75 percent of the area
employers with twenty-five or more employeesusedthe service. The firms would have to supply
30 to 40 bits of data about eachjob, suchas pay, experiencerequired, skills needed,and whether
union membership was required. The test was partially subsidized by the Labor Department,
whose officials stated that the job book was very helpful in securing jobs for the .culturally
disadvantaged applicant. the Labor Department also started a fully automated system on a
statewid,ebasi~ in Utah in January 1969. The Secretaryof labor of United Statesannouncedlate
in 1969 that the Department planned to have job bank systems in fifty-five cities by the middle
of the following year and pannedto convert them to a fully automated systemas soonaspossible.
Another example of the use of the computer, unrelated to state employment agencies is that of
the Governor of Oklahoma. He used the computer to printer out the names of those graduates
from the state'suniversities who had takenjobs out of the state but were willing to return if they
could find the right job. These printouts, arranged by job categories, were provided to
perspective employers or firms who were thinking of moving into the state. The program was
aptly titled "Bring Back Our Oakies".

Although many people have praised the computer as an aid in selecting employees, there arenumerous
critics with very good questions about the whole process. in a speech before the
twentieth annual winter meeting of the Industrial Relations Research Association, Prazier
Kellogg discussed some of the problems involved. One of the most important is the
determinationof the information content in the system. For example, there is a problem not onlydescribing
skills but also of indicating how relevant theseskills are. A common setof descriptors
may not be available until after a systemhas beenin operation for sometime. Kellogg illustrates
another problem by describing a training program for disadvantages youths in the
Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. The youths were trained for jobs in the food service
industry, ranging from kitchen helper to first cook. The youths expectedto start lower than the
job as first cook, but they were impressedby promotion possibilities. However, it appearedthat
rapid promotion was possible only by moving from one firm to another rather than within one
firm. Thus, some employers might feel that being a part of a computerizedjob-matching system
might lead to a loss of their valued employees. Some private employment agencies have
examined the pros and cons of the computer and have turned it down. Common complains are
that it costsmore money than it is worth and it is too difficulty to control errors in input. Another
complain is that the systemshave been designed by people expert in the ways of the computer
but not in the ways of recruiting and selecting employees. A Baltimore employer states that he
used the state employment service's job bank, but he has better results from the classified ads.
Some employers complain of the lack of the personal touch which they formerly had when they
discussed their needs with people whom they knew in the agency. The first,!eport on the Utah
system stated it was not as reliable as a goo(l interviewer in matching jobs and applicants.
Despite all the problems and criticism, it is probable that continued efforts will be made to use
the computer's tremendous ability to store and manipulate data to help in the recruitment and
selection of employees.

3.3 Evaluation of SelectionMethods
A few large companies have been engaged in long-term researchprogram aimed at improving
the ability to select personnel--usually managers. Among this group are such firms as Sears,
Roebuck and Company, Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), General Electric Company, and
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Most of theseprograms are related to the ability
of teststo predict success. However, someof their researchrelates to other topics. For example,
AT&T learned through a long-term study of managersthat the first job a college graduate has
with the company will have a lasting effect. If the graduatehas a challenging job as his first one,
he is likely to show a high level of performance later, evenifhe is on a dull job. The reversewas
also shownto true. Other findings indicated that a definition correlation existed betweenthe rank
in college class and the rank in salary bracket had beenin the top third of their college class. also,
a graduate in the lower third of his class was twice as likely to be in the lower third of the salary
bracket as those in the top of the class. Some studies at General Electric Company indicate that
many who become successful in managementdo not begin to show much promise until they are
in their thirties. This finding and the one about the influence of a person's first job suggestthat
the prediction of managerial successmay be quite complicated and frustrating. Consider, for
example, the researcherwho is trying to validate a test he has developed to identify applicants
who will be successfulmanagers. What might one expectfind if some of his experimental group
were assigned first jobs which were dull and if some were "later bloomers"?
Many managersassumethat if a college studentworks for an organization as a summer intern,
the opportunity to observe him at work will be valuable in later deciding whether to offer him
permanentemployment. This assumptionwas tested by Tosi and Starr, who concluded that the
opportunity to observe the person as a summer intern provided no increase effectiveness in
selection, using the level later attained by the applicant in the organization as the criterion of
success. Korman reviewed the literature on predicting managerial successand concluded that
objective personality inventories have not shown much validity in predicting success, with a
possible exception of a protective measure of managerial motivation which was developed by
John D. Miner. Another conclusion was that personal history data can aid in the prediction of
successfor first-line supervisors.
Although much is known about some selectionproceduresand extensive researchhas beendone,
much remains to be learned. Any organization which must hire very many employees eachyear
should consider taking a look at their selectionproceduresto seewhether they are helping select
the most qualified applicants.
One of the first items the organization should evaluateis its application bank. What information
is obtained by the bank, and is this information helpful in forming a opinion about the applicant?
A more basic question is to determine how interviewers (or the person who makes the hiring
decision) decided to acceptor reject an applicant. Do they basetheir decision mainly on positive
items (skills, experience, etc.), or on negative items (subject to draft, has never worked on the
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specific job, has moved from job to job frequently, etc.)? Is this information obtained efficiently
and in sufficient quantity?
If the fiml check references,is it by telephone or by letter? Have these references been useful?
If preliminary interviews are not used, would their use reduce the number of obviously
nonqualified persons who fill out the longer application bank, take tests, and Waste the
interviewers time? How many applicants were rejected at each stepof the selective process,and
how does this compare with the previous year?

Perhapsthe best evaluation method would involve requesting the person who makes the hiring
decisionto make some sort of prediction about the applicant's successon the job. The decision
maker could record his prediction (and the reasons for it) for each applicant he hires orrecommend
for hire, and later compare it with actual results.

Personnel Achievement Evaluation
Why Evaluate PersonnelAchievement?
Why, in view of the many problems suggested, should one attempt to design, install, and
administer a performance evaluation plan (personnel achievement evaluation plan)? This
question brings us face to face with the question of whether or not to have performance
evaluation in the first place. It seems that managers do evaluate whether or not, they have
adequateevaluation plans to guide them. Since evaluations are made anyway, the only question
is whether or not there should be a formal, systematized plan to replace the existing plan.
What are the objectives of employee perfonnance evaluation? It is easyfor managers,especially
personnel managers, to become intrigued with all the various system of evaluation and
completely forget the goals or objectives to which the various programs and systemsare related.
Each job should be clearly related to the objectives of the organization. The objective for each
job is found stated in writtenjob description, and thejob's relation to the large organizational unit
of which it is a part will often be clearly stated in the description. A specific job, however, may
be merely one step in the career ladder of jobs of an employee, and an employee's perfonnance
of particular job may be nothing more than one step in an employee development process that
will lead the employee to some higher-level job in the career ladder. Thus, employee
perfonnance evaluation may be considered in the light of two important objectives--the
development of employees and the reward of employee productivity. The development of the
employee's ability to perfonn some future job as well as improvement of his ability to perfonn
his present job is a second objective for employee evaluation program. The objective of
rewarding employees in relation to their productivity on their present job is also a sound
objective.

The kinds of rewardsimportantto one personmaybe unimportantto another. If managersareto
exercisesome influence upon the job behavior of employeesand thus stimulate highproductivit
they mustunderstandthe needsof their employees.It is the unfulfilled needthat

motivates. For example, the possibility of receiving an additional small increment of money may
be of considerable value to a man who has little economic wealth. To another, whose economic
wealth is great, an additional increment of money may serve no economic need whatsoever;
however, an additional increment may be important to him in term of its value in relation to his
recognition and statusneeds. Money, as a common denominate, may serve many needs,and of
coUrsepay has a major impact upon industrial behavior. On the other hand, a man who wants
responsibility, rather than pay, might actually be offended by an increase in monetary rewards.
This would be the case, perhaps, if he actually wanted more power and responsibility and
received money instead. This example and the one above illustrate the importance of
understanding employee needs and the importance of relating rewards to employees' needs as
well as to the objectives of the job. One of the greatestvalues to be derived from a performance
evaluation program is the benefit flowing from a clarification to all employees of organization
objectives. When objectives are clear and accepted,and when rewards are related to both the
needs of employees and organization objectives, then a climate for high employee motivation

exists.
At the beginning of the perfonnance rating period the objectives of eachemployee'sjob should
be assessedin a systematic manner and written down for all to see. Those who will be
conducting the appraisals should then counsel, coach, and assistthe employee tn accomplishing
his own personal objectives as well as the job objectives which must be related to the
organization's objectives. This means that employee perfonnance evaluations must be a
continuous process. Fonnal evaluations may be held at periodic intervals in order that some
control may be establishedto ensure against failure of supervisors to evaluate at all. However,
effective evaluation is more like good coaching, and the coach does not wait until the same is
over to give counsel. He gives counsel whenever it is needed. Motivated behavior is
goal-directed behavior; therefore, perfonnance goals must be constantly in view of the employee,
and timely feedback to the employee about how well he is doing must be given so that he is
continually challenged to meet perfonnance standards. This means that perfonnance standards
must be correct and visible, and that perfonnance results must be compared with par, whatever
par may happento be. Preferably, the employee will receive infonnation and do whatever he can
to improve his own perfonnance. Preferably a climate will be developed so that the supervisor's
role will be supportive ratherthan threatening. Obviously, sound selection decision must precede
perfonnance evaluation. A man who lacks requisite abilities cannot perfonn regardlessof how
god the environment may be.
Performance evaluations can be used for employee improvement. Few organizations have
attempted to assessthe man requirements of various jobs that make up specific career ladders.
Until this has been done, employee performance for improvement of employees, in terms of
demands of future jobs, can be little more than a short in the dark. For example, experience in
the performance of a supervisory job may have little relevance to future performance on a
high-level job requiring much in the way of information handling though little in regard to the
supervision of others. Employee evaluation for purposes of the improvement of the employee
implies knowledge not only of the man requirements.of jobs but also of the prQcessby which
manpower may be developed. If these ingredients are lacking, then the evaluation process can
be a travesty, a process that createsmore problems than it will solve. Unfortunately, this often
happens, and this why most managers are unhappy with traditional employee evaluation
processes. For example, suppose that a particular job in the international division of a
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corporation requires an incumbent who can speak the language of the natives of the foreign
country in question. Furthemlore, assumethat a positive attitude toward a particular race is an
absolute requirement for effective job perfomlance in thatcountry. Placing a particular employee
on ajob in the country in question and on ajob that requires him to speakthe foreign language
of the country to which he is assigned may be an appropriate development process in temls of
the acquisition of language skills. In temls of attitudinal change, another process might be far
more effective. For example, sensitivity training, in a laboratory setting, or some process other
than job oriented training might more effective for purposes of attitude change. Perfomlance
evaluations may contribute to employee development; however, this process is no panaceafor
all ills. Attitudes held by employees cannotbe changedeasily, and if an employee does not want
to change his attitudes, then the tusk of changing them becomes almost insurmountable.
In summary, then, a great deal of thought needs to be given to the objectives of performance
evaluation in terms of its relation to employee development. The performance appraisal process
is just not suitable for all manpower development objectives. Properly used, the process is
valuable for the transmission of information about presentand future jobs, and the development
of certain skills can be induced without too much difficulty if the employee has ability. Processes
of attitudinal change, however, will probably have to take place of the job in most instances,
unless the change process is directed by those at the highest level of the organization.
Organizations may have to be changed first before employee attitudes can be changedand newly
acquired attitudes must be supported; otherwise they will not become permanent.

4.2 EmployeePerformance Evaluation
Perfomlance evaluation, simply defined, is the process by which attemptsto detemll'fle how well
an employee hasperfomled what managementhas asked him to do. Infomlation collected by the
perfomlance evaluation process may influence the following decisions: discharge, demotion,
transfer, promotion, pay, training and development, and other related personnel decisions. The
vital importance of these decisions to the welfare of both employee and organization demands
that an evaluation process be created that will produce valid and reliable infomlation for
decision-making purposes.
An example drawn from an arbitration case will illustrate the importance of the evaluation
process.A motor freight organization negotiated a contract with a white-collar union. An unusual
clause in the contract granted a senior employee the right to be "bumped upward" in the event
that his job should be eliminated by technological change. A job was eliminated, and a
fifty-five-year-old woman with ten years' seniority who had been performing the abolished job
demandedthat shebe placed on a higher-rated job titled cashier. Previously, for some ten years,
she had been a switchboard operator. The contract also specified that an employee bump into a
pigher-rated job would be given a thirty-day trial period, under proper supervision. If, however,
performance was completely unsatisfactory sevendays after bumping, the contract specified that
the company could transfer the employee to another job. Seven days after bumping into the
higher-rated job, the elderly employee was transferred to the night shift on the grounds that she
was not competent to perform the duties of the job titled cashier and no other job for which she
was qualified existed on the day shift. She promptly filed a grievance which the company and
union could not settle, and the issue was eventually submitted by the parties to an arbitrator. A
hearing was held in a downtown motel. The terminal manager, assistantterminal manager, and

manager representedthe company at the hearing. The employee with the grievancewas
also at the hearing. The presidentof the local union and the international representative from
union headquartersrepresentedthe union.
The arbitration hearing begin at 8 A.M. and lasted until 5 P.M. of the same day. The company
contended that the job of cashierwas not actually a higher-rated job than the job eliminated even
though the salary rate for the job of cashierwas higher than that of the switchboard job which had
beeneliminated. In supporting this view, the companycomparedthe responsibility, skill, working
conditions, and educational requirements of the two jobs. The company also contended that the
performance of the elderly woman on the job of cashierwas completely unsatisfactory during the
seven-dayperiod. The union's position was that none of the jobs of the organization had ever
been evaluated by the company; that the responsibility demands of the cashier job made it
higher-rated job of switch-board operator; that the company had never establishedperformance
standardsfor the job of cashier; that the performance appraisal conducted after seven-dayperiod
was arbitrary and capricious; and that proper supervision had not been given to the employee on
her new job. This position.was supported by the arbitrator, who directed that the employee be
reinstated to the job of cashier and given a thirty-day trial under proper supervision.
This example illustrates both the problem of job evaluation and the problem of employee
evaluation. Was the eliminated job of higher value than the job of cashier? Was the employee's
performance "completely unsatisfactory" on the cashier's job? In either case value judgments are
involved. To judge means to apply a set of values, and value judgments without clear, sharp, and
public standards are irrational and arbitrary. They corrupt both the judge and the judged. Valuejudgments
made without standards will often be held by arbitrators to be arbitrary and capricious.

Performance evaluation is an attempt to appraise how well an employee does what he has been
asked to do. This statementof course implies that managementhas properly designed, properlydcfined,
and properly describedthe job and has properly supervisedthe employee. It also implies
that management has established performance objectives, performance standards, and a
systematic and rational process for collecting information about employee performance for some
given period of time. Peter Drucker states,"No matter how 'scientific', no matter even how manyinsights
it produces, an appraisal that focus on 'potential', on 'promise'--on anything that is not
proven and provable performance--is an abuse". The duties and responsibilities of an employeeare
found in his job description.
In practice, one of the most serious errors occurring in the process of employee evaluation
(performance evaluation) is the failure of managers to distinguish clearly in advance of the
appraisal between the process of job evaluation and the process of employee performance
evaluation. Under a properly administrated employee performance appraisal program an
employee performing the job of custodian should have the opportunity to score as high on a
rating scale as an employee performing the job of comptroller. Ifa custodian's performance is
superb, then he should receive a maximum rating (100 percent). In practice, employee
performance ratings often seem to correlate highly withjob value ratings. This syggests that those
conducting the ratings may actually be rating the value of the job rather than rating how well
employees have actually performed the job to which they have been assigned. Thus, in our
discussion, we will turn to job evaluation.
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4.3 Job Evaluation
Job evaluation is the process by which jobs in an organization are appraised. Simply stated,then,
when we evaluatedjobs, we are assessingthe relative worth of a given collection of duties and
responsibilities to the organization. We perform this process becausefailure to do so impedes
management's attempt to maintain high level of employee productivity and high levels of
employee satisfaction. If job values have not been systematically studied, very likely jobs are not
properly priced. High-valued jobs may be receiving less pay than low-valued jobs. When
employee feel that this is happening, they become dissatisfied. They may leave the organization,
reduce their efforts, or perhaps adopt other patterns of behavior detrimental to the organization.
In the American society considerable attention is paid to the value of a job. For example, reward
decisions are greatly influenced by value judgments about job worth. If an employee with a
doctoral degreeis working alongside an employee with little education, and both are performingthe
job titled custodian, what should each be paid? If the position are identical, equity in our
society demandsthat the two employees be paid the samebasic wage or salary, regardlessof the
difference in their educational background. In this society, then, great attention is given to the
value ofajob when wage and salary rates are being decided. We pay a man for what he bringsto
ajob, i.e., education, training, and experience only if theseare relatedto the man requirements
of the job to which a man is assigned.At the sametime, we all realize that the productivity of two
employees who are performing identical jobs may vary widely. Assuming a given quality of
product or service produced, a particular employee may produce twice as much as another.
Certainly, then, the more productive employee should receive a total reward greater than the
reward given to the lessproductive. Rewarding high performance behavior tends to reinforce this
type of behavior. Job evaluation encouragesemployee productivity.
In summary, society demands that the performance high-valued jobs be recognized by the
payment of greaterrewards than those paid for lower-rated jobs; and society also tells us that a
more productive employee on some given job should receive higher reward for his efforts than
a less productive employee. Society does not tell us what processto use when making a decision
about how well a man has actually performed the tusks, duties, and responsibilities to which he
has been assigned.And, of course, individuals often work as a team; and they often work with
machinery; therefore, individual productivity cannot always be measured. Sometimes, high
productivity cannot even be observed, much less measured. For example, the productivity ofthose
performing mental work of a highly creative nature cannot evenbe observed.Nonetheless,
decisions about employee performance are always made by someone;there(ore, whether or not
there will be an employee evaluation program is not the question. The only question is, what
program will be adopted? If those decisions are not the result of the use of rational process,
employees will seldom perceive them to be just and equitable. Employee perceptions about the
fairness of decisions related to job values and employee performance influence an organization's
ability to attract, hold, and motivate employees to high levels of productivity. Because of this,
managers must give careful attention to both job evaluation and employee performance
evaluation. .
In a job evaluation process, there are three items: market value; qualitative processes of job
evaluation; and quantitative job evaluation process.
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Item 1: Market Value. In order to attract, hold, and motivate employees, an organization must
provide a compensationpackage of the correct magnitude. In other words, the wage and salary
and related fringe benefit levels must be in tune with the market. To explain, if there are many
jobs of a given description in other organizations for which the pay is $5 an hour, a manager
would be foolish to offer a rate of $3 an hour for a like job in his own organization. There is
obviously some minimum compensation level that a firm must establish for its jobs if it hopes
to attract and hold the quality of employees it demands. Thus, one manner of establishing job
value is simply to survey the market prices being paid for a given job and then compute an
average of all those rates found. Immediately, however, we must ask this question: Will such a
process give us the "correct" value for this job?
Few organizations, if any, base their actual wage and salary rates upon the results of wage and
salary surveys. A particular job will vary in value from one organization to another. To one
organization, the job of machinist may be so important that the proper performance of this job
determines whether or not the organization will survive. To another organization the samejob
may be of little importance in terms of the organization's ability to survive. Market value, then,
is not a good yardstick to be used for evaluating jobs. Market value may influence judgments
about job values; seldom, though, does such information playa determining role in the process
of pricing the job.
Item 2: Qualitative Process of Job Evaluation. The job ranking process and the classificationprocess
are two qualitative methods commonly used to evaluatejobs. Seldom will all the jobs
in an organization be evaluated. Rather, an evaluati9n will be made in ajob cluster. Examples
of clusters are factory jobs, clerical jobs, and managerial jobs.
The ranking method ranks the jobs in a job cluster from highest to lowest. When the number ofjobs
to be evaluated is small, perhaps fifteen to twenty, let us say, eachjob may be compared
with each other job in a gross manner, and then a simple rank order of all jobs may be
established.If employees are brought into this processand permitted to participate in the ranking
decisions, the results will perhaps be perceived to be equitable. Either of two methods may be
used to rank jobs: the card-sort method and the paired-comparison method. In the former, those
doing the evaluating will be given a card for eachjob. This card will contain information such
as job title, job description, and job specifications. After examine this information, the ratters
simply rank the cards (jobs) from highest to lowest. If the job are few in number, this process
may work well If a large number of jobs are being evaluated, it may be desirable to categorize
the cards first into three stacks representing high-valued jobs, medium-valued jobs, and
low-valued jobs. Then job within each pile are ranked. The paired-comparison method of
ranking is more systematic and reliable than the card-sort method. Under this plan the rater
compares eachjob with every other job to be rated. The simplicity of the ranking process is a
decided advantageof this process over other job evaluation processes.There are disadvantages
to this process, though, because it is difficulty to explain to employees why one job is ranked
higher than another and how much difference there is betweena job of one rank and a job of the
next higher rank. If the jobs of the organization are few in number, if the reason for the
differences in job value are clearly distinguished between ranks, and if wage and salary
differentials are small, a ranking process may serve quite well the objective of the design of an
equitable internal compensationstructure. A compensationstructure is simply a hierarchy of jobs
to which rewards (wage or salaries, fringes, etc.) have been attached.
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The job classification or grade-description process of evaluating jobs has the appearanceof
greater objectivity than the ranking method, becausethis plan specifies that job classesor grades
of jobs must be established and described in writing in advance. Once job classeshave been
described, the next step is to compare information about eachjob being evaluated with the job
class descriptions, and then a judgment must be made about the best fit between the job
descriptions and class descriptions. The U.S. Civil Service Classification system is one of the
oldest classification systems in existence.The lower-numbered classescontain the lower-valuedjobs.
This system includes more than eighteen job classifications, with the lower-numbered
classes being of the lowest value. In industrial practice the opposite is often found; the
lower-numbered classesarethe high-valuedjobs. As was mentioned when discussing the ranking
system,jobs are first divided into job clusters if the number of jobs is large, and the number ofclasses
may vary from one clusterto another. For example, clerical job clusters may have fewergrades
than factory jobs. First, then, jobs are placed in ajob cluster. Next, jobs are placed withina
job class or job grade. Finally, jobs within a grade may be ranked. Minimum and maximumwage
or salary rates are assignedto labor grades; however, the problem of pricing jobs withinclasses
still remains to be solved, and the problem of what to pay the individual remains to besolved.
Individuals, not jobs, receive paychecks.
Item 3: Quantitative Process of Job Evaluation. There are two quantitative processes of
evaluating jobs: point and factor comparison. The point systemof job evaluation is probably the
most prevalent system in use today. The steps in this process are as follows: First a managerial
judgment is made about just what it is the organization is paying for. For example, to illustrate
this point, this question may be asked: "Why do we pay a comptroller more than a custodian?"
One reason, of course, is that the comptroller's job is higher in terms of responsibility
requirements than the job of custodian. Still other factors, common to all jobs to be"evaluated,
must be selected, defined, and weighted in terms of importance to the objectives of the
organization. Skill, responsibility, educational requirements, and working conditions are factors
c<?mmonlyused. Thesefactors might be weighted asfollows: Skills, 50%, Responsibility, 20%;
Education, 10%; Working conditions, 20%. If such weights were used, this would tell us that
the organization in question is certainly paying for skill. In summary, organizations pay
individuals for two things: what they bring to a job, in terms of education, training, and
experience; and what they put into a job, in term of physical and mental efforts. Usually, various
degreesof each factor are carefully defined and written down, and points are assigned to each
degree so established. Secondly, information about eachjob to be evaluated is collected, and
then comparisons are made of this information with the factor degreesestablished; then, a total
point value is assigned to each job. This process has the appearance of great objectivity;
however, it should be clearly pointed out that value judgements are made in regard to the
selectionof factors, their weights, and their definitions; and still other value judgements are made
when information about a particular job is given a pint value, True, these are value judgements;
however, this should not imply that the decisions are arbitrary and capricious.

As is true of all systems of job evaluation, the process by which judgements are made, and the
person by whom judgements are made, may be more important than the particular systemused.
A major objective of all job evaluation systems is to establish an equitable internal wage and
salary structure the employees will perceive to be equitable. An internal structure is a hierarchyof
jobs to which wage rates have beenattached. Equity is a perceived phenomenon; therefore,
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be successful,
job evaluationsystemsalmostalwaysrequiresomeinvolvementof employees
from almostall major employeegroupings. This is particularlytrue of the factor comparison
systemof job evaluation.
Like the point system of job evaluation, the factor comparison plan, as the name implies,
provides for the selection of factors deemed important to the goals of the organization, i.e., skills,
working conditions, and so on, Then key jobs are selected.Key jobs are those benchmarkjobs,
at all levels of the job clustersbeing considered, that the job evaluation committee agreesare now
properly defined and now properly priced. Next, the total price of eachof thesejobs is distributed
over the factors that have been selected. For example, let us assumethat there are some twenty
jobs to be evaluated. Furthermore for simplicity's sake, let us assumethat only three factors have
beenselected, though usually at leastfive will be used. In the accompanying tabulation the total
price of eachjob has been distributed over the compensablefactors assumed.Note that a high-,
medium-, and lower- priced key job has been selected. In addition to skill, responsibility, and
working conditions, mental and physical abilities are often used. After the key jobs have been
selected,the job evaluation committee will then compare eachof the remaining seventeenjobs
with one or more jobs, factor by factor, and .place each new job evaluated on the scale. Each
factor of each key job becomes a benchmark by which each factor of eachjob is compared.
The factor comparison process is somewhat similar to the point system, because in the final
analysis a certain number of points (the wage rate) is assignedto eachjob. In effect, the standard
definition of each factor is simply the definition attached to that factor for each key job. The
factor comparison system is not as easy for employeesto understandas the point system, but the
system is in one respect superior to the point system. The factor comparison standards, the
factors of key jobs, used for comparison are jobs that actually exist now in the organization.
When the objective of an equitable internal wage structure is the goal to be accomplished, and
when one considers that employees must perceive 'this structure to be equitable, then the
importance of this difference between the point and factor comparison systems should not be
overlooked.
It is emphasized that the method used to design and install the evaluation system is probably
more important than the particular job. evaluation plan adopted.Detailed presentations aboutthe
merits of these various plans are available elsewhere, and the discussion here should be
considered as nothing more than an introductory presentation. One thing is clear. If the plan is
to succeed, high employee involvement is a necessity.

4.4 Performance Evaluation Systems

Systemsfor appraising performance are somewhatanalogousto systemsfor evaluatingjobs. Herewe
introduce four methods: paired-comparison; rating scale; checklist; and performancemeasureme

paired-comparison
methodof job rankingis similarto the man-to-mancomparisonmethodof
employeeevaluation. Under the paired-comparisonmethod of job ranking, eachjob iscompared
with eachotherjob in the job clusterand thena rank orderis established.Undertheman-to-ma
comparisonsystemof employeeperformanceappraisal,information about the

of eachemployeeis compared with information about eachof the other employees
in the reference group, and a ranking of employees from high to low is established.
the employee rating scalemethod of employee performance evaluation is similar to the
point system of job evaluation. Under the rating scale plan various employee job performance
factors are selected and defined. Next, information about an employee's job performance, interms
of each factor, is compared with the description of various degrees on a rating scale for
eachfactor. A judgment is then made. The total of the various judgments made on eachscale of
comparison is the employee'soverall rating. When rating scaleis used,employeesare compared
with a standard (the factors deemed important to employee performance). In contrast, theemployee
comparison raking systemends with a decision about the performance of an employeerelative
to the performance of other employees in the group.
checklist method of employee performance evaluation does not have a parallel in jobevaluation.
This method provide a list of adjectives which may be descriptive of various facetsof
an employee's performance on his job. The person performing the performance evaluationchecks
those words, or phrases,which in his judgment describethe employee's performance ofthe
duties and responsibilities which have been assigned. Then, a total score is computed. The
personconducting the rating may not be able to infer what the total rating is going to be, becausethe
value attachedto eachof the words. or phrases,on the checklist may not be available to him.This
tends to ensure objectivity on the part of the rater.

performance measurements method does not have a parallel in job evaluation too. Thismethod
is the one in which either actual measurements,or descriptions, of performanceare used.Ideally,
if the actual output of each employee could be measured,the problem of per.formance
evaluati{}n would be almost completely solved. Unfortunately, this cannot be done. Machinesas
well as men contribute to employee productivity. Men also work with other men, and the
product produced.is more often than not the result of joint factor efforts. Furthermore, modern
technology seemsto be demanding larger and larger capital- intensive work organizations, and
in these organizations an employee may have little influence over the rate at which output isproduced.
In such organization it is impossible to measure accurately the output of eachemployee.

ProfessionalDevelopment
Matching Individual and Organizational Needs

organizations have engaged in HR panning and development. This activityinvolves
charting the moves of large numbers of employees through various positions in an
organization
and identifying
future
staffing
needs. Career-development
(professional-development) programs with greater emphasis on the individual introduce apersonalized
aspectto the process. Such programs typically involve several specific activitiesincluding
careercounseling, career pathing, training, computerized inventorying ofbackgroundsand
skills, and job posting.
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In an ideal system for HR planning and development, individuals would seek to match a
particular organization's HR needs with their own needs for personal career growth and
development. According to Schein,the basic systemcan be depicted as involving both individual
and organizational planning and a series of matching activities that are designed to facilitate
mutual need satisfaction. It is also assumedthat both individual and organizational needschange
over time.

5.2 Creating Favorable Conditions
a career-developmentprogram requires many specialprocessesand techniques, somebasicconditions
must be presentif it is to be successful. A favorable climate for the program is created
by theseconditions--managementsupport; goal setting; changesin HR managementpolicies; and
announcementof the program.
Condition I: Management Support. If career development is to succeed, it must receive the
complete supportof top management.Ideally, seniorline managersand HR departmentmanagers
should work together to design and implement a career-development system. Managerial
personnel at all levels will then need to have training in the fundamentals of job design,
performance appraisal, counseling, and careerplanning. With such training as a background,
managers and supervisors are prepared to become careerdevelopers.
Condition 2: Goal Setting. Before individual can engage in meaningful career planning, they
must have a clear understandingof the organization's goals. Otherwise they may plan for personal
changeand growth but not know if or how their own goals fit those of organization. If individuals
are to plan their futures, the organization must also have a strategy. For example, if the
technology of a business is changing and new skills are needed,should the company retrain to
meet this need or hire new talent? Is there growth, stability, or decline in the number of
e~ployees needed?How well turnover affect this need? A definite plan is essential to support
individual careerplanning.
Condition 3: Changes in HR ManagementPolicies. In order for a career-developmentprogramto
be effective, it may be necessaryto alter an organization's current HR managementpolicies.
F01:example, a policy oflifelongjob rotation can counteractobsolescenceand maintain employee
flexibility. Another policy that can aid development involves job transfers and promotions.

A transfer involves the placement of an individual in another job for which the duties,responsibili
status, and remuneration are approximately equal to those of the previous job.
A transfer may require an employee to change work group, work place, work shift, or
organization unit; and it may even necessitatemoving to another geographic area. Transfers
make possible the placement of employees injobs where there is greaterneed for their services
and provide an opportunity for the employee to acquire new knowledge and skills. A downward
transfer, or demotion, relocatesan individual to a lower-level job that canprovide developmental
opportunities but is ordinarily considered unfavorable, especially to the individual who is
demoted. it is important, therefore, that an employee who is demotebe given whatever assistance
possible.
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A promotion involves a change of assignmentfrom a job at a lower level to one at a higher level
within the organization. The new job is normally one that provides an employee with an increase
in pay and statusand demandsmore in terms of skills or responsibilities. Promotions permit an
organization to utilizes the skills and abilities ofindividua,ls more effectively, and the opportunityto
gain a promotion can serve as a incentive. The two principal criteria for determiningpromotions
are merit and seniority. In given recognition to merit and seniority, the problem is todetermine
the degree of recognition that should be given to eachof the factors. Even when notrestricted
by a labor agreement, managementmay find itself giving considerable recognition to
seniority becauseof the difficulties of effectively measuring relative merit and of effectivelycommunicatin
to employees that the measurementis accurate and fair.
Relocation services are neededbecausetransfers and promotions require the individual to adjustto
new job demands and usually a different work environment. Those transfers that involvemoving
to a new location within a country or abroad pose greater demands. Employees arerequired
to adapt not only to the new work environment but also to new living conditions.Employees
who are married and those with children have the responsibility of helping familymembers
to adjust to the new living arrangements.While employers are providing all types of
relocation services,including moving, selling a home, cultural orientation languagetraining, and
other assistance,there is a loss of production time. Pretransfertraining whether related to skills
or to life style, has been suggestedas one of the most effective ways to reduce lost productiontime.

Outplacement services now are provided by many organizations to help terminated employees
g,eta job somewhere else.'This service can be used to enhancea productive employee's career,
as well as to terminate an employee who is unproductive. If an organization canriut meet its
career-developmentresponsibilities, HR policy should provide assistanceto the individuals in
obtaining more suitable career opportunities. For the unproductive employees, it is a way ofterminating
them that preservestheir dignity, recognizestheir pastcontributions, and enablethem
to find a new job quickly and relatively painlessly. Professional outplacement counseling as an
organized profession is of fairly recent origin. It is been added to many employee benefit
packagesas another form of employee assistance.The skills that are needed for outplacement
counseling, as well as other types of counseling, could be found in many related books.

Condition 4: Announcement of the Program. The career-development program should beannounced
widely throughout the organization. The objectives and opportunities can becommunica
in several ways, including: publication in newsletters; inclusion in employeemanuals;
publication of a special career guide or as part of career-panning workshops; andvideotaped
or live presentations. At a minimum, a book that spells out the basic job families,
career-progressionpossibilities, and related requirements should be given to each managers.

Inventorying Job Opportunities
While career development usually involves many different types of training experiences, the most
important influences occur on the job. It is there that the individual is exposed to a wide variety
of experiences, and it is there that contributions are made to the organization.

It is important that the jobs in an organization be studied carefully to identify and assignweights
to the knowledge and skills that are required. This can be achieved by using job analysis and
evaluation systems such as those used in compensationprograms. The system used at Sears
measuresthree basic competenciesfor eachjob: know-how, problem solving, and accountability .
Know-how is broken down into three types of job knowledge: technical, managerial, and human
relations. Problem solving and accountability also have several dimensions. Scores for eachof
these three major competencies are assigned to each job, and a total value for each job is
computed. For any planned job transfer, the amount of increase (or decrease)the next job
represents in each of the skill areas,as well as in the total point values, can be computed. This
information is then used to make certain that a transfer to a different job is a growth-demanding
assignment. Sears designs career-developmentpaths to provide the following experiences; an
increase in at least one skill area on each new assignment; an increase in at least 10 percent intotal
points on each new assignment, and assignments in several different functional areas.

Once the skill demands of jobs are identified and weighted according to their importance, it is
then possible to plan job progressions.A new employee with no experience is typically assigned
to a "starting job". After a period of time in that job, the employee can be promoted to one that
requires more knowledge and/or skills. While most organizations have concentrated on
developing job progressions for managerial, professional, and technical jobs, progressions can
be developed in all categories of jobs. These job progressions then can serve as a basis for
developing the careerpaths--the lines of advancementwithin an organization--for individuals.
many organizations have preparedinteresting and attractive brochuresto describethe careerpaths
that are available to employees. In a large multinational corporation, one must be prepared to
move geographically in order to advance in a careerfield. General Motors Company of USA hasprepared
a Career Development Guide that groups jobs by fields of work such as engineering,manufactur
communications, data processing, financial, personnel, scientific, and others.
These groupings enable an employee to obtain a better understanding of the careerpossibilities
in the various fields of work.
There are likely to be points in an individual's career path where training beyond that received
on the job is essential. Such points should be identified and appropriate training made available
to prevent progress from being impaired by a lack of knowledge or skills. Differences in the
training needsof individuals concerning their jobs require that theseneedsbe monitored closely.

5.4 Determining Employee Potential
Probably the most important phaseof any career-developmentprogram is that of determining the
potential of employees for successin one or more careerpaths. Theseobjectives may be achieved
in various ways. All of them, however, involve the participation of the employees concerned.
According to an American ManagementAssociation survey, informal counseling by HR staff and
by supervisors is used widely. In many companies, communication on educational assistance,
AA/EEO programs and policies, salary administration, and job requireme~s are also basic
practices. Career-planning workbooks and workshops also are popular as a means of helping
employees identify their potential.
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Several organizations use workbooks to guide individual employees through systematic
self-assessmentof values, interests, abilities, goals and personal development plans. General
Motors Company's Career Development Guide contains a section on "What do you want your
future to be?" in which the individual makes a personal evaluation. General Electric Company
has developed an extensive set of manuals for its career-developmentprogram, including two
workbooks foe employee exploration of life. issues that affect career decisions. Syntex's
workbook, How to Work for a Living and Like It, may be used by an individual or in a group
workshop. Some organizations prefer to use workbooks prepared for the general public. popular
ones include Where Do I Go from Here with My Life? By John Crystal and Richard N. Bolles--a
workbook follow-up to What Color Is Your Parachute?by Richard N. Bolles. CareerStrategies:
Planning for Personal Growth by Andrew H. Souerwine and Self-Directed Search by John
Holland are also popular. These materials have considerable appeal and are recommended to
students in planning their own careers.
Workshops provide experiences similar to those available in workshops. They have the
advantage, however, of fostering discussion and providing for a comparison of attitudes,
concerns, and plans. Some of them focus on current job perfoffilance and development plans.
Others deal with broader life and careerplans and values.
The AMA survey of company practices found that counseling is used widely in career
development. Careercounseling involves discussing with employees their current job activities
and performance, personal job and career interests and goals, personal skills, and suitable
career-developmentobjectives. Suchcounseling is usually voluntary for employees, although it
may be included as .part of an annual performance appraisal. Counseling may be provided by
the HR staff, superiors, specialized staff counselors, or outside professionals.
'.,

Training Methods and Trainers
Training Methods
In the study of employee training methods, the most widely used techniques of training was
on-the-job training, used almost 97 percent of those firms with training programs. Under study
or "assistant to" techniques were used by 61 percent. Job rotation was used by 60 percent, and
57 percent used courses and sessions. New methods or improvements of old methods and
techniques are appearingfrequently. These developmentsmak~ a trainer' job harder in sensethat
he has the problem of picking the most effective method from among a large number of choices.
New developments in the hardware used in the education or training can provide more student
participation and allow more autonomy with respectto the person's own rate ofleaming. It can
also provide a situation in which a better student-teacherrelation can evolve.

Trainers

successof any training effort will depend in large part upon the teaching skills and personalcharacterist
of those responsible for conducting employee training. What separatethe goodtrainers
from the mediocre ones? Often a good trainer is one who shows a little more effort,demonstrate
more instructional preparation, or takes extra time to plan the training session.However,
good training activity is also influenced by the trainer's personal manner and

According to Donaldson and Scannell, trainees list the following factors as traitsof
successfultrainers:
of subject. Employees expectmanagersto know their job or subjectthoroughly.

Adaptability- someindividualslearnfasteror slowerthanothers,and instructionshouldbe
matchedto the traineeslearningability.
Sincerity.Traineesappreciatesincerity,particularly for employeesasindividuals.

4. Senseof humor. Learning can be fun. Very often a point can be made with a story oranecdote.

A good trainer is interestedin the subjectbeing taught.this interestis keenand
readily felt by the employee.
Clear instruction.Training is accomplishedmore quickly and with greaterretention when
trainersgive clear instructions.
Individual assistance.Whentraining morethan one employees,successfultrainersalways
provide individual assistance.
8.

A dynamic presentation and a vibrant personality shows trainees that the
managerenjoys training. Employees tend to respond positively to an enthusias.ticclimate.

Post Evaluation of Training
What Should Be Evaluated?
Training is traditionally designed to produce immediate change in employee job performance.
its focus is on the job. The purpose of training is to narrow gaps between what job incumbents
should know or do and what they actually know or do. Training is a very short-term change
effort.

Evaluation pervades all aspects of training. It guides decisions to use training to correct aperformanc
problem rather than use some other improvement strategy. This is called front-end
analysis. It influences the preparation of test items matched to instructional objectives. It is used
in field-testing instruction before and after widespread adoption, and even during instruction.
However, evaluation is perhaps most often associatedwith post-instructional assessment.

7.2 Front-end Evaluation (FEA): The Traditional Approach
FEA is the bridge between recognizing a need and deciding what to do about it. The goals of
FEA are to isolate performance problems that have potentially high economic "worth"; isolateprecise
performance deficiencies within the problem area that account for the greatest loss;increase
the probability that the solution to a given problem is effectively by matching the cause
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the problemto the proprietytypeof remedy;increasethe probabilitythatthe solutionselectedis
the most costeffective; isolatethe root causeof the performanceproblem;and increasethe
probabilitythatthereis a matchbetweenthe preciseperformancedeficiencyandthe individualswho
have the deficiency. it is thus intendedto correctthe most glaring humanperformanceproblems
in the mostcost-effectivemanner.
It is necessaryto clarify the precise nature of the performance problem, its cause(s),appropriate
solutions, and costsof appropriate solutions. Theseissuesare important, becausenot all problems
should be addressedby training. The costs of solutions are worth considering becausetraining
is expensive: it means lost work time and substantial investments in materials and design. There
is no point in wasting money: some problems can be solved through means other than
training--such asjob aids, automation, or job redesign. The cheapestalternative should, of course,
be favored. To clarify the nature of a performance problem and possible solutions, practitioners
should ask such questions as: Do we have a problem? How will we know when the problem is
solved? What is the performance problem? What is the range of possible causesof the problem?
What is the precise probable causeof the problem? What general solution is indicated? What are
the relative costs, and development time of each solution? What are the constrains? and What
are the overall goals? Answers to these questions help clarity whether training is an appropriate
solution.
In sorting out instructional from noninstructional needs, HRD practitioners should apply four
acid tests: Management Commitment--Do managers view a problem as important enough to
warrant attention?; Resources--Are adequateresources available to meet the need? If not, aremanagers
willing to provide funds, staff, time, and materials?; Skills--Do HRD practitionerspossess
necessaryskills to meet the need?ffnot, can they identify people who do 'possessthe
skills from inside or outside the organization? Are they free to contract for needed skills?; and
Costs versus benefits-- Will costsof solving a problem produce greaterbenefits than alternatives,
like taking no action or selecting a different solution?

Of these tests, cost-benefit analysis is most important-- and most difficulty. It is importantbecause
HRD practitioners are often faced with the necessity of convincing managers that
tra.ining is worth the costs associated with it. A cost is understood to mean, both directexpenditure
such as funding required to analyze a problem, develop, deliver, and evaluate
instruction; and indirect expenditures on salaries, lost production time, and facilities rental.Benefits
are estimates of increase production or cost savings. They can be calculated peremployee
and then multiplied over the number of trainees. 'calculating cost-benefit ratios is
difficulty becausethey are simple estimatesthat are easily challenged. It is not all that clear what
cost or benefit categories should be used, since even experts defer on this point.

Front-end Evaluation: The Strategic Approach
major problem exists with the traditional approachto FEA: it assumesthat any performance
problem can bejudged using information about presentconditions and presentcpst-benefits. That
assumptionis not always valid; Changesinside or outside an organization may gradually increase
or decreasethe importance of a performance problem--or even alter the nature of it. consider asimple
example. Suppose that production output is below standard in one work group. Uponfurther
analysis, HRD practitioners determine that the problem is attributable to lack ofemployee

skills. for simplicity's sake, assume that new machines are being introduced gradually. 'Even
experienced workers do not know how to use them. A simple front-end analysis of this problem
mayor may not demonstratea presentneed for training. However, common sensedictates that
production levels will probably remain below standarduntil all new machinesare introduced and,
assuming no formal training is provided, workers learn from trial and error how to use the
machines. In this example, a traditional approach to FEA does not tell the whole story. Theperformanc
problem is not severe at present--but it may well become more severe as newmachine
are introduced. Experience is not an adequategauge for judging how long it will take
for production levels to reach or exceed normal, unless similar machines were introduced on asimilar
production line at another company facility some time before.

If HRD practitioners wait around for this performance problem to reveal itself, valuable
production output will be lost. Nor will it be easyto estimate how much output will be lost. Even
supervisors may not be convinced under presentconditions that training is necessary.What then?
Is HRD forced into a reactive mode, unable to respond until the performance problem is apparentto
everyone and managers are willing to support organized instruction on new machine? The
answer to these questions is "not at all". The HRD practitioners has to demonstratebeforehand
that the problem will exist, will affect production, and will lend itself to solution through training.
How is this accomplished? There are several ways: Through Direct Persuasion--HRDpractitioners
can go to the people, including the production managers, the foreperson, andworkers,
affected by the problem to discuss the problem; Through Indirect Persuasion -Practitioners can find analogous situation and then remind managersof historical events and
point out similarities between and show supervisors or managerswhat the problems are. If thisis
not possible, they can shoot a videotape and show it to key decision-makers.
The purpose of future-oriented FEA is to anticipate future performance problems before they
come up and determine the most effective means of averting them. To understand a future
-oriented FEA, HRD practitioners: scantrends in work flow and work methods at the operational
level; isolate areas in which changesare likely to occur; pinpoint changeswhich are likely to be
most costly in the future; separatenoninstructional from instructional needs; consider alternative
strategies for averting a performance problem; isolate root causesof anticipated problems--such
as changesin technology, job, or work group redesign, new products, or job duties; and point outthe
likely problem to managersand supervisors,gaining their supportto avert future performanceproblems.
If these steps are followed, HRD practitioners will find that their mode of operation
is proactive. Plannedlearning activities will anticipate and help avert problems before they arise.

Post-instructional evaluations: Traditional Approaches
evaluations are conducted, as their name suggests,after a training course or
program has been delivered. They overlap with other forms of training evaluation. DonaldKirkpatrick;
conceptualized a classic way of viewing post-instructional evaluations by arrangingpossible
results of training on a four-level hierarchy of change. In ascending order, these levelsare:
Reactions--How much did trainees like a course? How much do they feel it will help themimprove
their job performance?; Learning--How much knowledge or skills changeresulted froma
course: How well did participants achieve the terminal objectives of the course?; Behaviors-What changes in job behaviors resulted from training? How much are workers applying what
they learned in a way that is measurable and observable?;Results--What changes in job results
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are attributableto training? How muchmore productiveare trainedthan untrainedworkers?
Whatdifferencesin productivitylevels stemfrom training?
Reactions are undoubtedly measured most frequently, often by means of attitude
surveys--so-called participant evaluations--handed out at the end of courses or sessions.
Participants are typically askedto respondto questions like those above. While reaction surveys
may indicate feelings, they do not really addressbottom-line results. Another way to evaluatereactions
is to sendtrainees a survey aboutone to six months after their participation in a trainingprogram.
Sometimes their views change as they acquire more experience or reflect on coursecontent.

the second step in Kirkpatrick's hierarchy of change, is measured by tests. Duringinstructiona
design, one test item--or more than that--is written to correspond to eachinstructiona
objective. After test items are developed, instructional content (subject matter) and
delivery methods (means of presentation) are chosen. The result is a direct link betweenintentions
for end-of-course change as expressed in terminal objectives and test items formeasuring
them. Most p.eoplethink of written tests,which are sometimescalleq paper-and-penciltests.
However, tests may also be administered orally or through demonstration of knowledge orskills.
What could be better way to prove mastery of learning objectives than to perform whatwas
learned? Frequently, demonstration involves assembling or disassembling machinery--or
some other physical object. To demonstrate skill or knowledge mastery with data (as inmathematic
trainees may be asked to solve a problem. To demonstrate skill or knowledge
mastery with people, trainees may be asked to participate in an experimental exercise--a
simulation, a role play, or a case study. Tests need not pe administered only at the end of acourse,
though that is appropriate if the intent is to measure end-of-course learning':',Theymayalso
be given to trainees before instruction to measure entry knowledge or skills. Sometimespretests
are used for screening purpose to ensure that learners possessadequate entry skills,meaning
that they have Satisfied prerequisites. Tests may also be given periodically during acourse
to determine how well learners are progressing.
the third level in Kirkpatrick's hierarchy of change,are measuredon the job ratherthan
at the end of a course. This distinction is important, becausetrainee job behavior is affected by
much more than instruction. It is also affected by individual motivation, peer pressure exerted
by coworkers, expectationsof supervisors,and much more. It is possible for a trainee to completetraining
successfully--and never change behavior on the job. There are several ways to assesschanges
injob behaviors produced by training, what some call simply transfer of learning. To lista
few: ask the learners, their coworkers, supervisors, or subordinates if training has influenced
job behavior; show up atthe work site and ask former trainees to. demonstratehow they are using
what they learned in training; observe former trainees at work both before and after training,noting
any changes in observable work methods; and compare job behaviors of former traineesand
a control group of similar but randomly-selected non-trainees using predetermined criteria.To
phase it another way, behavioral change on the job can be measuredthrougJ1the opinions oftrainees.
or other people, through tests of learning conducted at the job site, through worksampling
of behaviors, or through evaluation design. Obviously, the first job is the easiest but
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leastvalid andreliable,becauseopinionsare notnecessaryaccurate.The fourthmethodis mostvalid
and reliable, but is alsothe most costlyandtime-consuming.
Results,the fourth level of Kirkpatrick's hierarchy of change,are also ( like behaviors) measured
on the job rather than at the end of instruction. Results are the real bottom-line: did training
change on-the-job output or quality? To addressthis difficulty question, HRD practitioners must
identify before training what results they will attempt to change; how much change they will tryto
achieve; and how they will analyze and interpret change.

7.5 Post-instructional Evaluation: The Strategic Approach
It is difficulty to predict post-instructional outcomes of training. For this reason, practitioners
should improve an areathey have too often neglectedduring instructional design--analysis of the
work context. Before training is delivered and during needs assessment,practitioners should
carefully examine the work setting. Just what are the acceptednorms of behavior? What does a
supervisor believe his or her employeesneed to know? What rewards or punishments are likelyto
affect application of new methods on the job?
Once these questions have been addressed,practitioners should gear their efforts as closely aspossible
to conditions likely to exist when trainees return to the job. If barriers to application
exist, they should be identified during training. Trainees will have to be furnished with methodsto
help them to eliminate the barriers or apply instruction despite barriers. While this is quite
difficulty --especially when trainees attend from a cross-sectionof work groups rath~r than only
one--it is not possible. SD practitioners should enlist the support of others back on the job site,
such as experienced workers who have attended training in the past or supervisors who have a
stake in performance improvement. These supporters serve as on-the-job coacheswho facilitate
application of training.

7.6 ComprehensiveReviewsof Training
There is little point in distinguishing between traditional and future-oriented approaches to
comprehensive reviews of all training courses. There are two good reasons why. First, few
organizations develop a long-term learning plan or training 9urriculum by job class. Second,
evaluation is relatively rare. In short, there is no training curriculum and little evaluation.
Before a comprehensive review of training can be conducted in an organization, several
preconditions must be met. First, a curriculum must exist. That means that HRD practitioners
have succeeded in planning for long-term training needs in each job ciass. Second, the purpose
of the training curriculum must be stated. \\'by does it exist? Third, the goals must also be stated.
What results are sought from training for each job class and for all job class taken together?
Fourth, each training program must be systematically planned and evaluated. Fifth, each training
program should simultaneously reflect: job requirements for its targeted learners; organizational
requirements and priorities; and organizational strategy for HRD. Sixth and finally, the
evaluation results of each training program should be collected and stored program-by-program;
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learner-by-learner; and job class-by-job class. Perhaps the most important preconditions are the
first, fourth, and sixth. A curriculum must exist before a comprehensive review of training can
be carried out. Each training course or other planned instructional event must be planned and
evaluated so that information is available about each program. This information must be recorded
in a way that allows data to be compared and aggregated over time.

To carry out a comprehensive review of training, practitioners should begin by setting a policy
that such reviews will be conducted at periodic intervals--every or two. A training advisory
committee, composed of representatives from the ED department, line management, topmanageme
and trainees, can be especially useful. This committee directs studies, participates
in them, and/or receives results and makes recommendations for corrective action. Regardless
of who is involved, however, it will be necessaryto clarify the purpose, goals, and objectives ofthe
review; selectpeople who possessthe skills necessaryto carry it out; establish an evaluationplan;
and clarity precisely what will be done with the results once they are received. In mostrespects,
a comprehensivetraining review is approachedlike any evaluation study. The only keydifference
between it and"moststudies has to do with focus. It focus on the overall training plan
for eachjob class or all job classes in the organization.

